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1 Financial innovations and crises: The view

backwards from Northern Rock

Jeremy Atack

On September 17, 2007, the UK experienced its first bank run in over

140 years.1 Early that morning, nervous depositors all over the UK

began queuing outside their local branches of Northern Rock bank to

redeem their deposits (often their life savings) while the bank still had

the cash to meet their demands. They had heard the reassuring words

over the preceding weekend from Bank of England Governor Mervyn

King, including the announcement that the Bank had extended a $4.4

billion line of credit, and they were worried.2 British deposit insurance

rules limited full coverage to just the first £2,000 of a deposit and only

90 percent of the balance up to the insurance cap of £35,000.3 As a

result, many depositors had substantial sums at risk. The run ended only

when the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Alistair Darling, overruled the

British regulator of banks, the Financial Services Authority, by sus-

pending deposit insurance rules and promising unlimited 100 percent

coverage to all existing depositors in the bank as of midnight, Wed-

nesday, September 19, 2007 for the duration of the crisis.4 Nevertheless,

as 2008 began, the crisis was still on-going with no end in sight. As of

mid-December 2007, the Bank of England and the British taxpayers had

extended at least £25 billion in credit to the bank (about $50 billion) but

Northern Rock depositors have continued to withdraw their funds.

There were even ministerial discussions about whether or not to nation-

alize the bank to protect the taxpayers’ investment.5 These discussions

became reality when Britain’s Parliament passed the Banking (Special

Provisions) Act on February 21, 2008, transferring all shares in Northern

Rock to the government.6

No other recent event better illustrates the themes of this book – the

evolutionary nature of financial intermediaries and financial markets, the

1 Collins, “Overend”; Patterson, “Home Monetary Drains.”
2 BBC, “Northern Rock Besieged”; International Herald Tribune, “Crisis Deepens.”
3 NewYorkLawJournal, “International Banking”;Demirguc-Kunt et al., “Deposit Insurance.”
4 Financial Times, “Darling Steps in.” 5 The Guardian, “Ministers Prepare Plan.”
6 Reuters, “Britain Passes.”
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critical role played by institutional arrangements in organizing and

regulating these activities, and the risks that people bear as these work

their way through the system. Getting the rules and organizations

“right” brings economic growth and riches. Getting them “wrong” spells

economic turmoil and decline.

In the past three decades, the world has witnessed dramatic changes in

the organization and operations of financial intermediaries and markets

both within and between countries as globalization has spurred global

competition. Beginning in the late 1920s and early 1930s and lasting

until successive waves of financial deregulation spread around the world

beginning around 1980 – a process often referred to in each country as

the “big bang” – most financial intermediaries and markets enjoyed a

high degree of domestic protection. Now, they are once again subject to

common pressures and we are seeing what Justice Brandeis once called

“a race to the bottom” as these institutions scramble to remake them-

selves and compete more effectively.7

For example, once upon a time, banks derived their loanable

funds from depositors, which they used to make loans to credit-worthy

customers. These were then held to maturity thereby building up a

“relationship” with customers on both the asset and liabilities side of the

balance sheet. Nowadays, however, many banks – including Northern

Rock – depend upon impersonal capital markets and other financial

institutions for their funds, and they increasingly repackage and resell

their loans to third parties. In the process, they pocket one-time loan

origination, debt servicing and securitization fees in place of the stream

of interest income they once received. They also pass risk along to the

investors downstream. This behavior changes their incentives from

concern about the long-term outcome to immediate cash income. Indeed,

it was Northern Rock’s inability to borrow on the capital and credit

markets to refinance maturing short-term borrowing that precipitated the

crisis.8 The bank no longer had the funds with which to buy new mort-

gages, a situation which suddenly and dramatically decreased the liquidity

of their asset portfolio as well as threatening their income stream.

To understand why the recent turmoil in the global financial markets

resonates so strongly with financial historians, it is useful to review the

tensions created by financial innovations. Many of these stem from the

different roles which financial intermediaries (mainly banks but also

insurance companies, pension funds, and the like) and capital markets

(mainly thought of as stock markets dealing in bonds and equity shares,

but including secondary markets in short-term debt ranging down to the

7 Liggett v. Lee. 8 Financial Times, “Confidence.”
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overnight market in interbank debt) play in finance. Traditionally,

financial intermediaries have provided five valuable services to the econ-

omy: (1) liquidity; (2) resolving denomination mismatches; (3) reducing

credit risk; (4) mediating maturity differences; and (5) bearing interest

rate and exchange rate risk.

Some of these same services have also been provided by financial

markets, albeit typically in somewhat different forms. The distinctions,

however, are rapidly disappearing, putting direct and indirect finance

into head-to-head competition with one another. Both financial inter-

mediaries and financial markets, for example, increase liquidity – the

ease (speed and price) with which a debt can be converted to cash, and

ownership transferred to another party – but they do this in different

ways. Financial intermediaries increase liquidity by exchanging the more

risky claim against the debtor for a less risky claim against the inter-

mediary, taking advantage of their specialist knowledge and their ability

to monitor the debtor. Financial markets, on the other hand, increase

liquidity by bringing together buyers and sellers and establishing trading

rules which are clear to all parties. In these markets, specialists also

emerge to ensure that the market is complete so that a buyer exists for

every seller.

Both financial intermediaries and markets also resolve a matching

problem between the sums that lenders wish to lend and those that

borrowers wish to borrow – often referred to as denomination divisi-

bility. Banks do this by mobilizing and pooling the savings of many small

depositors on the liabilities side of the balance sheet to grant fewer and

larger loans to debtors on the asset side of their balance sheet. Financial

markets accomplish the same task by securitization – dividing the debt

into many small, homogeneous and tradable parts either as equity or

debt instruments.

Banks seek to defray credit risk – the risk that the borrower might

default on the obligation – through the screening and monitoring of their

customers. Sometimes this is accomplished through the structure of

the loan – for example, an amortized loan. Other times it might be

accomplished through a demand for collateral. It is also achieved through

long-term banker–customer relationships and repeat trading. Financial

markets seek to achieve some of these same benefits through signaling

via bond ratings, the issuance of revenue bonds, the use of mortgage

bonds, credit-default swaps, or through the reputation of the under-

writer. In the case of the sub-prime crisis, there is growing evidence that

these controls failed. Rating agencies failed to appreciate the extent and

magnitude of the risk of default, and reputable agents all too willingly

lent their names in the marketing of these securities.
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Only two areas have really distinguished financial intermediaries from

financial markets. First, banks performed the vital service of maturity

mediation which arises from the desire of depositors to lend short-term

and to have ready access to their funds, and the wishes of borrowers to

borrow long-term so as to not jeopardize their investment. Second, by

virtue of this maturity mediation, banks also bear the risk that rises in

interest rates will depress asset prices, especially for longer term

investments. However, even these last two bastions of financial inter-

mediation services have become blurred by debt securitization. Banks

increasingly initiate loans, supposedly taking advantage of their specialist

knowledge, but do not hold the loans for very long. Instead, these are

bundled, repackaged and resold as standardized financial instruments in

tranches with the bank simply acting as servicing agent (Figure 1.1).9

Each of these activities, whether supplied by banks and other financial

intermediaries or through financial markets, are now generally regarded

as growth-promoting and serve as causal factors in economic growth

rather than simply by-products of an expanding economy.10 Few today –

and certainly not the contributors to this volume – believe Joan

Robinson’s assertion that “where enterprise leads, finance follows.”11

Instead, a preponderance of empirical evidence as well as theoretical

Figure 1.1 “Passing on the Risks.”
Source: The Economist, “Passing on the Risks,” (November 2, 1996) Vol. 341,
Issue 7990, p. 73. Courtesy of the artist, David Simonds.

9 The Economist, “Passing.”
10 Levine, “Financial Development” and “Finance and Growth.”
11 Robinson, “Generalisation.”
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argument support the case that greater financial depth measured, for

example, by the ratio of some broad definition of money (say, M3) to

GDP, is associated with faster economic growth. Moreover, this rela-

tionship holds true even after correcting for prices and population across

countries and over time.12

As these essays show, some institutional designs have worked better

than others. As financial innovations work their way through the existing

financial institutions and structures, crises have occurred. Each time,

critics have railed against the innovations that appear to have played a

role in the crisis, arguing that the unseemly profits for the early innov-

ators could not be justified by the real contribution to the economy.

Furthermore, they claim that these returns distracted capable people

from continuing to do honest and productive work in their traditional

m�etiers. Examples of such complaints would include Jay Cooke’s profits

from Union bond sales during the American Civil War and the con-

struction of the Union Pacific,13 and Michael Milken’s earnings from

high yield – a.k.a. “junk” – bond sales in the 1980s.14 Each time, how-

ever, provided that the rest of the financial system adjusted to the crisis

with the help of both private and public initiative and incentives to “get it

right,” the benefits of faster economic growth increased the material

benefits to society and led it to new heights.

When the financial system did not adjust but rather stifled the

financial innovations that seemed to be at the root of the crisis, stag-

nation and long-term decay (at least in relative terms) typically followed.

One such case – the restrictions on French finance following the collapse

of John Law’s system – is touched upon in two of the essays that fol-

low.15 This is why it is crucial for governments to respond in a con-

structive manner to the credit crunch that struck in the summer of 2007

and “get it right” so that the gains being achieved by financial global-

ization will be sustained.

Why, then, did the initial response to Northern Rock’s problems by

the British financial authorities not work? After all, central bank trans-

parency and co-insurance of bank deposits, both in evidence as the

British authorities reacted to the Northern Rock crisis, had long been

touted by academics as desirable changes, precisely to prevent such

crises.16 However, the Bank of England’s transparency in the public

12 See Rousseau and Sylla, “Financial Systems.”
13 Oberholtzer, Jay Cooke; Josephson, Robber Barons.
14 Bruck, Predators’; Stone, April Fools; Stewart, Den.
15 de Pinto, Essay; Soboul, La France.
16 Geraats, “Central Bank”; Athey et al., “Optimality”; Poole, “Transparent.” For an

argument contra, see Mishkin, “Central Bank.”
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announcement of a line of credit to Northern Rock worked no better

than earlier public acknowledgments of bank troubles. For example, the

Congressional “naming of names” of banks receiving aid from the

Reconstruction Finance Corporation simply increased pressure on those

banks.17 During the Savings and Loan crisis of the 1980s in the US,

criticism and scorn were heaped upon the American deposit insurance

system for its 100 percent insurance coverage.18 Indeed, while the

insurance cap ($100,000) under the FDIC was already generous by

world standards, some large institutions such as Continental Illinois

enjoyed unlimited protection as they were deemed “too big to fail” and,

absent other solutions to their balance sheet problems, the FDIC would

sponsor and underwrite the purchase of their assets and assumption of

their obligations.19 Co-insurance was, instead, touted as the solution for

deposit insurance’s moral hazard because it forced bank depositors to

consider the credit practices and financial health of their depository

institutions. But, as we have seen in the Northern Rock episode, it was

precisely these same incentives which precipitated the bank run.

Northern Rock’s problems are a small part of a much larger, global

problem – the sub-prime lending crisis. This segment of the market

began to gain market share in the late 1990s, making up about 13 percent

of all mortgages in 2000–2001, but when delinquency and foreclosure

rates rose during the recession and following 9/11, their share declined to

under 10 percent until 2003–2004. By 2006, such mortgages accounted

for about one-quarter of all mortgages issued in the US. The crisis began

in late 2006 as higher interest rates in the US began to filter through to

borrowers with adjustable rate home mortgages. Many of these indi-

viduals had been given mortgages for which their past credit history or

current financial status should have disqualified them. Predictably, as

borrowing costs rose and asset price rises stalled or reversed, foreclosure

rates began to rise sharply in that segment of the market with less than

perfect credit, and especially for those with adjustable rate sub-prime

mortgages (Figure 1.2).20 High rates of delinquency and foreclosure

17 Mason, “Political Economy” and “Reconstruction Finance.”
18 See, for example, Calomiris, “Deposit Insurance.” For a follow up on the issue, see

Dreyfus et al., “Deposit Insurance.”
19 See, FDIC, History, especially Ch. 7.
20 According to Federal Reserve Board Chairman Bernanke (“The Subprime Mortgage

Market”) 14.4 percent of sub-prime mortgages were in default by May 2007 while
Schloemer et al., “Losing Ground,” estimate that one in five of the sub-prime loans
made in 2005–2006 will end in foreclosure. More recent data from the Congressional
Budget Office and the Mortgage Bankers Association (CBO, Budget, Figure 2–1)
indicate that sub-prime fixed and adjustable rate mortgages had approximately equal
delinquency rates of about 10 percent at the start of 2005 but, by the third quarter of
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have also made it painfully clear that risk might have been under-priced

in the global search for interest premiums in excess of the historic low

rates prevailing in the economy at that time. These mortgage market

problems have been further complicated by mortgage securitization

which has sliced, diced and repackaged the underlying mortgages in

ways that makes untangling the true risk exposure of each difficult, if not

impossible. Consequently, current and future pricing has become highly

uncertain and price volatility has increased.21

The $150þ billion Savings and Loan crisis of the 1980s transformed

the mortgage market in the US. In 1985, there were 3,274 S&Ls

nationwide. By 1992, their number had shrunk almost 50 percent to just

1,645 and their numbers have continued to decline.22 As of 2006, there

were just 1,279 federally regulated thrift institutions, down from a peak

of 4,842 in 1966.23 These specialized financial institutions favored by

public policy since the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932 had

P e r c e n t a g e  o f  L o a n s    
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Figure 1.2 Crisis in the US mortgage market: sub-prime loan volume,
sub-prime mortgages as share of all mortgages and mortgage
delinquency rates by mortgage type.
Source: Center for Responsible Lending/Inside Mortgage Finance; Congres-
sional Budget Office.

2007, while fixed rate sub-prime delinquencies had only climbed to about 12 percent
those for adjustable sub-prime mortgages had almost doubled.

21 The absence of a reliable market has led to the abandonment of “marking to market” to
“marking to model.”

22 Curry and Shibut, “Cost,” Table 4.
23 Office of Thrift Supervision, 2006, Table 2.1, p. 5.
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amassed considerable expertise in the granting and management of

home mortgages. As they have disappeared, they have been replaced by

mortgage brokers who have little or no interest in holding mortgages.

Rather, their earnings came from loan origination, securitization and

debt servicing fees instead of from the interest on the amortized mort-

gage loan. Volume replaced quality and the latter could always be dis-

guised through diversification and subdivision as a part of securitization.

By late summer 2007, sub-prime lending problems in securitized

assets were endangering financial institutions on the European continent

even before their presence was widely recognized in the US (let alone

officially acknowledged). In Germany, in early August, for example,

some $4.8 billion in emergency credit was extended to IKB Deutsche

Industriebank and a number of asset-backed security funds were closed

in order to halt large withdrawals by investors which were forcing

asset sales on a deteriorating market. Similar closures affected funds in

France, notably those associated with BNP Paribas, a large French

bank.24 Later that same month, SachsenLB, a Leipzig savings bank, was

forced into a merger with Landesbank Baden-W€urttemberg (LBBW) in

an effort to resolve the former’s growing liquidity crisis.25

These widening problems, among others, doubtless played a role in

the European Central Bank’s initial decision to offer $130 billion in low-

interest credit to the European financial markets,26 and then a stunning

$500 billion in mid-December27 – a far more aggressive action than the

Federal Reserve’s more belated and conservative actions to lower

interest rates and provide liquidity. Rather than intervene directly, the

American monetary authorities tried a variety of other responses. Citi-

corp, the largest commercial and investment bank in the world, for

example, tried to create a joint guarantee fund with a consortium of

other international commercial and investment banks.28 In the past,

similar efforts had worked quite well. In 1890, for example, the Bank of

England had coordinated a bailout of Baring Brothers merchant bank29

and in 1997, the New York Federal Reserve had coordinated a bailout of

Long Term Capital Management.30 This time, however, no credible

coordinating agent of the scale required appeared, and the effort failed.31

In January, 2008, Citicorp took an $18þ billion write down in its assets,

yet speculation remains of more write-offs to come.32 Meantime, the US

Treasury tried to provide the needed coordination but, because of moral

24 New York Times, “Shaky Markets.” 25 Spiegel On-line International, “Bail-Out.”
26 International Herald Tribune, “ECB.” 27 BBC News “EBC.” 28 CNN “Banks.”
29 Ford, “Argentina”; della Paolera and Taylor, Straining, Chs. 3 and 4.
30 New York Federal Reserve, “William J. Mcdonough”; New York Times, “Fallen Star.”
31 Washington Post, “Banks.” 32 Wall Street Journal, “Citigroup.”
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hazard concerns, it has only succeeded in getting the major mortgage

lenders to agree to extend their efforts to work out alternatives to fore-

closure for their most recent and weakest customers who are not yet

delinquent in their payments.33 The continued uncertainties about how

to “get it right,” not just in terms of meeting the immediate crisis, but

also in terms of the long-run evolution of the global financial system, is

simply prolonging the crisis as this book goes to press.

Northern Rock itself had also participated in these sub-prime lending

activities and securitization schemes by entering into a partnership with

Lehman Brothers. As the company’s press release put it, the goal was “to

offer near-prime, sub-prime and self certified loans to customers. The

credit risk on these loans will not be borne by Northern Rock, but we

will earn fee income for the loan introduction.”34

Nor was this the only way in which Northern Rock serves as a

metaphor for changes in the global financial system during the past

thirty years or so. The Northern Rock Building Society was formed by

the merger of two venerable building societies – both mutual savings

companies – in 1965.35 In the late 1990s, amid an on-going controversy

about the dissipation of past and future company worth for the benefit of

current depositors, it demutualized and re-formed as a joint-stock bank

listed on the London Stock Exchange.36 British financial institutions were

slower in making the switch from mutual organizations to joint stock

companies. By the time that Abbey National demutualized in 1989 – the

first building society to take advantage of the opportunity under the

Building Societies Act of 1986 – almost 900 American mutual savings

associations had filed petitions to demutualize, and 769 changes had been

approved. By 2006, 1,451 mutual savings associations regulated by the

Office of Thrift Supervision in the US had become joint stock entities.37

Similarly, the structure of Northern Rock’s balance sheet mirrored

changes that had long been on-going in American banking circles.

According to a mid-year statement in 2006:

Funding through securitization remains an integral part of Northern Rock’s
funding strategy. During the first half of 2006 two residential mortgage issues
were completed raising £9.0 billion through our Granite vehicles. The January
deal at £6.0 billion was our largest to date. Diversification of our investor base
continuedwith 75%of the securitized bonds being issued inUS dollars or euros.38

33 New York Times, “Mortgage Plan.”
34 Northern Rock, “Stock Exchange.” 35 Northern Rock, “Corporate Profile.”
36 Northern Rock Foundation, “History.”
37 Martin and Turner, “Demutualization”; Office of Thrift Supervision, 2006, Table 2.8,

p. 12.
38 Northern Rock “Highlights.”
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Such borrowings had long been of increasing importance to American

banks. In the mid-1990s, borrowings had accounted for a little more

than 16 percent of the liabilities of US commercial banks while deposits

(transaction and non-transaction) made up over 60 percent.39 By 2005,

however, borrowings had grown to 23 percent, largely at the expense of

deposits.40 Moreover, by participating in the global market far beyond

their home bases, financial institutions have also found themselves

facing exchange rate risk in addition to credit risk and interest rate risk.

The essays that follow represent original research, and take up the

difficulties in making innovations in banking and financial markets work

as complements for the long-run benefit of the economy, especially

when their services are increasingly substitutes for one another. The

papers begin with the efforts of the Dutch Republic in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries to innovate first in the field of banking and

subsequently in the marketing of government debt. These are followed

by discussions of how France and Britain tried to imitate and improve

upon the Dutch successes. The growing volume of long-distance trade

throughout the eighteenth century forced merchants to develop the

means to mediate interest rate and exchange rate risk and facilitate trade

through international bills, an instrument that was familiar to the first

Secretary of the Treasury of the US: Alexander Hamilton. Hamilton

tried to integrate the various intermediation and market innovations

from western Europe into a coherent financial system for the new nation

and largely accomplished that goal. The system that Hamilton put in

place initially flourished until populist politics in the 1830s forced a

regress that was to last until the Civil War. The breathing space provided

by this hiatus enabled Britain to recover the lead in finance, albeit it only

temporarily, as nations jockeyed to capitalize on the most successful new

innovations. The case studies presented here highlight the complexity of

getting banking and capital markets to work effectively as complements

in the long-run.

The twentieth century has witnessed a number of financial experi-

ments, many of them (such as the gold exchange standard and foreign

control of domestic finances) failures. A few, such as central bank open

market purchases of assets other than government debt, seem to have

succeeded but were not institutionalized and have yet to be repeated.

Others, such as growing central bank intervention, have met with mixed

success. This returns us to the question of what lessons we have learned

from these diverse national experiences with financial intermediation

39 Federal Reserve, Bulletin, August 1995, Table 1.26.
40 Federal Reserve, Bulletin, December 2007, Table 1.26.
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and markets to improve our chances of “getting it right” in the twenty-

first century and thereby capturing the benefits of more rapid economic

growth.

I. Dutch origins

Many of the basics of financial markets and intermediation were

invented by merchants in the Mediterranean area, especially in the

Italian city-states of Genoa and Venice, by the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, but were innovated and improved in northern Europe begin-

ning in the late sixteenth century.41 The Dutch Republic, created in

1581 by an alliance of seven provinces against the Hapsburg government

of Philip II of Spain, lay on the northern fringes of the Holy Roman

Empire which, as Voltaire was to famously note, was neither holy, nor

Roman, nor an empire. As a small, strategically-placed but resource-

poor country surrounded by many, even smaller countries, the Dutch

earned much of their income through trade that was paid for in foreign

coin from neighboring principalities and duchies. This foreign coin

increasingly came to dominate as the circulating medium within the

Dutch Republic. Its rise as a circulating medium, however, was not the

benign result of its ready availability, but rather was actually encouraged

and rewarded by the policies of foreign mints on the Dutch Republic’s

borders per Gresham’s Law (bad money drives out good money). These

mints stood to gain from seigniorage resulting from the incremental

debasements of local coin by reductions in the precious metal content

whenever their exchange value was set by custom or regulation. Indeed,

the legal assignment of exchange values to specific coins through mint

ordinances exacerbated the problem by adding the force of law to

Gresham’s economic law: whenever a debtor was given the choice of

payment in two or more coins, payment was always made in the least

valuable coin. Moreover, coins with high precious metal contents but

low legal value were continually being re-minted into light, debased

coins for use in payment whenever the seigniorage on the new coin was

less than the saving to the debtor from paying off the creditor in the new

coin. Competition among mints and between countries limited the

amount of this seigniorage and kept the incremental debasements small,

but the inducement was ever-present and on-going.

In an effort to resolve this problem, the Dutch established an

exchange bank in 1609 to convert foreign coin into domestic payment –

the Wisselbank. The bank, also known as the Bank of Amsterdam, stood

41 See, for example, Munro, Bullion; Mueller, Venetian.
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ready to receive deposits of coin that met its strict standards for weight

and purity for safekeeping in return for a fee (agio) payable every six

months. In return, the depositor was issued a bank receipt that was

denominated in bank money, banco shillengen. This receipt could be used

either to redeem the original deposit (a l�a Cloakroom banking) or, as in

earlier deposit banks such as the Casa di San Giorgio in Genoa and the

Rialto bank in Venice, could be used tomake book entry – giro – payments

between customers at the bank. These receipts were also tradable. Unlike

a modern deposit bank, however, the Wisselbank made no loans – indeed

overdrafts on one’s account were penalized – but it did offer foreign

exchange services for its customers, much as currency boards do today.

For a while, the bank struggled to win universal acceptance of the

banco shillengen as an alternative medium of exchange, but it eventually

proved its worth by protecting creditors from payments in debased

coins. At the same time, book entry settlement proved a more efficient

means of payment. Moreover, the city of Amsterdam guaranteed the

deposits, and the deposits were secured from attachments by creditors.

Since the bank did not make loans or grant overdraft privileges, use of

the banco shillengen verified the credit-worthiness of a customer.

Debasement of foreign coin accelerated as the Eighty Years War wound

down and deposits with the Wisselbank surged. As a result, the banco

shillengen became the preferred medium of exchange, representing the

de facto creation of a fiat monetary standard. This process was com-

pleted by the late seventeenth century when bank money could no

longer be redeemed for the original deposit. As a result, Quinn and

Roberds, in Chapter 2, characterize the Wisselbank as the first true

central bank in the world – a major accomplishment for a nation that

was at war until the Peace of Westphalia in 1648.42

Not only did the Dutch improve upon Italian banking practices, they

also innovated on the financial instruments that had been issued by

governments and other public entities in the Italian city states. For

example, in 1171, the Venetian state had funded a naval fleet for war

against the Byzantine emperor by forcing taxpayers to accept bonds

paying 5 percent interest until repaid.43 Even before the Dutch Revolt,

the city-states of the Hapsburg Netherlands had developed transferable

book debts in the form of life-annuities.44 By the seventeenth, and

especially the eighteenth, centuries, Amsterdam increasingly financed

42 Gillat, La Banque, finds echoes of the Wisselbank in the structure and functions of the
European Central Bank.

43 See Pezzolo, “Italian Monti” quoting Luzzatto, Il debito, p. 11.
44 Tracy, Financial Revolution.
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the defense of the Dutch state by issuing general obligation bonds that

were more readily transferable. In Chapter 3, Jonkers and Gelderbloom

document how these new debt instruments, together with equity issued

by joint-stock companies, most notably the Dutch East India Company

(VOC), gradually supplanted real estate holdings in the portfolio of

wealthy institutional investors such as orphanages, hospitals and the

poor house. These assets were generally purchased from middlemen,

indicative of a growing secondary market, and seem to have been

accurately and competitively priced.

Compared with the life annuities and real estate which they displaced,

these new financial instruments proved to be more easily resold, less

idiosyncratic in their pricing, and of shorter duration to maturity. As a

result, they exhibited much less price volatility, and bond-holders were

able to reduce their average cash balances and increase their income-

earnings assets. For example, in the middle of the seventeenth century,

the Amsterdam orphanage often had a cash balance of 60–80,000

guilders whereas during the eighteenth century this balance was reduced

to just 4,000 guilders. Experience with these new instruments in the

charitable endowments also educated the trustees about their advan-

tages and encouraged greater use of such instruments among the

wealthy as part of their portfolio of assets.

II. Innovations of Dutch finance in France and the UK

The accumulation of staggeringly large government debts by the major

participants of the War of the Spanish Succession and the concurrent

Great Northern War in the Baltic region led France and the UK to

endeavor to imitate the Dutch innovations in banking and securities

markets as best they could. In France, the prime mover was economist

John Law, the originator of what would become known as the “real bills

doctrine” which was adopted as the cornerstone of Federal Reserve

credit policy when the institution was created in 1913.

Born in 1671 to a family of bankers–goldsmiths in the Scottish county

of Fife, Law had fled to the European continent as a young man after

being convicted of murder following a duel in which his opponent was

killed. While there, he spent much of his time in Amsterdam, which was

still the center of finance and banking, and in Paris, the center of cul-

ture.45 While in Paris, he gained the confidence of the Duke of Orleans,

regent for young Louis XV, and, as a result, had the opportunity to put

45 Murphy, John Law.
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his ideas into practice: taking over French public finance in a creative

public-debt-for-private-equity swap.

According to François Velde, in Chapter 4, the subsequent events are

regarded quite differently in Britain and France. In the UK, the focus

has been on the price of stock. There, the episode is referred to as the

Mississippi Bubble and the events are seen as the precursor of other

speculative bubbles in Amsterdam and London that ended in 1720. The

French (and Dr. Velde), on the other hand, take a more holistic view

and refer to the episode as Law’s system.

In Chapter 4, Velde lays bare the details of the debt-for-equity swap

which underlay Law’s audacious scheme and asks the question “Could it

have worked?” If the answer is “Yes” then, Velde argues, the system was

not a bubble despite its appearance. Law’s system began with the

establishment of a private bank, the aptly named “Banque G�en�erale
Priv�ee” (“General private bank”) in May 1716. The bank’s principal

asset was a specific type of French government debt known as billets d’
�etat (“bills of state”). Unlike most sovereign debt today issued by leading

countries, these were regarded as relatively risky assets, and Law’s bank

had acquired much of this debt in exchange for equity in the bank.

The bank, in turn, issued paper money which was accepted in pay-

ment of debts to the government, a privilege that Law had won thanks to

his friendship with the regent, and was redeemable upon demand in

legal tender coin. On the other side of the balance sheet, the bank

generated its earnings from the interest payments on the national debt

by discounting bills, and by selling foreign exchange. Despite this

seemingly thin financial base, the bank was successful and had a note

circulation of between forty and fifty million livres per year against which

it maintained a fairly conservative reserve ratio of around 50 percent.

This assured that the bank’s notes were widely accepted and easily

redeemed at par at the bank.

A year later, Law branched out by taking over a newly created trading

company, the Mississippi Company, and renaming it the Company of

the West (Compagnie d’Occident), the name of a defunct trading com-

pany created to trade with New France. To raise capital for this new

venture, Law once again offered the public a chance to buy equity using

national debt instead of cash. This time, however, the public got a

better deal. In exchange for their risky sovereign debts, they received,

instead, an uncertain commercial debt, one whose assets were the same

risky sovereign debt plus French Louisiana. Subscriptions were slow

at first but, as the value of the company stock took off, holders of debt

grew increasingly eager to swap their sovereign debt for equity in the

company.
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To achieve some of these early price gains and subsequently to

maintain the price, the company often entered the market as a buyer on

its own account using loans from Law’s new bank – the Banque Royale,
whose notes did not have to be redeemed in coin. The resulting price

gains in Mississippi stock from priming the pump were crucial in per-

suading the public to swap their sovereign debt for equity in the

expanded Compagnie des Indes.
In early 1720, the Banque Royale merged with the Compagnie des

Indes, and the Banque’s notes were made interchangeable with the

Compagnie’s shares at a fixed price of 9,000 livres. However, Law

(along with many others, including Richard Cantillon who made a

fortune speculating against the Compagnie) soon realized that this price

was too high. As a result, he tried to reduce the Banque’s issues of notes

and to reduce the support price of Compagnie shares, arguing (to no

avail) that his sudden deflation of the money supply had maintained the

real value of the Compagnie’s shares. Instead, investors withdrew their

savings as fast as they could and share prices collapsed.

Given the earnings from the various enterprises that comprised the

greatly enlarged Compagnie des Indes by the end of 1719 – including

the mints, the tax farms, the settlement of Louisiana, the tobacco

monopoly, sugar monopoly and trade with Asia – Velde asks whether a

share price of 9,000 livres per share in the Mississippi Company was

justified in early 1720. His answer is “No.” However, Velde argues that

Law’s innovations were legal under French jurisprudence and prevailing

custom. So, the system could have survived had Law not run up the

price of stock to speed up the debt for equity swap and then tried to

sustain that price.

Dutch financial practices also spread to England as a result of the

Glorious Revolution which placed William of Orange on the British

throne and brought his advisors to the country. This event has been

celebrated by North and Weingast as the triumph of the rule of law in

the UK, putting all citizens on a more or less equal footing and ending

the arbitrary exercise of power by the monarch.46 Key to the rule of law

was certainty regarding legal outcomes and the sanctity of contracts. In

Chapter 5, Gary Shea challenges the rosy picture of an abrupt trans-

formation in law and custom in his examination of the legal fallout from

the South Sea Bubble.

One of the largest speculators in South Sea stock, and an important

supporter of Tory efforts to create a competing company for the Whig-

dominated Bank of England and East India Company, was Henry

46 North and Weingast, “Constitutions.”
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Bentinck, the first Duke of Portland and one of William’s closest

advisors. The Duke had purchased a fortune of forward contracts for

South Sea stock at optimistic, even surreal, prices from a number of

parties including Sir George Caswall (arguably the savviest and most

active stockbroker in the London market). However, after prices col-

lapsed in May 1720 and a fortune was at stake, the Duke reneged upon

his commitments.

Caswall, himself a member of the House of Commons until he was

temporarily expelled in 1721 on ethics charges arising from the bubble,

held forward contracts from the Duke to buy South Sea stock valued in

excess of £250,000. Many of these remained unconsummated when the

bubble burst, and Sir George sought specific performance from the

Duke as his legal remedy.

In a story reminiscent of that later told by Charles Dickens in Bleak
House in the case of Jarndyce v. Jarndyce, this legal conflict spanned the

generations. The first Duke of Portland died in 1726 with the case still

unresolved but posing a large potential liability against his estate (then

valued at £850,000). Legal proceedings dragged on for another fifteen

years beyond the first Duke’s death, prosecuted by Sir George’s son,

until it was eventually rejected by the courts on the grounds that Sir

George had failed to pursue his claim in a timely manner and with

sufficient vigor. Sir George died shortly thereafter.

In his various pleadings against specific performance on the contracts,

the Duke’s lawyers faced a dilemma: on the one hand, prevailing legal

opinion appears to have held that forward contracts where the future

price was vastly in excess of the current market price violated rules on

usury. However, to assert a claim that Caswall was guilty of usury would

be to admit the legality of the underlying contracts.

Nor was the Duke of Portland’s case the only one in which a member

of the aristocracy managed to escape their legal obligations in the wake

of the bubble. Antoin Murphy in his biography of Richard Cantillon

tells of Cantillon’s suit against Lady Mary Herbert, the daughter of the

Duke of Powis, who similarly failed to honor her Mississippi Company

contracts not because she could not do so, but because it would have

been too expensive for her.47 Clearly, during the first half of the eight-

eenth century it still mattered who the counter-party was in any litiga-

tion, regardless of the legal reforms introduced as a result of the Glorious

Revolution. However, the key point is that the British courts did not

invalidate the contracts per se as the French courts had done after the

47 Murphy, Richard Cantillon.
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collapse of Law’s system. Consequently, active trading on the London

stock market was able to resume while in France it stagnated.

III. Spreading commercial financial networks

In Chapter 6, Marc Flandreau and his co-authors derive new estimates

of interest rates in the eighteenth century, based upon the commercial

bills market, in three important and closely-linked markets: London,

Amsterdam and Paris. Whereas mercantilist governments monitored

trade flows quite closely, the commercial bills market lay largely outside

of the scope of government regulation and legislation and was global in

scope. Unlike other markets, it relied almost exclusively on private per-

sonal arrangements based upon the reputation of the principals and so,

the authors argue, a London bill drawn, for example, on an Amsterdam

bank represented an ideal vehicle in which to hide a loan while the pay-

ment of interest could be disguised within the exchange rate. This was

an important advantage in markets generally subject to a variety of usury

caps on interest rates, and it facilitated the international flow of funds

among the important trading nations of western Europe by “flying below

the radar screen” of nationalistic governments.

Since the principals involved in this market were well-known players

involved in repeated games, the authors claim that interest rates which

they derive are essentially risk-free rates – certainly more so than interest

rates on sovereign debt at the time.Moreover, the series which they derive

are more consistent with one another and across time than those previ-

ously available.48 As a result, these interest rate estimates are likely to find

widespread use among those working on eighteenth-century finance.

The key to developing these interest rate estimates is to recognize that

the bills of exchange have two components – one an interest rate, r
(defined as an annual rate), the other, an “exchange rate.” This

“exchange rate,” aij, is the price that bankers in one market, i, are willing
to pay for currency in market j at some future date. Thus, for example,

on a sight bill payable in 90 days, the calculation would be:

a
ij
¼ 1

1þ r
4

This allows merchants to quote (unregulated) exchange rates rather than

(regulated) interest rates and this formula can easily be modified to allow

for differences in risk between markets.

48 For example, Homer and Sylla, History.
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In deriving these interest rates, Flandreau et al. build upon the work of

Eric Schubert, a former student of Larry Neal’s.49 War finance had

created a raft of public debt. This took a variety of forms; 3 percent

Consols in the UK, bearer obligations in Holland. Both were negotiable

instruments, easily transferred among merchants thereby increasing the

number of ways in which they could settle their accounts with each

other, regardless of nationality.

Throughout the eighteenth century, London merchants enjoyed

interest rates that were only slightly higher than those in Amsterdam.

Paris merchants, on the other hand, had to pay higher rates but these

were still below those required of merchants in Italy and Spain. More-

over, Paris credit arrangements, managed largely independently of the

monarchy after reforms undertaken in 1726, provided more stability

than either London or Amsterdam. While state finances in Europe were

being transformed by the on-going financial revolutions of the eight-

eenth century, the payments system for private trade by European

merchants managed to flourish, notwithstanding the occasional shocks

to the system from war finance.

Following the adoption of the Federal Constitution, the US embarked

upon a series of financial reforms under the leadership of its first Sec-

retary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton. In the space of three years,

Hamilton transformed the finances of the nation. He persuaded Con-

gress to establish a US Mint, adopt the bimetallic standard, repudiate

the Continental dollar, consolidating sovereign interest-bearing debt

under the federal government, ensured the regular payment of interest

on that obligation, and established a joint-stock independent central

bank. The breadth and nature of these accomplishments prompt Rich-

ard Sylla to assess the relative merits of US and UK finance. He con-

cludes that between 1789 and 1830 the US grew more rapidly than the

UK largely as a result of Hamilton’s financial reforms. By 1830 its

financial system had at least achieved parity, if not superiority, with the

UK’s. Unfortunately, these gains were dissipated by Jackson’s brand of

democracy, a.k.a. populism. Specifically, Jackson’s veto of the renewal

of the Second Bank of the United States’ charter, led to the extinction of

central banking in the US in 1836.50 In the seventy-plus years that

followed the demise of the Second Bank, the US grew relatively more

slowly than the UK, and throughout that same period the UK’s financial

institutions were superior to those in the US. The UK’s success,

49 Schubert, “The Ties.”
50 See, for example, Temin, Jacksonian; Rockoff, “Money.”
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however, was not due to her superior innovation during the intervening

period but rather to US reverses under Jackson.

In assessing the role of finance in economic development in Chapter 7,

Sylla identifies six key elements. First, in his report on Public Credit,

Hamilton set forth a clear statement of the importance of public credit

and laid down a roadmap by which to restore confidence in the gov-

ernment both at home and abroad. Second, the essentially worthless

Continental dollar was replaced by new coins based upon a bimetallic

standard and all bank money was to be exchangeable upon demand into

this legal tender. Third, Hamilton created the first of two nineteenth-

century central banks in the US, the First Bank of the United States.

This joint-stock bank was 20 percent owned by the federal government

and had an authorized capital of $10 million – a huge sum relative to

money supply at the time – which gave it the economic power to serve as

regulator of the commercial banking system in addition to its role as

banker to the federal government. From the beginning, the First Bank

was a branch bank with six branches in the nation’s major centers of

commerce. In contrast, the Bank of England did not establish branches

until 1826 and it remained a purely private institution until after 1944.

Fourth, the task of chartering individual commercial banks was left to

the individual states which were able to fine-tune their size and organ-

izational structure to best suit heterogeneous local conditions. By 1830,

these states had chartered more than 500 of them, each with rights of

note issue, convertible upon demand into legal tender.51 These banks

financed business and provided intermediation services through a mix of

short-term loans to outsiders and longer term loans to insiders, the latter

essentially acting as a closed-end mutual fund. Fifth, the US established

a securities market. Indeed, there were several securities markets in

major population centers in the US such as Boston and Philadelphia as

well as New York whereas the UK had only one. These security markets

traded both equities and bonds derived from a variety of public and

private corporations including canal companies, turnpikes, state and

local governments, as well as manufacturing enterprises and banks. The

markets were also successful in selling American securities to foreigners.

Lastly, the US had a much more liberal attitude regarding corporate

charters and the creation of joint-stock corporations in the private sector.

Indeed, the legal basis for these institutions was already well established

by 1819 when Chief Justice John Marshall declared that a corporation

was “an artificial being existing only in contemplation of the law.”52

51 The best accounting for state banks in America is by Weber, “Early State Banks.”
52 Marshall, J. “Trustees.”
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Jackson’s squabble with the Second Bank of the United States and its

president, Nicholas Biddle, however, spoiled it all, eventually plunging

the country into a financial crisis from which it did not recover until the

early 1840s. Moreover, the federal government was hobbled in its

dealings with the public and with the financial markets for much of the

rest of the century by the absence of a central bank (despite the creation

of the independent Treasury in the 1850s which took over some of its

more mundane day-to-day banking activities).

The US was not alone in its failure to successfully imitate the superior

financial structures that emerged in the UK after 1825. Surprisingly,

other products of Britain’s much-touted parliamentary democracy – the

gold standard and common law basis for enforcement of contracts and

private property that are taken as key elements for its financial success –

also fall short of their success in the mother country. In Chapter 8, Larry

Neal reviews Lance Davis and Robert Gallman’s monumental work on

international capital flows and emerging capital markets in the nine-

teenth century to see what common lessons these scholars draw from

their intensive examination of the financial developments in the UK, the

US, Canada, Argentina and Australia.53

Each of the four frontier economies received huge inflows of British

capital to finance their development. Consequently, each had firsthand

experience with British financial organization and practice, albeit in

somewhat different forms in each. Argentina and Australia imported the

institutions themselves with British banks setting up overseas branches

in each. This proved to be a mistake when, in the deflationary crises of

the 1890s, the British-based banks favored the interests of the home

country over their adoptive country. The US, on the other hand, had

developed a capital market which financed business and substituted for

bank loans while, in Canada, the capital market complemented the

nationwide bank branching system. Although these two countries dif-

fered in their approach, the institutional innovations in both appear

motivated to maintain financial independence from Britain, and the

essential lesson is the need to make capital markets complementary to

the operation of a country’s banking system regardless of how that

system might be constituted.

In Chapter 9, Richard Sullivan follows up on LanceDavis’s well-known

work that showed a dramatic narrowing of large regional variations in

US interest rates during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.54

53 Davis and Gallman, Evolving.
54 See Davis, “The Investment Market.” For a long time following the publication of

Davis’ work, the story was of segmented local credit markets during the antebellum
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Davis attributed this narrowing of interest rate differentials to the

development of the national commercial paper market. Subsequently,

John James and Richard Sylla attributed it to increased competition

within the banking industry, albeit from somewhat different sources.

James credited it to easier entry into banking, including state banking.55

Sylla tipped his hat to the easing of federal regulation of national

banking charters, especially the lowering of capital requirements, in the

Gold Standard Act of 1900.56

Sullivan uses estimates of regional national bank profit rates as a proxy

for the incentives to enter or exit the banking industry and posits that

systematic differences would be due to differences in financial risk

between regions. His results show that the market efficiency steadily

improved between 1870–1884 so that essentially all differences were

eliminated between 1885 through the end of the century. However,

differences re-emerged after 1900, due possibly, as Sylla had argued, to

the easing of federal regulations in the Gold Standard Act which allowed

the entry of new, inexperienced banks. These increased uncertainty

in the cost structure of banks and also led to poorer performance in the

loan portfolio. Moreover, national banks faced renewed competition

from state banks which staged a dramatic comeback following the

widespread adoption of the check as a means of doing business thereby

competing away any excess returns. Moreover, other non-bank financial

intermediaries, most notably trust companies, increasingly competed for

business.57 Thus, the US eventually “got it right” in making its banks

complementary to its capital markets, even though the process was

uneven as the forces of competition worked through its developing

financial structure.

IV. Banking and financial market innovations in the
twentieth century

The disruptions of the European banking systems and capital markets

during World War I led to boom times for the New York Stock

Exchange in the 1920s. However, its members soon found that com-

petitive forces from other securities markets across the US and across the

street threatened that success by nibbling away at their business. During

period, followed by the integration of these regional markets in the years following the
Civil War. Subsequent work by Bodenhorn and Rockoff, “Regional Interest Rates,”
however, shows a similar convergence of regional interest rates taking place in the pre-
Civil War era only to be disrupted by the war with its devastating effect upon southern
banking.

55 James, “Development.” 56 Sylla, “Federal Policy.” 57 Neal, “Trust Companies.”
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the stock market boom of the 1920s, the volume of daily trades sorely

stressed the order mechanism on the exchange. Brokers frequently fell

behind in executing orders. Meanwhile, the expansion of stock market

activity led more firms to seek market listings and more investors to

participate. One solution to this problem was to increase the number of

markets but, for matters of prestige and liquidity, most firms sought to

be listed on the New York Stock Exchange rather than a regional or the

Curb Market (later known as the American Exchange). Because the

existing brokers could not physically execute more orders, despite efforts

to improve their technology and trading systems, an obvious solution

was to increase the number of brokers. However, doing so would divide

the commission pool in more ways and so was contrary to individual

interests. As a result, such proposals tended to be voted down by the

membership. But, as the bull market of the 1920s continued, opposition

to this solution weakened and, on February 18, 1929, the exchange

declared a one-quarter seat dividend for each member. These quarter

seats by themselves were of no use whatsoever, but they could be sold

and combined to make a whole seat, subject to the approval of the

membership committee of the New York Stock Exchange. For example,

J.P. Morgan and his son Junius and John D. Rockefeller each sold their

dividend rights after the market had peaked in early September 1929 but

before the market crashed. Each sold his quarter seat for $125,000

making the real price of a seat on the New York Stock Exchange the

highest it would ever be in the exchange’s history. Since these brokers

were the ultimate market insiders, Eugene White examines the data on

seat sales and prices for insight into market sentiment during this crucial

episode in our history in Chapter 10.

White finds that those who bought these dividend seats were, for the

most part, not the experiencedmarket pros. Instead, theywere either “new

money” who wanted the prestige of a seat on the New York Stock

Exchange and perhaps the privilege of rubbing shoulders with the likes of

Morgan and Rockefeller or they were persons with some market experi-

ence but usually in some junior capacity such as a page or a clerk. Seats also

sold on regional markets though, there, the market was often much thin-

ner. TheNYSEpattern carries over to these othermarkets; in the runup to

the crash, the more experienced brokers were increasingly pessimistic, but

their reticence went unnoticed by the less experienced market neophytes.

With the onset of the Great Depression, US authorities attempted a

variety of policy responses, most of which seemed at the time and in

retrospect to be inadequate to the challenges.58 Burdekin andWeidenmier

58 Friedman and Schwartz, Monetary History; Meltzer, A History.
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explore the results of one unusual – and largely overlooked – attempt by

the US Treasury to pump liquidity into the system: the Silver Purchase

Program initiated by the Roosevelt Administration in 1934. At the

time, interest rates were already low – a fraction of 1 percent – and

could not be forced much lower. There were those in the system who

argued that the low interest rates were indicative of abundant and easy

credit. Yet unemployment was high, business activity low, and the

public overwhelmingly pessimistic. As a result, more economic stimulus

was desired but traditional open market operations by the US Federal

Reserve would likely be ineffective, given the low interest rates then

prevailing. Indeed, recent history, particularly the experiences of the

Bank of Japan during the 1990s facing a similar set of circumstances,

indicates that even had such operations been attempted they might

well have failed or have been prohibitively expensive.

In any event, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt yielded to the

silver lobby, which had been vocal and active since the early 1870s,

and initiated a policy to buy silver for monetary purposes beginning in

June 1934. Just as in 1878, and again in 1890, the US Treasury generally

issued silver certificates for the silver received rather than minting coin.

These silver certificates circulated as legal tender for all debts public and

private and could be redeemed at the US Treasury for silver dollars. In

less than a year, the US Treasury accumulated more than 13,000 tons of

silver, only a small fraction of which (under 800 tons) was newly mined.

In the process, they reversed the long-run decline in the share of silver in

the US currency. By 1932, this had dwindled to about 12 percent. Six

years later its share had almost doubled, and domestic silver production,

most of it from western states, had more than doubled. Although several

other authors including Friedman and Schwartz, and Allan Meltzer have

noted this silver purchase program, Burdekin and Weidenmier argue, in

Chapter 11, that these other authors failed to fully appreciate the

expansionary significance of this action, particularly in the western, silver

producing states whose political weight was much greater than their

economic significance at the national level.59 Burdekin andWeidenmier’s

examination of state-level data shows a very favorable impact of the Silver

Purchase Act on the silver-producing states and their near neighbors

in the western US.

In Chapter 12, Alan Dye and Richard Sicotte look at the role played

by US trade policy during the Great Depression on the financial per-

formance of Cuban sugar manufacturers and the impact which this had

59 Each thinly populated state in the west had two Senators and at least one Represen-
tative in Congress.
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on their New York investment banks. In the wake of the Spanish–

American war of 1898, the US had imposed the Platt amendment on the

Cuban government. The brainchild of Secretary of War Elihou Root,

this amendment defined US–Cuban relations until 1934. Among its

various provisions, the US received Guant�anamo – a right that the US

has still not given up – and Cuba was denied full sovereignty rights. For

example, the Cuban government was prohibited from entering into any

foreign debt agreement unless interest payments were guaranteed from

ordinary revenue, and she was blocked from entering into foreign

treaties except with the US. The quid pro quo for this agreement was that

Cuban sugar producers would receive a 20 percent reduction in the US

tariff.60 Under this arrangement, the Cuban sugar industry prospered. On

the eve of World War I, Cuba accounted for almost one-quarter of

the world’s sugar production and sugar was generating perhaps 80 percent

of the country’s export earnings.

The prosperity enjoyed by Cuban–American sugar producers, how-

ever, depended critically upon the world price for sugar and the US tariff

policy. At the height of the post-World War I boom, sugar prices had

peaked at 23.6 cents per pound. In the next few months, however, they

fell by more than 80 percent. In the face of these low prices, Cuban

sugar companies were forced into bankruptcy and faced foreclosure by

the US banks that had financed their expansion in the prewar decades.

In the wake of these takeovers, the US banks reorganized the Cuban

sugar industry into a more oligopolistic structure. What new financing

flowed into Cuba was invested in cost-reducing measures rather than

in modernizing the industry at a time when Cuba’s position in the US

marketplace was being eroded.

In 1922, the US raised tariff rates on sugar in the Fordney–

McCumber tariff. More importantly, however, Puerto Rico gained

ground on Cuba and they were further rewarded under the Smoot–

Hawley tariff of 1930. When worldwide sugar prices collapsed at the end

of the 1920s to as little as 2–2.5 cents per pound, Cuban sugar produ-

cers could no longer stay in business, despite cost reductions, and the

banks which had foreclosed on the sugar industry in 1920–1921 now

faced huge losses. For example, in 1931 the National City Bank was

forced to write down its $25 million investment in Cuban sugar to just

$1 million. This had a big effect on the balance sheet of US banks,

exacerbating their solvency and liquidity problems. Dye and Sicotte use

this largely ignored episode to show the complementary roles of banks

and security markets, this time in mutual misery.

60 P�erez, Cuba.
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In Chapter 13, Kirsten Wandschneider examines the performance of

four central banks operating under the interwar gold exchange standard.

Her central question is whether central bank independence was a sub-

stitute or a complement to a fixed exchange rate regime. This addresses

the important historical and economic issue of how best to solve the

“trilemma,” the need for an open economy to choose only two of the

three desirable policy regimes possible: fixed exchange rates, monetary

independence and free capital movements.61 The gold exchange stand-

ard, which tried to replicate the advantages of the classical gold standard

after the massive monetary and debt expansions created by World War I,

enjoyed only a brief life between 1925 and 1931.62 Under this system,

no gold coins circulated but rather countries held foreign currency which

was itself convertible into gold upon demand.

Initially, both Austria and Poland pegged their currency to the Swiss

franc, although Austria eventually switched to the US dollar. Hungary,

on the other hand, linked its fortunes with London and the pound

sterling, while Czechoslovakia managed to stabilize its currency without

foreign support. Indeed, it even participated in the international loans to

Austria and Hungary. In time, it had substantial credits from France,

chiefly for military rearmament.

All four countries were obliged to maintain fixed exchange rates

against currencies pegged to gold. In adopting fixed exchange, each

country faced the problem of determining the rate of exchange at which

to re-establish convertibility. Each opted for convertibility at a small

fraction of their prewar exchange rates. Britain, however, refused to

recognize reality and tried instead to maintain London’s position in the

international capital market by keeping its promises. To this end,

Winston Churchill returned the country to the gold standard at the

prewar rate of exchange in May of 1925 but with a chronically over-

valued currency. Eventually, in September 1931 the UK was finally

forced off the gold standard. This clearly had a negative impact upon

Hungary which had linked itself to the British pound.

The four case studies in Wandschneider’s analysis represent quite

different combinations of circumstances. Three of the countries were

successor states to the Austro-Hungarian Empire while the fourth,

Poland, lay sandwiched between Germany and Russia. The central

banks in Austria and Hungary had been created under the League of

Nations with an implicit mandate to serve the interests of international

creditors first, rather than support domestic policies. That is to say, these

61 See, for example, Obstfeld et al., “Monetary Sovereignty.”
62 Eichengreen, Golden Fetters.
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banks had a high degree of central bank independence from domestic

pressure. Nevertheless, she finds that none of the banks fully committed

to the “rules of the game” of the gold exchange standard despite the

attempts by the League of Nations Financial Commission and the pri-

vate investment banks committed to sustaining the market value of their

foreign debts. The two democracies – Austria and Czechoslovakia – were

most responsive to domestic political pressures, despite the nominal

independence of the central bank in Austria and the explicit government

control of the central bank in Czechoslovakia. This finding is consistent

with the observation by Eichengreen and others that post-World War I

democracies made it impossible for central banks to adhere strictly to the

gold standard ideals of fixed exchange rates.63 Similarly, more recently

emerging market economies and new democracies have found it difficult

to maintain fixed exchange rates with their major trading partners. On

the other hand, the central banks of Hungary and Poland, with their

authoritarian regimes, responded mainly to signals from Berlin until

exchange controls removed all responsiveness to external finance.

In Chapter 14, Michael Bordo and David Wheelock examine the

relationship and the timing between asset price appreciation and the

business cycle for a number of OECD countries for the twentieth cen-

tury. Their goal is to determine what role macro-economic policy played

in creating asset price appreciation and in bringing about depreciation of

asset prices. Although their theory probably applies to all assets, they

focus solely on equity prices rather than other assets, such as housing, in

part because there have been too few cycles in the housing market.

Moreover, they confine their attention to expansions and ignore

declines. Their data cover six western European countries: the UK,

Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden; and three out-

posts of European settlement in the New World: Australia, Canada and

the US; and one Asian country, Japan. For each, they have monthly

stock prices adjusted for inflation from the second or third decade of the

twentieth century through the end of the century. They define a stock

market boom as any period of three or more years from trough to peak

in which there was and average annual rate of stock price growth of

10 percent per year or more.

Consistent with economic theory, they find that monetary policy plays

a positive role in asset price appreciation working through falling interest

rates. This asset price appreciation, however, comes to an end when

interest rates finally begin to rise as a result of more restrictive monetary

policy, excess demand for loanable funds, or a rise in the inflation rates.

63 Eichengreen, Golden Fetters.
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The importance of their finding lies in its general application across the

varied financial structures of the countries in their sample, as well as

across the variation in financial regimes that each country maintained

through the successive traumas of the twentieth century – recovery from

World War I, the worldwide depression of the 1930s, the devastation of

World War II and the economic miracles that followed until the oil

shocks of the 1970s. The importance of complementarity between

banks’ relationship financing and the pricing of traded securities is

underscored for today’s policy makers.

In the final chapter, Larry Neal, in whose honor these individual

studies were presented, poses the ultimate question: can governments

and regulatory institutions today learn valuable lessons from the past as

global financial markets bounce from one crisis to another like the steel

ball in a pinball machine? His guarded answer, readers will be happy to

know, is basically optimistic. Even though governments have tended to

kill the financial goose, whether the eggs it laid were silver, gold, or

sound fiat money, in the long-run a growing number of countries have

managed to “get it right,” thanks to the strength of private incentives

and the creativity of the human mind in working around regulations and

problems and finding creative new solutions.
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2 An economic explanation of the early Bank of

Amsterdam, debasement, bills of exchange

and the emergence of the first central bank*

Stephen Quinn and William Roberds

The early Dutch Republic experienced a monetary problem called

incremental debasement, for mints repeatedly reduced the precious

metal content of coins by small amounts. Adam Smith termed this the

“small-state” problem because small, open economies often made

substantial use of foreign coins, so debased foreign mints flowed into

ports like Amsterdam. Around 1600, The Dutch Republic was awash in

foreign coins and these were widely used as media of exchange.1 The

fragmented nature of minting authority within the Dutch Republic

meant that debasement had a domestic component as well. Whether

foreign or domestic, a debasement led to uncertainty in the value of

payments, creating transaction costs that hampered commerce.

The Dutch authorities attempted to deal with this debasement

problem through laws and regulations, but these were often slow and

ineffective. It took decades, for example, for the Republic to establish

full control over its numerous independent mints. By contrast, laws

assigning coin values were enacted early and often, but these did not

solve the problem of debasement. While these were intended to simplify

the use of coins by giving them a known value (tale) in terms of a unit of

account, we argue that these laws, called mint ordinances, had the

unintended consequence of making the situation worse. The disconnect

between legal and intrinsic value encouraged people to bring old coins

with high intrinsic, but low legal value to the mint in order to repay their

debts with newly debased coins. The mints benefited as well from the

consequent increase in business and their government owners benefited

* The authors would like to thank Jeremy Atack, Joost Jonker, Charles Kahn, Larry Neal,
Francois Velde, and David Weiman for comments on an earlier draft, Oscar Gelderblom
for tips on numerous references, and especially M. S. Polak for sharing Volume II of his
book Historiografie En Economie Van De “Muntchaos.”

1 Eight hundred foreign coins were officially recognized by the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury (Dehing and ‘t Hart, “Linking the Fortunes”, p. 40).
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from the increase in seigniorage. Then as now, there was no free lunch,

as the garnering of seigniorage through debasement imposed an onerous

burden on the Dutch economy.

Another regulatory approach was the creation of an exchange bank or

Wisselbank. Exchange banks were intended to address the debasement

problem by limiting deposits to coins above a certain quality. When debt

was settled through the exchange bank, lenders were protected from

repayment in debased coin. To generate participation, municipalities,

starting with Amsterdam in 1609, required that commercial debts

embodied in bills of exchange had to be settled through the city’s

exchange bank. Because such bills were the dominant vehicle for inter-

national trade credit, merchants were compelled to open an account with

the exchange bank.2

This chapter argues that the creation of the exchange bank, known

as the Bank of Amsterdam or Amsterdamsche Wisselbank, was effective

at reducing debasement.3 The settlement of bills in bank money blun-

ted debasement incentives by, ultimately, decoupling the connection

between common coins and their ordinance value in the Dutch unit of

account called the florin.4 By shielding creditors – the beneficiaries (also

called payees) of bills of exchange – from payment in debased coins, the

exchange bank diminished the mints’ ability to extract profits from these

beneficiaries.

The initial success of the Wisselbank, however, was less than complete

because much of the Republic’s payment system remained outside

the Republic’s control. The final stabilization of Dutch coinage required

the emergence of effective control by the central government over the

domestic mints. Also, the regulations controlling the exchange bank

were initially adjusted in unhelpful ways, so the development of the

payment system took unexpected turns. This chapter tracks the insti-

tutional evolution of the Wisselbank within this nexus of regulations,

2 Bills of exchange came to dominate short-run international finance in Northern Europe
during the second half of the sixteenth century (de Vries and van der Woude, First
Modern Economy, p.130). While bills of exchange dominated contracts for less than three
months, bills obligatory (IOUs) were very important for three to twelve month bor-
rowing (Gelderblom, “The Governance”, p. 627).

3 We present an abbreviated version of this argument in Quinn and Roberds, “Leap to
Central.”

4 Synonymous with the guilder or gulden. The silver florin of Charles V was a coin set to be
worth twenty stuiver coins, but the debasement of stuivers drove florins out of circu-
lation in the sixteenth century (see Dehing and ‘t Hart “Linking the Fortunes,” p. 38);
van Dillen (“The Bank of Amsterdam,” p. 82). By the founding of the Wisselbank in
1609, the unit of account in most of the Dutch Republic remained the florin despite
there no longer being florin coins.
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coins and bills of exchange in order to explain why the bank was

founded, what effect it had, and how it evolved.5

One noteworthy, though unintended, consequence of the Wisselbank’s

success and peculiar regulatory changes was the creation of a new, par-

allel unit of account for major commercial transactions. A receipt for

ten florins held in banco (the term for exchange bank money) came to

represent more money than ten florins current (the term for local

money). Though unwieldy to modern eyes, this system of parallel units

of account seemed to have worked extremely well in practice.6

Another unintended consequence of the Wisselbank took even longer

to evolve, but was ultimately even more revolutionary in nature: the

emergence of bank money as a fiat monetary standard. By the late

seventeenth century, exchange bank money lost the right of redemption

into coins altogether, and the Wisselbank came to have no obligation to

redeem its deposits on demand. Anticipating today’s fiat money regimes,

the predominant unit of account, the bank florin, was then no longer

bound to any particular coin. Instead, the value of balances held at the

Wisselbank derived from their ability to discharge debts. This develop-

ment represented a historic shift in the nature of money, one that leads

us to characterize the Wisselbank as the first true “central bank.” In its

mature form, the Bank of Amsterdam allowed the inhabitants of the

Dutch Republic to,

[R]eap the advantages of a fixed exchange rate for their international trade and
finance, encouraging their own merchants as well as foreign merchants to use
their financing facilities for long-distance trade and long-term finance. At the
same time, they were able to maintain the shock absorber benefits of a flexible
exchange rate for their domestic economic activity.7

In a previous paper (Quinn and Roberds, “The Big Problem”) we set

out a formal model of the problematic monetary situation in the early

years of the Republic and the impact which the Bank of Amsterdam had

on this situation. Though stylized, the model allows for an examination

of some, perhaps under-appreciated, general-equilibrium aspects of the

Dutch “debasement problem.” This chapter reviews the narrative his-

tory of the early years of the Bank of Amsterdam and demonstrates the

5 Our view of the Amsterdam Wisselbank agrees with Gillard (La banque d’Amsterdam),
but our focus is on the Republic’s domestic monetary system rather than the florin’s
international standing.

6 A modern analog might be the custom, common in some countries, of pricing large
transactions in US dollars and smaller ones in the local currency.

7 Neal, “How it all Began,” p. 122.
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explanatory power of our stylized model despite the complexities of the

Dutch economy of the seventeenth century.8

I. Debasement, the underlying problem

Around 1600, the fundamental monetary problem facing the Dutch

Republic was that debtors (or their agents, called cashiers) had an

incentive to pass debased coins to their creditors. This opportunity to

profit from light coins existed because bills of exchange were debts

denominated in the unit of account (florins), but the florin did not

correspond to any particular coin. Rather, the value of various coins in

terms of florins was specified through mint ordinances. When a debtor

had two coins with the same ordinance value (tale), he and/or his cashier

had incentives to pass the lighter one on to his creditor in a “Gresham’s

Law”9 type decision.10

A key constraint in this story is that the debtor willingly gave his heavy

coins to be debased into lighter coins. The debtor eventually profits only

if the amount of silver (seigniorage) he pays to the mint for the new,

lighter coin is less than the amount of silver he avoids paying his creditor.

In other words, a debasement is successful only if the mint and the

debtor can share the silver that they are denying the creditor, in which

case both mint and debtor have an incentive to “collude” against a

creditor.11

Establishing the debtor’s incentive to participate in the debasement is

important. Lacking this incentive, mints could offer debased coins, but

8 Many of the original documents relevant to the history of the Wisselbank are available in
a collection compiled by van Dillen, Bronnen. Given our limited facility with seven-
teenth-century Dutch, we rely heavily on van Dillen’s (“Oprichting” and “Bloeitijd”)
account, which is largely based on these documents. An English-language summary of
this account can be found in van Dillen, “The Bank of Amsterdam.” Coinage data are
from Polak, Historiografie en Economie, Deel I and Deel II.

9 We use the term “Gresham’s law” with considerable caution, as our approach is
inconsistent with some common interpretations of this “law.”

10 For expositional convenience, our discussion will proceed “as if ” a debt would always
be repaid in coin. As discussed in more detail below, debts were more commonly repaid
by either (a) transfer of balances held with an intermediary known as a cashier, or (b)
assignment of a bill of exchange. Below we will argue that this institutional detail is
inessential for our argument, since these forms of payment typically represented claims
redeemable only in debased coin, or non-debased coin at a substantial premium above
its legal value.

11 Again this story should not necessarily be taken as literal description. Debasement
might also occur at the hands of cashiers or moneychangers, who were in fact widely
condemned for this practice (see below). Debtors holding undervalued coins could also
“synthetically” subject these to debasement by using them to import goods which could
then be sold for lighter coin.
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no one would supply them the silver from which to mint them.12 For

example, an attempt to debase coins could cause the market price of

heavy coins to rise, so people lose their incentive to bring heavy coins to

the mint, and the debasement would fail. In fact, the market price of

coins commonly exceeded their legal value, and this helped keep heavy

coins from vanishing from circulation.

When retiring a debt, however, a creditor could insist on payment in

coin valued at its ordinance value rather than its market value. A debtor

can respond by finding some of the new, lighter coin that could dis-

charge the debt at the legally set value. The point is not that heavy coins

will not be used to settle debts; rather, that the threat of passing light

coins establishes the debtor’s best alternative to no agreement. If the

creditor insists on heavier coin, then the creditor has to pay the debtor

extra for it. The increase in the market price of heavy coins does not help

the creditor if the debtor has light but legal coins with which to settle the

debt.

The need to retain a legal value acted as the brake on the incentive to

debase. Too great a debasement could cause creditors to challenge a

coin’s legal standing. For example, the Republic appears to have pro-

mulgated regulations stating that creditors had a right to insist that debt

settlement use the coinage standards in force when a debt was con-

tracted.13 However, the costs of legal action were substantial, and early

modern merchants appear to have rarely resorted to formal legal pro-

cedures. Instead, problems that resisted the threat of legal action were

dealt with using “amicable settlement” or the acceptance of a loss,

“rather than engaging in endless litigation.”14 The incentive to enforce

such a right would increase with the rate of debasement and the size of

the debt, so small debasements had a clear advantage.

Each debasement tended to be relatively small – a drop in the silver

content of a few percent at most.15 As lighter coins became the standard,

however, the system recalibrated, and the incentive to debase again

returned, leading to a pattern of mild but persistent debasement.

Moreover, incentives to debase could be equally great at neighboring

12 Rolnick et al., “The Debasement Puzzle.”
13 Oscar Gelderblom has kindly informed us that such a regulation is mentioned in a legal

advice to the High Court of Holland that published in the mid-seventeenth century
“Waerdije van eenige Munte veranderd zijde, moet men insien de Waardij, dieze hadde
ten tijde van het contract ende niet ten tijde van de betalinge” Consultatien, Advysen en
Advertissementen, gegeven ende gechreven bij bverscheyden Treffelijcke Rechts-
Geleerden inHollandt, zes delen” (Rotterdam, J. Naeranus, 1645–1666; volume IV: 69).

14 Gelderblom, “The Governance,” p. 634.
15 On the other hand, a debasement also had to be large enough to generate incentives to

bring metal into the mint.
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mints whose coins infiltrated the Dutch monetary stock.16 Figure 2.1

shows the general pattern of official coin valuations for the Dutch

Republic and two of its neighbors over the second half of the sixteenth

century. Over this period, the fine-metal content of silver coins within

the Republic fell by about 1 percent per year, on average. Most of the

decline coincides with the pressures financing the Dutch Revolt (also

called the Eighty Years War) that began in 1568, paused in 1609,

resumed in 1621 and finally ended in 1648.17

Authorities could attempt to adjust minting-ordinance values quickly,

but a move to raise ordinance values to match the market prices of heavy

coins just locks-in the losses to creditors. Again, debtors may be willing

to give heavy coins, but the higher price per coin means that creditors

still see less silver than they expected. In practice, ordinance adjustments

lagged actual price changes.

Creditors could try to insulate themselves by adding a risk premium

when agreeing to accept a bill of exchange. The result would weaken the

Dutch exchange rate and reduce bill-financed trade.18 This approach,

however, does not discourage a debtor fromparticipating in a debasement.

Indeed, a debtor would need to participate in a debasement in order to

cover the risk premium already contracted into the bill of exchange.
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Figure 2.1 Indices of silver per coin.
Source: Metz 1990.

16 Dehing and ‘t Hart, “Linking the Fortunes,” pp. 37–8.
17 Fritschy, “A ‘Financial Revolution.’”
18 In the words of Adam Smith “if foreign bills of exchange are paid in this currency [such

as the florin], the uncertain value of any sum, of what is in its own nature so uncertain,
must render the exchange always very much against [a country such as the Republic],
its currency being, in all foreign states, necessarily valued even below what it is worth
(Wealth of Nations IV.3.12).”
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An important question is whether these problems could have been

circumvented through purely private means.19 In his discussion of the

events preceding the founding of the Wisselbank, van Dillen20 casts

doubt upon the efficacy of private remedies. Settling debts in a specific

coin or amount of metal would have been prohibitively expensive. In

practice, debts were routinely settled through assignment of bills, or

transfer of accounts on the books of cashiers (primitive banks); as there

was simply not enough coin to accommodate the payment needs of a

commercial center such as Amsterdam. Attempts were made to outlaw

the settlement of debts through assignment (1602) and to prohibit

cashiers outright (1604 and again in 1608) but these were quickly

abandoned. The “netting” function provided by these types of payment

was deemed essential, particularly at times of year such as June and

November, when bills of exchange traditionally came due.21

The activities of the cashiers and their fellow intermediaries, the

moneychangers, were in turn quite difficult for the authorities to

monitor.22 Moneychangers were bound by oath to uphold the minting

ordinances, but the availability of “illegitimate” moneychangers weak-

ened adherence to these oaths. In discussions of this situation with the

Dutch monetary authorities, the Amsterdam business community voiced

a preference for settlement on the books of a municipal bank of “superior

authority” to the private cashiers. The Amsterdam city council (vroed-
schap) favored a plan under which the Republic would establish an

exchange bank in each commercial city,23 but this plan was ignored by the

governing body of the Republic, the States General. In response, the city

council took unilateral action, creating the Wisselbank in January 1609.24

II. Complications

A. Cashiers

In our basic story, mints and debtors use debasement to take advantage

of the rigid ordinance values of coins. Actual settlement appears to have

more often involved the use of intermediaries known as cashiers or

19 Rolnick et al., “The Debasement Puzzle.” 20 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” pp. 340–5.
21 This discussion obviously begs the even deeper question, which we cannot address

here, of why debts were denominated in florin and not units of precious metal.
22 Cashiers and moneychangers were legally distinct types of intermediaries, but this

distinction was not always observed in practice.
23 This proposal for a geographically dispersed system of central bank-like institutions

anticipated (by about three centuries) similar proposals in late nineteenth-century US.
24 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 333.
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kassiers. Like modern banks, cashiers held deposits and provided certain

other financial services, most notably local payment by “giro” or book-

entry.25 As financial intermediaries, cashiers were in a stronger position

than the typical merchant to have the numismatic sophistication to cull

out heavy coins and knowingly accept and pass light coins. While the

small percentages of silver involved with debasement may have seemed a

minor issue for a merchant, the same silver would have been a sub-

stantial part of a cashier’s income as that income was derived from

processing other people’s money.

Of course, cashiers could take a similar approach to withdrawals of

deposits and other financial transactions. In this sense, cashiers played

the role of the “debtor” benefiting from debasement, while anyone using

a financial intermediary was a suffering creditor. At the time of the

Wisselbank’s founding, cashiers were under frequent condemnation for

these practices. An attempt by Amsterdam in 1604 to ban cashiers noted

that cashiers “allow for fraudulent activity, especially the removal of

heavy gold and silver coins, and their transport to prohibited and other

mints, in order to be converted into new (light) coins, which are then

circulated within the community.”26

B. Multiple mints

Another institutional wrinkle that promoted debasement was the diffuse

political structure of the Dutch Republic. Fourteen government mints

and forty private mints meant plenty of opportunities for mints to serve

local revenue needs.27 Because all were legally recognized and created

a common pool of coin, debasement was a form of “tragedy of the

commons” whereby the rewards went to the first to debase.

Another significant source of debased coins was the Southern Neth-

erlands. Here, the twist is that Dutch heavy coins did not have to be

melted down to produce light coins because the export of goods could

finance debasement instead. A great deal of light coin was minted in the

southern Netherlands and shipped to the Dutch Republic to finance the

south’s trade deficit with the Republic. Causation could clearly run both

ways: the profitable export of light coins by the Southern Netherlands

“pulled” extra export goods from the Republic, just as trade imbalances

25 A crucial exception being international remittances, which were largely accomplished
through bills of exchange.

26 Our translation of van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 344.
27 Dehing and ‘t Hart, “Linking the Fortunes,” p. 39; Korthals Altes, “De Geschiedenis,”

p. 41.
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helped to “push” silver into the Republic, silver that happened to be

light coins.28

A piece of evidence in favor of the “pull” interpretation is that the

southern coins were not treated as bullion (a commodity) to be minted

into Republic coin. Instead, the debased coins were adopted into cir-

culation because merchants and cashiers wanted them in that form.

Debased coins were in demand since these could be used to short

change creditors. The incentive to use southern coins was substantially

increased when the Mint Ordinance of 1622 gave them a favorable fixed

value in the Republic.29 The Spanish Netherlands minted massive

quantities of light coin for export to the Dutch Republic because of a

massive demand for the light coins in the Dutch Republic.30 The inflow

of light coins could have been financed by an outflow of Republic coins,

but export goods were preferable. The Southern Netherlands already

had access to plentiful Spanish silver, while the Republic had higher

valued uses for silver in the Baltic and Asia.

C. Distance between debasement and creditors

Another feature of our story is that the instigating shock is not arbitrage.

Instead, a well-timed debasement serves as a type of tax or taking,

whereby legal recognition of light coins denies creditors expected silver.

The debtors who accept the light coin need not be literally the parties

who supply mints with silver. Indeed, the extraction of seigniorage from

minting a light coin, and the taking of silver from creditors, could be

spread out along a chain of transactions.

For example, a Flemish merchant could have silver gained through

trade with Spain. The Flemish merchant has the silver minted into light

coin that is the coinage standard of Flanders. The Flemish merchant

then makes a local purchase using his local coin. The new holder of the

light coin then passes it onto a Dutch merchant to pay for the importa-

tion Dutch manufactured goods. The Dutch merchant accepts the light

coin at some discount to cover transportation expenses, but the Dutch

merchant also expects his cashier in Amsterdam to accept the coin at tale.

28 See for example, Polak, Historiografie en Economie, p. 205.
29 This occurred less than a decade after a failed 1613 attempt to ban the importation of

“counterfeit Burgundian silver dollars” (Korthals Altes, “De Geschiedenis,” p. 51).
30 We take the adjective massive from de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern

Economy, p. 83, “The enormous trade deficit that the Southern Netherlands ran with
the North throughout the first half of the seventeenth century resulted in a massive flow
of these coins into the Republic.”
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The cashier in Amsterdam accepts the light coin at tale because it can be

used to satisfy creditors’ demands with less silver than other coins.

The chain could be much longer if light coin migrates north via

numerous local transactions. The point is that the process only requires

someone willing to supply a mint with silver at the start of the chain and

someone having to pay creditors at the other.

III. Minting and melting

Once the shock of debasement occurs, then arbitrage causes the mon-

etary system to adjust, and it is this process of arbitrage that produces

the dynamic process seen in the Netherlands. To analyze the interaction

of multiple coins with legally fixed exchange rates, this section uses a

framework developed by Redish (1990), Sargent and Smith (1997),

Sargent and Velde (2002) and Sussman and Zeira (2003). The con-

clusion is that persistent debasement gives rise to inflation, a weakening

exchange rate, calls for adjustment of mint ordinance prices, and, if

adjustment is too slow or insufficient, demonetization of heavy coins.31

The dynamics of adjustment in a monetary system under a metallic

standard hinges on the fact that coins always have two values, the value

of the metal in them (intrinsic value) and the value of their coined form

(tale) as set out by regulations like mint ordinances. When the tale value

is greater than the intrinsic value by enough to cover minting and seig-

niorage costs, people will bring precious metal to the mint to be con-

verted into coins. In contrast, when the intrinsic value is greater than the

tale value, people will melt coins into bullion or, equivalently, treat coins

like bullion rather than as a circulating means of payment.

Taking into account ordinance prices, metallic content, minting costs

and seigniorage, each coin has a minting point (which Redish calls the

mint price) and a melting point (called the mint equivalent). The mint

price is the value to someone of bringing precious metal to a mint so the

metal can be converted into coin. The mint equivalent is the value to

someone of melting a coin back into bullion. The difference between the

two prices is the cost of the minting process, so the mint equivalent is

higher than the mint price because the cost of minting has already been

paid for a finished coin. Figure 2.2 gives the minting and melting points

for a particular coin, the rixdollar or Rijksdaalder, at the time of the

Wisselbank’s founding in 1609. If the value of a mark32 of pure silver

31 While bimetallic issues are also important, we focus on only silver, for silver appears to
have been the focus of both debasement and specie flows.

32 Eight troy ounces.
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was less than 22.621 florin, then one had an incentive to bring the silver

to the mint. In contrast, it the value of a mark of pure silver was greater

than 22.977 florin, then one had the incentive to treat a rixdollar coin as

bullion and so demonetize it.33

When a system has two coins, then the mint–melt points of both coins

can be placed on the same price continuum, but the mint and melt

points are unlikely to match exactly. Smaller coins have relatively higher

production costs, so their mint points tend to be lower than larger coins.

Also, mint ordinances may not correctly relate prices to intrinsic values.

For example, the lioncrown, or Leeuwendaalder, was a Dutch silver trade

coin that was 95 percent of the weight of the rixdollar. Figure 2.3 gives
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Figure 2.2 Mint points for the rixdollar in 1609.
Source: Polak 1998a: 70.
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Figure 2.3 Mint points for the rixdollar and lioncrown, 1609 and 1615.
Source: Polak 1998a: 70–1.

33 The difference between mint price and mint equivalent of the rixdollar is approximately
1.5 percent, which is typical for silver coins of this period. Thus, even a relatively small
debasement of one coin could demonetize or cause appreciation in the market values of
competing coins.
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the mint and melt points for both coins in 1609. At this time, the

lioncrown’s melt point is to the left of the rixdollar’s mint point, so the

incentive is to melt lioncrowns, and, if prices are low enough, mint

rixdollars.

To maintain circulation, the market price of lioncrowns rose above the

mint ordinance value, with the effect that the mint–melt points shifted to

the right when market prices were used. In 1615, the rising price was

recognized by a new ordinance, and the new mint–melt points are

plotted in gray in Figure 2.3.34 Now rixdollars were undervalued relative

to lioncrowns, and the market price of rixdollars rose. In 1619, yet

another ordinance raised the legal value of rixdollars, and now lion-

crowns were discouraged.35 The desire of authorities to have ordinance

prices match market prices created a destabilizing process, and, however

well-intentioned, the ordinances provided creditors no assurance against

future revaluations. Indeed, a sufficiently aggressive increase in a coin’s

legal value could itself amount to a backhanded sort of debasement.

Debasement also shifted mint–melt points for the same type of coin

produced by different mints. The lighter coin will lie to the right of the

heavier coin, so the mint producing the lighter coin gets work and earns

seigniorage. For example, Figure 2.4 shows the production of the rix-

dollar in 1607 for five provincial mints.36 These mints are for the large

provinces of Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht, West-Friesland and Gelderland.
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Source: Polak 1998b: 103–68.

34 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 355.
35 The province of Holland unilaterally raised the legal valuation to 2.6 florins (van Dillen,

“Oprichting,” p. 355).
36 1607 is used because it is just before the founding of the Wisselbank, and it is the year

in this period for which the most mints are reported (Polak, Historiografie en Economie,
Deel I, pp. 103–49).
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Mint output, measured as legitimate seigniorage income, was highly

correlated with the amount of debasement per mint. Debasement

income is an estimate by Republic officials of the income derived by each

mint for coins falling below official tolerances of weight and fineness

(Polak 1998a: 112–13). These numbers are available because Republic

officials audited mint output using weighing and trial by fire.37 In 1607,

Holland had the most accurate rixdollar production (no assessments for

light coins), but Holland also had the least demand for its minting

services. In contrast, West Friesland had the most minting activity

(seigniorage) and the most debasement.

IV. Systemic adjustment

To connect mint behavior with the general economy, Sargent and Velde

(2002) convert the unit of measurement from the price of bullion to the

price of a composite consumption good, i.e., the domestic price level.

Consider the situation when an economy has only one type of coin. If

domestic prices are too low (below the mint point), then people can

increase their domestic purchasing power by exporting consumer goods

to where their prices are higher, then importing the resulting silver from

the sale, and finally have the silver minted into coin. High prices (above

the melt point) reverse the incentives.

The advantage of viewing the process from the perspective of the

price of goods instead of the price of silver is that a process of systemic

adjustment emerges.38 When people follow these incentives, the money

supply and price level change until the incentive is eliminated, so minting

and melting points create a self-adjusting process that is a type of specie-

flow mechanism.39 Minting coins increases the domestic money supply

and can cause inflation. Enough inflation raises the price level above

the melting point, and the process reaches an equilibrium. Melting works

in reverse.

At first glance, debasement does not appear to trigger an international

flow of metal because the existing metal stock is simply being re-minted

into a new form with a higher nominal value, more coins, each worth the

same number of florins as before. Consider this in terms of the equation

37 Details of how these data were collected are discussed in Polak (1998a: 107–39).
38 In practice, one can measure changes in domestic price level using price indices such as

a consumer or commodity price index. For example, see Sargent and Velde, The Big
Problem, pp. 35, 159, 193–4. Alternatively, one can measure the international exchange
rate to gauge the value of the local unit of account. For example, see Quinn, “Gold,
Silver and the Glorious Revolution.”

39 Sargent and Velde, The Big Problem, pp. 15–36.
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of exchange MV¼Py where M is the nominal monetary stock, P is the

price level, y is real GDP and V is the velocity of money. In a frictionless

world, the increase in P would be matched by an equal increase in

nominalM. In other words, the real monetary stock remains unchanged,

so no change in real income or velocity was necessary.

This does not hold, however, if mints siphon metal out of the money

stock of the economy. Such a drain would have easily resulted from

military expenditures by provinces and cities during the wars against

Spain.40 Another drain would have resulted from Dutch metal crossing

the border to foreign mints specializing in rival coins or counterfeits.

In these situations, it can be shown algebraically that the increase in

M stemming from a debasement is less than the minimum feasible

increase in P.41 Unless velocity (V) can be increased, real GDP (y) falls
for the transitionary period and the export of goods is required to

“rebuild” the real money stock (M/P ) and return the economy to its

previous level of activity.42 We are not in a position to estimate the scale

of the resulting welfare loss, but the persistence of debasement and

inflation in the Netherlands in this era suggests a substantial effect.43

It can also be shown that this systemic adjustment can be mitigated, if

the market price of the heavy coin rises in response to a debasement,

shifting its mintmelt points to the right. The coin develops a market

price greater than its mint-ordinance price. While this keeps the heavy

coin from being melted, it does not help creditors who face repayment in

either lighter-than-expected coins or fewer-than-expected heavy coins.

When a new mint ordinance eventually recognizes the higher price of

old, heavy coins, it still does not compensate a creditor caught in the

debasement. Only instantaneous adjustment of the minting ordinance

40 An important component of military expenditure was the feeding of armies in the field,
which in turn involved the importation of grain.

41 Detailed calculations are given in Quinn and Roberds, “The Big Problem.”
42 I.e., debasement served as a form of taxation, levied by coin holders on themselves.

Given that coinage freely flowed across borders, debasement offered cash-strapped
governments the possibility of taxing not only their own economy but simultaneously
the economies of their neighbors.

43 Of course, there is always the temptation of informed conjecture. Before the founding
of the Wisselbank, the metallic content of the Republic’s coinage was dropping at a
rate of about one percent per florin per year. The resultant welfare loss depends on the
velocity of circulation, about which little is known. Available estimates suggest that in
the eighteenth-century Republic velocity was extremely low, on the order of 1.5, based
on money and income estimates reported in de Vries and van der Woude, The First
Modern Economy, pp. 86, 702. Taking a figure of 1.5 as a lower bound for velocity and
10 for an upper bound (the number for the late nineteenth-century US), a velocity of
2–3 seems a reasonable “guesstimate” for the early Republic. This would then imply a
annual loss of one-third to one-half percent of national income due to debasement, a
considerable hindrance to the dynamic performance of the economy.
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that lowered the price of debased coins would have offered protection;

obviously this was not practical.

V. The Wisselbank

If debasement, as described in the previous sections, was the monetary

problem plaguing the Dutch Republic, then a solution was to end the

incentives to debase. The most direct mechanism was to value debased

coins correctly when those coins were used to discharge a debt. The

Amsterdam city council partially achieved this goal when it created the

exchange bank in 1609. Exchange banks (government-owned deposit

banks) had developed in the Mediterranean as a substitute for private,

fractional reserve banks.44 In response to banking instability, cities like

Venice created municipal exchange banks that did not lend reserves, so

the system of payments based on bills of exchange had a stable monetary

base.45 A public bank arose in Genoa as an adjunct to an institution that

managed the public debt.46 The Bank of Amsterdam was modeled on

the Venetian institution, but the primary focus was on stabilizing the

coinage rather than the banking system.47

For Amsterdam, the key aspect of the exchange bank was that any

deposit of illegal coins would be valued by the bank based solely on their

metal content (intrinsic value). Withdrawals, in contrast, would be paid

in certain types of coin, called trade coin or negotiepenningen), of a con-

sistent weight and value. In this way, debts payable through the exchange

bank would be protected from debasement because any deposit of

debased coin would have its value at the Wisselbank proportionally

reduced. The incentive to debase would be removed, so the thinking

went, because debtors would no longer have the option of (however

indirectly) settling debts in “overvalued” debased coin.

To put this in practice, the Wisselbank had to become the inter-

mediary that paid creditors on behalf of debtors. Cashiers had been

doing just this, but, unlike cashiers, the Wisselbank would not pass on

44 Usher, The Early History. 45 See Mueller, The Venetian Money Market.
46 See Fratianni and Spinelli, “Did Genoa and Venice Kick.”
47 De Vries and van der Woude characterize the motivation as, “The great concern of the

city fathers was to protect and enlarge the supply of good, full-valued coin. This they
regarded as far more important to the prosperity of a commercial economy than the
proliferation of circulating bills” (The First Modern Economy, p. 131). We differ in
asserting that the Wisselbank was designed to promote bills of exchange through the
supply of heavy coin. We would add that the city prohibited bill assignment because bill
circulation was seen as a means by which cashiers could hold back heavy coin (van
Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 345). Moving bill settlement to the Wisselbank solved this
problem.
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light coin. To provide incentives to use the Wisselbank, the Amsterdam

city council included two regulations on private finance: (1) bills of

exchange over 600 florin had to be settled through the Wisselbank

(reduced to 300 florin in 1643) and (2) cashiers were outlawed.48 The

limit was reduced to 300 guilders in 1643.49 The enforcement of these

restrictions, however, was evidently less than perfect. As by 1615, the

city council felt the need to pass a resolution explicitly forbidding the

settlement of bills outside of the Wisselbank.50

Despite these difficulties, settlement of bills through the Wisselbank

became the norm. Merchants could open an account at the Wisselbank

or purchase “bank funds” through an intermediary. The Wisselbank did

not charge a fee for bill settlement, and the process was quick because

settlement occurred through the transfer of funds from debtor to cred-

itor account. The city guaranteed deposits and the deposits were secured

against attachment by creditors.51 The reduction in settlement costs for

merchants was substantial, for “In the years leading up to the estab-

lishment of the Wisselbank in Amsterdam about 20 percent of the more

than four hundred accounts in [an examined merchant’s] ledgers related

solely to the settlement of bills of exchange.”52

The Wisselbank did not offer overdraft facilities, and having insuffi-

cient funds could lead to penalties.53 In this way, the Wisselbank

monitored debtors and disseminated news of default.54 The coordin-

ation of information needed to promote a reputation mechanism was

particularly valuable for a city that was the intersection of different trading

routes, for reducing the need for sector specific information assisted

the blending of bills into a unified secondary market. Such market

depth increased the liquidity of bills payable through the Wisselbank.

VI. Regulatory dilemma

The initial structure of the Amsterdam Exchange Bank provided some

protection to creditors who held bills payable through the Wisselbank;

however, its municipal nature limited its reach. Other cities (Middelburg

1614, and Delft 1621 subsequently moved to Rotterdam in 1635)

eventually opened exchange banks also, but the rest of the Dutch

48 The prohibition on cashiers was reversed in 1621; however, strict regulations forbade
cashiers from holding customer money for more than three days (van Dillen,
“Oprichting,” p. 353). Still, cashiers played an active role as intermediaries who
arranged for payments in Wisselbank funds or receipt of the same.

49 Korthals Altes, “De Geschiedenis,” p. 49. 50 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 349.
51 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” pp. 349–53. 52 Gelderbloom, “The Governance,” p. 635.
53 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 50. 54 Neal, The Rise of Financial Capitalism, p. 7.
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economy remained outside the system, and debasement of Republic

coins continued. Simultaneously, the flow of light coins from the

southern Netherlands increased during the Twelve Years’ Truce with

Spain (1609–1621). As a result, the silver patagon and ducatoon, both
coins from the Southern Netherlands, became common in Amsterdam

by 1612.55

Continued debasement meant that the market price of heavy coins

had to rise in order to keep them in circulation. Figure 2.5 presents this

phenomenon by comparing the relative mint–melt points for a debased

coin to the mint–melt points for full-weight rixdollars and lioncrowns in

the 1610s. We lack measures of actual metal content of debased coins,

so the picture provides an abstract rather than concrete schematic. Also,

the metric is the domestic price level which highlights the process of

systemic adjustment. With debased coins creating incentives to melt full-

weight coins, the market price of rixdollars and lioncrowns increased, and

that slid their de facto mint–melt points to the right. Again, the mint

ordinances of 1615 and 1619 were simply official validation of the market

prices of these coins.
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Figure 2.5 Mint points for heavy and debased coins, 1610 to 1620.
Source: see text.

55 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 355. These coins were expressly designed to compete with
the Republic’s coins, in retaliation against the ongoing debasement of coins within the
Republic (Korthals Altes, “De Geschiedenis,” pp. 50–1). The patagon was also known
as the “cross rixdollar.”
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The ordinances of 1615 and 1619 satisfied one regulatory goal,

keeping ordinance prices in line with circulating prices. However, the

ordinances also undercut the Wisselbank’s mission to protect creditors.

The Wisselbank was obliged by statute to follow ordinance prices, so the

official increase in lioncrown and rixdollar values reduced the value of a

deposit at the bank because the same number of florins now purchased

fewer coins upon withdrawal. The effects of debasement were visited on

creditors despite all the efforts to insulate them because regulators

forced Wisselbank valuations to match those from the debased side of

the economy. The situation followed from having one policy tool, mint

ordinances, trying to achieve two policy goals, insulating creditors from

debasement while adjusting official prices to the reality of debasement.

VII. Regulatory odyssey

During its first fifty years, the Wisselbank was repeatedly caught between

these two regulatory goals. The mint ordinances regulating the structure

of the Dutch monetary system were repeatedly tweaked to either reflect

the debasement that had occurred or to undo the effects of debasement.

Each change produced unintended consequences for both the Wissel-

bank and the monetary system. Eventually but erratically, regulators

began to accept the solution to the dilemma, i.e., that the value of coins

at the Wisselbank should differ from the value of the same coins in

general circulation.

A. The mint ordinance of 1619

The mint ordinance of 1619, which raised the official price of rixdollars,

touched off a surge of minting. To show why this happened, we need to

separate the coins depicted in Figure 2.5 above into domestic coins and

the light coins moving up from the Spanish Netherlands. We focus on

the Republic’s primary trade coin, the rixdollar, and its mimicker from

south, the patagon. By debasing rixdollars, Dutch mints could achieve

mint points above the melt points on patagons. This situation produces

seigniorage for the debasing mints.

There is some indirect evidence that this is what actually happened.

Figure 2.7 shows the amount of silver the minted as lioncrowns and

rixdollars.56 For later reference, the graph superimposes the dates of

56 The data are derived from Polak, Historiografie en Economie, Deel II, pp. 103–45. Mint
periods of less than 60 days (of which there were six) are excluded because they have
insufficient denominators for reliable relative measures. If two observations included
the same year, then the one with more days in that year was used.
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major mint ordinances. The measure of mint output is incomplete in

that it only covers five provincial mints and has periods of missing

observations.57 The mints are Dordrecht in Holland; Hoorn, Enkhuizen

and Medemblik in West-Friesland; Middelburg in Zeeland; Utrecht;

and Harderwijk in Gelderland. The series are also lumpy, in that a

mint’s production total could encompass many years, so, although all

production levels have been converted into a per-day basis, the same

value can run over many years. Lioncrown production spikes in 1617 as

the 1615 ordinance value encouraged lioncrown production relative to

rixdollars (see section III, above). The process was focused in Utrecht,

the mint on the southern frontier with the Spanish Netherlands. The rise

and fall of lioncrown minting in 1616–1618 was evidently driven by a

surge in Utrecht production of lioncrowns in 1616. Utrecht then

switched from lioncrowns to high levels of production of rixdollars as the

next ordinance favored the minting of rixdollars.

Was the surge in minting driven by debasement? Figures 2.8 and 2.9

plot the amount of seigniorage that would have been earned by the five

mints if they had produced full weight lioncrowns (Figure 2.8) and

rixdollars (Figure 2.9). The figures also chart the penalties the mints

were assessed for producing debased coin. These penalties were assessed

by Republic mint officials in an effort to maintain the quality of the

coinage. Interestingly, the penalties themselves were due from a mint’s

master to the owner of the mint, i.e., the province. In other words,

monitoring and assessment of penalties by the national government

created an incentive for provinces to condone debasement. We cannot

speak to what other economic relationships existed between mint mas-

ters and their provinces, but the potential for mutual gain through

debasement is obvious.

For both coins, the relationship between demand for a coin (legit-

imate seigniorage) and penalties for debasement is striking. Again, the

seigniorage values are for (hypothetical) full-weight coins, so the amount

of additional seigniorage from coins being below tolerance is not known.

Of course, the five mints varied in both the amount of minting they

engaged in and the amount of debasement they were penalized for.

Figure 2.10 plots the seigniorage and penalties for debasement by mint

for the year 1620, the peak of rixdollar production. Again, demand for a

mint’s business is positively related to its readiness to debase.

57 This is also a somewhat biased sample, as unfortunately there are no data during this
period for the municipal mints, which were on the whole less inclined to hold to the
minting ordinances.
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What did the surge in debasement mean for Amsterdam’s

Wisselbank? It appears to have promoted deposits despite the revalu-

ation of coins in 1615 and 1619. Figure 2.11 shows that deposits at the

Wisselbank grew rapidly in 1617 and 1618 when debasement of the
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Figure 2.10 Seigniorage and penalties for rixdollars in 1620, in florins
per day.
Source: Polak 1998b: 103–68.
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Wisselbank’s primary silver coins, rixdollars and lioncrowns, peaked.

Available evidence also suggests that the number of accounts held at

the Wisselbank also grew over this time period; Van Dillen58 puts the

number of accounts at 708 in 1611 and 1202 in 1620. As debasement

continued in the following years, so did the growth in Wisselbank

deposits. Unlike the other mints, Holland abstained from debasement,

so coin minted for the Wisselbank maintained content.

Finally, we should stress that Figure 2.11 does not include debase-

ment from other sources, for example, small silver coins from municipal

mints, patagons from the southern Netherlands, etc., so ours is very

incomplete measure of overall debasement. For example, the start of the

Thirty Years’ War in Central Europe in 1618 led to five years of severe

debasement and inflation throughout the German states (Sargent and

Velde 2002: 257–60).59 Rixdollars and lioncrowns, however, were the

basic coins of the Wisselbank, so their debasement elsewhere was a

direct threat to the creditors that used the Wisselbank.

B. The mint ordinance of 1622

In 1622, the Dutch Republic changed its regulatory approach. Instead of

increasing the official price of rixdollar and lioncrown coins, it instead

created a legal value for the patagons “invading” from the Southern

Netherlands. The mint ordinance created a fixed legal exchange rate

between the insurgent patagons and the Republic’s system of coins. The

1622 ordinance set a legal value for the patagon at 2.35 florins, and it

rolled the rixdollar back to 2.5 florins, so the rixdollar-to-patagon ratio

became 1.064.60 The market values of the coins, however, were close to

2.6 florins for rixdollars and 2.5 florins for patagons, so the market’s

ratio was 1.04.61 This corresponds with the finding that southern coins

had, “silver contents 4 percent lower than those of comparable Dutch

coins.”62 In short, official prices overvalued rixdollars relative to pata-

gons, and Figure 2.12 draws the situation.

One result was that people lacked an incentive to bring patagons to

the Wisselbank or to the mints, so the minting of Dutch rixdollars

declined precipitously.63 Our characterization of the 1622 ordinance is

58 See “Bloeitijd,” p. 406. 59 Sargent and Velde, The Big Problem, pp. 257–60.
60 van Dillen “Oprichting,” p. 356. Holland had increased rixdollars to 2.6 florins the

previous year.
61 van Dillen “Oprichting,” pp. 355–6.
62 de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, p. 83.
63 With the renewal of war with Spain in 1621, the loss of seigniorage from the decline in

minting was particularly counterproductive for the Republic. 1621 begins an era of
rapidly increasing long-term borrowing (Fritschy “A ‘Financial Revolution,’” p. 66).
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that it shifted the patagon rightwards, so that the incentive to mint

rixdollars ended as domestic prices rose. Returning to Figure 2.9, the

amount of rixdollars produced by the five mints returned to pre-1616

levels under the new ordinance.

At the same time, the ordinance increased incentives to import

patagons into the Dutch Republic. The first half of the seventeenth

century witnessed a surge in mint production in the Southern Nether-

lands, and, from 1613 through 1656, the value of average annual mint

output for the Southern Netherlands was 4.2 million florins.64 In con-

trast, the combined rixdollar and lioncrown production for these five

mints only produces a rough estimate of 1.6 million florins.65 While

much of the southern coinage was then exported by the Dutch Republic

to the Baltic, Levant and Asia, what remained, “became the dominant

circulating currency” in the Republic.66

At an aggregate level, the inflow of light coin promoted inflation.

Figure 2.13 plots both the level of combined rixdollar–lioncrown

minting and a consumer price index (CPI). The price level situation is

not a simple money supply story, for the Dutch Republic and Spain

resumed war in 1621; however, the mint ordinance of 1622 also marked
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Figure 2.12 Mint points for the rixdollar, lioncrown and patagon,
1622–1638.
Source: see text.

64 de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, p. 86.
65 Using a per-day output of 191 marks at 23.5 florins per mark.
66 de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, p. 83.
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the beginning of a period of renewed fiscal, and hence, inflationary

pressures.67

Was the Wisselbank able to protect creditors in this era? We answer

“yes but only partially,” for the Wisselbank was able to limit declines in

the external value of its deposits during an era of substantial domestic

inflation. Table 2.1 contrasts changes in the exchange value of the florin,

relative to the English pound, with changes in the Dutch domestic price

level. Because the exchange rates are in averages for five-year periods,

the other values have also been calculated as changes between five-year

averages. The inflation from the early 1620s to the early 1630s corres-

ponds with a much smaller decreases in the florin. At the same time

Wisselbank deposits continued to grow rapidly. We take this as evidence

that the Wisselbank succeeded in protecting bills of exchange in

Amsterdam, yet the exchange bank could not fully control the aggregate

price level.

C. The toleration of 1638 and the crisis of 1641

By the late 1630s, patagons were circulating above their ordinance value.

The production of rixdollars had dwindled to only Holland and Zeeland,
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Figure 2.13 Dutch CPI and production of heavy silver coin.
Source: mint numbers from Polak (1998b); prices from van Zanden (2004).

67 In 1621, military expenditures “immediately doubled, exceeding 20 million per year in
the mid-1630s” (de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, p. 100).
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for both provinces had exchange banks. Lioncrowns were being minted

primarily in West Friesland and Gelderland, but those two mints were

also being assessed for debasement. In 1638, a new effort was made to

reconcile ordinance prices with circulating reality, so the value of pata-

gons was raised by a temporary “toleration” of over 6 percent from 2.35

to 2.5 florins each – the same as the official value for rixdollars. Not only

did the official premium on rixdollars disappear, but patagons were

lighter than rixdollars, so rixdollars suddenly became officially under-

valued.68 In terms of mint–melt points (Figure 2.14), the toleration of

1638 pushed patagons far to the right.

This created a strong incentive to withdraw heavy rixdollars from the

Wisselbank. People complained that rixdollars were flowing out of the

bank, not to finance trade, but to send to the mints in the Southern

Netherlands for conversion into light southern coins.69 Production of

Table 2.1. Changes in external and internal value of the florin

Change in florin’s

exchange rate

Change

in CPI

Change in

Wisselbank deposits

1606–1610 to

1611–1615

�1% 2%

1611–1615 to

1616–1620

1% 0% 40%

1616–1620 to

1621–1625

�2% 16% 52%

1621–1625 to

1626–1630

�1% 14% 51%

1626–1630 to

1631–1635

�2% 0% 10%

1631–1635 to

1636–1640

1% �2% 50%

1636–1640 to

1641–1645

�6% 1% 31%

1641–1645 to

1646–1650

11% 10% 13%

1646–1650 to

1651–1655

�4% 5% �8%

Source: exchange rates from McCusker, “Money and Exchange,” p. 55; price

changes derived from van Zanden, “The Prices”; and Wisselbank changes from

van Dillen, “The Bank of Amsterdam,” pp. 117–18.

68 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 360. 69 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 360.
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rixdollars ceased (see Figure 2.9), and merchants complained that it was

impossible to get good, heavy silver coins. In the process, “rixdollars and

lioncrowns completely disappeared from circulation to be exclusively

used as commercial coins for export.”70

The Wisselbank apparently ran out of rixdollars sometime in 1640–

1641, so the Wisselbank violated its own governing ordinances and

began to give out patagons and ducatoons, another “light” Southern

Netherlands coin, for withdrawals.71 This change was subsequently

recognized by municipal ordinance in October 1641.72 The change

removed the incentive behind the withdrawal process, but it also marked

a failure of the Wisselbank to defend creditors and the value of bills of

exchange. Once Amsterdam had declared the southern coins to be bank

money, the exchange banks in Middelburg and Rotterdam quickly fol-

lowed.73 In turn, the florin exchange rate dropped 6 percent from its

average value in the late 1630s to the early 1640s (see Table 2.1).

Deposits at the Wisselbank first surged by 44 percent from January 1638

to January 1640, then held steady for the year 1640, but then collapsed

to below their 1638 levels.74
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Figure 2.14 Effects of the 1638 toleration.
Source: see text.

70 van Dillen, “The Bank of Amsterdam,” p. 88. Of course, coins exported to finance
trade might easily re-enter the Republic as patagons.

71 In contrast, Rotterdam dealt with the shortage of heavy coin in 1639 by allowing
English Merchant Adventurers (the primary debtors having bills payable there) to
circumvent the Rotterdam exchange bank (van Dillen 1964a: 362).

72 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 361. 73 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 361.
74 The five-year averages used in Table 2.1 miss this drop in 1641 because of a one-year

surge in deposits in 1644.
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D. The agio and the mint ordinances of 1645

After the crisis of 1641, the Dutch Republic struggled with how to deal

with the patagons, for they were by then the standard circulating coin

and the de facto standard for the Wisselbank. The process was chaotic,

for regulators could not reconcile themselves to the same coin, the

patagon, having a different value in the Wisselbank relative to outside.

The regulatory mayhem began in March 1645, when the Republic

passed a new mint ordinance that was a return to the old 1622 system.

The change was wrenching, for it meant that patagons were no longer

legal money for withdrawal despite patagons having become the basis of

the monetary system. Not surprisingly, Amsterdam merchants com-

plained to the city for the regulation threatened the liquidity of the

Wisselbank.

Two months later, in May 1645, the city relented and empowered the

Wisselbank to defy the mint ordinance and again issue patagons for

withdrawals, but the withdrawal rate was set at 2.4 florins.75 While this

change did allow withdrawals, it would also created a 2 percent “haircut”

for depositors, for patagons were valued at 2.35 florins when deposited.

Perhaps the price differential was a concession the Wisselbank had to

make to gain regulatory relief, but it would have been another failure to

protect depositors had not the Wisselbank sought a remedy.

The very next month, June 1645, the Wisselbank requested, and the

city of Amsterdam agreed, to raise the lawful value of patagons for

deposit purposes, so deposit value equaled withdrawal value.76 While

the June rate adjustment protected new depositors, it did not help

existing depositors. In August 1645, when the Wisselbank was again

running out of heavy coins and expected to cover withdrawals in pata-

gons, the exchange bank gained permission from the city to adjust the rate

to reflect the lightness of the coin.77 The adjustment was called the agio,

and it meant that more patagons were given out than their ordinance

value would dictate, so the intrinsic value of deposits was maintained.

Because the Wisselbank charged a small withdrawal fee, a market

developed for buying and selling deposits on the Wisselbank. People had

been contracting to avoid these fees from the opening of the Wisselbank,

but now, for the first time since the decline of the rixdollar in 1622, the

same coin was commonly on both sides of the exchange, so by the late

1640s the market deepened as a standard type of trade emerged. Buyers

and sellers of Wisselbank funds against “current money” (that which

75 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 362. 76 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 362.
77 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 362
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circulated outside the bank) would meet every morning at the square in

front of the Amsterdam Town Hall. Often these were cashiers, who had

by now established themselves as intermediaries in Wisselbank funds.78

The emergence of Wisselbank funds as a tradable commodity was a

critical step in the evolution of the Wisselbank away from the medieval

model of an exchange bank and towards something more closely

resembling a central bank.79

The term “bank money” was already in use at this time, but initially

this meant nothing more than “coin such as is kept at the Wisselbank.”

The only difference between a patagon in the bank (banco) and a

patagon outside the bank (current) was the fee and the difference in

official prices. The exchange rate that developed was also called the agio,

but it was a market swap rate (current coins for deposit balances) rather

than the actual rate used by the Wisselbank to calculate the amount of

coins delivered upon withdrawal of a deposit. Indeed, arbitrage meant

that the actual withdrawal rate created an upper limit on the market

agio. The agio was measured as the ratio of current florin over bank

florin. For example, if patagons circulated at 2.5 florin, then the agio

would be [(2.5/2.4)�1]*100 ¼ 4.166 percent, less a small amount for a

share of the withdrawal fee.

The agio allows a direct measure of the current price of patagons,

relative to the Wisselbank price, and Table 2.2 presents agio values from

1645 through 1657. Although unstable, the development of the agio was

a crucial step in the protection of creditors, for the agio allowed systemic

adjustment while keeping the metal value of Wisselbank deposits con-

stant. Debasement of circulating coins could be met with a virtually

simultaneous increase in the agio, so debtors gained no advantage.

Similarly, authorities could adjust the legal price of circulating coins, via

tolerations, without upsetting the Wisselbank. Part of the process was

that Wisselbank customers were becoming comfortable with the dis-

tinction between bank prices and current prices, comfortable with an

exchange rate between the two units of account, and comfortable with

brokers and dealers managing the market between the two kinds of

money.

E. Period of transition, 1646–1658

The agio of 1645 brought a new dynamic to the Dutch monetary system.

For example, 1646 brought two new trends that lasted until 1651–1652:

78 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” pp. 366–7.
79 We believe this market to be the world’s first “open market” in central bank funds.
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(1) the production of rixdollars suddenly recovered, and (2) the CPI

began to increase. Back in 1619–1621, rixdollar production had surged

while prices were steady. After 1622, prices surged while rixdollar pro-

duction collapsed. Now, both were increasing, and the difference was

that rixdollars were no longer part of the circulating monetary stock.

Rixdollars were now only produced and used for export. The production

reflects a boom in international trade between the end of Eighty Years’

War in 1648 and the First Anglo-Dutch war in 1652. Put another way,

the mint–melt points for rixdollars used to describe earlier eras were no

longer relevant.

What was relevant was the quality and quantity of coins circulating in,

but not minted in, the Dutch Republic. We have no direct measure of

either, but we do have the agio. The initial agio of 1645 disappears by

1646 (see Table 2.2). That dramatic change suggests that the Wissel-

bank stopped offering to supplement withdrawals and that patagons

were circulating at around 2.45 florins. The rise in the agio from 1646

through 1652 suggests that patagons were rising in current price towards

2.5 florins, so it took ever so slightly more of them to purchase a deposit

at the Wisselbank. The increase in domestic prices over the same period,

however, was far more dramatic. If the agio tells us that the florin value

Table 2.2. The agio (premium) on Wisselbank deposits

Year

(* mint ordinance) Agio

1645* 4 1/6 to 4.75%

1646 0.75–2%

1647 1.125–1.25%

1648 1.75–2%

1649 2.53%

1650 2.32%

1651 3.06%

1652* 3.38%

1653* 1.94%

1654* 2.10%

1655 2.42%

1656 2.20%

1657 3.00%

1658 No observation

Source: 1645–1648 observations from van Dillen, “Oprichting,”

p. 363; 1649–1657 observations from McCusker, “Money and

Exchange,” p. 46.
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of patagons was not surging, then the quantity of them in circulation

was. Debasement may have contributed to the influx of patagons, but it

would not have been the primary story. Instead, during this period “real-

side” effects likely took precedence over monetary adjustments. The

Dutch economy expanded strongly following the 1648 Treaty of

Westphalia, which ended the war with Spain. Prices rose with the

recovery and patagons streamed in to finance the resumption of trade

with the South, and the growth of the economy more generally.

During this same era, deposit levels at the Wisselbank stopped

growing. Figure 2.15 plots annual deposit levels, and, despite one-year

peaks in 1645 and 1650, a slowing of the Wisselbank’s growth is evident.

Instead of viewing this as a sign of the Wisselbank failing, however, we

view this as a sign that the campaign against debasement was succeed-

ing, for less debasement reduced demand for Wisselbank balances.

While we have no measure for the amount of debasement occurring

across all the relevant mints, Figure 2.7 does show a decline in the

debasement of lioncrown coins by the provincial mints in this era.

Moreover, the surge in rixdollar production around 1650 was apparently

accompanied by little debasement.80

A number of factors were coming together to discourage Dutch

debasement at mid-century. The development of the agio meant the

successful protection of creditors and reduced incentives to debase. The

1645 mint ordinance reduced the number of coins holding official
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80 Polak, Historiografie en Economie, Deel II, pp. 103–49.
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valuations, so fewer types of coins could be used to short-change credi-

tors. The end of the Eighty Years’ War in 1648 reduced government

demand for seigniorage. Finally, rixdollars were now viewed as an export

coin, so the surge in production suggests a recovery in international

trade.81

Authorities eventually responded to this situation by adjusting their

lawful price in 1652 and 1653.82 The tolerations did not apply to the

Wisselbank, so the same coin, the patagon, was lawfully valued at 2.4

florins at the exchange bank but at a higher price in circulation.

Still, government authorities were not happy with the patagons and

the agio, and van Dillen suggests that a spurt of ordinance tinkering

occurred in the 1650s. The 1645 mint ordinance was renewed in 1652

and 1653, but tolerances for circulating coins were added. A mint

ordinance of 1654 complains that the agio was high and uncertain. It

was high because, as a moneychanger, the Wisselbank was only to

charge a modest withdrawal fee, typically less than 0.5 percent. After

1645, the agio was greater than this, and it increased from 1646 to 1652.

The agio was uncertain because it was a market price. In response, the

mint ordinance of November 1654 increased the Wisselbank price of a

patagon to 2.45 florins while the lawful circulating price was 2.5.83 This

created another “haircut” for depositors, for there is no mention of a

special withdrawal agio to compensate depositors. Less than two years

later, the 1654 ordinance was revoked. The Amsterdam city council

felt that the coins of the Wisselbank had fallen into “decadence.” To

improve the situation, the value of patagons was reduced back to 2.4

florins and the withdrawal fee was set at 1/8 percent. All this is based on

obscure references found by van Dillen, but the overall picture suggests

that authorities just did not know what to do with the agio.

F. The mint ordinance of 1659

The strangeness of the Dutch monetary situation derived from a mon-

etary base built on foreign coin. The Republic did not receive seigniorage

from these coins, nor control their quality. Similarly, the Wisselbank

81 Here we would be remiss not to mention the role of the “financial revolution” in the
Dutch Republic. Effectively, this meant that war expenditures were financed through
funded, long-term debt that bore relatively low interest rates (see ‘t Hart 1997). Debt
levels (temporarily) stabilized following the cessation of hostilities in 1648. The Wis-
selbank was not directly impacted by these developments, since it was not concerned
with the management of public debt, but it did ultimately benefit through the lessening
of the provinces’ incentives to debase.

82 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 364. 83 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 364.
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defended the quality of coins available to depositors but could not mint

high-quality versions of the coins used for withdrawal. To undo the

situation, the Republic introduced new coins in 1659 that mimicked the

coins from the Southern Netherlands. The silver dukaat and the silver

rijder were made slightly lighter than their respective southern substi-

tutes, the patagon and the dukaton. The new coins quickly replaced the

old coins, and the change ushered in an era of stable coinage.84

To facilitate acceptance of the new coins, the existing pricing system

was maintained, so a silver dukaat was officially made worth 2.4 florins

at the Wisselbank and 2.5 florins as current money outside of the

exchange bank. The distinction between the banco unit of account and

current unit of account was codified at the national level, to the double

pricing that had begun fifteen years earlier was recognized and made a

permanent part of the system. Another aspect of how the 1659 ordin-

ance minimized disruption of the monetary system was that the new

silver dukaat came to be called the rixdollar in everyday use. The old

rixdollar came to be called the bank rixdollar. Similarly, the new rijder

was called the ducaton in usage.

G. Summary

To summarize this long section, from the 1610s to the 1650s, the

Amsterdam Wisselbank was buffeted by a series of mint ordinances, for

the exchange bank was caught in offsetting policy goals. Policy makers

desired to stabilize both coin content and coin values. Unfortunately,

each new fixed-price regime created unstable dynamics, and some dir-

ectly undermined the Wisselbank’s ability to protect creditors.

Ironically, the road to stability was to embrace flexible coin prices.

This was managed by allowing a floating exchange rate, the agio, to exist

between deposits at the Wisselbank and money circulating outside the

exchange bank. Official recognition of the agio, however, occurred only

at the end of a bewildering chain of regulatory missteps. By 1659, just

getting the Dutch Republic to again use its own coins was a greater

concern than the cognitive dissonance of a coin having two prices. Once

the new set of Dutch coins was well established, the dual pricing

84 Complete victory remained elusive. A rise in the price of silver during the second Anglo-
Dutch war (1665–1667) and during subsequent hostilities severely cut into the business
of the mints. This resulted in a wave of marginal debasement by mints outside of
Holland and a slight depreciation in the value of current money (Korthals Altes,
“DeGeschiedenis,” pp. 54–9). The value ofWisselbankmoney was unaffected, however.
A fully stable national coinage was finally achieved after passage of the mint ordinances of
1691 and 1694 (de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, p. 83).
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structure of the agio was an accepted and, we assert, a beneficial part of

the monetary system. Superficially the agio on bank money resembled

the historically common “overvaluation” (stygeringhe) of heavy coin. But
the key difference was that the unit of account for commercial trans-

actions was unambiguously tied to the essentially non-circulating heavy

coin in the vault of the Wisselbank.

VIII. Genesis of a central bank

From its inception, the Amsterdam Wisselbank carried out one of the

key functions of modern central banks, the operation of a “real-time

gross settlement system,” i.e., a giro or book-entry payment system that

allowed for efficient settlement of the high volume of commercial

transactions flowing through Amsterdam.85 Total balances at the Wis-

selbank were relatively modest, always less than twenty million florins in

the late seventeenth century, and less than thirty million in the eight-

eenth.86 By way of comparison, de Vries and van der Woude (1997: 90)

estimate the total money (coin) stock of the Republic at 120 million

florins in 1690 and 200 million a century later.

The low levels of Wisselbank deposits no doubt understate their

importance to the Dutch economy, however, as the velocity of trans-

actions in Wisselbank balances was probably quite high. Writing in

1766, Jacques Accarias de S�erionne87 put the daily value of Wisselbank

transactions at ten to twelve million florins per day. Given a mid-

eighteenth century national income of around 250 million florins,88 this

would in turn imply that the Wisselbank “turned over” transactions

equal to the annual value of the Republic’s GDP within a space of less

than six weeks. This pace is not quite as frenetic as that of modern large-

value payment systems, which routinely turn over their host countries’

annual GDP within a week or less (Committee on Payment and

Settlement Systems 2006). It is nonetheless an astonishingly high figure

for an economy that has often been described as “pre-industrial.”

The mint ordinance of 1659 set the stage for the Wisselbank to

assume additional central-bank-like responsibilities. As guardian of a

separate, privileged medium of exchange with its own unit of account,

the Wisselbank was implicitly entrusted with a mission of maintaining

price stability. This mission proved problematic as long as the value of

85 Neal, “How it all Began,” pp. 121–2.
86 van Dillen, “The Bank of Amsterdam,” pp. 117–23.
87 Cited in Braudel, The Perspective, p. 240.
88 de Vries and van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, p. 702.
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Wisselbank deposits was rigidly bound to the value of the coins within its

vault. The agio could and did fluctuate erratically with market condi-

tions, and a sufficient drop in the agio could cause account holders to

withdraw coin from the bank. The French invasion of 1672 saw an

apparent negative agio (no precise figures are available) and a run on the

Wisselbank ensued.89 While the bank was able to withstand the run,

ongoing fluctuations in the agio no doubt contributed to an appetite for

institutional reform.

In 1683 a facility was created whereby Wisselbank account holders

could “park” gold and heavy silver coins at the bank for a period of six

months.90 Anyone making use of this facility received a credit on the

books of the bank as well as a receipt. When the six-month period

expired, the receipt holder could, in return for payment of a minuscule

amount of interest, either renew the agreement or repurchase his coins.

Coins not so reclaimed then fell to the bank (van Dillen 1964b: 394–5).91

The introduction of the “receipt” system transformed both Amster-

dam financial markets and the Wisselbank itself. The receipts are

recognizable to modern eyes as European call options on the deposited

coin, or equivalently, put options on Wisselbank funds. The availability

of these options, which were freely assignable, greatly improved the

liquidity of the Amsterdam market in precious metals.92 Receipts were

readily traded against Wisselbank funds, as described by Adam Smith,

“The person who has a receipt . . . finds always plenty of bank credits, or

bank money to buy at the ordinary price; and the person who has bank

money . . . finds receipts always in equal abundance (Wealth of Nations
IV.3.20).”

Since it was generally cheaper to purchase an option than to withdraw

funds (and so incur withdrawal fees), redemptions became uncommon.

As a result, at some point, probably in the late seventeenth century, the

Wisselbank quit redeeming deposits. Wisselbank money itself had

become a “virtual currency.” Unfortunately for this change in policy,

surely one of the most momentous in monetary history, “no ordinance

nor any precise date can be assigned.”93

89 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” pp. 369–71; Korthals Altes, “De Geschiedenis,” p. 55.
90 Later on receipts were issued against uncoined precious metal and even current money

(with a “haircut” reflecting the prevalent agio). Vault inventories reported in van Dillen
(1925) suggest that the presence of this haircut discouraged the deposit of current
money.

91 van Dillen (1964b: 395) suggests that these transactions were not in fact loans but
repurchase agreements.

92 van Dillen, “Bloeitijd,” p. 395. Receipts against deposits were already required in 1654,
suggesting some earlier experimentation with the post-1683 system.

93 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 101.
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To us, such a story requires a remarkable indifference to the right of

withdrawal. The end of withdrawal was, practically speaking, a ter-

mination of debt that affected thousands of wealthy people. Any col-

lective or noisome response would have had a very strong position, so

likely a low threshold of perceived harm would trigger a response. The

lack of a discernable response suggests that withdrawals were rare and

that the expectation of ever wanting to make a withdrawal was rare.

Such low expectations of withdrawal mean that developments in and out

of the Wisselbank combined in a powerful way.94

Absent withdrawal, a way had to be found to maintain the value of

Wisselbank balances. The hit-upon method, which would again seem

quite natural to modern observers, was open market operations,

meaning the sale and purchase of receipts against bank funds. By this

means, the Wisselbank was able to keep the agio on bank money over

current money in a very narrow range over most of the eighteenth

century, between 4 1/4 and 4 7/8 percent.95 Moreover, the Wisselbank

could use the agio as a “sluice gate” to manage specie flows.96 Again this

does not quite correspond to our modern day notion of “open market

operations” as the sale and purchase of government securities, but it is

obviously quite close to the modern practice, common in many coun-

tries, of pegging the value of a currency through intervention in markets

for foreign exchange.

The Wisselbank’s use of open market operations marked a significant

development in the evolution of central banks (Gillard 2004).97 Earlier

public banks (in Barcelona, Genoa and Venice) had operated giro

payment systems. Separate, commercial units of account had existed

both in cities with a public bank98 and in cities without.99 Through its

open market operations, the Wisselbank put the pieces together in a new

way: by trading receipts, it could shore up the market’s confidence in its

inconvertible money as settlement medium, while simultaneously

enhancing the liquidity of the precious metal whose value underpinned

the Republic’s monetary system.

In summary, by the end of the seventeenth century, Amsterdam’s

Wisselbank performed three functions that are routinely carried out by

central banks today: operating a large-value payment system, creating a

form of money not directly redeemable for coin, and managing the value

of this money through open market operations. Ironically, the Bank of

94 Gillard, La banque d’Amsterdam, stresses the role of cashiers.
95 van Dillen, “Oprichting,” p. 404. 96 Neal, “How it all Began,” p. 122.
97 Gillard, La banque d’Amsterdam.
98 For example, Genoa; see Fratianni and Spinelli, “Did Genoa and Venice Kick.”
99 For example Florence; see Sargent and Velde, The Big Problem.
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Amsterdam may be best remembered for what it did not do, i.e., take on
what are now viewed as the definitive central-bank functions of circu-

lating note issue, operation of a discount window, and the purchase of

government securities.100 Even so, the activities of the Wisselbank set a

strong precedent. As the seventeenth century came to a close, the idea of

a central bank was a proven concept, and ready for its now-famous

voyage across the North Sea.
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3 With a view to hold: The emergence of

institutional investors on the Amsterdam

securities market during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries*

Oscar Gelderblom and Joost Jonker

Institutional investors such as insurance companies and mutual funds

are a prominent feature of today’s financial systems. To some extent they

serve as a hallmark of modernity and as such Richard Sylla has included

them in his list of six features of successful financial revolutions inaug-

urating economic leadership.1 Sylla did not specify his reasons for doing

so, but we may summarize the importance of institutional investors as,

on the one hand, providing access to the securities market for savers

otherwise unable to enter it, and on the other hand as providing a ready

demand for secure investments suited to fund long-term liabilities.

Institutional investors in themselves are an old phenomenon in Europe.

Already by the late Middle Ages ecclesiastical institutions derived income

from the land and houses which they owned. In several parts of early

modern Europe revenue from real estate contributed to the funding of

hospitals and orphanages.2 Investment in financial assets remained

limited, however.3 Only in sophisticated financial markets, i.e., Venice,4

* We are indebted to Irene Mangnus, Kirsten Hulsker, and Heleen Kole for excellent
research assistance. Our analysis of the asset management of Amsterdams Burgerweeshuis
builds on the MA Thesis of Irene Mangnus on this very subject. Jan Lucassen and Piet
Lourens shared their data on the property of Dutch guilds in 1799 with us. We have
greatly benefitted from comments on an earlier draft by Jeremy Atack, Jean-Laurent
Rosenthal, Erika Kuijpers, and Maarten Prak.

1 Sylla, “Financial Systems.”
2 For example the endowments of hospitals in Paris and Bologna: Ramsey, “Poor Relief”;
Terpstra, “Apprenticeship.”

3 Three recent surveys on poor relief and healthcare in a large number of countries in pre-
industrial Europe suggest that only in Italy and the Low Countries charities were funded
with income from financial assets: Grell and Cunningham, Health Care; Grell, Cun-
ningham, and J€utte, Health Care; Grell, Cunningham, and Roeck, Health Care.

4 Venetian hospitals and confraternities owned real estate as early as the thirteenth cen-
tury, and government bonds (issued from bequests but also occasionally bought on the
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Genoa,5 and Amsterdam, did charities have portfolios with a consider-

able volume of public and private securities.6 Until the eighteenth

century, when the first joint-stock insurance companies were created in

London, there were no large insurance firms or pension funds either.7

Non-permanent syndicates of underwriters remained the norm through-

out pre-modern Europe.

The link between institutional investors and financial development

would appear to be twofold. First, the rise of financial markets during

the early modern era enabled some institutional investors to diversify

their portfolio and shift from real estate to financial assets such as bonds

thereby contributing, in their turn, to the further evolution of those

markets. Second, new forms of institutional investors appeared, such as

tontines, life insurance companies and mutual funds. These new types of

institutional investors had a different purpose from the older ones in that

the long-term generation of income gave clients new ways of managing

life-cycle and other income risks. These two elements would seem to be

interrelated. At present we know next to nothing about the early history of

institutional investors, but it would seem that a financial market offering

paper assets of sufficient liquidity and long-term security would enable

both the asset shift of older institutions and the rise of the new type.

In this chapter we focus on institutional investors in Amsterdam

between 1500 and 1800. Even before its rise to economic and financial

primacy the city turns out to have harboured a variety of institutional

investors, including orphanages, poor houses, hospitals, and craft guilds.

The rapid growth of Amsterdam’s population, from 30,000 to 200,000

people between 1580 and 1670, created an equally rapid expansion of

market) from at least the late fourteenth century onwards: see Mueller, Venetian,
pp. 463–4, 490, 494, 545.

5 Besides monasteries, religious fraternities, and chapels, Jacques Heers refers to charities
owning government bonds (luoghi di San Giorgio) in the fifteenth century, albeit
without further specification: Heers, Gênes, pp. 184–90.

6 McCants, Civic Charity. To be sure, there are examples of charities outside Amsterdam
with financial assets in their portfolio. See for example Prak, “Goede buren,” pp. 153–8.

The allegedly limited spread of investment in financial assets across Europe may
simply reflect the current state of the historiography on social welfare. For example in
the eighteenth century theMiseric�ordias responsible for social welfare in Portugal derived
their income from taxes, bequests and from loans made to local aristocratic elites.
Individual cases explored in greater depth do reveal other holdings of financial assets:
Lopes, “Poor Relief,” pp. 142–63. 146, 149. In a brief history of Danzig’s hospitals after
1500, Maria Bogucka (“Health Care”) mentions “nine urban hospitals, each richly
endowed with land and annuities.”

7 For England: Harris, Industrializing, pp. 100–7. The two fire insurance companies that
existed in the Dutch Republic in the eighteenth century are described in: Langenhuyzen,
“Zekerheid,” pp. 203–22. 211–15. The absence of other insurance companies and
pension funds in the Dutch Republic can be deduced from Leeuwen, De rijke.
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the social safety net provided by these institutions, and consequently in

their funds. All of them relied to a greater or lesser degree on invest-

ments to fund their expenditure. We analyze the financial administration

of several of these institutions, and several other sources, to explore their

asset shift from real estate into securities. When did it occur, why, and

can we say anything about the consequences of that shift for the securities

market? In addition we trace the rise of new types of institutional investors

from the 1670s.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section II analyzes the investment

portfolio of Amsterdam’s municipal orphanage, the Burgerweeshuis. Sec-
tion III looks at other charities, including Amsterdam’s commissioners

of the poor, its hospitals, and homes for the elderly. Sections IV and V

extend the analysis to the investment income generated by the city’s

churches and craft guilds. Private institutional investors such as tontines

and mutual funds are discussed in section VI. A final section summarizes

our findings and discusses implications for our understanding of the

evolution of financial markets.

I. The endowment of Amsterdam’s public orphanage

Around 1520 the Amsterdam city council founded the Burgerweeshuis

to care for the city’s growing number of orphans. The institution derived

its funding from four main sources: subsidies from the city; donations

and regular public collections; the right of usufruct on the estates of

orphans in its care; and investment income. This last source probably

existed from the orphanage’s inception because rich inhabitants donated

real estate to the Burgerweeshuis.8 In 1578 the orphanage’s endowment

increased substantially when Amsterdam switched to the Protestant side

and joined the Dutch Revolt against Spain. The city council expropri-

ated Catholic Church possessions and turned over some of the assets

to the Burgerweeshuis. The institution itself moved into a dissolved

monastery on the Kalverstraat, now part of the museum of Amsterdam’s

history, while the orphanage also received real estate in and around the

city to serve as a source of income, thus radically reducing its dependence

on subsidies and charity.

Indeed, for most of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the

Burgerweeshuis ran a budgetary surplus which the board of trustees

channelled into expanding its portfolio of investments.9 As a consequence

the orphanage became largely self-supporing. Income rose from around

8 McCants, Civic Charity; Eeghen, “Excursie,” pp. 52, 121–5. 121; Engels, Kinderen, p. 14.
9 McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 157–65.
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80,000 guilders in the 1630s to between 120,000 and 130,000 guilders

during the second half of the eighteenth century. Prior to the 1720s most

of the investment income derived from real estate. The orphanage’s

board of trustees managed a varied portfolio ranging from farm lands

and residential housing to inns and the city’s main theatre, which hap-

pened to be its most profitable source of income overall. At times the

Burgerweeshuis also acted as property developer by building residential

housing on vacant plots of land in the city.10 In addition to real estate,

the orphanage invested its wealth in private and public securities, most

notably bonds of the States of Holland. The combined income from

property and securities increased steadily from 57.6 percent in 1639 to

stabilize at around 70 percent from 1668, edging up slightly during the

first half of the eighteenth century only to sink back again (Figure 3.1).11

The contours of the board’s financial policy came out in the first spell

of adversity in the 1670s.12 Cost overruns on a property development,

a growing numbers of orphans in care, and sharply rising costs of living

caused by the war years 1672–1678 pushed up expenditure and created
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Figure 3.1 The income from real estate, securities, and all investment
as a percentage of total income at the Burgerweeshuis, 1639–1779.
Source: McCants, Civic Charity, 174.

10 Ridder, “De Beerebijt,” pp. 52, 56–65; McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 154–8.
11 McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 156, 164, 174. 12 Ibid. 165–70.
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a budget deficit. Keeping the endowment intact as much as possible was

the first priority. Confident that the crisis situation would not last, the

trustees covered the deficit by borrowing rather than selling assets.

Between 1671 and 1680 they took out loans with a total value of 180,000

guilders. When the selling of property proved inevitable, the trustees

sold securities rather than real estate, so holding on to the latter clearly

formed a second priority.

Renewed financial difficulties encountered during the 1690s led the

board to scrutinize the orphanage’s portfolio and rearrange its holdings

once again. In 1700 fifteen rural properties were sold off as structural

underperformers. With the proceeds the Burgerweeshuis cleared its debts

and returned to budget surpluses.13 This sale marked the beginning of

a very gradual portfolio shift from real estate into securities. The budget

surpluses were now reinvested in securities and the board also exchanged

some more underperforming rural properties for securities. As a con-

sequence, the orphanage’s real estate holdings declined relative to the

amount invested in securities (Figure 3.1).

The Burgerweeshuis was already an active investor in securities since

1578. Its portfolio originated in the same policy decision made by the

city council regarding expropriated church assets; along with the real

estate, the orphanage also received financial assets. As early as 1590 the

Burgerweeshuis had a total of 26,364 guilders invested in this way,

which yielded almost 14 percent of its total income. At the time loans to

individual persons generated two-thirds of the income from financial

assets. Term annuities issued by the estates of Holland and by the city of

Amsterdam made up the rest.14 Over time the reinvestment of budget

surpluses boosted the securities portfolio to a peak of more than 400,000

guilders in 1670. As for the spread of investments, the amount put into

private loans had declined in favor of formal securities. Securities issued

by the States of Holland and the city of Amsterdam now formed the

mainstay of the portfolio, in which bonds from the Amsterdam admiralty

and from the Dutch East India Company (VOC) also figured.15 Still, the

trustees’ preference for real estate meant that the income from securities

and loans as a percentage of the total remained stable at around 20

percent for another half century (Figure 3.1).

13 Ibid. 174–6, noting that other Amsterdam investors moved out of rural property at the
same time.

14 Ibid. 160–3; GAA 367 reg., pp. 226–50; no. 194; no. 196, fol. 1–13, 122–31; no. 197–
200; no. 202; no. 204; no. 226 fol. 64–94, fol. 159–88.

15 Ibid. 154–6 for the portfolio around 1670; her figures were appended by Mangnus,
“Tot behoef,” 23–5.
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A marked shift towards government bonds occurred only in the first

half of the eighteenth century. Between 1700 and 1715 the trustees

doubled the amount of States of Holland obligations to 400,000 guilders.

Most of these bonds were directly purchased from the receivers’ offices,

but during the next quarter century the trustees turned to the secondary

market, because the States of Holland had stopped issuing debt. Through

local brokers the Burgerweeshuis bought bonds, separately or in batches,

and raised its total bond holdings to almost one million guilders in 1740.

Finally, between 1755 and 1770 the orphanage bought, again through

Amsterdam brokers, batches of obligations issued in Amsterdam and

in other Holland towns for a total of 250,000 guilders. By 1770 the

orphanage’s portfolio was equally divided between real estate and finan-

cial assets.16

At first sight the growing preference for public debt seems curious.

Holders of Holland’s bonds paid a 1.5 percent property tax on their

holdings which effectively reduced the nominal interest rate to 2.5

percent.17 With a return of 4.3 to 4.5 percent real estate should have

been the better investment. Why then did the orphanage’s trustees

reconfigure the portfolio? Ann McCants has argued that realizing the

investment premium of city property over securities required consider-

able care and attention from the trustees and therefore really represented

a donation in kind which securities did not require them to make. In

addition, she states that the price of city property appears had risen to

the point where the Burgerweeshuis no longer wanted to buy, presum-

ably because the board considered the ratio of price to earnings insuf-

ficiently attractive.18 After 1670 the real estate market probably diverged

as Amsterdam’s population stagnated and the city’s rapid expansion

halted. The walls built to accommodate further growth proved too wide

and large tracts of land enclosed within the perimeter for the planned

increase in residential housing remained empty until late into the nine-

teenth century. As a result residential developments like the Noordsche

Bosch lost their attraction, but at the same time property in busy districts

such as the Kalverstraat, where the Burgerweeshuis owned many houses,

rose in price, preventing further purchases. Consequently, securities

were really the only option to invest budget surpluses.

Two other factors would seem to explain the rearrangement of the

portfolio. First, for most of the eighteenth century the Burgerweeshuis

16 The composition of the Burgerweeshuis’ bond holdings can be gleaned from: Amsterdam
City Archives, Inventory 349, nr. 153; McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 176–7, lists all assets
in 1772, albeit omitting the municipal theatre, which burned down in May of that year. If
one includes that particular property and securities were about equal.

17 Fritschy and Liesker, Gewestelijke financiën. 18 McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 176–7.
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was probably exempt from the 1.5 percent property tax, so the bonds

did in fact give 4 percent interest.19 Second, in all likelihood the bonds

yielded more, for the orphanage’s purchases on the secondary market

were probably made at prices below par. Two price currents published

in October and November 1747 by a local bookseller in Amsterdam show

Holland’s obligations trading at prices between 65 and 90 percent.20 In

Leyden the prices of Holland’s bonds stood at 92 percent in 1720, at

97 percent in 1742.21 A bond bought at 90 percent on the secondary

market would yield a 4.4 percent return on investment – slightly above

that of real estate. Third, the board of the Burgerweeshuis probably also

preferred bonds because they offered further advantages over real estate.

The trustees gradually learned that first-class securities with a liquid
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Figure 3.2 Government bonds purchases by the Burgerweeshuis,
1650–1800.
Source: GAA Archief 367.A, Inv. Nr 152 (Nieuw Rentenboek).

19 McCants’ reconstruction of the orphanage’s portfolio in 1772 does reckon with the
payment of a 1.5 percent tax on government bond holdings. However, the financial
accounts of the Burgerweeshuis reveal that in the early 1780s bonds still yielded 4
percent. Only in 1786 the records show a reduction of the interest paid to 2.75 and 2.5
percent (Amsterdam City Archives, Inv. 349, nr. 153).

20 V. Dillen, “Effectenkoersen,” pp. 2–4. The price current of 6 November 1747 is
printed on pages 13–14.

21 Leiden “Notarial,” courtesy of Maarten Prak.
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market were as good as cash, if only because such paper could always

be lombarded at little cost.22 Consequently, the board reduced its cash

holdings to a minimum. Until 1660 the amount of cash at year-end was

usually in the region of 60–80,000 guilders; during the eighteenth cen-

tury it was typically 4,000 guilders, and the board took care to invest any

surplus money as quickly as possible.23

II. Other public welfare institutions

The Burgerweeshuis was not the only public institution that relied on

investment income. There were several other civic welfare institutions

in Amsterdam: two poor relief funds, an orphanage, a hospital, and a

madhouse. The surviving accounts of some of these institutions enable

us to analyze their sources of income. Not all had the means to invest.

The Aalmoezeniersweeshuis, for instance, which cared for the children

left by inhabitants who were not Amsterdam citizens, does not appear

to have accumulated sufficient surpluses with which to buy either real

estate or securities. Instead, the orphanage was run by city officials and

derived its main income from the public garbage collection and the right

to half a percent of the revenues from all public sales of merchandise.24

Amsterdam’s poor houses did have some capital. From the early fif-

teenth century (and possibly earlier) the city council annually appointed

officials known as huiszittenmeesters to oversee the urban poor. In 1419

their responsibilities were divided along the lines of the city’s two pari-

shes, thus creating the Oudezijds and Nieuwezijds Huiszittenmeesters.

Initially the officers provided accomomdation and occasionally also food

and fuel. After 1600 the Nieuwezijds and Oudezijds Huiszittenhuizen
principally provided the poor with peat, bread, butter, and cheese from

Christmas to Easter.25 In summertime the Aalmoezeniers, first appointed
by the town magistrate in 1613, took care of the poor. This division of

responsibilities changed in 1682 when the two poor houses took on the

distribution of food and fuel throughout the year.

The financial administration of the two poor houses shows them to

have been substantial institutional investors.26 In 1698 the bookkeeper

of the Oudezijds Huiszittenhuis, in the eastern part of the city, put the

value of the poor house’s portfolio of annuities and bonds issued by

22 Riley, International Government 31.
23 McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 160–2 (data), 178 (cash policy).
24 Amsterdam, “Inleiding.”
25 Mothers of newly-born children received an additional twenty stivers per week.
26 Melker, “Inleiding.” See McCants, Civic Charity, pp. 155–6; the Burgerweeshuis had a

bigger portfolio, but only 156,800 guilders of it in Holland debt.
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Holland at nearly 270,000 guilders, more than what the Burgerweeshuis

owned in 1670.27 We can reconstruct the main revenue flows for the first

and last third of the eighteenth century (Figure 3.3). Until 1735 public

collections, real estate, and securities each yielded about 30 percent of

gross income. After 1765 total income increased considerably but not

as a result of a larger investment portfolio. In fact, a provincial tax of

1 percent on public debt holdings cut the net income from securities by

3,000 guilders a year. The income grew because the city of Amsterdam

granted large subsidies to allow the Oudezijds Huiszittenhuis to con-

tinue her poor relief.

The revenues of the sister poor house, the Nieuwezijds Huiszitten-

huis, located in the western part of the city, seems to have been quite

similar in volume and composition.28 The institution’s accounts show

that, from the late sixteenth century until the late seventeenth century,
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Figure 3.3 The composition of the annual income of Amsterdam’s
Oudezijds Huiszittenhuis in the eighteenth century.
Source: Amsterdam City Archives, Inv. 349, Nrs. 244, 245.

27 Amsterdam City Archives Inv. 349, Nr. 301.
28 Van Leeuwen estimated the average annual income of the Oudezijds and Nieuwezijds

Huiszittenhuizen combined at 136,000 guilders between 1687 and 1799. Leeuwen,
“Amsterdam.” Our reconstruction of the annual income of the Oudezijdshuiszittenhuis
between 1713–1736 and 1762–1800 reveals a total of 62,500 guilders.
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houses and land generated most of its income, with public collections

and interest on securities contributing smaller sums. Initially the securi-

ties portfolio consisted mainly of Amsterdam city annuities and 15,700

guilders of Holland annuities and bonds but on two occasions, during

1689–1691 and again in 1709, the Nieuwezijds Huiszittenhuis bought

very large amounts of Holland debt, for a total of some 350,000 guilders

(Figure 3.4). Most of these bonds were bought directly from Holland’s

receiver in Amsterdam, but after 1709 purchases were made on the sec-

ondary market.

The Amsterdam hospitals also built up considerable possessions. In

the second half of the eighteenth century the madhouse held 120,000

guilders worth of Holland bonds, probably in addition to other invest-

ments.29 The main hospital Binnengasthuis, which was formed when two

medieval hospitals merged in 1582, appears to have followed an invest-

ment strategy similar to that of the Burgerweeshuis, and from an iden-

tical point of departure.30 Initially the hospital, having obtained two

convents from the expropriated church assets, concentrated on real estate
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Figure 3.4 The nominal value of obligations issued by Holland in the
portfolio of Amsterdam’s Nieuwezijds Huiszittenhuis, 1600–1800.
Source: Amsterdam City Archives, Inv 349, Nrs. 402, 421.

29 Amsterdam City Archives, Inv. 342, Nrs. 1006, 1007.
30 Eeghen, “Gasthuis”, pp. 59–63.
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by building residential accomodation on its lands. The trustees subse-

quently enlarged and diversified the investment portfolio which, by

1650, had reached a value of 540,000 guilders (Table 3.1). Nearly 40

percent consisted of loans to private individuals in various forms, 33

percent was in real estate, and 28 percent in public securities, notably

those of Holland (18 percent), and the city of Amsterdam (10 percent).

During the eighteenth century the hospital’s financial position deteri-

orated as a consequence of rising expenses.31 The board of trustees had

to liquidate part of the portfolio, which by 1750 had shrunk from

540,000 to 310,000 guilders. At the same time the trustees changed

their investment policy. As with the Burgerweeshuis, the reconfiguration

particularly hit the private loans, of which only a very small amount

Table 3.1. The investment portfolio of St. Peter’s Hospital in Amsterdam,
1650 and 1750

1650 1750

Principal

sum

Percentage

of total

Principal

sum

Percentage

of total

Securities
Holland 85,800 16 86,875 28

Amsterdam 56,000 10 114,000 37

Six major towns 10,928 2 11,228 4

Hoorn 16,000 5

Friesland 14,000 5

Obligations – polders 4,600 1

Obligations – VOC 4,000 1

Subtotal 161,328 30 242,103 78

Private loans
Obligations 107,420 20

Mortgages 76,812 14 5,310 2

Term annuities 15,282 3 4,250 1

Subtotal 199,514 37 9,560 3

Real estatea 178,798 33 58,152 19

Total 539,640 100 309,815 100

Source: Amsterdam City Archives, 342 (Gasthuizen) Nrs. 1601, 1604, 1605; (a) The

principal sum of real estate in 1650 is estimated on the basis of the total income from

housing rents, and the value and rents paid (4.6 percent on average) for some of the

individual houses; The value of real estate in 1750 is estimated on the basis of the total

rental income and the average return for all other investments in that year (3 percent).

31 Ibid. 61–3.
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remained. By contrast, the hospital board clearly came to prefer securi-

ties over real estate, because the former category went up and the latter

went sharply down, so that the balanced portfolio of 1650 made way for

one heavily weighted with securities. Even so the yield on the investment

portfolio declined from 4.5 percent in 1650 to 3 percent in 1750,

causing the hospital to become increasingly dependent on subsidies from

the city.

This preliminary investigation shows Amsterdam’s civic welfare insti-

tutions possessing substantial investment portfolios, with an estimated

total of 4.3 million guilders at the end of the eighteenth century. The

Burgerweeshuis, with 2.5 million, was the single biggest institutional

investor, followed by the two public poor houses with 1.5 million

together, and the hospital and madhouse closed the ranks with a total of

about 430,000 guilders. We need further research to assess the position

of these institutions in greater detail and to clarify the various policy

shifts, but two main trends appear to be clear. First, over time these

institutions phased out private loans in favor of other, especially securi-

tized, investments, so private borrowers must have turned to other

creditors instead. Second, although some of the institutions retained a

preference for real estate, the relative importance of securities, notably

Holland bonds, rose markedly. This was a clear consequence of market

circumstances. Profitable real estate opportunities became more scarce;

in addition, Holland’s debt almost tripled between 1670 and 1720,

creating a flood of bonds which left investors with few options but to

buy. At the same time the secondary market for public bonds apparently

widened to offer both more choice and greater liquidity. We will return

to this important finding in the conclusion.

III. The churches

The rapid growth of Amsterdam’s population in the seventeenth century

raised the demand for social welfare of all kinds. To alleviate the

financial burden of the public welfare institutions, the town magistrate

devolved the responsibility for poor relief and orphan care to the various

religious communities. The charity board of the Lutheran Church,

formally established in 1595, distributed food and fuel among a growing

number of mostly German immigrants.32 In the first half of the seven-

teenth century both the Walloon Church and the Portuguese Jewish

community created their own separate orphanages in addition to a poor

relief program. The welfare work commenced by several prominent

32 Kuijpers, “Een zeventiende-eeuwse.”
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Catholic families in the 1630s was gradually extended to include regular

poor relief, two orphanages, a home for the elderly, and three of

Amsterdam’s twenty-odd hofjes (almshouses) that provided small-scale

housing for persons in need. Probably the most extensive program was

offered by the city’s official church, the Nederduits hervormde gemeente.
To support the poor, the charity commissioners of this congregation ran

their own bakery and brewery, and they founded an orphanage (1657),

an almshouse for the elderly poor (1683), and the Corvershof residence

(1723).

The financing of these arrangements differed from congregation to

congregation. The Lutheran charity commissioners appear to have

depended almost entirely on revenue from collections and bequests.33

The Portuguese Jewish congregation received gifts and bequests, and

also generated income through its meat hall, the sale of graves, and the

levy of taxes within the community –on commercial turnover at first, and

later also on its members’ wealth.34 Amsterdam’s Catholics boosted the

income from collections and bequests with revenues from investment in

real estate and financial assets.35 By the end of the eighteenth century

the total assets of both their Armenkantoor and the Maagdenhuis, its

orphanage for girls, amounted to more than one million guilders.

The rebuilding of Catholic endowments, however, took considerable

time. After Amsterdam switched sides in 1578 the Catholic welfare

program simply disappeared for some thirty years.36 Shortly after 1600 a

few Catholic families again started helping the poor of their community.

This led to the creation of a regular fund, the Beurs voor Catolijke Armen,
around 1632. The beurs had an initial endowment of half a house,

13,000 guilders in cash, and loans to private individuals worth 30,000

guilders. The board of four trustees gradually extended its activities,

establishing separate orphanages for boys and girls during the 1660s.

The Oude-Armenkantoor, as it became known, subsequently concentrated

on poor relief. By 1690 its assets, including 25 houses in Amsterdam,

amounted to 100,000 guilders; in 1760 the investment portfolio stood at

400,000 guilders. At the turn of the nineteenth century real estate and

33 Ibid.; Leeuwen, “Amsterdam,” pp. 138, 140. In the first half of the nineteenth century
the financial assets of the Lutheran diaconate yielded an average annual income of less
than 4,000 guilders – indicative of a portfolio worth less than 100,000 guilders.
Leeuwen, Bijstand. 324.

34 On the various income sources in 1683: Pieterse, Daniel Levi. pp. 73–4. On taxes levied
on commercial turnover: Vlessing, “Portuguese-Jewish.” Cf. also Kaplan, “De joden.”

35 Wolf, Geschiedenis.
36 One exception was the Begijnhof, or Beguinage, a fourteenth-century urban enclosure

with houses and a church used by unmarried lay women.
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securities worth one million guilders generated almost 30 percent of

annual revenue.37

The trustees of the Catholic girls’ orphanage also created a large

endowment but again it took considerable time.38 In 1610 the Maag-

denhuis had owned just a few houses and annuities of no more than

6,000 guilders. Collections, gifts, and bequests covered expenses, with

the older girls contributing the wages of their knitwork to the insti-

tution’s purse. Over the years that followed, rich Catholics donated so

much property to the Maagdenhuis that in 1655 the provincial authori-

ties issued a formal ban on any further gifts and bequests to Catholic

institutions. As a result donors adopted usufruct constructions, trans-

ferring the revenues of property set aside for welfare work. In 1715 the

Maagdenhuis succeeded in getting an exemption from the ban but it did

not obtain the waiver of the 1.5 percent tax on financial assets which

most public welfare institutions enjoyed.

Even so the orphanage accumulated a substantial investment port-

folio. In 1732, the one year for which we can detail the income of the

Maagdenhuis, real estate worth 163,000 guilders and public securities

worth 240,000 guilders brought in 40 percent of all revenue (Table 3.2).

The institution’s endowment continued to grow over the next half

Table 3.2. The annual income from real estate, securities, and
other revenue sources of the Roman Catholic Maagdenhuis,
1600–1800

Income source 1610 1643 1692 1732 1738 1750

Houses 300 – 2,500 6,373 7,244 –

Securities 200 800 – 5,904 7,000 7,800

Knitting wages 200 1,000 2,500 3,759 5,000 –

Collections – – – 4,825 – –

Bequests – – – 7,995 – –

Total – – – 28,856 – –

Source: Meischke, R. (1980). Amsterdam. Het R.C. Maagdenhuis, het huizenbezit
van deze instelling en het St. Elisabeth-gesticht. ‘s-Gravenhage: Staatsuitgeverij.

37 The rapid growth of the Armenkantoor’s wealth in the second half of the eighteenth
century is documented in: Wolf, Geschiedenis, pp. 61–5. The portfolio was probably
divided equally between real estate and securities. In the first half of the nineteenth
century the securities of the Armenkantoor yielded 20,000 guilders per year. Assuming
an average yield of 4.5 on these assets, at that time the financial assets were worth
450,000 guilders. Leeuwen, Bijstand in Amsterdam, p. 324.

38 The following is based on: Meischke, Amsterdam.
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century, totaling over 1.25 million guilders by 1797. By that time the

trustees had changed their investment policy, for public securities

formed no less than 80 percent of assets.

The investment portfolio of the Dutch Reformed Church’s diakonie or
welfare fund during the second half of the eighteenth century has been

documented in some detail. The most striking feature of its budget is

the very high annual income of almost 600,000 guilders in 1770

(Table 3.3).39 Collections during services and donations into the many

boxes installed in public buildings generated 40 percent of revenues and

bequests and gifts 30 percent. At 6.5 percent the contribution of

investments in real estate and securities seems paltry by comparison,

though this figure was probably a little higher if we take into account that

the interest payments on loans were entered into the ledgers amongst the

general receipts.

Even so the church possessed an impressive portfolio. A reconstruc-

tion of the asset holdings of the Hervormde diaconie by H.W. van der

Hoeven indicates an estimated value of 2.5 million guilders in 1771.

With a total value of 1.4 million guilders public securities, largely con-

sisting of Holland obligations, were the single most important property,

but the diaconie also owned private obligations and shares in Dutch

and English joint-stock companies. If we assume that the yield of these

financial assets equalled that on the 39 houses and warehouses owned by

the church (2.6 percent in 1771), the value of this real estate portfolio

can be estimated at almost 700,000 guilders.

The diaconie had accumulated this portfolio largely through bequests

and donations, so we cannot use the 1771 reconstruction to speculate

Table 3.3. The revenues of the Hervormde Diaconie, 1770

Source Income Share

Collections 224,992 40%

Bequests and donations 179,415 32%

Bank and cash 54,060 10%

Sales obligations 44,101 8%

Interest 28,894 5%

Rents 17,878 3%

Other 19,530 3%

Total 568,869 100%

Source: Hoeven, Geheime notulen, 177.

39 Hoeven, Geheim notulen. See also: Leeuwen, “Amsterdam”, pp. 139–43.
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about its financial policy. What we do know, however, is that the com-

missioners did not hesitate to use the endowment for bridging shortfalls

in revenue (Table 3.4), either by selling securities or by using them as

collateral for loans in about equal proportions.40

IV. The guilds

The city and the church were not the only providers of financial support

for poor, sick, and elderly Amsterdam inhabitants. Besides the support

of family members and friends – a largely invisible but presumably very

important safety net for the majority of urban dwellers – most of the

city’s guilds ran mutual funds (bussen) to provide for sick members and

the widows of deceased masters. Initially such funds derived the bulk of

their income from members’ contributions. However, as Sandra Bos has

pointed out, several guilds in Amsterdam were able to save money and

create an endowment to fund their welfare expenditure. The accounts of

Table 3.4. The investment portfolio of the Hervormde Diaconie

in 1771

Capital sum

Annual

income

Implied

yield

Real estate (687,600) 17,877

Public securities
Obligations Holland 1,160,174 28,933 2.5%

Lottery loans Holland 115,950 2,742 2.4%

Obligations Friesland 84,600 1,692 2.0%

Obligations States General 68,300 2,049 3.0%

Private securities
VOC shares and obligations 121,625 5,987 4.9%

Annuities 78,009 1,908 2.4%

Kustingen and schepenbrieven 37,325 1,162 3.1%

Obligations 36,413 952 2.6%

Foreign securities
Shares South Sea Company,

Bank of England 89,217 2,125 2.4%

Obligations 22,686 507 2.2%

Unspecified 3,100 433 14.0%

Total 2,505,000 66,368 2.6%

Source: Hoeven, Geheime notulen, 178–80.

40 Hoeven, Geheim notulen, pp. 184–5, 35, 69.
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three of these guilds suggest that by 1650 they had already built up

investment portfolios (Figure 3.5).

The available data do not allow a detailed reconstruction of the

financial policies of these guilds, but several features stand out. One is

the slow growth of the securities portfolios in the second half of the

seventeenth century. In the 1660s the brokers’guild waited several years

before putting surplus cash into more bonds.41 The importance of

financial assets greatly increased during the first half of the eighteenth

century, i.e. more or less parallel to other institutional investors such as

the Burgerweeshuis. In 1737 the peat carriers’ guild sold off its last piece

of real estate.42 Between 1733 and 1770 the financial portfolio of the

surgeons’ guild increased fourfold, enabling it to fund welfare for elderly

members and widows entirely from the return on securities.43 At the

same time the guilds show varying investment preferences. After 1675
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Figure 3.5 The value of financial assets in the portfolios of several
Amsterdam guilds, 1650–1800.
Source: The data for surgeons and peat diggers is from: Bos, S. (1998). “Uyt
liefde tot malcander” Onderlinge hulpverlening binnen de Noord-Nederlandse gilden in
international perspectief (1570–1820). Amsterdam: Stichting Beheer IISG. 77,
126; The data for brokers is from: Amsterdam City Archives, Inv. 366, Nrs.
1257/1258.

41 Amsterdam City Archives, Inv. 366, Nr. 1257.
42 Bos, Uyt liefde, p. 125. 43 Ibid. 76–9.
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the brokers held only Holland bonds, but the surgeons preferred VOC

shares and obligations of the city of Amsterdam.44

Each of these guilds possessed financial assets worth between 90,000

and 110,000 guilders at the end of the eighteenth century. If other guilds

owned just as much, the total holdings of Amsterdam’s guilds may have

been of a similar magnitude to that of the civic charities and churches.

Data from a 1799 enquiry into property held by the soon to be abolished

guilds suggests that this was indeed the case. Data from forty-eight

Amsterdam guilds surveyed show that no fewer than 42 of them owned

financial assets. Public bonds, and primarily Holland bonds, amounted

to almost 70 percent of the total guild assets; the share of real estate was

only one-fifth (Table 3.5).45

Table 3.6, drawn from the same database, shows another interesting

aspect, the exceptional nature of the Amsterdam guilds’ investments. Of

all major cities in Holland only the Rotterdam guilds owned substantial

financial assets. These amounted to about one-sixth of those of the

Amsterdam guilds, which corresponds neatly to Rotterdam’s size in

relation to Amsterdam.46 Elsewhere in the province, the guilds possessed

a few thousand guilders worth of securities at most.

Table 3.5. The value of property owned by Amsterdam
guilds in 1799, according to their own statements

Property Number of guilds Value Share

Holland’s debt 42 1,271,196 68.9%

Other loans 32 121,166 6.6%

Real estate 23 385,880 20.9%

Cash 34 33,215 1.8%

Plate, furniture, etc.a 19 6,600 0.4%

Unknown 2 26,183 1.4%

Total value 48 1,844,239 100.0%

Source: ARAWet Col 507;Missive 11–01–1799N. 71 (Courtesy Jan Lucassen

and Piet Lourens); (a) money value estimated on the basis of property of three

guilds.

44 Ibid. 76–7.
45 We thank Jan Lucassen and Piet Lourens for sharing their dataset containing the

complete contents of the letters sent by all guilds in the Dutch Republic. It should be
noted that the missives are not complete. For example, one conspicuous absence is that
of the surgeons’ guild of Amsterdam.

46 For a comparison with towns in other parts of the Dutch Republic, notably Bois-le-Duc
and Utrecht, see Bos, Uyt liefde.
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As with the Burgerweeshuis and the diaconie, securities enabled the

Amsterdam guilds to pursue a more active financial policy. In 1799 ten

guilds declared to have used these assets as collateral for borrowing

money.47 Guilds in other Dutch towns might have been familiar with this

financial technique but its use only shows in two other towns, perhaps

not surprisingly Rotterdam and Haarlem – the numbers two and three

on the list of wealthy guilds in 1799.

V. New types of institutional investors

The institutional investors treated so far do not figure in the literature

on financial markets in the industrial era which focuses on insurance

companies, pension funds, and private investment funds. At first sight

the new kind of institutions would seem to be absent from Amsterdam.

The city’s large maritime insurance sector, for example, was largely in

the hands of private syndicates and partnerships.48 In the eighteenth

century only two joint-stock companies for fire insurance existed in the

entire Republic. Apart from the Burgerweeshuis and the hospitals which

took on the Noordsche Bos development, there appear to have been no

corporate real estate investors or property developers in Amsterdam.

Pension funds proper did not, as yet, exist. There were many mutual

funds for life-cycle risks, notably to give financial assistance to widows.

As often as not the members’ contributions barely covered the benefits

paid out, so the funds never built up sufficient savings to invest.49

From 1670 a different form of mutual old-age pension took off in the

form of private tontine societies. The tontine, essentially a pooled life

annuity where the benefits to the survivors rise as death reduced the

number of participants, originated in Italy where the Montes de Pietate

issued them.50 During the 1650s the instrument gained wider currency

when Lorenzo Tonti proposed plans for loans based on this principle to

the French statesman Cardinal Mazarin. Consequently tontines have

become best known as interest tontines, a public debt instrument.51

In the Dutch Republic such interest tontines were mostly issued by

cities and semi-public bodies such as church congregations and militia

47 ARA Wet Col 507; Missive 11–01–1799 N. 71. Interestingly, the guilds were required
to pledge 3,000 guilders worth of bonds for a loan worth 1,000 guilders, witness to the
then very low price of Dutch government bonds.

48 Spooner, Risks at Sea. 49 Bos, Uyt liefde.
50 Maassen, “De montes”; Haaften, “Een tontine,” 189–90.
51 Jennings and Trout, The Tontine; Velde and Weir, “The Financial Market”; Weir,

“Tontines”; Poterba, “Annuities”; Rouwenhorst, “Origins.”
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corporations.52 In October 1670, the city of Kampen issued the first

such loan. The estates of Holland considered issuing tontines twice, in

1670 and in 1735, only to choose a different type of loan for reasons

unknown. Some 45 interest tontines are known to have been issued

between 1670 and 1799, for a total of over 6.5 million guilders. The

largest of them raised three million guilders for the provincial estates of

Zeeland, but 50,000–100,000 guilders was a more typical loan size.53

Tontines achieved more prominence as vehicles for private old-age

pension and in this form, usually known as capital tontines, they were

much closer to institutional investors such as modern life insurance

companies and investment trusts. A typical contract would bind together

a group of investors subscribing to shares in a block of securities, the

interest payments or dividends being shared out amongst the individuals

named in the contract until their death. A specified number of last

survivors eventually obtained the securities. The first such partnership

was probably set up in Amsterdam in 1670, and whereas interest ton-

tines were issued all over the Republic, capital tontines remained by and

large an Amsterdam phenomenon. They enjoyed an immediate popu-

larity. Nearly 200 mutual tontine contracts were concluded between

1670 and 1700 and by 1687 printed standard forms had appeared. After

1703 interest waned somewhat after a scandal about fraud committed by

the manager of a large number of tontines, but a further 100 contracts

are known to have been concluded during the eighteenth century.54

Initially most tontines had between ten and thirty participants, but

during the eighteenth century a number of fifty became more or less

standard and contracts with 100 or even more participants were not

uncommon. The shares in known contracts totalled some 8,500 which,

assuming 500 guilders as the average sum per share, would amount to a

total of 4.3 million guilders invested in this way.55 Many of the early

tontines were based on VOC shares, which since the 1630s had sharply

risen in price as a consequence of regular and generous dividends.56

52 For example the tontines issued by the Dutch Reformed deaconate in Amsterdam in
the 1790s: Hoeven, Geheime notulen, p. 39.

53 Wagenvoort, Tontines, pp. 118–20. 54 Ibid. 126–52.
55 Ibid. 102 and 145, for a contract from from 1671 with 450 guilder per share and one

from 1748 with fifty shares and 28,500 invested; Rouwenhorst, “ Origins,” p. 251, for a
contract from 1687 with 10,000 guilders on 20 lives; Liefrinck-Teupken, “Een
merkwaardig,” p. 153, for a 1745 tontine with 500-guilder shares; Haaften, “Gegevens
omtrent,” p. 234, for a 1736 tontine with 500-guilder shares; Haaften, “Een tontine,”
p. 63, for a 1772 tontine with 500-guilder shares; Haaften, “Een Remonstrantse,”
pp. 161–2, for a tontine with 100-guilder shares; Haaften, “Een oud Tontineproject,”
pp. 91–2, for a project with 250-guilder shares.

56 Gelderblom and Jonker, “Amsterdam,” p. 198.
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Since these shares were commonly traded with a standard nominal value

of 3,000 guilders, the 500-guilder tontine shares presumably derived their

popularity from the fact that they considerably widened access to the

VOC dividends.57 The company even allowed one of its senior book-

keepers to manage a group of these tontines, perhaps because the direc-

tors considered them a convenient way to cement shareholder loyalty

and dampen share price fluctuations. The man at the heart of the 1703

accounting scandal had been the VOC bookkeeper.58 Gradually the

scope of tontines widened to include other securities such as provincial

and central government bonds and bonds issued by the Elector of

Brandenburg, the King of Prussia, and the Austrian Emperor. Some

tontines even adopted diversified portfolios and thus acquired a close

resemblance to mutual investment funds, the main difference being the

tontine’s lack of transferable shares and a different objective.59

Mutual investment funds originated in the practice of loan securi-

tization developed by the firm of Jean Deutz & Soon. Deutz held an

exclusive agency to sell mercury for the Austrian emperor, during the

course of which the firm gave regular advances to the emperor. In 1695

Deutz transformed a 1.5 million guilder loan into a negotiatie, i.e., a fund
managed by the firm in which investors could buy a share. This nego-

tiatie was, in effect, a unit trust, that is to say a mutual investment fund

focusing on one particular security. Subsequently Deutz and other firms

used this innovative construction to repackage further loans to Austria,

but in 1753 it was again the Deutz firm that took the technique one step

further by bundling and repackaging mortgages on Caribbean planta-

tions into negotiaties. The success of this type of fund triggered a boom

in plantation loans which is estimated to have raised some eighty million

guilders until it collapsed with the 1772–1773 crisis.60

This crash helped to bring about another innovation, the mutual fund

proper. In 1774 an Amsterdam securities broker, expecting investors to

want to spread risks after the shocks sustained, launched a mutual fund

with 500,000 guilders invested in a portfolio of ten different securities,

including three plantation loans. Within a few years, two more funds

followed for a combined total invested of 2.5 million guilders. By issuing

57 Wagenvoort, Tontines, pp. 102–5; the supposition that the tontines used new shares
issued by the VOC is incorrect, because the company did not raise its capital after its
flotation in 1602.

58 Ibid. 108–10.
59 Ibid. 126–53. We know of one case in which the capital was invested in an Amsterdam

inn, Haaften, “Een tontine op een Amsterdamsche,” p. 34; Haaften, “Tontines uit
1671,” p. 323; Rouwenhorst, “Origins,” p. 253.

60 Jonker and Sluyterman, At home, pp. 91, 122; Jonker "De vroege geschiedenis,” p. 114;
Rouwenhorst, “Origins,” pp. 253–4.
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shares of 500 guilders, the funds targeted the same investment public as

the tontines but they did not succeed in generating sufficient interest

to place all the shares, and in the medium to longer term, their results

remained disappointing.61

The idea of mutual funds with diversified portfolios was probably

ahead of its time, for unit trusts continued to enjoy popularity. Several

such funds were organized during the 1780s on various French public

loans, but the total amount raised is difficult to make out.62 Between

1786 and 1804 unit trusts investing in US public bonds raised more

than thirty-three million guilders. By repackaging the American securi-

ties into negotiaties of the Deutz type, these investment funds made

them liquid, because the funds’ shares were transferable in Amsterdam

whereas a transfer of the original bonds required a power of attorney in

the US. Moreover, the funds enabled investors to hold the paper without

having to bother about the chore of half-yearly interest collection on the

other side of the Atlantic. Finally, the first-rank merchant houses organi-

zing the negotiaties appeared to give them an aura of solidity which no

doubt helped to sell the shares, even though at 1,000 guilders apiece

they appear to have been targeted at a different market segment from the

mutual funds and tontines.63

VI. Conclusion

The evolution of institutional investors on the Amsterdam market falls

into three fairly distinct phases. Funding welfare institutions with rev-

enue from endowments was essentially a medieval practice, but with the

transfer of expropriated church property to two social welfare institutions

in 1578 the Amsterdam city council raised this technique to a new level.

Subsequently other institutions for poor relief, health- and orphan care

also strove to finance their expenditure with the revenue from endow-

ments. During the eighteenth century the endowments of most insti-

tutions grew, as revenues from bequests, donations, and investments

outpaced the fairly stable expenses. Between 1730 and 1780 Amsterdam’s

guilds also accumulated substantial surpluses which were directed into

investment. By 1790 the public welfare institutions had collective endow-

ments of at least 4.5 million guilders, the various organized churches

at least 5.5 million, and the guilds some two million guilders.

61 Berghuis, Ontstaan, pp. 62–73; Rouwenhorst, “Origins,” pp. 254–62; Slot, Iedereen,
pp. 84–5.

62 Riley, International Government Finance, pp. 181, 182–5.
63 Winter, Het aandeel van den Amsterdamschen, Vol 2, pp. 124–5, 141, 145, 466–75;

Rouwenhorst, “Origins,” pp. 262–5.
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Real estate dominated most portfolios until about 1720, and remained

a prominent investment in subsequent years. Most institutional invest-

ors also owned financial assets from an early date. Initially they favored

loans to private borrowers, but the importance of public securities grad-

ually increased during the seventeenth century and, between 1670 and

1700, they almost entirely replaced the private loans in portfolios. From

1720 the purchases of these securities rose exponentially and by 1780

they were the single most important asset held by the institutions. At

this stage we possess insufficient comparative yield data to give a proper

assessment of institutional investment policy, but the main trends are

clear enough. Real estate was favored, but difficult to get and to manage;

securities were easy to get and manage, liquid and, given the widely

available borrowing facilities, really a form of interest bearing cash. With

bond prices generally below par after 1715 the institutions could get an

attractive yield, which the waiver of the property tax allowed them to

keep. The data on the property held by guilds elsewhere in Holland

suggest that the substantial and varied portfolios of institutional invest-

ors in Amsterdam were very much the exception.64 By all appearances

the city’s dynamic market did not extend very deep into its hinterland.

These institutional investors all had the form of foundations; it was

only during the second phase of evolution, which began during the

1670s, that mutual funds appeared in the form of interest tontines

designed as vehicles for private pension funding. During the third phase,

from about 1750, mutual funds really took wing. As institutional

investors, these funds were entirely different from the foundations: far

more dynamic, offering innovative commercial products, and targeting a

middling sort of investors with their 500-guilder shares. They also

attracted far greater sums of money for a large variety of purposes, rarely

for buying real estate or public bonds. Amsterdam may have been the

first financial centre to have spawned this type of institutional investor

on such a scale; we know of nothing similar in the Italian cities or in

eighteenth-century London.

64 The available literature on orphanages in other towns in Holland suggests a similar
pattern. Rotterdam’s orphanage was a wealthy institution with a portfolio of securities
worth 770,000 in 1795. Schoor, In plaats. The same may be said of Delft’s reformed
orphanage which in 1772 owned financial assets worth 270,000, and real estate worth
between 130,000 and 200,000 guilders. Hallema, Geschiedenis. On the other hand, the
annual income from real estate and securities of Alkmaars orphanage between 1769 and
1772 suggests total assets worth some 180,000 guilders. Bruinvis, De geldmiddelen. In
the same period Woerden’s orphanage owned securities worth only 26,000 guilders.
Vis, Het weeshuis. The annual income of the civic orphanage of Schoonhoven from
financial assets amounted to between 1,000 and 2,300 guilders before 1800. Molen,
Ordentelyck.
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Finally, the behavior of Amsterdam’s institutional investors reveals a

new and very important feature of the financial market there, i.e. the

existence of a secondary market for public debt. Larry Neal and others

have argued that the Dutch Republic had no such market because there

were too many issuers, too many types of debt, and no uniformity of

conditions. Besides, bonds were rarely secured on specific revenue flows

as in France or England, adding to the uncertainty.65 However, during

the seventeenth century institutional investors already had sufficient

confidence in the bonds’ liquidity to invest large amounts, which sug-

gests a ready market for them did exist. During the eighteenth century

the institutions no longer bought their bonds directly from the receivers,

but rather from a secondary market served by specialized brokers.

The discovery of this secondary market sheds new light on the history

of Dutch public credit. From the early 1700s, public borrowers must

have shaped their financial policy in response to market signals. More-

over, the emergence of this market attracted a widening circle of cus-

tomers as investors discovered that liquid bonds were better than cash.

Merchants had discovered the advantages of holding securities for such

purposes early in the seventeenth century with the shares of the VOC,

but at 6.4 million guilders the company’s stock remained a rather limited

means of credit. The secondary market for public bonds opened a vastly

greater reservoir, a boon for lenders and borrowers alike. The next

urgent research priority therefore becomes detailing how and when that

market developed.
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4 Was John Law’s System a bubble?

The Mississippi Bubble revisited

François R. Velde

From 1715 to 1720, a Scotsman named John Law undertook a radical

restructuring of French public finances. Because the entire operation

appeared to be based on rational principles, it has been called in the

French historiography Law’s Syst�eme. In the English-language histori-

ography, it is perhaps better known as the Mississippi Bubble, because

an essential element of the scheme was the issue of shares in a trading

company, whose prices rose prodigiously in a short period of time and

then collapsed.

It is one of Larry Neal’s achievements to have placed this bubble in the

European context of 1720, tracing the links it had with near-simultaneous

bubbles in London and Amsterdam. I wish to revisit the question posed

by the title, in the light of more recent work on John Law1 and my

ongoing research. In doing so, I will adopt a narrower approach, focus-

ing essentially on the purely French aspect of the question.2

The bubble, or more precisely the rise in the price of the shares of

Law’s company, were but a cog in the vast operation that Law planned,

or at any rate carried out (how much it was planned remains debatable),

radically to transform French public finances. I will argue that the market

whose prices we observe was managed, if not manipulated. Law ultim-

ately had a target for his share price, partly motivated by misconceptions

on the effect of monetary expansion on the interest rate, and therefore

on the discount rate; partly motivated by the need to maintain the for-

ward momentum of his operation. I will also “crunch the numbers” and

determine whether this target could be justified.

I. The rise and fall of John Law (1716–1720)

What was the nature of Law’s operation? It involved the floating of shares

in a private company, the issue of paper money, and the conversion of

1 See Murphy, John Law, and Hoffman et al., Priceless Markets.
2 Neal, Rise, relied on the existing state of research, notably Harsin, Doctrines, Harsin,
Cr�edit public, Faure, Banqueroute.
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government debt into a sort of government equity. The System ultim-

ately unraveled with a coincident, and dramatic, fall in the market value

of both the money and the equity.

The System unfolded from the founding of Law’s first company in

May 1716 to Law’s departure from France in December 1720, in three

(not necessarily consecutive) stages. The first stage was the creation of a

private joint-stock bank that issued notes. Its notes were denominated in

coins, were not legal tender, and were redeemable on demand in coin.

The bank operated successfully in this form fromMay 1716 to December

1718, when its shareholders were bought out by the crown, and it

became an instrument of the government. Law used it to replace the

existing commodity money with fiat money, at first on a voluntary basis,

later relying on legal restrictions, in what was the first full-scale attempt

at replacing the metallic medium of exchange with paper in Europe.

The second stage was the creation of another joint-stock company,

one that was initially involved in developing the crown colony of

Louisiana and exploiting associated trade monopolies. This company, to

be known as the (French) Indies Company, formed slowly in 1717 and

1718, but from the summer of 1718 it became extremely active, mainly

in buying up other trade monopolies and various tax farms. It financed

its acquisitions by selling equity on an increasingly buoyant market.

In the third stage, the Indies Company morphed into a very different

entity. Tax collection became its principal activity, and in August 1719

it started a scheme that was essentially a non-compulsory conversion of

the French national debt into equity of the Company.

At its peak, in January 1720, the System was headed by Law as CEO

of the Company (and director of the bank), but also as minister of finance

enjoying the full confidence of the Regent. The bank’s notes were pur-

posefully taking the place of specie. The unofficial street market for

shares had reached extraordinary heights, with prices going from 500 in

May 1719 to 9,000 in January 1720.

The downfall soon followed. John Law, for a variety of reasons (in

particular to induce the bondholders to literally buy into his conversion

scheme) pegged the price of shares above their market level, leading to

a massive issue of notes in exchange for shares. To control the inflation

that was bound to follow, he tried to change the relation between notes

and unit of account, just as his predecessors routinely did during and

after monetary reformations. This broke the trust in his System, both in

the public and in government (May 1720). Law spent six months trying

to rescue his company by unwinding the debt conversion scheme and

repurchasing bank notes, until the company’s impending bankruptcy

forced him to throw in the towel and leave France.
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A. The bank

The first component of the system was a bank, as one could have expected

of him. The texts he wrote between 1700 and 1715, all more or less in

support of his banking projects, placed a note-issuing or money-creating

bank at the center. Whether in Scotland, in Turin or in Paris, the plan’s

basic structure was the same: the bank, by creating money, would stimu-

late the economy and enrich its owners as well as the sovereign enlight-

ened enough to charter it. But the plans varied in their details, both

reflecting the peculiarities of the country for which they were proposed, as

well as the evolution of Law’s own thinking away from land-based credit.

The bank Law initially proposed to create in France fit in with the

existing financial network of tax collectors and royal cashiers. The

liabilities of Law’s bank would be, in his scheme, the privileged medium

for the financial flows from the provinces to Paris and from taxpayers to

the state, as well as the reverse flows out of Paris and to state debtors,

employees, and contractors. Law’s proposal was thus intended to resolve

a rather technical payments problem. The proposal was rejected by the

Regent’s cabinet in October 1715 because the French government was

facing at the time a major crisis. It had neither cash nor credit left. This

meant that the niceties of the payments system were far from the most

urgent matters, and making a government-sponsored paper compulsory

for anything would only make the crisis of confidence worse.

It took more time for Law to implement his initial plan. In May 1716,

after a series of operations (partial debt default, emergency loans from

financiers, a major recoinage) had gained some breathing space, the

cabinet approved a revised plan. The only thing Law asked for now was

a charter for a privately-owned note-issuing bank. The bank was given

an effective monopoly on note issue because, at the same time as it was

chartered, a royal edict prohibited privately issued bearer bills.3 Other

than that, it initially received no special treatment.

To raise the bank’s capital, Law made a public offering of 1,200 shares

at 5,000L each. Subscribers could purchase shares with a mix of cash

and a certain type of government bond (billets d’�Etat). The bank was

private, but from the start Law bought a quarter of the shares and the

king almost as much. The bank was structured similarly to a modern

limited liability company. A general assembly was to be held twice a year,

at which shareholders voted in proportion to their shareholdings, mana-

gement reported profits and dividend payments were announced. The

bank’s main activities were to discount bills, sell foreign exchange, take

3 Antonetti, “Observations.”
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deposits and manage current accounts, and issue notes payable in spe-

cific silver coins (�ecus) on demand to the bearer. It was not allowed to

engage in trade or to borrow.

Several features of Law’s System are already apparent from the start.

Although the bank was ostensibly a private company, the government

was involved from the start through the king’s shareholdings. The

offering was also a hybrid of private and public: capital was raised from

the public, but the bank’s initial asset was government debt. The bank’s

shareholders were government creditors who were given a chance to

convert their (risky) bonds into a chartered commercial venture.

Getting the notes to circulate and not return constantly to the bank for

redemption was critical to the bank’s profitability. Three factors played

in their favor. The first is that the Regent and several influential and

wealthy backers deposited large sums at the very early stages; so the first

note issues were made against deposits, not discounting, and the depo-

sitors were willing to hold the notes they received and not redeem them.

The second is that the notes were given partial protection from the

seigniorage tax levied on the whole money stock when a general recoi-

nage was ordered in 1718. Finally, the elements of Law’s original bank

proposal were introduced one by one. In October 1716 tax collectors

were obligated to redeem the bank notes into cash on demand. In April

1717 the notes became legal tender in the payment of taxes. In September

1717 the government’s tax accountants and cashiers were ordered to

keep accounts and make receipts and payments in notes.

The bank was rapidly successful, in spite of initial doubts and rumors.

It issued a fairly large amount of notes, 40 to 50 million L per year on

average, while maintaining a reasonable specie reserve (about 50 percent).

The notes circulated at par. Law claimed to have lowered the commercial

paper rate in Paris, because his bank discounted at rates from 4 to 6

percent. It provided valuable foreign exchange services to the govern-

ment and to private clients as well. The bank’s total dividend payments

(three half-yearly payments from 1716 to 1718) amounted to a respect-

able 15 percent rate of return on the cash price of the initial shares,

though perhaps not as high as one would expect given the note circu-

lation. The returns to shareholders included a sizeable capital gain. The

only indication for the price of its shares is that they were 3 percent

above par in cash in January 1718: this represents almost 90 percent

appreciation over the purchase price a year and a half before (assuming

a share fully paid with 1/4 cash and 3/4 billets d’�Etat at a 60 percent

discount).

Having succeeded in creating a solid note-issuing institution, Law

made a puzzling move: he had it nationalized in December 1718. He
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had made the suggestion even earlier, in May 1718, after barely two

years’ activity. The Crown bought out all the existing shareholders in

cash at the face value of the shares (5,000L). The bank would hence-

forth be managed by Law on behalf of the king, and all profits turned

over to the Royal Treasury. This nationalization had two consequences:

it shows the gains to be made by investing early in a company launched

by Law, and it gave the king a functioning printing press for the first

time.4 How did the bank’s credit survive nationalization? Three years

earlier, such a takeover would have been the kiss of death for its repu-

tation. The difference was that the Regent’s government in December

1718 was in a different position. Led by the duc de Noailles until January

1718, the government had succeeded in bringing some order to public

finances with an array of traditional means (defaults, punitive taxation

on war profiteers, seigniorage, tax increases) as well as introducing better

accounting practices. Furthermore, the Regent’s power had become

more secure; he had won a showdown with the Paris Parlement over the

recoinage of May 1718, and dispensed with a cumbersome system of

committees filled with the dominant figures of the court and the army.

The Regent, and Law, were poised for bolder action.

B. The company

The next component of the System was further removed from any-

thing one finds in Law’s earlier writings, and would later overtake the

bank in importance. In early 1717, a group of merchants and outfitters

were making plans for a small company to develop the vast colony of

Louisiana, which consisted in the whole watershed of the Mississippi

river. The territory had been French for over forty years but no one had

yet made a profit from it. Law took over the project with government

approval and made it far more ambitious, creating the Company of the

West (Compagnie d’Occident) in August 1717.5

The creation of the company followed two well-tried models. One was

the model for developing land in the New World: governments typically

handed over the territory to a company (while retaining nominal sove-

reignty) and expected to profit from its private development through tax

collection. Here, the company was given a twenty-five-year monopoly

on trading with the colony as well as on the beaver fur trade in Canada.

4 The earlier instruments issued in France with the name of “billets,” such as the billets de
monnaie and billets d’�Etat, were interest-bearing bonds with no convertibility and no
redemption date, rather than non-interest bearing bearer demand notes.

5 See Giraud, Histoire, vol. 3, pp. 3–27.
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The other classic model was to convert government debt into equity of

a government-instituted monopoly, potentially riskier but also more

rewarding. The model had just been used for the bank, but the scale was

now much larger: the bank had raised six million L while the company

would raise 100 million L, all of it payable in billets d’�Etat. In fact, the

offering began on September 14, 1717, but was not closed until July 16,

1718, after measures were taken up to speed up payment, notably by

introducing a down-payment system (a subscriber paid 20 percent of

the price to secure an option on a share, with the rest payable within five

months, else he forfeited the down-payment).

For a holder of a billet d’�Etat, subscribing to the IPO meant converting

a 4 percent bond into a share in a company whose main assets were the

same bond and Louisiana. The government’s debt was unchanged:

indeed, the company had an arrangement with the government to

consolidate the billets d’�Etat received during the subscription for per-

petual annuities accruing from January 1717. There seemed to be only

upside potential for the subscriber, and no benefit for the government.

The idea of substituting the returns on Louisiana for the interest on the

bonds (the key idea behind Law’s System) was explicitly negated in the

terms of the company’s charter, and thus not part of the original plan.

The subscription dragged on for so long partly because the company’s

claim on the government, the interest on the 4 percent bonds, was

assigned on a tax farm that was already encumbered with other liens.

Other state revenues were later assigned as surety for the interest,

including the tobacco farm revenues. In July 1718, the company pro-

posed to take over the tobacco farm directly. The current annual lease

price was four million L, exactly the sum that the government would

owe the company as interest on the subscribers’ bonds. The lease price

would cancel out the interest payment, and the company would, as any

tax farmer, take on the risky part of the tobacco monopoly’s yield. Law

believed that he could run the monopoly better, expecting to generate

six to eight million L per year (a reasonable expectation, as it turned

out). And, by running the farm himself, he was sure of being paid his

interest. This operation would provide the template for the whole System.

Law’s company was not a shell. Even as the subscriptions dribbled in,

Law took over the assets of Louisiana’s previous owner, including one

ship. He hired competent and knowledgeable people as directors and

they proceeded to purchase, lease and build new ships, so that by

December 1718 the company had a dozen ships at its disposal and had

already made several voyages to Louisiana.6

6 See Giraud, Histoire.
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At the same time, the company grew by a series of mergers and

acquisitions. After the tobacco monopoly, the company bought out

other companies holding trading monopolies: the Company of the

Senegal in December 1718, Company of the Indies, the Company of

China and the Company of Africa in June 1719, the Company of Santo

Domingo and the monopoly over the Guinea slave trade in September

1720. This gave the company an effective monopoly on almost all French

overseas trade. The company also extended its tax farming activities,

first with the lease on the royal mints in July 1719, then with the lease on

the Fermes G�en�erales (General Farms), which collected most of the excise

taxes in France and about 30 percent of government revenues, and

finally with the buy-out of the collectors of all direct taxes (recettes
g�en�erales, about 55 percent of revenues).

While the first acquisition, that of the tobacco farm, was financed with

the company’s initial asset (the 4 percent bonds), most of the other

acquisitions were financed with new share issues, each new share having

equal standing with the older shares although the offer price rose over

time. The initial issue (200,000 shares) was offered at 500L each,

payable in government bonds (billets d’�Etat) at face value. The June

1719 issue (50,000 shares) was offered at 550L each in cash, the July

1719 issue (50,000 shares) at 1,000L each in cash, and the final issue in

September and October 1719 (300,000 shares) at 5,000L each in cash.

The second and third issues took the form of a rights offering: a sub-

scriber to the June issue had to own four original shares (which came

to be known as the “mothers,” as opposed to the July shares known as

“daughters”), and a subscriber to the July issue had to own four mothers

and one daughter to purchase one “granddaughter.” This requirement

helped turn the secondary market in the older shares into a frenzy. Law

also demonstrated the profits to be made in a bull market by introducing

Parisians to options, buying call options on shares of the company in

March–April 1719, and cashing in after the merger with the Indies

Company had helped boost the price of his company.

After making a down-payment, a subscriber received a certificate that

entitled him to a share upon full payment of all the installments. By

missing an installment he forfeited his share, and (in some cases) all

previous payments made. This feature, noted by John Cochrane,7 made

the certificates into options on shares rather than shares, with a strike

price paid over time (when the payments were refundable, the option

was a standard European one). This feature also characterized the fourth

issue, generally called soumissions.

7 Cochrane, “Book Review.”
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C. The System

The turning point of Law’s enterprise was in late August 1719. Within

the four months that followed, the enterprise changed from an ambitious

trading and banking concern into a radical experiment in public finance.

The experiment had two components, corresponding to the two liabi-

lities of Law’s enterprise: the company’s shares and the bank’s notes.

The first component was an all-share buy-out of the national debt by

the company, creating what I call “government equity.” The second was

an all-note buy-out of the money stock. At the end of the operation the

company was owned by the former creditors of the state. It collected all

taxes, owned most colonies, monopolized all overseas trade, and freely

issued fiat money which was sole legal tender. Its director, John Law,

became minister of finance on January 5, 1720.

How did this happen? The buy-out of the national debt started on

August 27, 1719, when the company made two offers to the government,

which were accepted. One was to take over the lease on the General

Farms for 52 million L, which was 3.5 million L more than the current

lease. The otherwas to lend1,200millionL (soon raised to 1,600millionL)

to the government at 3 percent. The forty-eight million L interest

almost canceled the fifty-two million L lease payment, as had happened

with the (much smaller) tobacco monopoly operation of the previous

summer. The government would use the 1,600 million L to buy out the

funded debt (perpetual annuities) and miscellaneous other debts. This

buy-out was compulsory but perfectly legal, because perpetual annuities

and offices, by their legal nature, included a call option: the creditor

could never demand repayment of the capital, but the debtor could

reimburse at any time, in legal tender. This much-vaunted feature of the

British consols was in fact present much earlier in the French rentes, and

Law’s operation took full advantage of it. Interestingly, the king’s debt to

the company was irredeemable for twenty-five years. Bondholders were to

receive drafts from the Royal Treasury on the company, payable by the

company’s treasurer in specie or bank notes at the bondholder’s option.

How could the company finance a loan twice the size of France’s

metallic money stock? The initial plan was to borrow the same amount

(1,200 million L) from the public by selling 3 percent bonds.8 But early

on the company changed its financing strategy and turned to equity. On

August 26, before the repayment of the debt was announced, the

company’s share stood at 3,600L. By September 11, it had reached an

8 Although Murphy, John Law, p. 200, disagrees, the terms of the decree of August 27,
1719 are quite clear.
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all-time high of 5,400L. That day, the company asked the government

permission to raise 500 million L by selling shares at 5,000L in cash.

The success of the share issue led to two other share issues of the same

size and at the same price on September 26 and on October 2, thus

bringing the total sum raised through equity issue to 1,500 million L and

covering the company’s loan to the king. Moreover, shares ceased to be

sold for cash; instead, only the vouchers issued by the Treasury to

reimbursed bondholders and other government bearer debt were accep-

ted. In the end, the company never issued the 3 percent bonds.

In other words, since government bonds were accepted in payment

of the shares, the operation was simply a gigantic swap of government

bonds, bearing on average 4.5 percent, for company equity.9 The com-

pany’s profits came from the 3 percent interest it was owed by the gov-

ernment, plus any profits on its commercial and tax-farming activities.

The end result of the process was that the company collected about

90 percent of taxes in France, passed on a fixed nominal amount to the

government, and distributed the rest as dividends to its shareholders.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the System. Prior to the System, taxes were col-

lected by various tax collectors and a fixed sum was passed on to the

state. The state was in turn creditor for an annual payment of roughly

90 million L, which I label as “constant” between quotation marks

because of the government’s unreliability; what is left is spent on gov-

ernment purchases. In the System, the company has consolidated all tax

collection, and has also inserted itself between the state and its creditors.

The company now owes a variable amount no less than forty-eight

million L to its shareholders, and the state has more to spend.

The second component of the System, the buy-out of the money

stock, took place gradually. Recall that the bank had been bought out by

the king in December 1718. The following month, the bank ceased to

issue notes denominated in specific silver coins and issued instead notes

denominated in units of account. They remained payable on demand

into coin, but at a rate that could vary, because the relation between coin

and unit of account was not fixed.10 At the same time, the notes pro-

gressively acquired legal tender status while gold and silver lost theirs.

In February 1720, the bank was merged with the company, payments

in gold and silver were limited to 100L, and private holdings of gold

and silver in excess of 500L were to be exchanged for notes. The notes

9 The debt-for-equity swap has been noted by Hoffman et al., Priceless Markets, pp. 83–4,
although they date its inception to March 1720, when the swap actually ended.

10 Velde, “Chronicle.”
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remained payable on demand in coin, but coin was relegated to subsi-

diary status: in effect, France was on a fiat money standard.

II. The Mississippi “Bubble” revisited

Figure 4.2 plots (on a logarithmic scale) the price of shares in John Law’s

company, from August 1718, when the initial offering closed, to March

1721 when the company went into receivership. In July 1718, after the

initial offering closed, the price of a share in the Company of the West

was around 250L. After the company’s restructuring in 1723, the share

price (adjusting for share splits and changes in the units of account) was

equivalent to 320L. In-between, the price of shares peaked at 9,525L

on December 2, 1719 (and possibly close to 10,000L just before

Christmas), and bottomed around 50L in March 1721.

Figure 4.1 French public finances before and after the System.
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Can the price of an asset rise by a factor of thirty in less than two years,

and fall by as much in a little more than two years, purely because of

reasonable beliefs about prospective returns on this asset? The intui-

tive answer is “no,” and, as far as the existing literature goes, suffices. It

seems enough to notice the price rise, without paying much attention to

what, exactly, the rising price was pricing.

The foregoing narrative suggests two points that I develop in this

section. One is that the bubble did not arise spontaneously. The English

name of the episode, the Mississippi Bubble, is less telling than its

French name, le syst�eme de Law. It was Law’s scheme, after all. Whether

or not he knew from the start where he was going remains debatable;

what is beyond doubt is that a man was behind the company, and the

market. It is worth noting here that, while the South Sea Bubble in

London witnessed a proliferation of schemes and companies and a

broad-based rise in the market for shares, the French bubble concerned

only one company.11 Not only is the market only for Law’s company,
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Figure 4.2 Prices of shares in the Compagnie des Indes. From June 1720
to February 1721.

11 Part of Law’s scheme was to buy out other trading companies, taking them out of the
market. Of other companies there is little trace. Contemporary Dutch newspapers
mention plans for a trading company of the North Seas in the fall of 1719, but nothing
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but Law actively managed the market, and the prices that we see rising

in late 1719 are not “pure” market prices. Law had been influencing, if

not manipulating, the price of his company’s shares for a long time.12

The second point is that Law’s company was in the business of

identifying and acquiring a large collection of profitable opportunities.

The rise in the price of shares reflects the fact that these opportunities

were turned into publicly traded assets. Thus, a rise in the price, in of

itself, is not informative. The real question is: how profitable were the

opportunities? Did the price collapse merely reveal their true value, or

was it caused by other events?

Any economic definition of a bubble will rely on a divergence between

a fundamental value based on future earnings and the market value.

Was Law’s company overvalued? Amazingly, no one has so far tried to

answer this question, at least not since Nicolas Dutot.13 Here, I carry

out a crude price/earnings calculation. To do this, I need P (the price,

shown in Figure 4.2), E (the expected earnings) and some discount rate

to which we can compare the ratio.

A. A “managed” market

The market whose prices are plotted in Figure 4.2 was Law’s market, in

more ways then one. The prehistory of the French bourse is not well

known. In the Middle Ages, currency traders in Paris gathered at the

“exchange bridge” (pont au change) near the mint. In the late sixteenth

century official positions of exchange traders were created, but there was

no official location where they met. When Law’s company set up its

offices in the rue Quincampoix, it provided a focal point for the kind of

trading in government securities that undoubtedly existed before. The

market had become visible, and it could be tolerated or repressed but

not ignored. Finally, the government decided to acknowledge and regu-

late the market and gave it a permanent location in September 1724.

Law did not only create the market in a physical sense. He also

introduced the French to the kinds of financial instruments familiar

to Dutch and English traders. In May 1718, the subscription of the

Company of the West was still languishing. Law publicly announced his

willingness to buy American call options on the shares, “for the con-

venience of those who have shares in the Company of the West.” The

announcement, published in the Gazette d’Amsterdam (May 23, 1718,

else is known. One company led by the previous owner of Louisiana, the banker Crozat,
issued shares in 1718 to build a canal in Provence.

12 L€uthy, Banque, vol. 1, pp. 310, 319. 13 Dutot, R�eflexions, vol. 1, p. 92.
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p. 43), reproduced the text of the proposed option’s contract. In exchange

for a 2 percent premium, the writer of the option would commit to

delivering one share (along with any unmatured dividend coupon) at any

time of Law’s choosing within the following year, at the price of 70 per-

cent of face value. As the announcement pointed out, this guaranteed the

owner of 100L in billets d’Etat a minimum 76L payoff: the 4 percent

minimum dividend on the share in the course of the year, the 70 percent

strike price and the 2 percent premium of the option. This compared

favorably with the current market price of 65 percent on billets d’Etat.

A similar offer appeared a year later in the Amsterdamse Courant.14

This time, Law was buying European options on the new company

(presumably the renamed Indies Company) at a price of 200L in January

1720.15 In this instance, rather than providing insurance to hesitant

subscribers, Law was signaling that he believed the stock was head-

ing up.

But it is in the fall 1719, after the debt conversion got under way, that

the company became an active participant in the market, especially at

times when the share price sagged.

One such episode took place in late September 1719. The debt con-

version had been announced on August 28, pushing the price of shares

within the day from 3,100L to 3,500L. One share issue worth 500

million L had been announced on the evening of September 14, when

share prices were exactly 5,000L. Shares gained another 300L within

three days, but then began to fall below 5,000L in the second half of

September. By the time a second issue of the same size was announced

on September 30, the shares fell to between 4,100L and 4,200L. Rising

to 4,335L on October 2, they fell back to 4,200L on October 3 when the

third issue of 500 million L was announced. Giraudeau’s manuscript

shows the shares back at 4,500L on October 4, 5, and 6 but the con-

temporary newspapers tell a different story. According to the Amster-
damse Courant, the shares fell to 3,800L, at which point Law called a

meeting of the directors of the company to deplore that the price of such

a good security should be so low, and to discuss the possible remedies.

The next day, shares opened at 4,000L and closed at 4,250L; that day,

October 5, the bank announced that it was willing to buy shares at

4,500L; the next day the shares rose to that price and on October 7 to

4,750L. On October 13 the bank was still buying shares at that price,

14 Amsterdamse Courant 1719, n. 78.
15 The announcement states a price of 200L. The price of the share stood at the time

around 150 percent of par, or 750L. It is quite possible that the proposed strike price
was 200 percent of par; the confusion between N par and N livres is frequent in
contemporary documents.
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and the market was barely above 4,500.16 Finally, a royal decree dated

October 12, explicitly alluding to rumors of further share issues, formally

promised that no other shares would be sold in any manner or form,

thus putting to rest the risk of share dilution. The following week, shares

rose to 4,900L.

Another episode of falling prices countered by Law’s intervention took

place in December 1719. The problem here was not share dilution, but a

liquidity crunch due to the upcoming deadline for making payments on

the subscriptions. Recall that the subscriptions were options on shares,

and to keep the option alive the owner had to make periodic payments.

In late October the first monthly payment on the September issue was

coming due, but obligingly a decree of September 20 consolidated the

monthly payments into quarterly payments and postponed the first one

to December. This allowed the share price to pass the 6,000L mark,

although the Amsterdamse Courant wryly noted that the market being led

by successive decrees like an orchestra, it might well end up jumping a

whole octave.17 In late December, then, the first payment was due on

the September issue, and since it combined three monthly payments,

it amounted to 1,500L. Speculators started selling some of their sub-

scriptions in order to finance the payment on the rest, and this pushed

prices down. From a peak of 9,525L on December 2, the price of the

shares had drifted down to 9,250L on December 9 and then plummeted

to 7,430L on December 14. Likewise, the subscriptions fell from 5,700L

on December 2 to 3,000L on the morning of December 14. That day,

the bank once again intervened by posting a purchase price of 4,000L,

and by the evening the subscriptions were back at 4,500L. Nevertheless,

the company maintained the existing schedule for the down payment

on the subscription, dashing the hopes of those who had counted on a

postponement to mid-January, and keeping the price of subscriptions

lingering around 4,000L. Then talk of the upcoming general assembly of

shareholders on December 30 gathered momentum. The original shares

reached their recorded all-time high on December 23, at 10,000L.

Throughout this period, the bank also lent 2,500L at 2 percent per

annum against the security of a share, effectively putting a floor on the

share price as well as fueling speculation with easy money. The total lent

under this program amounted to 276 million L.18 On December 30,

1719, at the General Assembly, the company decided to open a window

where shares and subscriptions could be bought and sold for prices

16 Gazette d’Amsterdam 1719, n. 84. 17 Amsterdamse Courant 1719, n. 131.
18 Dutot, Histoire, pp.183,197, states that the Bank began lending in March 1719, which

is not plausible given that the share price at that date was less than 500L.
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posted each day.19 The office operated intermittently: it closed tempor-

arily between January 10 and 15, then again from January 29 to February

10; each closure brought a fall in the share price. Finally, the price of

shares was officially pegged at 9,000L on March 5. By May 1720, the

company had bought 800 million L worth of shares, or about 16 percent

of its capitalization, with a corresponding addition to the money supply.

From January 1720 at the latest, probably from November or Dec-

ember 1719, one cannot consider the “market” price to represent any-

thing but Law’s policies.

The market was thoroughly managed, if not manipulated, and for

good reason. It was a crucial aspect of Law’s scheme that the share price

remain high. As long as the PE ratio was higher than the comparable

effective ratio on government bonds as of August 1719 (about 22), the

conversion of bonds into shares was worthwhile for the company and

the government. However, the call-option feature of the subscriptions

meant that bondholders (who were obligated to accept repayment of the

bonds but not necessarily in the form of shares) could back out if the

price of shares fell too low for their liking and lead to the scheme’s

unraveling, and there is evidence that the former bondholders were not

all in a hurry to convert their bonds into shares.

This manipulation had disastrous consequences for Law, as he pro-

bably realized if we can judge by the inconsistencies and sudden rever-

sals that mark his policies between late February and early March 1720.

On February 22, 1720, the bank was merged with the company with

the intention of preventing it from lending to the king. Also, the com-

pany stopped its price support. The effect on prices was immediate:

from the support price of 9,425L the market price of shares fell to

8,000L by March 1, while the subscriptions fell from 6,600L to 5,450L.

Law quickly reversed course on the price of shares and, on March 5,

opened another office for the buying and selling of shares at a fixed price

of 9,000L. At the same time, the outstanding subscriptions lost their

option and were all converted into shares at a 2:3 ratio, while reim-

bursements of the public debt continued to be made, but in bank notes.

This removed the problem of enticing bondholders to convert their

bonds, since they were now reimbursed in what had become full legal

tender; but, of course, at the cost of transforming a debt-equity swap

into a pure monetization of the debt, with predictable consequences for

exchange rates and inflation. From March to late May 1720, the com-

pany spent another 1,319.5 million L in notes to buy 28 percent of its

stock, resulting in a colossal increase in outstanding notes.

19 Faure, Banqueroute, pp. 307–8, 319, 340.
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The seeds of destruction were sown, and Law was soon forced to

control the nominal money supply, by either reducing the number of

outstanding notes or reducing the face value of each note. He tried the

latter on May 21, 1720, resulting in a collapse of confidence. He tried

the former from June to August 1720, buying back notes with coins,

bonds, new shares, and bank account balances, to little or no avail. On

August 15, a gradual demonetization of the notes was announced and

carried out. By November 1720, the monetary experiment was over, and

Law’s company was insolvent. Law went into exile on December 18,

and it was left to others to pick up the pieces.

B. Was Law’s company overvalued?

I have argued that, if the company was overvalued, it was not so much

the market’s doing as Law’s. But was it overvalued?

A P/E ratio compares the ratio of price to earnings with some rate of

return. Our price will be 9,000L, roughly the peak of Figure 4.1 and

Law’s fixed price of March 1720. I now look at earnings and at the

appropriate rate of return. Law’s companies paid dividends twice a year,

and dividends were announced in advance. The dividend announced on

December 29, 1719, at the peak of the System, is of particular signifi-

cance. Was the dividend of 200L per share announced by Law plausible,

and could it justify a price of 9,000L?

The earnings I try to estimate can be thought of as “steady state” or

long-term projections.

Writing in 1723, Law counted that he needed revenues of eighty

million L to pay the 200L dividend to 400,000 shares, omitting 100,000

shares held by the company as collateral for loans, and a like amount

owned by the King (which were ultimately given for free to the company

in June 1720).20 He presented some estimates of likely earnings to the

general assembly, and Dutot presented slightly lower estimates (see

Table 4.1). I now evaluate those estimates.

The minting profit was obviously a one-time gain, which Law could

not expect to make on a continuous basis, especially given his plan to

replace gold and silver with paper money.

Trade was overestimated, as the history of the Indies company after

1720 indicates. The average dividend paid per share, inclusive of

repurchases of shares in 1730–1733, is 117L (at sixty L per marc) or

6.5 million L in aggregate, in 1719 livres.

20 Law, Œuvres, vol. 3, pp. 312–13.
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The most difficult piece to estimate is the profit on the general farms.

The price of Law’s lease was fifty-two million L, which was an increase

over the previous lease of 1718 (forty-eight million L). Dutot states that

the revenues during the lease year 1720 were 90.4 million L, but he does

not take into account the fact that the livre was on average at eighty per

marc during that period: at sixty L per marc, this would amount to 67.6

million L, or a 15.6 million L profit; which is about the profit claimed by

the company after the fact, in April 1721 and used as a basis to com-

pensate the company for the loss of the lease.21 There is evidence that

profits would have increased over the next few years. The farms were

managed directly by the government for the next few years, and the

receipts rose from sixty-one million L in 1721 to 91.5 million L in 1725

in that period.22 That would have yielded an average profit of 22.8

million L, but these would not have lasted. During the Carlier lease

which followed (1726–1732), the average profit was 4.9 million L (5.9

million L in 1719 livres), but over a lease price of eighty million L. That

is, the government ratcheted up the lease price when the lease came up

for renewal. The experience of the eighteenth century suggests that the

government might leave in the five to fifteen million L range as profit

to the farms, or roughly 10 percent of gross receipts.23 Of course, had

Law’s System continued in place, the government’s power and incen-

tives in its bargaining with the company would have been quite different,

Table 4.1. Expected revenues from the Company’s activities
as of December 1719

Source Law (1) Law (2) Dutot Revised

King’s debt 48 48 48 48

General Farms 12 8 15 10

Recettes G�en�erales 1 1 1.5 1

Mints 12 10 4 0

Tobacco 6 5 2 10

Trade 12 8 10 6.5

Total 91 80 80.5 75.5

Note: Law (1) was presented in December 1719 to the shareholders; Law (2)

was made in May 1723.

Source: Harsin, Doctrines, p. 174, and see text.

21 Dutot, R�eflexions, vol. 2, p. 214; Giraud, Histoire, vol. 3, p. 80; Archives Nationales
M1026, Premier recueil, pp. 113–23.

22 White, France. 23 Marion, Histoire, vol. 1, pp. 145–6.
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knowing in particular that part of the profit it was leaving to the com-

pany would have been paid to former bondholders.

There is better information on the tobacco monopoly: Table 4.2

reports information on lease prices paid by successive farmers and, when

known, the farmers’ profits. The average revenue from 1724 to 1789 was

about twenty-five million L (at sixty L per marc), from which a lease

price must be deducted to obtain the company’s expected profits. In

1719, the company paid three million L per year, but, as with the General

Farms, the difficulty is in estimating what lease prices would be nego-

tiated in the future. Table 4.1 assumes a fairly generous ten million L

average profit.

As shows, it is not too difficult to come up with an estimate within

10 percent of Law’s projection,24 and one can perhaps justify a 200L

dividend in steady state, with the important caveat that, in steady state,

Law could not expect to pay no dividends to the king’s shares, or to those

shares held as collateral for loans. Paying dividend on those additional

Table 4.2. Total revenues of the tobacco monopoly, broken
down into lease price and farmers’ profits, in current livres per year

Year Lease Profit Year Lease Profit

1698–1714 1.5 ? 1730 7.0

1715–1716 2.0 ? 1731–1732 7.5 4.5

1717 2.2 ? 1733–1738 7.8 6.5

1718–1721 4.0 2.4 1739–1744 8.0 10.5

1722 1.2 ? 1745–1750 8.0 13.3

1723 1.8 ? 1751–1756 13.0 12.1

1724 7.9 7.9 1757–1762 15.0 8.7

1725 7.4 7.4 1763–1768 22.2 ?

1726 6.9 1769–1774 23.1 0.9

1727 6.9 1775–1780 24.1 2.3

1728 7.1 1781–1786 26 ?

1729 6.8 1786–1789 27–31 ?

Notes: the lease years run from October 1 to September 30. The Company

owned the monopoly from 1724 to 1747, and did not farm it from 1724 to

1730, hence there is no lease price for those years.

Sources: Dutot, R�eflexions, vol. 2, pp. 222–6; Morellet, M�emoire, Marion,

Dictionnaire, p. 525,Clamageran,Histoire, vol. 3, pp. 254, 402, 444;Matthews,

Royal General Farms, pp. 29–30.

24 Harsin’s estimate of ninety-nine million L (cited in Faure, Banqueroute, p. 304) is
perhaps overly generous.
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shares, based on the earnings estimate of Table 4.1, would bring the

dividend down to 125L.

Even granting the 200L dividend, can one accept a valuation of 9,000L

per share, a P/E ratio of 45? Law clearly thought so, as he explicitly set a

target interest rate of 2 percent for his System.

As described above, there are several distinct components to the

company’s revenue stream. Each component can be priced with a dif-

ferent factor.

The trade component (6.5 million L) can be evaluated by looking at

the Indies Company as it survived after 1725. Its price was quoted on

the market, and we see that the price-dividend ratio fluctuated widely

between four and twenty-four, and averaged about fifteen.

The fiscal component (tobacco, general farms, collection of direct

taxes, amounting to twenty-one million L) was probably subject to similar

risks as the Indies trade, since the main source of risk were foreign wars.

The shares in the General Farms issued by the Paris brothers in 1718

confirm this. From the Gazette d’Amsterdam we have a few market prices

for these shares, along with some observations on the price of govern-

ment bonds. The shares were expected to earn on average 7 percent. In

late August 1719, the share price rose above par on rumors of an 8

percent dividend.

Not much growth could be expected to boost the ratio, except perhaps

in the tobacco monopoly, which shows 1.5 percent annual real revenues

growth. Overall fiscal revenues grew by about 0.6 percent annually in

Table 4.3. Prices of Fermes G�en�erales shares (FG) and government
rentes sur l’hôtel de Ville (rentes), 1718–1719

Prices are expressed as percentage of face value.

Date FG rentes Date FG rentes

9 Nov 1718 56.5 62 29 Jun 1719 91, 92

10 Dec 1718 67 30 Jun 1719 100

14 Jan 1719 65 26 Jul 1719 105

4 Feb 1719 75 27 Jul 1719 92 66

9 Mar 1719 64 31 Jul 1719 108

11 Mar 1719 67 70 2 Aug 1719 105 to 108

14 May 1719 76 10 Aug 1719 99

24 May 1719 78 17 Aug 1719 106

25 May 1719 80 21 Aug 1719 101, 102

17 Jun 1719 80.5 24 Aug 1719 100 80 to 82

Source: Gazette d’Amsterdam.
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real terms from 1726 to 1789, slightly above the estimated 0.5 percent

GDP growth.25

The largest component of revenues (almost two-thirds) was the

King’s debt. What was its market price at the time? Before the System, in

1718, the cash price of 4 percent debt in 1718 was 50 percent of face

value.26 After the Visa, the average market price of liquidation certifi-

cates, which were convertible into 2 percent debt, was 22 percent of face

value.27 These figures suggest a PE ratio of 11 to 12.5. Of course, these

valuations of French government debt come from a time when default

risk was probably seen as fairly high. A market interest rate of 8 percent

or 9 percent on French debt is about 5–6 percent higher than the rate on

Dutch debt at the same time, or English debt around 1730. By the early

1730s, French 2.5 percent debt had risen to 40 percent of face value,

a 6.25 percent interest rate.

Table 4.4 yields a valuation of 992.5 million L for 600,000 shares, or a

share price of 1,650L. This summarizes the values and multiples and

puts the peak share price of 9,500L as overvalued by a factor of 5.8.

Even if we use Law’s estimates of income (and capitalize the mint rev-

enue at twenty) we get a share price of 2,130L.

The big difficulty with justifying Law’s valuation is not the income,

but the discount factor. The calculation isn’t quite fair to Law, who used

a discount rate of 2 percent, and who would have argued that his System

was bound to reduce interest rates on government debt, both by mak-

ing the debt more secure and by lowering interest rates in an economy

lacking in financial intermediation. He also argued that his System

Table 4.4. Valuation of Law’s Company

Revenue Factor Value

King’s debt 12.5 48 600

General Farms 10 12.5 125

Recettes G�en�erales 1 20 20

Tobacco 10 15 150

Trade 6.5 15 97.5

Total 75.5 992.5

Source: as described in the text.

25 Maddison, World Economy.
26 Law, Œuvres, vol. 3, p. 199; Forbonnais, Recherches, vol. 6, p. 67.
27 From prices reported in the Gazette d’Amsterdam from February 1722 to February

1724; see also Dutot, R�eflexions, vol. 1, p. 343.
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would boost economic growth, and these claims taken at face value all

tend to raise the PE ratio. However, to justify the market valuation on

the basis of seventy-five million L in earnings would require, say, Dutch

interest rates of 3 percent and a growth rate of 1.5 percent, which no

European country enjoyed before the start of the Industrial Revolution.

Assuming alone that Law’s System would have brought interest rates

to Dutch levels would leave overvalued by a factor of 2; this seems to

me as far as one can go on behalf of Law. It seems difficult to avoid the

conclusion that the company was overvalued several times over.

III. Conclusion

Although Law’s experiment has been called a “bubble” in the English

language since at least the mid-eighteenth century, it is not a classic

example of a bubble in the modern sense of the word.28 Law’s ambition

was a wholesale transformation of French public finances, achieved

through two radical innovations: the replacement of metallic with fiat

money, and the replacement of government debt with equity.

Both conversions were to be voluntary, as they had to be if the goal

was to endow France with the kind of credit that would give it the

necessary edge over its Dutch and British rivals for European domin-

ance. But this required Law to manage the market’s expectations more

and more forcefully and reach a price peg for his company’s shares that

was too high. I find that the peg was two or three times too high. In that

sense, the company was overvalued, not by a frenzied and irrational

market, but by Law himself.
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5 Sir George Caswall vs. the Duke of

Portland: Financial contracts and litigation

in the wake of the South Sea Bubble

Gary S. Shea*

In one of the more influential papers in economic history of the past

twenty years, North and Weingast (1989) described the connections

between a singular event, the English Glorious Revolution of 1688, and

the subsequent evolution of political institutions and capital markets in

the UK. Although it is usually difficult to argue that a particular series of

events represents a true watershed in history, the arguments presented

in their paper are quite persuasive in regards to public finance. In terms

of both scale and unit cost of public finance, there is little similarity

between the reigns of the Stuart and of the early Hanoverian monarchs.

From about 1688, events were put in motion that would transform the

relation between government and finance. North and Weingast persua-

sively argued that these events were: (1) royal political revolution, fol-

lowed by (2) the complete seizure of taxation powers by parliament and

by (3) an extension of parliamentary oversight of expenditure – all of

which were made necessary by the financial exigencies of prolonged

large-scale European warfare. These processes were coupled with the rise

of a market for tradable government debt, which was in turn accom-

panied by the development of a smaller market for joint-stock company

equity securities. All of these developments are part of the collection of

events that is now called the Financial Revolution in England.

This watershed in history can be demarked by a number of events.

The Treaty of Utrecht (1712–1713) marks the end of large-scale

European warfare and the beginning of an extended period of com-

parative peace until there was world war again later in the eighteenth

century. Although the Northern War was to trundle on to 1720, the core

impetus for the European conflagration of the previous fifty years, French

expansionism was ended with the Utrecht treaty. The Hanoverian

* The author wishes to thank Jeremy Atack, Larry Neal and Ann Carlos for reading and
commenting upon previous versions of this paper.
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Succession (1715) too is useful as a marker because it was part of a

new political settlement between the Crown, parliament and the English

people. The political settlement had several important aspects: the

permanent establishment of frequent parliaments; the stabilization of

ministerial control of parliamentary business; the establishment of a stable

role for religion in public life and a clear demarcation of the Crown’s

role in foreign affairs. But it is the South Sea Bubble of 1720 that par-

ticularly interests us as the demarcation of the historical divide described

by North and Weingast. In Section VI of their paper, they argued that

growth and security of private capital markets paralleled similar growths

in the markets for public finance. During the South Sea Bubble and

afterwards, however, it was by no means clear that such a parallel

development would take place. It did not appear in 1720 that English

law was in any way prepared, or was being prepared, to accommodate

many of the innovations of the Financial Revolution.

The Bubble Act (June 1720) imposed upon incorporated business

enterprise certain limitations which were intended to discourage joint-

stock capital structures for companies. New company organization was

thereafter to be encouraged along the lines of partnerships or trusts.

The relation between the law and business was left to be worked out in

practice and in case-law, but rarely spelled out in the clear terms of

legislated law. This argument is one qualification to the North and

Weingast thesis that is already well-documented.1 In this chapter we

shall attempt to establish another qualification by examining how pre-

pared and how friendly the legal system was towards the development

of secondary markets for securities – the very markets in which private

property rights to financial assets were exchanged.

There has been no extensive description of the legal environment or

aftermath of the South Sea Bubble. Dickson describes how the litigation

between the public and the South Sea Company was largely prevented,2

but a history of private litigation between individuals has not been told

except in Banner’s description of some of the arguments and judgments

that appeared in printed law reports.3 What can such a history usefully

reveal? It can reveal what was the custom in financial contracting and

yield insights into the costs and efficiency of financial dealing and mar-

kets. The efficiency of financial markets and their completeness will

probably be at the heart of any future theory of the South Sea Bubble.

Scholars are far from a formal theory of this great stock market crash,

but whenever such a theory is achieved, it will probably depend upon

1 See Harris, Industrializing English Law. 2 See fn. 5, section II.
3 See fn. 8, section II.
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much better information than we currently have about the costs and

efficiency of financial contracting in 1720. A second reason for doing

such a history is that the cases studied will be revelatory of peoples’ hopes

and expectations during the South Sea Bubble. This not only fleshes out

the social history of the Bubble, but may reveal clues as to what people

thought the fundamental value of the South Sea Scheme was. A final

reason for commencing a legal study of the Bubble’s aftermath is so that

it can become a part of the legal history of contract and liability. London

was arguably the birthplace of modern financial markets and financial

contracts and it would be surprising if the special demands of financial

contracting as practiced in London did not leave some special mark on

the development of contract law. The plan for this chapter is to use the

story of the first Duke of Portland as a means of entry into the study of

the legal history of the South Sea Bubble and private financial contracts.

The next section is an outline of some important features of the South

Sea Scheme and the resulting Bubble. Section II describes the scope of

possible legal conflict concerning financial contracts stemming from the

events of 1720. Much of this section is a review of what little literature

we have on such legal conflicts. In section III I describe the circum-

stances of trade in South Sea Company liabilities in 1720 and how they

defined the special features of the legal conflicts that were to follow.

Section IV is a short introduction to the Duke of Portland himself and

sources that are useful for the study of his role in the South Sea Bubble.

In section V I look at Portland’s actions in the markets for securities and

show how he came to his financial and legal difficulties. Section VI

describes the Duke’s legal struggle to escape financial ruin. Section VII

contains my conclusions and suggestions for further research.

I. The South Sea Scheme and the South Sea Bubble

What was the South Sea Bubble? More properly, in posing such a

question we should employ the term used by people in 1720 and first

ask, “what was the South Sea Scheme?” A commonly-held modern

misconception of the South Sea Scheme is that it was primarily a stock

flotation, as would occur with the projection of a new railway company

in the nineteenth century or the public offering of stock in an internet

company in the late twentieth century. There was certainly flotation of

new stock in 1720, but it occurred in a stock market very unlike anything

we know of today. The most important thing to know about the stock

markets of 1720 is that the overwhelming numbers and values of stocks

traded and issued in them were stocks in the three so-called “great

moneyed companies.” Since the foundation of the Bank of England in
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1694, the re-organization of the East India Company in 1710 and the

foundation of the South Sea Company in 1712, these three institutions

tried to expand their respective businesses and competed with each other

for more complete control of the supply of the most important com-

ponent of the asset-side of their balance sheets – the interest-paying debt

obligations of the government itself. Although the trading interests of

each of these three institutions were quite different, the very existence of

each institution depended upon the simultaneous privilege and obliga-

tion of lending to the national government.

It was thus for their own survival and to strengthen their legal foun-

dations that the three companies occasionally competed with each other

for the political favors of the government. The South Sea Scheme was

one such competition in which the South Sea Company sought for itself

the complete management of the government’s debt. This was by far the

grandest of all such competitions. Indeed, it was thought to be so grand

and dangerous that, by the end of 1720, the political nation decided that

there would never be another such competition. In the post-Bubble

legislative settlements of 1721 the relations between the three great

moneyed companies were given stability and the shape they would retain

well into the nineteenth century.4 It was the connection in peoples’

minds between the large-scale revolution in public finances implied by

the South Sea Scheme and the future of private property rights that

resonates so well with the themes discussed by North and Weingast. To

many people in 1720, however, the South Sea Scheme appeared more

as a threat to private property rights rather than as a harbinger of better

property rights in capital markets.

Before the legislative settlements of 1721 were put in place, however,

there was the famous Bubble speculation about the shape and ultimate

success of the South Sea Scheme. The real core of the speculation was

about the future structure of national public finances. The times then

were so different and the Scheme, even in its own context, was so gran-

diose that it is impossible to offer analogies that would make the concerns

of people in 1720 understandable to modern readers. The arguments in

the great majority of the polemical literature and the emphasis in debates

in parliament and in private correspondence concerning the South Sea

Scheme were not so much about possible earnings, profits and payouts;

the arguments were mostly about private property rights, legal rights,

control of public finance, control of parliament and the very control of

government itself.

4 This summary of the more long-term effects of the South Sea Bubble are those discussed
in more detail by Dickson, Financial Revolution, Chapter 8.
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II. The legal conflict to come

The extent and direction of liability in financial contracts was at the

heart of many of the debates stemming from the South Sea Scheme in

1720. There has been little literature on this debate, especially in terms

of how it actually played out in the courts. A good way to organize our

discussion is to first consider two basic strands in the controversy:

(1) there was one debate on the liability that came from the South Sea

Company’s relations with the public and (2) there was another debate

on liabilities between private persons that were generated in the course

of the South Sea Bubble.

The debate on the liabilities generated between the public and

Company can itself be broken into two parts: (1) there was the more

important issue surrounding the Company’s proper relationship with the

holders of government annuities and (2) the less important questions

about the Company’s proper relationships with the public subscribers

for shares in cash. The former is given prominence in the histories of the

Bubble and concerns the terms by which those government annuitants

were to obtain South Sea securities in return for the annuities they held

in 1720. When the resulting terms were shown to be unfavorable to the

annuitants, public interest was turned towards the proper restitution

(if any) that should be undertaken. The resulting political struggle threa-

tened the very foundations of public finance in Britain that had been

successfully laid more than two decades previously. That threat was finally

brought to an end by the legislative maneuverings of Robert Walpole.5

Less extensively discussed is the debate about the Company’s rela-

tionships with its cash subscribers. This was arguably not as important

a debate as the one concerning the annuitants. Only a small portion of

the South Sea Company’s equity liabilities was affected by the cash

subscriptions for shares in 1720; in the South Sea Scheme the liability

side of the Company’s balance sheet was being restructured primarily by

the issue of large amounts of new debt (to be held by the Treasury, for

the most part) and large amounts of new equity that were going to be

issued directly to owners of government annuities. Nevertheless, until

the Company’s new relations with the government and the annuitants

were put on a final footing, the cash subscriptions for shares in 1720

were the primary means by which the Company raised cash for its

operations.6 Many persons saw the cash subscriptions as the means by

5 Dickson, Financial Revolution, Chapters 7 and 8.
6 The Company also managed to raise short-term cash (£1 million) by borrowing
Exchequer Bills from the Treasury.
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which the Company financed its most nefarious behavior in 1720. The

legal and political standing of the cash subscriptions is analyzed in

another paper.7

The only study relevant to private financial contracting during and

after the South Sea Bubble is Banner’s survey of treatises, judgments

and reports on cases.8 Of direct concern to this study are his conclusions

with regard to absolute liability in contract. In section III of Chapter 2

he starts with a brief analysis of Sir David Dalrymple’s treatise9 on time

bargains and then reviews the implications for the judgments handed

down in Thomson vs. Harcourt.10

There were several South Sea pamphlets of the 1720s that were evi-

dently written by lawyers. The most extensive and interesting document

of this type was Dalrymple’s Time Bargains. It is an important document

because it is argued closely and is careful in its definition of terms.

Dalrymple also did not fear to reveal his authorship (which was unusual)

and, as a prominent legal officer serving in the government until shortly

before the South Sea Bubble,11 his opinion might be accorded some

special authority. Dalrymple was indeed impressed with his own

authority, wrote contemptuously of what he called coffee-house talk,

and his writing was dedicated ironically to “my Brethren Animals, the

Impudent and Ignorant.” His overriding concern was to address the

large question of “what will become of Time Bargains? Will they be good

or not?”12 He declined to discuss the Common Law’s view on the matter

because, as he admitted, it was too great a subject for his small volume.

He took his arguments from Equity and the Civil Law, on which he

could write with more authority as a one-time Scottish law officer. One

of his first points was that on the question of time bargains alone, par-

liament must come in with an act or acts to regulate or put an end to

disputes: “I think this one Question affords such a fund for Law Pleas,

that is Consequence enough to deserve the Parliament’s Notice (. . .)

The Parliament ought to give their Determination in all Cases, which

they take Notice of, according to the Laws of Nature and Nations, and

the universal Rules of Equity.”13

7 Shea, “Financial Market Analysis,” in particular, Appendix II.
8 Banner, Anglo-American, Chapter 2, section III and Chapter 3, section III.
9 Dalrymple, Time Bargains.

10 Thomson vs. Harcourt, 1 Brown 193, 1 English Reports. See also Cases of the appellant
and respondent in the House of Lords (HL/PO/JU/4/3/4, HLRO).

11 Sorenson, “Dalrymple.” 12 Dalrymple, Time Bargains, p. 4.
13 Ibid. Parliamentary intervention in such matters was delayed by a resolution of

December 19 in the Commons. (Boyer, The Political State, vol. 20, pp. 584–5). Dal-
rymple discussed these matters at further length in Time Bargains, pp. 41–2. The need
for a general “annulling Act” was a theme in many other tracts written in the period
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He wrote that in Equity and Civil Law a contract must be quid pro quo.
Since no one expects to be a loser going into a contract, if they are a loser

coming out by being wronged, “then the Law ought to assist him.”14

The Civil Law is hostile to bargains that result in sales at less or more

than a good is worth, but the Common Law is more laissez-faire in this

regard, with everyone to be left to make the best bargains they can.15 As

far as time bargains were concerned, Dalrymple distinguished between

three types: (a) Bargains on Stock; (b) Bargains on first and second

subscriptions and (c) Bargains on third and fourth subscriptions.

Bargains on Stock were of three types: (1) transfers of stock; (2) the

assignment of subscription receipts or (3) the taking of security (bills,

bonds or other) for the price “between the Buyer and Seller, the Stock

&c. still remaining in the Name and Possession of the Seller.” The form

of the bargains was of two sorts: (a) “the Stock, &c. was sold a great deal

above the Market Price at the Time, and a Bill or Bond taken for the

Money payable at some time after” or (b) “Others were sold at theMarket

Price, and a Bond or Bill taken for the Price with Common Interest from

the Date. This last sort hardly deserves the Name of Time Bargains.

However, we shall now consider them as such, and discuss them first,

because whatever Argument is good in Law against them, will be good

against every one of the rest.”16

If the Directors were in no way culpable and if the Stock was bought

of a man in no way concerned in the mismanagement of the Company,

then if a man was mistaken in the

real Value of the Thing bought (. . .) (h)is promise therefore being founded in
Presumptione facti quod non ita se habet, is in itself void, and by the Civil Law, the
buyer is certainly Free, because the Læsio or Loss he sustains by the Bargain, is
ultra dimidium valoris rei venditæ: And likewise because there was a latent Defect
in the Thing Sold, which if the Buyer had known, he would never had promised
so much for it.

and he has grounds for an action against the seller even if the seller was

ignorant of the defect.17

Dalrymple was also sympathetic to the application of the statutes

against usury against certain styles of time bargains (such as in Thomson’s

and Harcourt’s contract). For example, he would have certainly argued

and, of course, soon such acts became a reality with 7 Geo. 1, c. 5 and 7 Geo. 1, stat. 2.
More details are found in the analysis of Appendix II in Shea, “Financial Market
Analysis.”

14 Dalrymple, Time Bargains, pp. 5–6. 15 Ibid. pp. 6–8. 16 Ibid. pp. 10–11.
17 Ibid. pp. 12–13. This is a basic theme, which is echoed in much other pamphlet

literature such as (Anon.), Queries.
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that when forward buyers and sellers were mutually agreed that future

values would be high, then if they contract to deliver stock forward at

a high price relative to the present price, the forward seller is certainly

practicing usury upon the buyer.18 As we shall see, Portland’s advisors

were quite interested in the argument that the Duke was a hapless victim

of usury.

Banner cites the final judgments in Thomson vs. Harcourt and con-

cludes that the rule of absolute liability that prevailed in courts of law

was easily adapted to cases involving financial contracting during the

South Sea Bubble and afterwards. This conclusion is reinforced in

section III of Chapter 3 in which he recites the case reports that show,

“From the beginning, the courts were willing to enforce contracts to buy

or sell securities to the same extent as contracts to buy and sell any other

item”.19 In the reports which he reviews he concludes that all involved

cases in which sellers were trying to hold buyers to their agreements to

buy securities at agreed higher pre-crash prices. None of these cases

failed on grounds that the agreements were themselves executory agree-
ments – requiring performance in exchange of monies and securities in

the future. In his opening summary of the section he even goes so far to

write, “Judges tended to give as much latitude as possible to the securities

market, by enforcing even the more speculative transactions and nar-

rowly construing would-be statutory limits on trading.”20

However well rules of absolute liability were affirmed in cases like

Thomson vs. Harcourt, there is still much we need to learn from the

processes in which they were applied. In particular we need to know

how long and costly legal processes were. On June 18, 1720, Thomson

agreed to deliver to Harcourt South Sea stock at a future unknown date

(dependent upon when the South Sea Company was willing to trans-

form government annuities into company stock) at the rate of £920 per

share. This date was just a few days prior to the closing the Company’s

ledgers for transferring stock in order to make up the midsummer

dividend on the stock. The closing period was anticipated to be about

two-months long. There are many instances in the historical record of

persons agreeing to forward purchases and sales of stock for an array of

dates after the transfer books were to be reopened at the end of August

1720 and the Thomson/Harcourt agreement was but a typical example.

What was also typical of their agreement is the forward delivery pre-

mium that was built into it. On June 18 the value of South Sea share for

immediate delivery was about £750 per share. The forward premium in

18 Dalrymple, Time Bargains, pp. 31–2. 19 Banner, Anglo-American, p. 111.
20 Ibid.
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their contract was thus large; £920 is 22.67 percent higher than £750

and, considering that the forward contract could have been expected to

be completed in about three month’s time, this would imply a forward

premium of about 100 percent p.a. This is a large number, but it is not

an atypically large number for the early summer of 1720.21 There could

be several reasons for such a premium. Perhaps everyone at that time,

including Thomson and Harcourt, were mutually optimistic and in

agreement on probable future values for South Sea shares. Or on the

other hand, perhaps there were a significant number of forward sellers

who worried about the substantial risk that future South Sea share values

might turn out to be low. In writing an array of forward contracts such

persons might expect that the typical forward buyer would attempt to

renege on his contracts. A premium to compensate forward sellers for

this risk might have been typical in forward delivery contracts. It is hard

to imagine forward premia of this size being common in a legal envir-

onment in which the rule of absolute liability in executory agreements

was readily, cheaply and certainly applied. After all, small forward pre-

mia are achieved in modern-day forward markets, not through

enforcement in courts, but through marking-to-market settlement sys-

tems that are a feature of modern-day futures exchanges. Thomson’s

route to justice and restitution was a long and (probably) an expensive

one, and his suit was only partially successful.

Banner’s work here depends primarily on printed law reports. Law

reports were written and collected to be used in arguments and were at

times accepted in court as precedents. They would thus tend to highlight

aspects of cases that would be most useful for those purposes. The case

that was most likely to go unreported was one in which all the legal

principles involved were already well established. Although Banner’s

survey establishes that the eighteenth-century financial contract for

future performance was considered to be just another form of executory

agreement, it does not show whether it was as easy or cheap to enforce as

any other executory agreement. In particular, it does not tell us if the

balance of litigation that followed in the wake of the South Sea Bubble

favored reneging buyers or fairly protected the sellers. To answer these

questions would require an extensive survey of the bills presented, cases

heard and their resolutions. No matter how well financial contracting

fitted into the existing principles of contract law, there may have been

something about financial contracts during and after the South Sea

Bubble that made them easy to void. If so, and more importantly, if it

was widely understood to be so, surely this would have implications for

21 This was an example of one type of bargain on stock described by Dalrymple. cf. fn. 16.
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how people drew up contracts and valued them.22 To perform this

research is a large task, but we argue that one very good place to start

would be to look at a sample of cases outside of those that found their

way into the law reports. It would be especially useful if these cases have

a history that is also supported by private legal documents. Unlike a law

report on a case in judgment, if we could look at how lawyers prepared

strategically, how they looked at the law and formed strategies to use

in the defense of their clients’ interests, we might discover something

more like the true dimensions to the problem of obtaining efficiency in

financial markets. I will argue that the Portland cases are one such sample

of cases.

III. Private financial contracts in 1720

It was typical in this period that ledgers become occasionally disabled

from normal day-to-day work so that they could be used to bring up to

date the company’s larger scale bookkeeping. The primary instance of

this would be when stock ledgers would be closed so that a company’s

clerks could use them to calculate and allocate dividends. Or whenever

there was going to be any general change in the definition of the

Company’s nominal capital, such as in a rights issue or in an exchange of

shares for government annuities, the lumbering pace of eighteenth-

century bookkeeping would require the stoppage of recorded trades in a

company’s liabilities. In the South Sea Company’s case there were two

periods in 1720 in which the stock ledgers were closed: (a) they were

closed for an announced two-month period from June 22 through

August 22, 1720 and (b) they were closed on August 31, to remain shut

until September 22, but were suddenly reopened on September 12.23

This latter closing of the transfer books was a product of the South Sea

directors’ usual chaotic style of financial management. As soon as a

fourth cash subscription for shares was announced, there was discussion

in committees about how it would subsequently be managed and whether

it might not be converted into a rights issue for original shareholders or

whether yet another (fifth) issue of shares should be a rights issue. While

these matters were discussed, the Directors determined it would be best

22 Further evidence is found section III and supplementary Appendix III (re the South Sea
Company’s third-subscription shares) in Shea, “Financial Market Analysis can go Mad.”

23 A forward financial contract whose performance was tied to the re-opening date that
ended this period was the object of dispute in Maber vs. Thornton. We find the
Company decision to close the ledgers in BL, Add. MS 25, 499, Court minutes, August
26, 1720. In the same source the ledgers are ordered (September 11) to be reopened
the next day.
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if the transfer ledgers were shut. Whether on a regularly announced basis

or not, private persons had to be prepared to occasionally make their

own markets for trade in company liabilities as best they could. Private

financial contracting was instrumental in this process.

Private financial contracting was also used to make the markets in

company liabilities more complete. There clearly was a demand for

contingent claims (options) in company liabilities. A large part of this

demand may have been met in the ready-made markets for subscription

shares,24 but there may have been much other demand that could only

be met through private contracting. Call options on shares were the

most common from the evidence that we have. Options would use very

much the same contractual forms as were used in forward delivery

agreements. That is, the contracts would be written as bilateral con-

tracts, using very similar legal language to bind one party and the other

to perform in the contract.25

IV. The Duke of Portland: background and sources

Henry Bentinck (1682–1726) was the son of William Bentinck, who was

a great favorite of William III and who rose in the King’s service as a

diplomat and soldier. He was given the revived title of Earl of Portland,

a title that the son (Henry) assumed upon the father’s death in 1709.

In 1716 Henry was created the first Duke of Portland. The fortune that

had been accumulated by his father in England was greater than the

estates in Holland to which Henry’s half brother, Willem, succeeded.26

The Duke supplemented this inherited fortune by marriage to Elizabeth

Noel (d.1736), first daughter of the second Earl of Gainsborough. As

will be shown later, it was by borrowing from his own estate trust that

Bentinck was able to leverage much of his speculative activity during

the South Sea Bubble. It was also in his role as trustee that he later tried

to protect some portion of this fortune from his creditors.

The Portland (London) manuscripts at the University of Nottingham

(class Pl) are a collection of legal, financial and estate records that came

to Nottingham in 1947 after sustaining considerable war damage in the

London law offices of Bailey, Shaw and Smith, solicitors to the Dukes of

24 My thesis in “Understanding Financial Derivatives during the South Sea Bubble” is
that the Company’s subscription shares were a form of compound call option on the
firm’s own shares.

25 Examples of option contracts from this period are not numerous, but what few exist are
quite alike in their legal language. See BL, Add. Ms. 22,639, fff. 193,195 and 203, as
examples.

26 Dunthorne and Onnekink, “Bentinck, Hans Willem, First Earl of Portland (1649–
1709).”
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Portland since the late 1830s. This collection is the main repository of

legal and financial records of the Portland estate that go back to the early

eighteenth century. There is also that portion of the Portland Manu-

scripts taken from Welbeck Abbey, not residing with the rest of the

Portland Manuscripts at the British Library, which reside at the Uni-

versity of Nottingham (class Pw). These too contain many papers that

are complementary to the Pl-class financial and legal papers.

Although Bubble historians have long known that Portland suffered

some great reverses in 1720, without the Pl and Pw classes of papers, no

real history of his troubles could be written. Many of the papers are

highly disordered and so a timeline can be difficult to discern in Port-

land’s legal affairs. Many of the papers are also unavailable whilst they

await conservation. The manuscript curators at the University of Not-

tingham, however, have gone to great lengths to bring forward the

conservation schedule for some of the most important documents so

that they can be consulted and in other ways provided information from

other papers that simply cannot be handled by anyone but a professional

conservator. It is only thanks to the efforts, co-operation and permis-

sions of the Manuscripts and Special Collection staff at The University

of Nottingham that this chapter is possible.

V. The Duke of Portland: his actions during the Bubble

The Portland manuscript collection contains several distinct sources of

information about the Duke’s speculative contracts:

a) Contracts and draft contracts – there are twenty-four such contracts

and drafts in the Pl class, but there are a number of others in the Pw

class, amongst which are the contracts most ruinous to the Duke.

Table 5.1 describes some of the rough details of Pl-class contracts.

The reader should not at this point work too hard in making sense of

the contractual terms. Some of the contracts’ special characteristics,

such as side-agreements and guarantees, will be explained later;

b) small ledgers and notebooks recording contracts – complementing

the contract documents are several notebooks and ledgers in which

payments associated with some of the contracts were recorded.

Importantly, these notebooks also contain references to contract-

related payments for which no manuscript contracts exist. We have

placed a transcript of one of the more useful of these (Pw B 164) in

Appendix A27 and

27 Three other such sources are also useful, Pw B 165 and Pl F2/6/179 and Pl F2/6/310.
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c) memoranda discussing the contracts and resulting transactions – the

details of many other contracts and related transactions can also be

had from references in letters and legal documents. The memoranda

often contain quite detailed legal analyses.

From these sources we can trace the rough outlines of the Duke’s

speculative activities. The Duke was known to a wide circle of individuals

who helped him in his financial stratagems. For reasons never stated, it

appears that the Duke decided on a highly aggressive attempt to control

as much South Sea stock as he could through leverage. We do not know

what his holdings were near the beginning of 1720, but by the time that

the South Sea Scheme was fully underway with the South Sea Company’s

Act (6 Geo 1, c.4) coming into force by later April, the Duke was

starting to move aggressively.28

The first such action that we can identify was his borrowing of

£83,575 from the Portland estate trust. Created in 1689, the trust was

augmented by extensive grants to the Duke’s father and by the Duke’s

marriage to Elizabeth Noel in 1704. The trustees were the Duke’s two

lawyers Sir John Eyles and M. Joseph Eyles and the banker Comrade de

Gols. The Duke used the money, supplemented with his own cash to

buy 160 South Sea shares.29 According to a later (and perhaps delibe-

rately misleading legal strategy document) the 160 shares were to be

under control of the estate trustees with instructions to collect payouts

and to sell the shares if their value fell to £700 or below. How the

trustees were to have control of the shares, however, is difficult to see for

the shares were re-transferred to six other individuals, exclusive of the

trustees.30 We see these individuals named again as contracting to sell

back to the Duke these shares (with the 10 p.c. midsummer stock divi-

dend) at about £705 a share for the opening of the transfer ledgers.31

Portland’s own promise to re-purchase the shares for about £705 each

was the only protection accorded to the trust’s outlay of £83,575. In

a hypothetical case document from May 1722, counsel’s opinion was

28 Portland was certainly at as a high, probably higher, social level than either Lord
Londonderry or Chandos in 1720. Yet the dealings of these two were more varied and
sophisticated than are Portland’s dealings. It does not appear that his dealings had a
logical direction except one based upon presumed advances, forever and upward, in
South Sea shares values. For Londonderry’s and Chandos’ South Sea histories, see
Neal, ‘“For God’s Sake, Remitt Me.”’

29 I follow the usual convention in defining £100 nominal South Sea stock as one South
Sea share.

30 Pl F2/6/179, p. 12.
31 Pw B 165, pp. 23–4. The Earl of Warwick contract contained in Table 5.1 is one of

these contracts and is dated May 31, 1720.
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asked whether trustees, who failed to collect dividends and who failed to

sell the stock they held in trust at values higher than the monies lent out

on that stock, were liable to make good the monies lost.32 The hypo-

thetical discussion contained in this document was clearly a trial argu-

ment to see if the blame for the estate trust losses could be pinned on the

trustees and not on the Duke.

The Duke’s next move was to borrow £8,000 and then £70,000 from

the South Sea Company on the security of another 160 shares (twenty

shares transferred to South Sea Director Robert Surman and 140 shares

transferred to a Mr. Shaw).33 This is remarkable and shows that the

Duke was especially favored by the Company in the allocation of loans

on stock in which the Company’s stated by-laws on the loan program

stipulated that no more than £4,000 would be lent to any individual nor

would monies be lent at a higher rate than £400 per pledged share.34 A

parallel record of these loans can be found in the South Sea Company’s

ledger of the loans on stock. This was a document of some importance in

the deliberations of the Parliamentary Committee of Secrecy at the end

of 1720.35 Under a heading for June 13, the Duke is shown to have

borrowed from the Company £84,000 (not £78,000) on the pledged

security of 151 original shares and twenty shares in the first cash sub-

scription.

In the meantime the Duke was creating a number of forward purchase

agreements with a wide range of people. From what contracts or drafts

of contracts that exist (see Table 5.1), the Duke typically agreed to repay

money lent to him by individuals and in return received back from them

some South Sea stock. The contracts also typically stated that the Duke

would undertake the receipt of the stock (making him liable to an action

on the case, if he were to default), and also stated that the other party

held the stock in trust only as a trustee (also making that party liable to

an action), and the money to be repaid was a loan to the Duke (addi-

tionally making the Duke liable to an action of debt). In some of the

contracts an exchange of securities was specified. For example, a certain

amount of South Sea securities in the counterparty’s hands could be sold

if stock prices fell to a sufficiently low level. Sometimes these securities

32 Pl F2/6/180.
33 This is probably Joseph Shaw, a broker with heavy dealings with the South Sea dir-

ectors. Abstracts of his ledgers showing his dealings with the directors are found in Box
158, parchment collection, HLRO.

34 There were several different packages of loans that were made to shareholders. The first
was in late April and the so-called Third Loan was in June 1720. See discussion of these
loans in BL, Add. Ms. 25, 499, Court Minutes.

35 An abstract of the ledgers of the loan on stock, Box 157, parchment collection, HLRO.
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were to be held in trust by yet another party (e.g. the Sword Blade Bank)

and there could even be a provision that additional stock would be given

to such trustees if stock prices fell. A final guarantee usually built into

these contracts was the traditional double penal sum long found in

written contracts of debt. Given the stupendous size of some of the

Duke’s contracts, it is striking to see this penal sum provision retained in

an unreduced form.36

The Duke was active in forming forward purchase agreements in the

spring of 1720, usually for settlement before the closing of the transfer

ledgers at the end of June 1720. We have some evidence that the Duke

was successful in fulfilling these contracts.37 At the same time he was

settling these earlier contracts, he was promising to undertake delivery

of more stock at even higher prices for the opening of the Company’s

ledgers at the end of August. He also formed some more long-term

forward purchase agreements for settlement in the autumn and end of

year 1720, with two more large contracts for settlement in March 1721.

It was these latter contracts that were the largest and therefore poten-

tially the most ruinous to the Duke’s fortunes.

In Table 5.1 we see three of the contracts that were to give Portland

difficulties. There was first the relatively long-term forward purchase

agreement with Edward Eure. The manuscripts show that Eure planned

to make a good tender of shares to Portland, for there is a letter from

Eure to Portland commanding his presence on March 21, 1721 to take

receipt of the fifty shares for the contract price of £1,000 a share.38 But

elsewhere we find a signed statement by three clerks of the South Sea

Company that March 21 was not a regular transfer day, therefore to

make a good tender Eure would have had to attend at the South Sea

House all day, which he did not do.39

In a number of the Portland cases it is alleged, at least as a trial

argument, that good tender of stock was not made at the stipulated time.

This argument appears in a number of unrelated cases found in the

English Reports as well. If these allegations are to be believed, incredible

as it may seem, some people, when given opportunity to sell shares from

£900 to £1,000 p.s. when they were worth only about £150 p.s.,

36 We shall see later that a penal sum of £200,000 originating from the Duke’s two
£50,000 forward purchase agreements with George Caswall was the final claim still in
dispute between Caswall and the second Duke in 1741.

37 Pw B 165 is filled with descriptions of the terms under which these contracts were
settled.

38 Pw B 143.
39 Pl F2/6/145. The tender of shares had to be made at South Sea House where the

transfer ledgers were lodged.
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apparently passed up the opportunity to do so.40 In other papers we see

the Duke’s advisors checking that the Eure contract was properly

registered and that Eure was actually in possession of sufficient stock to

make the tender when the contract was signed. These were all require-

ments under the 1721 Act 7 Geo. 1, stat. 2 and were systematically

checked for in many other contracts to which Portland was a party.41

The Eure contract, if fairly settled, would have cost Portland about

£43,000 net and he could have been liable for £100,000 in a penal

sum in the worst case scenario.

The second contract that gave the Duke trouble was the contract for

£17,600 with John Edwin. Edwin and his brother (Charles) adopted a

particularly aggressive and uncompromising stance towards the Duke.

The first discoverable communications from these brothers to Portland

were in the most threatening tones.42 We know also that they were the

most active in trying to build legal coalitions against Portland amongst

his other contract partners.43 They even tried latterly to have Portland’s

goods and chattels distrained.44 There are two contracts with Sir George

Caswall in Table 5.1, the second being just a compounding of the first

contract. To that contract we must add two others, both for fifty shares

at £1,000 p.s., each with £200,000 penal sums contained therein.45

These were the main contracts that the Duke, his widow and his suc-

cessor, the second Duke fought so strenuously to renege upon through-

out the 1720s and, in the case of the Caswall contracts, as late as 1741.

40 We later see that Sir John Meres actually did this because, as he wrote, he thought it was
accommodating to Portland to be allowed more time to settle with Meres. Perhaps
other contracting parties felt the same way. Certainly Caswall’s correspondence with
the Duke regarding Portland’s account with the Sword Blade bank also expresses this
sentiment. See fn. 59.

41 Such references are found in a number of places, but mostly in Pl F2/6/145.
42 Pw B 36–7.
43 In March 1722 Sir John Meres (Pw B 57 and Pw B 64/1) was asked by the Edwins to

join them in suits against the Duke. Similarly, in Pw B 74–8, Thomas Wynne plaintively
wrote to the Duke just before his departure for Jamaica that he was being pressurised by
the “unmerciful Edwins” to join them against the Duke. For his contract with the
Duke, see Pw B 164 (Appendix A). In their letters to the Duke, Charles and John
Edwin state that they have successfully brought others into their hounding of the Duke.
On October 14 they remind him their affairs with him involve others quite prominent,
“one is a gentleman of Norfolk a relation of Mr Walpoles & Neighbor of Lord
Townsends who has very little to do in the South Sea affairs except in this unfortunate
transaction with your Grace, another is a Daughter of your neighbour Sir Roger Hill
who has once had the honour to be acquainted with her Grace the Duchess, a third is a
Lady of her acquaintance.” Pw B 36.

44 Pl F2/7/7, a letter reference to a writ of distringas, purchased by the Edwins, which was
in the hands of the Sheriff of Buckinghamshire in December 1725.

45 See fn. 66.
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On the contracts to Eure, Edwin and Caswall alone Portland’s net liability

would have been about £180,000 if fairly settled. Added to that there

would have been about another £100,000 in net liability stemming from

all his other unfavorable forward purchase agreements that we have

discovered. His potential liabilities from these contracts would have

been a very large portion of his potential net worth at that time and

may have well sunk the entire Portland fortune if they had been fully

honored.46

VI. Portland’s defense

What defensive stratagems did Portland adopt? One thing that is clear

from the manuscripts is a substantial uniformity in his contracts. If he

could not discover a legal stratagem that would defeat them all, they

would have to be defeated piecemeal, with perhaps the weakest oppo-

nents being singled out for the most ruthless dismissal. There is strong

evidence that Portland’s advisors chose their adversaries in this way.

They of course opposed those persons who posed the greatest threats

to the Bentinck fortune. They ignored the claims of those who, out of

post-Crash poverty, were too weak to pursue Portland legally.47 The first

thing was to discover every potential opponent’s weaknesses. Portland’s

lawyers, directed by John Lucas, were first ordered to check each con-

tract thoroughly to see if had been properly registered at the South Sea

House as stipulated in 7 Geo 1, stat. 2. Second, every possible bit of

evidence, no matter how far fetched, that would show that a forward

seller was not diligent in the proper presentation of his claims to the

Duke was gathered. Finally, the best legal opinion of the day was polled

on the validity of the contracts themselves.

It is in the statements of strategic legal opinion that we find the most

interesting papers amongst the Portland manuscripts. Whilst pleas can

be found in archives and whilst judgments can be found in the legal

reports, it is rare to find a collection of communications between lawyers

and clients in which a range of legal strategies is discussed. Such com-

munications show the known extent to which legal opponents could use

the law to achieve their purposes. Such documents appear in the Port-

land collection from about September 1721. At that time the prominent

46 Dunthorne and Onnekink report that the value of his father’s estate was about
£850,000 when it was passed to the Duke in 1709. The estate was heavily encumbered
with debts even prior to the South Sea Bubble. See Pl F2/6/106–110.

47 Such were the fates of Alexander Gordon and the Duke’s agent and financial corres-
pondent, Pheasunt Crisp. See Pw B 38–41 and Pw B 21.
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King’s Sergeant, Sir John Chesshyre,48 was asked to look over the Edwin

contract and to give his opinions.49

The legal questions and opinions are patently directed at defending

against actions that might arise from the contract dated August 23 with

John Edwin.50 There is little joy in Sergeant Chesshyre’s opinions for

the Duke. Amongst the “facts” put to the lawyer was that the £17,600

the Duke was supposed to pay on November 23, 1720 for thirty South

Sea shares was split into a loan of £16,000 and £1,600 interest for three

months. The claim is made that this amounts to a loan at an interest rate

of 40 p.c. p.a. and is clearly usurious.51 When asked whether the Duke

could claim the statutes of usury, Chesshyre is quite clear that the

agreement will not be looked upon as usurious merely on the Duke’s or

any other person’s say-so.52 The legal opinion was that he will have to

prove the “Loan to be or having an usurious sum for forebearance” and

it must be “in such a case the proofs be clear and manifest.”53 Chesshyre

also warns in so many words that the Duke cannot simultaneously deploy

all the legal weapons that he has at his disposal. If he is going to seek

relief on the grounds of usury, he cannot simultaneously take Edwin to

task for not performing on the contract. If the Duke were to claim that

Edwin took unfair advantage of him under the terms of the contract, he

would also affirm the contract’s legality.

To set these arguments in their financial context, consider that when

the contract was signed on August 23, South Sea shares were worth

about £750 p.s. One or both parties to the contract were clearly pes-

simistic about the future value of such shares on November 23 when the

contract was to expire. £17,600 promised in payment for thirty shares

would imply a delivery price of a little more than £580 p.s. The facsimile

contract, which Chesshyre was inspecting, specified that Edwin could

sell the thirty shares he was holding if their value fell below £600 p.s.

and the Duke would still guarantee that on November 23 he would pay

Edwin the residual up to the fully specified £17,600. Certainly by the

second re-opening of the firm’s share ledgers (September 12), South Sea

share values had not fallen below £600 p.s. What the Duke’s legal

advisors wanted to claim, however, was that Edwin had got rid of the

thirty shares well before September 12. This would have put Edwin into

a double bind. In the first instance, the original contract stated that the

48 Lemmings, “Chesshyre, Sir John (1662–1738).” Chesshyre was to become the King’s
First Serjeunt in 1727.

49 Pl F2/6/200, reproduced here in full as Appendix B. My thanks to Kathryn Summerwill
who helped in the decipherment of Serjeunt Chesshyre’s difficult hand.

50 Pl F2/6/132. 51 App. 2, lines 1–16.
52 App. 2, line 36, “Paroll proofs . . . will not be allowed” 53 App. 2, lines 40 and 53.
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shares were the Duke’s and Edwin was holding them in trust. Therefore

the use of the shares for Edwin’s benefit would be against the terms of

the contract. Secondly, by the time Chesshyre was doing his work, 7

Geo 1, stat. 2 required that for contracts that had yet been unperformed,

sellers of stock had to be in possession of adequate stock within six days

of the contract’s date. If Edwin had disposed of the thirty shares too

quickly, the Duke would be liable to purchase only the shares Edwin was

actually in possession of within the six-day window around the contract

date. These were the issues addressed to Chesshyre and to which he

responded.54

In his last advice, Chesshyre warned the Duke that if he claimed there

were wrongful advantages to Edwin resulting from his dealing in the

Duke’s stock, he had better make sure that the advantages to Edwin

actually exceeded the Duke’s liability to Edwin under the contract. For

by making this argument, the Duke would again affirm the validity of the

contract.55 Such a balance was not very likely to be in the Duke’s favor.

In a small book, which we might call an inventory and collection of

memoranda about the Duke’s contracts, we find that Portland’s advisors

had discovered, while looking at the South Sea stock ledgers, that Edwin

was in possession of only six shares on August 31, 1720. The value of

South Sea shares at the signing of the contract was about £750 p.s.

and was certainly still above £600 p.s. until about September 14. So,

according to the contract Edwin would have prematurely disposed of

twenty-four shares he was holding for the Duke. But the maximum net

advantage to Edwin of having done this (prior to further price declines

below £600 p.s.) would be only 24·(£750-£600) ¼ £3,600. Balanced

against this the Duke, by affirming the contract, would have obliged

himself to (at the very least) a liability to purchase the six shares for

about £586 p.s., when they were worth then only about £150 p.s. The

danger of admitting to this liability is that Edwin might even still later

prove that he had control of all the required thirty shares by trust

arrangements with others. At least this was the claim made by Edwin

that was noted in another source.56

In the end, Edwin may or may not have fulfilled his side of his con-

tract, but the Duke was in the position of having to affirm the validity of

the contract in order to discover in court whether this was true or not.

What did he do? We have not yet discovered the full proceedings of

Edwin against the Duke; all we know so far is that they were strenuous

and threatening and from this we might guess that Edwin was pursuing

54 App. 2, lines 18–22, 29–30 and 61–70. 55 App. 2, lines 77–80.
56 Pl F2/6/137.
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the Duke for full performance of the contract, plus costs, at least. This

would have been an obligation to repurchase all thirty shares for

£17,600 when they were worth only £4,500. Furthermore, Edwin might

have pursued the Duke for the penal sums resulting from default on the

contract, £35,200. In an undated memorandum we see noted only some

instructions to delay the Edwins’ actions by presenting a bill to relieve

the Duke of his contract with Edwin on the grounds of usury and

improper use and benefit of the thirty shares – precisely the two grounds

that Chesshyre warned should not be used simultaneously.57

We have outlines of how the Duke was planning to proceed against his

other antagonists. We have seen that against Edwin and Crisp the Duke

was going to proceed on the grounds that, under 7 Geo 1, stat. 2, these

persons were deficient in the stock they needed to have when the con-

tracts were signed. There were also a few instances in which his advisors

believed they had discovered that contracts had not been properly

registered, as required under that Act. The most important instance of

this concerned the Duke’s first contract with Sir George Caswall. Our

sources suggest that his legal advisors thought that usury was still useful

grounds for relief against the contracts with Edwin, Caswall (3rd con-

tract), Crisp and Bowles. By far the most common defense that was

deployed against the creditors, however, is that they failed to make good

tender of stock to the Duke. This was to be used against Bowles, Meres,

Nunes, Crisp, Eure, Seabright and Caswall.58 We cannot yet be sure

how far in advance or after Chesshyre’s advice that the Duke’s legal

defenses were fully operating, but we do know that from late 1720 and

through much of 1722 the Duke was actively reneging and delaying his

creditors.

Not all creditors were successfully turned away, although many of

the letters in the Portland archives are plaintive appeals to the Duke.

The best preserved collection of letters is from Sir John Meres. Alter-

natively begging, cringingly obsequious and threatening, the Meres

letters to Portland provide some of the best amusement to be found in

any South Sea archive. That they were ultimately successful with the

Duke may be due to their writer’s persistence, but it is more probable

that, as one of the six clerks in Chancery, Meres was ideally placed to

57 Pl F2/6/145. Because the memorandum is undated, it may very well have predated
Chesshyre’s advice. The same document shows that the Duke intended to give Phea-
sunt Crisp the same treatment he was going to mete out to the Edwins. The similar
contract with Crisp (Pl F2/6/134, Table 5.1) was to be opposed on the same grounds –
usury and not having enough stock within six days of the contract date.

58 Pl F2/6/137 and Pl F2/6/145, memoranda and observations concerning contracts.
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advance his claims against Portland along a legal fast-track – or so he

would occasionally darkly threaten.

Feb 15 1721 – My Lord Duke, I may now reasonably Compute that besides the
loss of £11170 by the 1st and 2nd Subscriptions which I bought & fairly advanced
& paid for to your Grace, I have lost about the value of £5000 by your Grace’s
Neglect or delay of Accepting the South Sea Stock which you Bought of Me.
I will not trouble Yo’r Grace again with Circumstances or a long Letter, tho’ it

might be usefull to Your Self & other Sufferes by the South Sea Directors,
because I hear the length of my last was Complain’d of: And if I may not be
admitted the honour of Discoursing with You, or hearing from Yo’r self on this
Occasion, I shall not trouble Yr’r Grace any further than by such or better
Agents than You have used towards Mee, if You can think I have deserved no
better from You, who (to my great Loss & Inconvience in whatever I have
transacted with Yo’r Grace) have shew’d myself to be with all respect & kind
intention towards YOU!
I have already intimated to Your Grace how this matter may be made easy, &

it will be entirely owing to Your Unkindness if I am any way troublesome or
pressing; tho’ I meet with no favour on the like Occasions.
Your Grace has brought me under a necessity of doing the same things Thrice

already that I might be Supplied with Money for Performing my Contracts with
others: And I must once more raise Money at any loss before the Books of the
South Sea Company will be again Open’d; however I give Your Grace this
Timely Notice that I will so soon as the South Sea Books shall be Open’d for that
Purpose Transfer a 2d time or tender to be transferred to your Grace, or Your
Order the £3500 South Sea Stock at the price of £22000, which I pray you to
accept, or Cause to be Accepted accordingly; It is extremely uneasy to me that
I am Compelled to Act thus, who am MY Lord Duke Your Grace’s etc.59

This was a typical and, by Meres’ standards, not a long-winded effort to

get satisfaction from the Duke. In March and April of 1722 Meres sent

one begging or threatening letter after another to the Duke. He wrote

that he had a series of unsatisfactory meetings with the Duke’s repre-

sentatives and that the ever redoubtable Edwin brothers had been at him

to join in a coalition against the Duke.60

Some further light is shed upon Meres’ frustration and irritation with

the Duke by the pleading he filed in Chancery at this time.61 In this

document he complained to the Lord Chancellor that Portland was using

Meres’ loss of a promissory note to claim that the note never existed in

the first place. This was not just any promissory note, but was the very

note by which the Duke had promised to pay the £22,000 referred to in

his letter above. The existence and validity of this note is evidenced in

59 Pw B 48. 60 Pw B 55–61. 61 NA, C11/852/14, March 21, 1722.
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numerous places in the Portland papers. In the pleading, Meres asked

the Court to compel the Duke to produce the witnesses and evidence for

the note, which he knew existed. Meres’ persistence soon obtained

results to his satisfaction for he wrote on June 5, 1722, “My Lord Duke,

Permit Me once more to Kiss Yo’r Grace’s hand”62 in thanks for all the

ways in which his demands had been met. His descriptions of these

devices were incomplete, but we do know that earlier (March 21, 1721)

the Duke had somehow arranged for Meres to purchase (for £5,000) a

£8,000 judgment against the Duke that had been enrolled in 1718.63

Meres had before acknowledged that £5,000 was a bargain price for the

judgement because, from the time he had obtained it, other enemies of

the Duke (again, the Edwin brothers) had offered more than £6,000 for

it.64 Meres related in his June 1722 letter the final arrangements by

which the judgement was released to him. He also mentioned a series of

other notes and securities from the Duke that had been finally accepted

by Meres’ creditors.65

The Duke’s settlement with Meres was probably quite an expensive

one. In a series of agreements brokered by Pheasant Crisp, the Duke had

agreed to buy £3,500 South Sea Stock (35 shares) and £1,000 each of

receipts in the first and second South Sea subscriptions. By late

November 1720 when all these agreements should have been settled, the

stocks the Duke had agreed to buy would have been worth no more than

£9,000, but he had agreed to pay nearly £32,000 for them. A realistic

net liability to Sir John Meres thus would have been on the order of

£20,000. Meres was clearly such a dangerous adversary with a large, but

not too large, claim upon the Duke’s assets that he had to be satisfied.

Although Meres might have shared some losses with the Duke and

others in the South Sea Bubble, he was in the end not financially dis-

abled. Later in the 1720s he was to remain active in finance and business

as an officer in the Royal African Company (sub-governor) and York

Buildings Company (Governor).

There was one dangerous antagonist whose claims the Duke clearly

could not afford to satisfy, Sir George Caswall. It was not until the 1730s

62 Pw B 63. 63 Pl F2/7/30.
64 Pw B 64/1. An enrolled judgment would be a debt senior to other debts, such as the rest

of the Duke’s debts to Meres. A judgment would not only be paid first, but would also
be useful as a legal weapon with which to harry the Duke. It is thus quite telling of the
Duke’s financial problems in 1721 that his highest grade debt had a market discount of
at least 25 p.c.

65 We do not know what the complete accounting of these arrangements were, but we do
know that amongst them was the assignment to Meres of the fee farm rents of Wingham
in Kent that Meres would later sell on for £3,400. We also know that a number of East
India bonds were sold for Meres’ benefit. See Pl E8/6/34,43.
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that Sir George Caswall, co-partner with Jacob Sawbridge and Elias

Turner in the Sword Blade Bank, began to use legal means to press his

claims. Amongst the Portland legal papers of the 1730s we find a “rough

draft of the defendant’s case and proofs” in which there is a copy of a

letter dated to mid-1722 in which Caswall lays before the Duke the

totality of the Sword Blade’s claims,

A Copy of the letter & Account vizt.
Rt Honourable
My Lord the very great calamity that hath befallen all persons concerned in

Stocks hath in a more particular manner been exceeding grievious to my self &
Copartners for over & above the loss of money we have suffered the disgrace of
doing that which in the course of 22 years trade we never did before I mean to
refuse paying what we owed at demand whereby we have lost 20,000L p.annm.
I have delayed sending your account untill this time because I was persuaded

your Grace would cause all your accounts to be stated that you might know what
condition your Grace’s affairs were in to satisfy the demands upon you The
generality I shewed your Grace in the agreements we made with you I doubt not
will plead our cause and as we had no views of dissrving your Grace for you
might have made large advantages by what you did with us so I can say we shall
be as willing as any of your creditors to do the kind part by you I have been a
great many times to wait on your Grace at your own house tho in vain I have
therefore sent you this letter with your account with us & beg your Grace’s
answer in writing and commands when & where I shall wait on you being

Your Grace’s very sincere and Humble Servant
George Caswall

To his Grace Henry Duke of Portland present
His Grace Henry Duke of Portland Debit

To Cash on. . ...5500 S Sea due 24 November. . .. . .. . ....36300
To ditto. . .. . ...5500 ditto due 29 Septem. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .50000
To ditto. . .. . ...5500 ditto due 23 Decem. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .50000
To ditto.... . .. . ..600 ditto Ballance of his Account Stock

_______ _______
17100 136300

To ditto 10000 ditto Deposit on your Grace’s & sundry other account
deduct for Ballance of his Acct cash 943L14s11d
Interest of 1600L E.I. bonds receiv’d 21L11s9d 965L6s8d

____________ __________
135334L13s4d66

A net claim upon Portland’s estate in excess of £135,000 was certainly

the greatest single liability against which he had to defend himself. From

66 Pl F2/6/313.
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numerous sources it is plain that Caswall took no legal action during the

Duke’s lifetime, although the same sources allude to frequent attempts

to negotiate settlements to the dispute. As a member of the House of

Lords and as a serving Royal Officer on mission in Jamaica, the Duke’s

person was inviolable in actions of debt at Common Law, but there is no

apparent reason why Caswall could not have followed a strategy similar

to that followed by Meres – harassing the Duke for reply and evidence in

equity and establishing a record of complaint and evidence before useful

witnesses and records disappeared. The Duke died in 1726 and there-

after the Duke’s creditors’ best remedies would be found in equity

against his executors and heirs. The second Duke, William, would not

reach his majority until 1730 and in the meantime Henry’s widow,

Elizabeth, was the executrix of his estate, which she would remain until

her death in 1736 and William became sole heir.67

We have not found one coherent source that describes Caswall’s

attacks and Portland’s defenses through the courts. A painstaking

comparison of the papers found in the Portland manuscripts with public

court records appears now to be the only way to find out conclusively

what happened.68 From the Portland manuscripts perspective only,

however, we have the best evidence of the strategy behind the Duke’s

defenses. The bulk of the papers from the late 1720s and well into the

1730s show that the Duke’s representatives defended against Caswall

and other creditors by tying up vulnerable assets in trust. Prior to his

departure to the Governorship of Jamaica, Portland created a new strict

settlement of the remainder of the estate trust for his children. This had

to be done with care in 1721 because if an executor or an heir later failed

to successfully plead the exclusion from creditors of assets from the

deceased Duke’s estate, the establishment of the estate trust could be

construed as an attempt to circumvent the statute against fraudulent

67 A portion of the estate was created for younger sons in the first Duke’s 1704 marriage
settlement. After the first Duke’s death, Elizabeth petitioned (see Bentinck, 1726) for a
Private Bill to remove and manage that portion of the settlement for the benefit of her
second son (George, b. 1715) until he should reach his majority. That portion of the
estate was thus protected from the actions by the first Duke’s creditors. See Private Bill
1Geo. 2, c.5, An Act to Enable the Guardians of the Lord George Bentinck.

68 The National Archives are making great strides in converting finding aids for courts of
law and equity into electronic forms. So far, however, most progress has been made in
making equity court pleadings name-searchable by defendant and plaintiff. The finding
aids for Common Pleas and King’s Bench, however, are still quite cumbersome to use.
See fn. 85. It would seem strange that a trail of public records for such a series of
important cases such as the Duke’s would be hard to find, but without some fore-
knowledge of what courts and in what sessions hearings took place and without the
names under which the cases were filed, it is a difficult task indeed.
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devises. Such a failure could potentially further expose the estate to

charges from creditors of the deceased ancestor.69

It appears that Caswall bided his time before he launched his legal

attack on the Portland interests. His path would have certainly been

eased by the Duke’s death in 1726 in Jamaica, for it would have widened

his options for action in equity, but we see no evidence that he immedi-

ately began an attack on either the Portland estate’s executrix, Elizabeth,

or the estate trustees. Not until 1735 and 1736 was he purchasing writs

of distringas in Buckinghamshire (as the Edwin brothers did in 1725) to

accompany his pleadings in Exchequer. One object of his actions was

to force Elizabeth to produce an inventory of the Portland estate as it

would pass to the ultimate heir, the second Duke. When this inventory

was eventually produced, it was quite small (less than £7,000) because it

clearly excluded all lands and land-derived incomes – as if such assets

were not going to pass to the second Duke by descent.70 This was a clear

premonition of one defensive device the second Duke was to subse-

quently use; he would plead that the bulk of the estate did not come

to him by descent (the plea, riens per descent) and thus was not assets

available to his father’s creditors. We have already described the dangers

of making a false plea of riens per descent and this is the setback that

William eventually suffered in Exchequer. To see why this might have

happened, we have to go back to 1720 and the first Duke’s relationship

with the Portland settled estate.

We have already visited the issue of Portland’s relations with his

estate’s trustees.71 There are papers dating from 1722 in which the idea

is tested of shifting the blame of estate losses towards the trustees and

away from Portland.72 This argument was still alive and was raised, as if

it were of some possible use, even in 1739. Portland’s paid legal advisors

were disdainful of its merits and later we find evidence that the estate’s

trustees were indemnified by the second Duke for any losses to the estate

that their actions may have led to. The apparent reason for doing this

was so the trustees could be better used as witnesses in the Duke’s

defense. The second Duke greatly needed such witnesses because he

faced several problems in defending the 1721 settlement of the estate;

his legal advisors were quite divided as to whether it was a good

69 See 3 Will. & Mary, c. 14, 1691, An Act for Relief of Creditors against Fraudulent Devises.
For discussion of pleas in defence of creditors’ bills against estate heirs in equity, see
also Langdell’s “A brief survey of the equity jurisdiction.”

70 Details of writs, pleadings and the inventory referred to are found in Pl F2/6/225,226.
Elizabeth died March 1736.

71 See fn. 31, section V and related discussion on page 16. 72 See fn. 32.
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settlement or not. The crux of the issue was whether the first Duke in

1720 had (a) acted in concert with the trustees in applying the trust’s

cash for allowed uses or (b) whether the Duke had merely borrowed

money from the trust. In the latter case, the money would be treated as

personal estate and would be available to creditors. In the former case,

the money would be simply the Duke’s debt to the estate. Several

advisors were looking at the same hypothetical case document repro-

duced in Appendix C. In the opinion of John Browne (KC and MP for

Dorchester) if the Duke was not actually a borrower from the original

estate, the resettlement of the estate upon his son would be fraudulent

and void as it would appear that it was done merely to avoid the claims

of creditors, “the principall Difficulty & defect in the Case seems to be

the Slight Evidence of John Strongs having really borrowed the

10000L.”73 In another opinion “it seems to be an agreement between

the X and the Trustees to layout the 10000 in the Purchase of Stock. . .&

if this should come out to be the case it may be of very ill consequence to

the family.”74 Finally, in the opinion of no less than Sir Dudley Ryder,

the Attorney General,

I think on the whole of this transaction the placing out the trust money in the
purchase of SS Stock at 500 p cent cannot be considered as a Loan on governmt.
securitys according to the trust & therefore was a breach of trust & as Jo Strong
was not only a party to it but procured it to ease himself he would be bound in
Equity to make it good the consequence of which is that the settlement made by
him of his own estate to repair the Loss was on valueable consideration not void
as to creditors & therefore that Robert the Son did not take that estate by
Descent from his father. but How far he may safely plead riens per descent will I
think depend on the Evidence he is capable of giving of the nature of the
transaction. As to the Remainder in Fee it being after an Estate Tail which he
barred it has no assets
As to the estate purchas’t with the 10000L if that appears to be the fact I am of

opinion it was well settled & therefore no assetts of Jo Strong.
As to the trustees being Evidence I rather think they cannot because it is to

discharge themselves of the trust money by the purchase of the Stock, to gett
themselves indemnify’d so far as the value of the Estate against their breach of
trust but this is not quite clear.

D Ryder
18 Sept 173975

73 Pl F2/6/220. 74 Pl F2/6/219.
75 Pl F2/6/218. There is a note on the verso of this document that the Mr. Attorney

General was due 2 guineas for this opinion. For Ryder’s career see, Lemmings, “Ryder,
Sir Dudley (1691–1756).”
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After the controversial settlement, the first Duke departed for his well-

remunerated Governorship of Jamaica. It was not a very successful

sojourn, nor in the end did the Duke live long enough to much benefit

from the salary.76 The portion of the estate strictly settled on his son may

have remained safe, but the portion that the Duke managed to expose to

the deterioration in the South Sea appeared, in his lawyers’ eyes, to have

remained “assets” available to creditors.

Caswall’s direct attacks upon William, as sole heir to the estate,

started in late 1737. From this point forward, we have more than just the

Portland manuscripts to guide us. We have also the record of rules and

orders coming out of Exchequer.77 In November 1737 the Bucking-

hamshire sheriff summoned the second Duke to answer one of Caswall’s

bills in Exchequer.78 We have not yet discovered Caswall’s pleadings in

Exchequer, but we have the Portland manuscripts copies of them and

they claim the penal sums for non-performance on the three contracts

described in his original letter (reproduced above) of 1722 to the first

Duke.79 In June 1739 we know that the court was moved that Portland

be allowed to plead that “the deed was not the Duke’s and the plaintif

did not tender stock.” There follow several notices of trial and motions

for delay until it appears that May 14, 1741 was to be the day of

reckoning. For that day there are notices to the South Sea Company to

prepare to deliver transfer ledgers for 1720, cash books and the register

of contracts to be at the court’s disposal. Paperwork was also ordered to

trace the accounts of not only Caswall, but also those of the Portland

trustees (Eyles, Eyles and de Gols).80

76 He was appointed in September 1721, but did not arrive in Jamaica until December
1722. At the Crown’s request, the Jamaican Assembly reluctantly granted him an
expenses/salary budget of £5,000 p.a., twice the usual £2,500 p.a., received by Gov-
ernors of Jamaica. He unsuccessfully negotiated with the Assembly on revenue bills. He
had poor relations with the Royal Navy establishment in Jamaica and had even tried to
alleviate the problems of piracy with direct offers of grants and pardons to pirates. In
short, he had all the usual problems of Jamaican governors in this period. He also
experienced the usual death of Jamaican governors; fatal disease was rarely a lingering
disease and he was quickly carried off by a fever on July 4, 1726. Neither was his sojourn
in Jamaica financially successful. Although the Jamaican Assembly, upon his wife’s
petition, made good the remnants of the Duke’s salary, her requests for relief from the
Duke’s accumulated debts met with rebuff. See Cundall, The Governors of Jamaica. . .,
Chapter 7. An official sojourn in the Caribbean to escape creditors and to make money
was common. It was a ploy nearly undertaken by Thomas Pitt the elder in 1717 and
undertaken by Lord Londonderry in 1727. See Larry Neal’s “The Money Pitt.”

77 This is series NA, E12.
78 Pl F2/6/225 in the Portland manuscripts. Corroborating evidence comes from the 1738

entries in the Exchequer series NA, E12/40.
79 Pl F2/6/230, dated 1738.
80 These are all in the series Pl F2/6/261–272. All these orders and actions are corrob-

orated in NA, E12/41.
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What happened? By this time Sir George’s son was contesting the

action alone. Perhaps Sir George was too ill to attend to his legal affairs,

although he was not to die until the autumn of 1742. In a memorandum

of July 16, 1741 of a meeting between the Duke’s counsel and the

younger Caswall, Caswall apparently tried to come to some salvaging

arrangement with the Duke.

That if it had been in his power he would deliver up that contract {referring here
to Pl F2/6/133} as well as the other two which he did deliver to the Duke and
that he was ever ready if the Duke desir’d to make an assignment of said two
contracts. . . . That Sir George does not know of his giving up the Contracts to
his Grace . . . That the mony he has expended in the suit has been more than he
ever had from his father in his Life since 16 years old.

These passages are the only existing evidence of an attempted settle-

ment between the antagonists. Perhaps the younger Caswall was pro-

posing to accept payment for the contracts, or perhaps such a payment

had already changed hands.

Why should Caswall have attempted a settlement? Not everything had

gone against the Caswall suit. In a fortuitous reminiscence more than

thirty years after the events, Lord Chief Justice Mansfield recalled that,

when he was but a junior member of the Duke’s defense team, the Duke

had suffered a ruling that his plea of riens per descent was a false plea and

this opened the way for Caswall to enter a claim for the £200,000 penal

sums attached to the two contracts referred to in the passage above.81 By

making an analogy between the Caswall case and the case on which he

was ruling in 1773, Mansfield revealed something about the course of

the suit in 1741. First, he stated that the basis of the false plea ruling was

trifling matter; there had been some small error in the accounting of the

assets the second Duke had received by descent, but it was not the intent

of the statute against fraudulent devises that such small errors should

open the heir’s estate to the whole debt. With these remarks Mansfield

also revealed that Caswall had some success in establishing that debt and

that it was not a small debt. The proceedings in May 1741 were either

postponed or incomplete because there were fresh rulings for the for-

mation of a new jury in June.82 This was probably the jury, which

Caswall complained, was not allowed to judge his suit. He “had heard

the Judg had sent for the Record the night before the tryall to his

81 Lofft, Reports of cases adjudged in the Court of King’s Bench, page 263.
82 NA, E12/41. Perhaps there were problems in jury selection. In an early June ruling

Caswall was ordered to show cause as to why he should object to presence of nonjurors
in his jury.
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chamber . . . {and} . . . That if it had been left to the Jury he was sure

he should have had a verdict.”83 Apparently some settlement between

the antagonists along the lines suggested in the July memorandum was

arranged, although we cannot find the details of it in the Portland

manuscripts, since the last mention of the case is a November 1741

order to enter the judgement that the plaintiff was nonsuit.84

VII. Conclusions and directions for further research

The primary goal of this chapter was to begin an examination of the

mechanics by which private financial contracts were settled in the wake

of the South Sea Bubble. There is a natural and unavoidable bias,

however, in the historical sources that we must use since disputed

financial contracts tend to leave behind a richer historical record than

amicably settled contracts would tend to do. In Banner’s seminal work

on early security regulation we find a description of the legal principles

that were in existence and developed afterwards, but what we really wish

to know is how well these principles worked in practice in the settlement

of disputes. The South Sea Bubble period should be a particularly

fruitful in producing examples of legal proceedings arising from financial

disagreements, but we admittedly start here with an examination of

cases that were probably not typical of the cases produced in this period.

The Duke of Portland’s disputes were numerous and involved huge sums

of money. In monetary terms the cases may have well been amongst the

largest generated by the South Sea Bubble. The historical record of his

disputes is unusual in that it pertains to a number of disputed contracts

with a variety of people. It also contains expert opinion upon the proper

legal strategies for Portland to follow. A broader survey of financial

disputes arising from the South Sea Bubble will have to depend, how-

ever, upon sources very different from the Portland sources.

We believe that most South Sea cases would probably have been

actions on debt in Common Law courts, not Equity. The debts in dis-

pute would probably have been of considerable size and thus it would be

more likely they were actioned in the Court of King’s Bench, rather than

Common Pleas. A survey of disputes that came into the Court of King’s

Bench, just before and after the South Sea Bubble, will probably reveal

more about the common run of disputes than will a study of large dis-

putes such as Portland’s, but the challenges presented to such a study

will be formidable. The records of the Common Law courts for the

1720s are much less accessible than are the records for the courts in

83 Pl F2/6/312. 84 NA, E12/41.
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Equity in the same period.85 The search also may not uncover a huge

number of cases because the 1720s sit very close to a period of a great

decline in civil litigation near the middle of the eighteenth century.86 In

contrast to the period right after the collapse of the Railway Mania, the

South Sea Bubble may not have caused a “hurricane of litigation.”87

Nevertheless, hidden in the relatively smaller amount of private litigation

there might actually be a high proportion of cases that stem from the

South Sea Bubble. Until the results of a broader survey can temper our

conclusions, we here attempt what conclusions we can as regards the

state of law in its attitudes towards financial litigants.

It is hard to imagine that the first Duke of Portland, if he were alive

today, could have possibly remained solvent after having undertaken

such a series of large and uniformly ill-advised financial contracts as he

undertook in 1720.88 The Bentinck/Portland house has only recently

expired with the 9th Duke of Portland (d. 1981), but we have to con-

clude that the Bentinck direct line was able to continue its march

towards ultimate extinction only on the backs of the eighteenth-century

claimants to the Bentinck estate. There was an extensive uniformity in

the basic structure of all the Portland contracts in Table 5.1 and else-

where in the Portland Manuscripts. The Duke and his successor were

nevertheless able to discriminate between claimants’ demands and

strategically decide whose demands could be ignored, whose demands

must be satisfied and whose demands must be legally resisted. So far I

have found no one who obtained large satisfaction from the Duke except

Sir John Meres. Caswall’s claims appear to have been harmed by his

reluctance to move quickly and aggressively against the Duke. Instead of

appreciating Caswall’s hesitance, the Duke’s defense used Caswall’s

delay to his own advantage. It is difficult therefore not to have wished

the Edwin brothers well in their pursuit of the Duke – their brutal

85 Court of King’s Bench judgments and their finding aids from this period, such as the
Entry Books for judgments (NA, KB 168) or the Rule Books (NA, KB 125) are all
written in a legal Latin and typically recorded (with numerous specialized abbreviations)
in a very small legal hand, a descendant of the court hand of medieval scriptography.

86 If there was a general rise in numbers of cases started and reaching advanced stages as a
result of the Bubble, it would have to have been quite short-lived since it escaped notice
in the survey performed by Brooks, The 1720s and 1730s were characterized by very
low levels of litigation. See Brooks, “Interpersonal conflict,” pp. 360–4.

87 Kostal, Law and English Railway Capitalism, Chapter 2 (The Hurricane of Litigation),
describes the litigation aftermath of the Railway Mania of 1844–5 and shows that the
Railway Mania was directly responsible in a very large increase in civil litigation.

88 It is also highly unlikely that the heirs of the late Lord Lovat could have suffered a worse
financial fate in 1720 than they suffered in 1995 when (mere) debt and the weight of
modern death duties forced the sale of one of the oldest (thirteenth century) estates in
the British Isles.
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and uncompromising approach was seemingly more fitting to the true

dignity89 of Henry Bentinck than the equally threatening, but more

honeyed approach taken by Meres.

In the hands of as resourceful an antagonist as the Duke of Portland,

the provisions of 7 Geo. 1, stat. 2 were weapons that could be effectively

deployed to deny justice to claimants. The intent of the statute clearly

was to draw a line under the South Sea Bubble by hastening an end to

vexatious suits, but in the hands of the Portland legal team it could be

used, and was used, to make financial lawsuits vexatious. To modern

minds it is somewhat incredible that two cornerstones of Portland’s

defense were the arguments that his creditors (a) could not manage

properly to ask the Duke to perform on his contracts and simultaneously

(b) could not manage to properly register their contracts as required

under 7 Geo. 1, stat. 2. Yet these were the two arguments that were

raised and refined repeatedly in the Portland papers in which legal

strategies were rehearsed. But perhaps nothing more could have been

expected of a duke in the early eighteenth century. Caswall’s struggles

against Portland are reminiscent of the struggles Richard Cantillon had

at the same time with the Lady Mary Herbert, another member of the

aristocracy who would not honor her contracts apparently only because

it would have been too expensive for her to do so.90

For private property rights in capital markets, 1720–1721 was “the

best of times, it was the worst of times.” In three acts, parliament had

radically intermeddled with public finance, company law and the

security of contract. The public’s ultimate negative reaction to the first

of these acts91 finally forced Walpole’s administration to put public

finance on a footing that was stable and secure for more than a century

afterwards. The second act92 forced the development of company law

onto paths in which change could take place only very slowly. This may

ultimately have had its benefits and certainly in many contemporary

minds the joint-stock form of incorporation was itself seen as a nuisance

which needed to be restricted. On the other hand, joint-stock incor-

poration had previously been a popular way of organizing business and

so it is likely that the Bubble Act did reduce the ability and rights of

certain persons to organize businesses into the forms they preferred. In

the third act,93 parliament sought to reduce the proliferation of lawsuits

89 We must remember that Henry Bentinck, or at least some of his advisors, were willing
to try the argument that long-term family servants (Eyles) and not the Duke were
responsible for the misapplication of estate trust funds – an argument that not one of
the Duke’s paid legal counsel was willing to countenance.

90 Murphy, Richard Cantillon, Chapter 11. 91 6 Geo 1, c. 4.
92 6 Geo 1, c. 18, the Bubble Act. 93 7 Geo. 1, stat. 2.
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resulting from the South Sea Bubble, but this was clearly achieved at the

cost of a reduction in the rights of creditors.

Forward markets today usually work on principles that make parties to

contracts as faceless as is possible, with no contract being more or less

subject to settlement risk than any other. Such was not the case in 1720,

however, when parties to forward contracts had to be very careful of

whom they contracted with. The shocks delivered by the South Sea

Bubble revealed a number of fault lines in law into which the rights of

financial contractors could founder. If unilateral acts of parliament did

not upset some of those rights, then others could be frustrated by

financial defendants, especially if they were members of the aristocracy,

who could find refuge in the complexities of the land law. The legal

process itself was so slow or could be slowed to the point where the lives

of litigants and witnesses alike could not outlast the length of the suits. A

long time was to pass after 1720 before property rights in capital markets

could be more fully achieved for people who wished to write speculative

financial contracts.

Appendix A Pw B 164
1st Duke of Portland Misc. 9 South Sea Transactions

[pages 1–2]

His Grace the D of Portland debit per Contro Credit

To Sr Jn Eyles, M Jos Eyles & By 16000 South Sea Stock

Mr Comrade de Gols as Trustees 83575L7s6.5d Transferr’d to them as a for

Mony advanc’d

Security for the 83575L7s6.5d

[pages 3–4]

His Grace the D of Portland debit per Contra Credit

To the South Sea Compy a Loan

at 4 p.c.

8000 By 2000 South Sea Stock

transferr’d to R Surman

To Interest thereof at 4 p.c. By the Mid Srm Divid: on

the 2000 Stock

By 14000 South Sea Stock

To the Loan of. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . 70000 Transferr to Shaw by

To the Int thereof at 5 p.c Mr Knights order as

Deposit

[pages 5–6]

His Grace the D of Portland to

Mr Jn Edwin

debit per Contra Credit

22 Sep 1720 To Mony Lent 16000 By 3000 South Sea Stock

To Int agd: to be paid to 1600 Transferr’d to him as a

him Dec 22 1720 Security
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[pages 7–8]

His Grace the D of Portland to

Mr Wm Bowles

debit per Contra Credit

1720 To Mony Lent 20000 By 3500 South Sea Stock

To Int: agreed to be paid Transferr’d to him as

him the {blank} 1720 2000 Security

[pages 9–10]

His Grace the D of Portland to

Sr Jn Meers

debit per Contra Credit

To Mony Lent 20000 By 3500 South Sea Stock

To Int: agd to be paid him the

{blank} 1720

2000 Transferr to Mr Tho:

Martin by Sr Jn Meers

order as a Security

[pages 11–12]

His Grace the D of Portland

to Isaac Nunez

debit per Contra Credit

To Mony Lent 6000 By 1000 South Sea Stock

In Int: till the openg: after

Midsmr 1720

650 Transferr’d to him as

security

To ditto to the {blank} of Nov 650 By 100 Stock for the Divd:

at Midr: on the sd 1000

Stock

[pages 13–14]

His Grace the D of Portland

to Phest: Crisp

debit per Contra Credit

To Mony Lent 5900 By 1000 South Sea Stock

To In: thereof to the openg: after

Midsr: 1720

650 Transferr’d to him as a

security

To Int: thereof to the {blank} 650 By 100 Stock for the Div:d

at Midsmr on sd 1000

Stock

[pages 15–16]

His Grace the D of Portland to

Sr George Caswall

debit per Contra Credit

To Mony lent 30000 By 5000 South Sea Stock

To Int to the openg: after Transferr’d to him as

Midsmr 3000 security for the sd

30000

To Int: to the 24 Nov: 1720 for

the sd 33000

3000 By 500 Stock for the Mid

smr Divd on the sd 5000

stock

By 500 S Sea Stock deposd

as additional Security

[pages 17–18]

His Grace the D of Portland debit per Contra Credit

to Sr George Caswall

To Mony agreed to be pd on the 29th

of Sepr 1720 for the purchase of

5000 South Sea Stock with the

50000 By 5500 Stock to be delivr’d

the {blank}
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Divd: thereon at Midsmr 1720

being 500 Stock at the rate of 1000

p. ct.

To Mony agreed to be paid on the

24th of Decr: for the like Stock and

at the like Price

50000 By 5500 South Sea Stock to

be delivr’d the {blank}

[pages 19–20]

His Grace the D of Portland to Sr

Tho: Sebright

debit per Contra Credit

To Mony agreed to be pd for 2000 SS

Stock to be Delivr’d his Grace

on or before the Openg: after Xmas

1720 at

8200 By 2000 SS Stock to be

delivr’d

By 200 Stock for the 410 p

Cent. Divd: at Midsmr

1720 also to be delivr’d

[pages 21–2]

His Grace the D of Portland debit per Contra Credit

to Mr Ed Eure

To Mony agreed to be paid for 5000

South Sea Stock to be delivr’d on or

before the 25th of March 1721 at

the rate of 1000 p cent

50000 By 5000 SS Stock to be

Delivr’d

By 500 Stock for the

Midsmr:

Divd: also to be delivr’d

By The Divid: at Xmas on

the 5500 Stock

[pages 23–4]

Sword Blade Comp debit per Contra Credit

To His Grace the Dk: of Portland

Stock

To South Sea Stock deposd: by By {blank}

his Grace the Ld Morpeth 4000

By his Grace the Coll Darcey 2000

By his Grace the Coll Cope 1000

By His Grace the Cl Campbell 1000

By His Grace the Gen Wade 2000

By His Grace to Sr George Caswall 500

To Stock undeposited 100

[pages 25–6]

His Grace the D of Portland to Mr

Robt: Surman

debit per Contra Credit

To Mony Lent 10000 By 2000 of the 1st Sub

To Int: thereof receipt deposited with

him

[pages 27–8]

His Grace the D of Portland debit per Contra Credit

To Tho: Wynn Esq 6100

To Alexd: Gordon 4000

To Mr Owen {blank}
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Appendix B Pl F2/6/200
The fictitious case of Ellis vs. Davis: similar to Edwin vs. Portland with

Sergeant Chesshyre’s opinions

Facts:
22 Aug 1720 Davis having purchased several large quantitys of SS stock

applys (by his broker) to Ellis for 16000L on 3000L stock.

Ellis agrees to lend the money on having 1,600L for the Loan for three

Months which is after the rate of 40L p.c. And which 1,600L was agreed

to be added to the Sums lent.

Accordingly Ellis pays the 16,000L to the persons of whom Davis had

purchased/the residue of the purchase money being paid by Davis/and

Ellis has the stock transferred to himself.

In order the evade the Statute of usury the form of the agreement is

varied and Indentures of Agreement are reciprocally Executed a Copy

whereof is Annexed.

Which agreement please to observe is for Stock as bought by Davis of

Ellis for a future day and the 1600L for the Loan is added to the 16000L

lent and Davis thereby Covenants to accept the Stock on the 23rd Nov

1720 and pay for the same 17,600L.

Stock continuing to rise Considerably Ellis makes use of Davis’s Stock

and sells the same as we supposed at a considerable advance for it

appears by the SS Books that 9 days after viz.t 31st Aug Ellis had in his

name no more than 600L but some few days before the expiration of the

Contract he bought in Stock/it being then very considerably fallen/so

that on the 23rd Nov 1720 he had 3500L South Sea Stock.

23 Nov 1720 – The contract expired & no notice was taken by either

of the partys or the other Ellis did not tender transfer or sell out the stock

or did he require Davis’s acceptance or payment for it Or on the other

side did Davis require the Transfer or offer the money.

(And we doubt not but Ellis has gained very considerably by trading

with Davis’s stock.)

Q Can Ellis maintain an action against Davis for the 16000L lent

notwithstanding this Deed of Agreement if so can Davis plead the

Statute of Usury and thereby avoid the payment.

Paroll proofs of the Loan of the money will not be allowed to maintain

an action for money lent against this contract of the party reduced into

writing under hand and seal But I do not see But the borrower may

plead the Statute of usury against any action which the lender can bring

to recover the money. In case he can prove the contract or Loan to be or
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having an usurious sums for forbearance not withstanding the contriv-

ance of the security to blind or avoid the statute.

Q Or must Ellis ground his action for breach of the Covenant by Davis

for not accepting the stock and paying the money If so can Davis avoid

the payment by the Statute of usury & is it not essentially necessary that

Ellis proves the tender of the stock on the day or will a subsequent tender

be sufficient.

I think Ellis his remedy must be on the covenant and it will be

incumbent in order to assigne a good breach that a tender be avirrd

either on the day or before with notice and a tender after will not be

sufficient But if he could assigne a good breach I cannot apprehend but

Davis may avoid the charge by pleading the usurious contract (this

money lent) and (??) writing made in execution of it. In case he carefully

prove it but it will be expected that in such a case the proofs be clear and

manifest.

Q Can Ellis be relieved on this Agreement in Equity should Davis

insist on the statute of usury there.

I conceive that a Court of Equity will not give relief against a statute

made to suppress usury in case the party can avoid the contract at law as

usurious.

Q In case Ellis shall not Register this Contract pursuant to the Late

Act 7 Geo for restoring publick Creditt shall Davis be discharged from

this demand of Ellis.

I conceive he will be discharged from soe much as remaynes unper-

formed.

Q Shall Ellis be accountable for such advantages as he may have made

by trading with this stock.

I do not see but he ought and may be made accountable for them In

case he did by sale make any & he must by answer admit them or they

can be proved upon him.

Q Is it advisable for Davis to Exhibit a Bill in the Court of Equity in

order to preserve the testimony of his Witnesses who are now Living and

could prove the usurious agreement or for any purpose in order for his

relief.

I do not think that a bill can be proper to preserve the testimony of

individuals in such a case. But in case Ellis did really make such

advantage by the sale of the stock, a bill will be proper to discover it( or

that) but then Davis should be sure on the account of those advantages

there will come out a balance on his side against Ellis on demand on the

contract which Davis will by such bill affirm as legal.

23 Sept 1721 Chesshyre
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Appendix C Pl F2/6/220
The fictitious case of John Strong and Mary Best

1689 . . . . John Strong and Mary Best upon Intermarriage vested in

Trustees 20,000L to be laid out in Purchases of Land to be Settled

in Strict Settlement with Power to Trustees to lend the Money on

Government Securities till purchases could be had 1691 . . . . A Pur-

chase was made of Lands & the Consideration being 10,000L was laid

out of Said Trust Money but the Conveyances taken to John Strong &

his Heirs

1720 . . . . The said Trustees lent the remaining 10,000L to said John

Strong upon 2000L South Sea Stock but no Contract or Defeazance is

found between the said Trustees & John Strong nor was the Stock

transferred to them from John Strong but by his Direction from other

Persons of whom he had bought it at much greater Prices

The said 2000 South Sea Stock being from various Causes reduced in

Value to 3000L Money whereby a loss was Sustained of 7000L of said

Trust Money & the Purchases directed to be made by the Marriage

Articles of Lands to be settled for the Benefit of the Issue of said Mar-

riage could not be made and John Strong being greatly indebted by

Bonds & other Specialtys did

1721 . . . . By Deed reciting said Articles & also reciting the Loss of

7000L part of said Trust Money & that thereby the Issue of that

Marriage would be so far deprived of the Benefit intended them by the

said Marriage Articles the said John Strong at the Pressing Instances of

said Trustees for & towards making Satisfaction for said Loss & in

Discharge of so much of said Trust Money as the Value of Lands

therein mentioned would extend settled the Lands purchased with the

10,000L Trust Money in 1691 & also several other Lands of which he

was seized in Fee in such manner as the Lands to be purchased by the

Articles were to be settled & soon after dyed leaving several Sons &

Daughters

N.B. The Lands of Inheritance so settled were not of Value sufficient

to make good the loss of the 7000L Trust Money

Queare Will the Deed of Settlement made by John Strong in 1721 (for

the Considerations aforesaid) both of the Lands purchased with the

Trust Money & also of his own lands of Inheritance be either in Law or

Equity looked upon as made for a valuable Consideration or will all or

any of said Lands be Assetts by Descent in the Hands of Robert Strong

the Eldest Son with Respect to the Creditors of his Father?
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6 The bell jar: Commercial interest rates

between two revolutions, 1688–17891

Marc Flandreau, Christophe Galimard, Clemens Jobst
and Pilar Nogu�es-Marco

Le probl�eme clef, c’est de savoir pour quelles raisons un secteur de la
soci�et�e d’hier que je n’h�esite pas �a qualifier de capitaliste, a v�ecu en
syst�eme clos, voire enkyst�e; pourquoi il n’a pas pu essaimer facilement,
conqu�erir la soci�et�e enti�ere.2

(Fernand Braudel, Civilisation mat�erielle, �economie et capitalisme, Volume 2:
Les Jeux de l’�echange), p. 289

In our opening quotation, Fernand Braudel likens the development of

early modern capitalism to a process occurring inside a “bell jar:” insu-

lated from the rest of the economy and unable to expand to the whole

society.3 The key question for him was to understand why, although the

main elements of modern capitalism were already present in the Com-

mercial Revolution, it took so long, until the Industrial Revolution, for

capitalism to “conquer” society, and become the dominant organiza-

tional mode in the West.

Braudel’s puzzle has much relevance for modern development econo-

mists. Recently, Hernando de Soto suggested that the bell jar metaphor

1 The authors are grateful to the British Library and the archivists from the Nederlandsch
Economisch-Historisch Archief for facilitating access to sources. Availability of the
Goldsmith-Kress online library, “The Making of the Modern Economy” (MOME)
through a free trial access proved critical. We thank Thomas M. Luckett for sending his
unpublished dissertation and François Velde for sharing data on French government
bonds with us. The comments of Jeremy Atack, Charlie Calomiris, Guillaume Daudin,
Larry Neal, Camila Vam Malle, and conference participants are gratefully acknowledged.

2 “The key problem is to find out why that sector of society of the past, which I would not
hesitate to call capitalist, should have lived as if in a bell jar, cut off from the rest: why
was it not able to expand and conquer the whole society?”

3 By using the expression “bell jar” we follow the wording chosen by Braudel’s translator
and recently popularized by de Soto, whose website displays a logo with a Wall-Street
looking city enclosed in a bell jar and surrounded by deserts. As readers of French can
notice, Braudel really referred to “syst�eme clos,” which could be translated as “secluded”
or “self-centered.” He also writes “enkyst�e,” evoking the image of a (benign or malign)
tumor that has limited interaction with the organism in which it is located.
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fairly characterizes today’s global financial system.4 During the past

twenty-five years, he argues, many countries have formally opened up to

global capital flows, but we still need to see the extreme efficiency dis-

played by New York’s sophisticated financial markets benefit the poor

rural areas of Peru, Niger, or India, where credit markets are shallow and

interest rates remain high. The implication is that capitalism may thrive

in certain areas without inducing rapid progress in other areas.5 This

“Braudelian” puzzle is called by de Soto the “mystery of capital.”

This chapter revisits some critical aspects of this mystery of capital

within the context of the eighteenth century. Our central theme is to

provide a new interpretation of the logic of the historical development of

financial markets. We argue that the benchmark money market of the

early modern period was the commercial bills market, which had grown

outside the reach of legislators and regulators. This market had a global

scope because it was collateralized by commodities with an international

circulation. The global trading network, in other words, turned out to

provide the infrastructure of financial development for merchants fortu-

nate to participate in it, regardless of their nationality. Since merchants

could transfer funds as a counterpart to their shipping of commodities,

capital was bound to be available at a cost that did not diverge much, on

average, across markets that traded with one another. This in turn

facilitated the extension of the trading system especially in places and for

commodities that caused minimum disruption in the rest of the eco-

nomy, since this limited the regulatory backlash by temporal and reli-

gious authorities. Therefore, the contours of the bell jar coincided with

the boundaries of world shipping, and the development of capitalism

was confined to the realm of global commerce, “unable to conquer the

whole society.”

Another contribution of this chapter is to construct new series of

commercial interest rates in Amsterdam, London, and Paris. Systematic

evidence on these is not available from contemporary sources. This

absence is in large part attributable to regulations that set caps on interest

rates and deterred contemporaries from giving too much publicity to the

business of lending. We measure the opportunity cost of lending by

recovering the interest-rate component of foreign exchange quotations.

Finally, the new statistical material presented here shows that, although

interest-rate levels were quite similar across markets, suggesting sheer

integration, cyclical properties varied considerably, with more volatility

4 de Soto, The Mystery.
5 See World Bank, World Development Report, pp. 89–91, for a discussion of the policy
implications of this situation.
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in certain markets than in others (for instance, movements in Paris appear

to have been dominated by seasonal variations). This means that the

precise operation of the different credit markets located inside the global

system is significant in its own right and calls for more research on

markets microstructures.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The first section

discusses contemporary views on how much interest rates differed across

countries and why. The second section focuses on prime commercial

lending and explains why clean series for interest rates are rare in pri-

mary sources. The third section develops a simple model of the bell jar

and builds on it an arbitrage formula to retrieve “shadow” interest rates

from exchange rate quotations. The fourth section discusses our findings

in relation to national and international monetary architecture. The fifth

section compares our results with other domestic interest-rate series,

yield on government debt, and private returns on land. The last section

offers conclusions and directions for future research.

I. Why do interest rates differ?

A. Josiah Child, interest rates, and prosperity

While it is hard to find consistent interest rate series, P.G.M. Dickson

(1967) reckons that economists, policy makers and merchants of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were actually obsessed with inter-

national interest-rate comparison. Edward Hatton writes that “the rate

of interest is the sum given for the use of 100 l. for one year, and it is in

some places more, in others less,”6 and the reasons why they were in

some places more and in others less intrigued observers. This is because

they perceived that deviations in the price of money bore some relation

to respective national economic performances. Prosperity (or, in the

language of the time, “riches”) was found where interest rates were

lowest. Amsterdam was the archetype of cheap money and sheer wealth

occurring jointly. He who mastered the mystery of capital would also

achieve economic prowess.

Thus causality was found to run from cheap money to prosperity: in

the language of the first proponent of this view, Josiah Child, low interest

rates were the “causa causans [the causing cause] of all other riches of

[the Dutch].”7 “The abatement of the interest”, Child claimed, “is the

cause of the prosperity and riches of any nation,” and to drive home his

6 Hatton, The Merchant’s Magazine, p. 137. 7 Child, Brief Observations.
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point Child’s statement was typed in upper case letters. The capital

market, he concluded, was the philosopher’s stone of development.

Gathering empirical evidence, he further argued that his law of an

inverse relation between the level of interest rates and riches did never

“fail in any particular instance:” in France, where the rates were at 7

percent, the “Gentry lives in good conditions” but “Peazants are little

better than slaves.” In Italy, where rates stood at 3 percent, “people are

rich, full of trade [and] well attired.” The result held in Christendom but

also “under the Turk Dominions, East-India, and America.”8

Child’s approach anticipated Douglass North and Barry Weingast’s

celebrated paper on the relation between Britain’s development and its

“Financial Revolution” in the late seventeenth century.9 Child’s way of

looking at economic progress became a genre in the period that fol-

lowed. The anonymous author of a pamphlet against high interest rates,

writing probably in 1695, argued that, “as it is evident in those Coun-

tries viz. in Holland and Italy where Money is at 3 percent, trade

flourishes, but in Spain, and other places where the interest of Money is

at 10 and 12 percent, the people are poor, and have but little trade.”10

One French economist of the mid-eighteenth century mentions that it

is “a widespread opinion nowadays that the interest on money has an

influence on agriculture and commerce.”11

Using the numerous books that compared “national” interest rates,

we constructed Figure 6.1 (Table 6A.1 in the Appendix gives back-

ground data and sources). The chart captures the well-known down-

ward trend in interest rates already emphasized by Carlo Maria Cipolla

(1952). Gregory Clark (2005) argues that “the magnitude of this decline

[of interest rates] is little appreciated, its cause is a mystery, and its

connection to the shift to an economic system with persistent advance is

unknown.”12

Contemporaries for their part were mostly intrigued by the cross-

sectional properties of the data. They found that Holland and – perhaps

more surprisingly, in view of recent literature on the topic – Italy, were

8 Child, Brief Observations.
9 North and Weingast, “Constitutions,” argue that the Glorious Revolution of 1688
caused a profound reorganization of the institutional design of Britain’s government,
evidence of which is available in the sharp improvement of borrowing terms after 1688.

10 An Answer to a Paper Entitled Reasons Against Reducing Interest to Four Percent, in Mis-
cellaneous papers on banking, London (1695–1750). British Library (8223e7).

11 Buchet, Causes de la diversit�e, p. 3 “C’est une opinion aujourd’hui g�en�eralement reçue,
que l’int�erêt de l’Argent a une influence sur l’Agriculture et sur le Commerce. Cette
opinion admise, il serait superflu d’examiner s’il est important de connâ�tre les causes
qui en d�eterminent le Taux; l’utilit�e de cette recherche est �evidente.”

12 Clark, “Interest Rate,” p. 1.
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rich countries with low interest rates.13 Other European nations, such as

Britain and France, were found within an interval of about 200 basis

points above the two leaders. Britain’s spread relative to Holland and

Italy declines gradually. On the other hand, non-European countries

had much higher rates: China, Turkey, and even such areas of European

settlement as the West Indies and the British colonies of North America.

B. Constitutions, commitments and credit

We have suggested that there is a similarity between contemporary views

on the relations between capital markets and development and the ideas

articulated more recently by North and Weingast (1989). The parallel is

not a superficial one: when they turned to the causes determining the level

of interest rates, eighteenth century economists also emphasized insti-

tutional and political factors. For instance, one popular explanation of

interest-rate differentials was variations in constitutions and commitments.

Buchet is a characteristic example, and his rhetoric strikingly “modern:”

This difference [between “national” interest rates] takes its origin in political and
civil constitutions. If a government can, at will, destroy its obligations whatever its
resources and revenues, it will always be riskier to transact with that government,
than with another one. From where it follows that a Monarchy borrows at a higher
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Figure 6.1 Summary of interest rates, 1450–1889.
Source: see Table 6A.1 in the Appendix.

13 On Italy’s financial lead, see Fratianni and Spinelli, “Did Genoa?”
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rate than a Republic. In the latter, we have individuals transacting with them-
selves, as members of a society they govern. They do not think of these loans as
bearing any further risks than the other loans that are in their hands, and the
influence that the various bodies of the state have in most of these governments
give to contracts with their general, a degree of trust that the people of a
Monarchy never enjoys. If any material proof of this proposition was needed, we
would easily find such a state which, while more indebted and with less wealth
than others, nonetheless borrows at lower rates.14

Buchet was obviously speaking of Britain and his view was not isolated.

Dickson identifies this conventional line of thought as the “confidence

argument” (a close approximation of what economists call now credi-

bility).15 It had many other proponents, such as Joseph Massie, who

argued: “It is Government, and not nature, which makes Men thus differ

from each other.”16 W. Temple emphasized the importance of “safety”

for economic development, which could not “grow or thrive” without a

“trust in the government, from an Opinion in its strength, wisdom, and

justice.” Finally, this trust must be grounded “upon the constitutions

and order of a state.”17 John Law, who motivated his 1715 project for

a French government bank by the need to secure lower interest rates,

felt compelled to address, if in the instance to reject, the “conventional
objection that a government bank would not work [in France], because

of the country’s political regime and the lack of control on the power of

its sovereign.”18 And at the end of the century, Mirabeau summarized:

“A constitution: behold the basis of all economics, of all resources, of all

confidence, of all power.”19

14 “Cette diff�erence [entre les taux d’int�erêts «nationaux»] prend sa source dans les
constitutions politiques et civiles. Si le Gouvernement peut an�eantir, quand il le voudra,
ses engagements quelles que soient ses forces et ses revenus, les risques seront toujours
plus grands dans ses conventions que dans celles d’un autre Etat. De-l�a vient qu’un
Gouvernement Monarchique emprunte �a un taux plus haut qu’un gouvernement
R�epublicain. Dans ces Etats ce sont des hommes qui contractent avec eux-mêmes
comme membres d’une Soci�et�e qu’ils forment et qu’ils gouvernent ; ils ne voyent
aucuns risques dans ces prêts qui ne soient communs aux biens qui restent dans leurs
mains, et l’influence qu’ont dans dans la plûpart de ces Gouvernements tous les ordres
de l’Etat donne dans ces conventions au g�en�eral du peuple une confiance que n’ont
Presque jamais au même degr�e les peuples dans les Monarchies; s’il falloit un exemple
pour appuyer cette opinion, on trouveroit ais�ement un de ces Etats qui quoique plus
ob�er�e, et avec moins de richesses que quelques autres, emprunte encore �a un Taux plus
bas” (Buchet, Causes de la diversit�e, p. 20; emphasis in original).

15 Dickson, Financial Revolution, p. 475.
16 Massie, An Essay on the Governing Causes, p. 57.
17 Temple, Observations, p. 190.
18 Emphasis added; quoted in Faure, Banqueroute, p. 56. Law’s M�emoire is published in

Harsin, ed., Œuvres compl�etes.
19 Mirabeau, Suite, p. 70, quoted in Luckett, Cr�edit, p. 173: “Une constitution: voil�a donc

la base de toute �economie, de toute ressource, de toute confiance, de toute puissance.”
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Of course, the argument came in various packages. One emphasized

the rule of law. Because governments had a responsibility to promote a

sound judicial system, the quality of government institutions reverbe-

rated on the condition of private credit.20 Lacking commercial and

bankruptcy laws, as well as judges and a police to enforce them, contracts

would be plagued with moral hazard and the credit market would dis-

appear.21 The case was also made by Adam Smith, among many others:

A defect in the law may sometimes raise the rate of interest considerably above
what the condition of the country, as to wealth and poverty, would require.
When the law does not enforce the performance of contracts, it puts all borrowers nearly
upon the same footing with bankrupts or persons of doubtful credit in better regulated
economies. The uncertainty of recovering his money makes the lender exact the same
usurious interest which is usually required from bankrupts. Among the barbarous
nations who over-run the western provinces of the Roman Empire, the per-
formance of contracts was left for many ages to the faith of the contracting
parties. The courts of justice of their kings seldom intermeddled in it. The high
rate of interest which took place in those ancient times may perhaps be partly
accounted for from this cause.22

A variant emphasized what today’s credit agencies refer to as “transfer

risks.” Poor government credit spills over on private credit because bad

governments are likely to expropriate private agents in order to pay off

their debts.23 This view, John Law emphasized, had its origin in medi-

eval conceptions of private ownership, whereby individual agents could

not really own assets but only use them as long as the king was gracious

enough to let them do so.24 As a result, governments with poor repu-

tation dragged with them the entire scale of credit toward bankruptcy.

As Clavi�ere, a Swiss refugee and financier in Paris, argued: “Lack of

public faith would spread general distrust among individuals, because

the government can just as well rip off an individual to whom it owes

nothing, as it can renege its pledge to those he is indebted to.”25 For how

could the law punish private bankruptcies, this same law that has not

punished but authorized the general bankruptcy of the government?26

20 An anticipation of La Porta et al. “Legal determinants” and “Laws and finance.”
21 An anticipation of Akerlof, “Lemons”.
22 Smith, An Inquiry, Book I, Chapter ix, p. 133, emphasis added.
23 Compare Moody’s Investor Service, Revised Country Ceiling Policy.
24 See Faure, Banqueroute , p. 55.
25 Quoted in Bouchary, Manieurs. “Le manque de foi de la part des gouvernements

r�epandrait une d�efiance g�en�erale entre les individus, car l’Etat peut aussi bien
d�epouiller l’individu �a qui il ne doit rien qu’il peut manquer �a sa promesse envers ceux
dont il s’est rendu d�ebiteur.”

26 Brissot, Banqueroute, as quoted by Luckett, Cr�edit, p. 196.
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II. Challenges of direct evidence

The parallel between contemporary views on credit and modern theo-

ries, which the previous section established, is as striking as it is intri-

guing: seventeenth and eighteenth century economists perceived and

analyzed their world in pretty much the same way as today’s influential

economic historians. On the one hand, this may tell us about the so-

phistication of contemporary understanding; on the other hand, it may

suggest the incompleteness of our current beliefs. Should we trust

eighteenth century observers? As Braudel would probably have argued,

contemporaries perceive only imperfectly the world in which they live,

and we cannot rule out that we too are erring on the wrong side.

A. Searching for the risk-free rate

The evidence on which contemporaries based their assessment is not

airtight. The interest rates reported by Child and included in Figure 6.1

used information from his “acquaintance[s] that had knowledge of for-

eign countries.” We have no idea how Child proceeded or how reliable

his acquaintances were. Moreover, there are obviously many interest

rates, especially in an underdeveloped economy with huge transaction

costs and numerous informational asymmetries.

The issue is illustrated by a fascinating passage of Abb�e de Condillac’s

Le commerce et le gouvernement in which he discusses the situation of

“revendeuses des Halles”, who lived on walking a stock of fresh fish across

Paris. They purchased their bundle from the bulk market, the Halles,
with money borrowed in a way similar to today’s “payday loans” (i.e.,

the loan was repaid as money rolled in from selling out the stock). The

interest was “cinq sols d’int�er̂et par semaine pour un �ecu de trois livres,”
enabling Condillac to compute an “exorbitant” interest of 430 percent

per year.27 Condillac argued that such an interest rate must have

reflected the market power of the lender and thus is certainly not

informative of the “genuine” cost of capital, which he suggested be found

in wholesale credit centers. The same would hold of the interest rate at

which, say, today’s sellers of Biri leaves (a kind of tobacco) in Kolkata’s

streets secure their capital. There again, the “interest rate” would fail to

convey any information on “Indian” interest rates.28

27 Condillac, Commerce, pp. 147–8
28 We prefer using this notion rather than the modern concept of “risk free rate,” although

it was known to contemporaries, as revealed by Massie’s sophisticated discussion of
“Praemia of Risque.” Massie distinguished between sovereign rates, private commercial
rates, and the interest rate at which the East India Company secured funds: “Part of the
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The matter is further complicated by the existence of usury regula-

tions. The numbers by Hatton (1699, 1716) and included in Table

A.6.1 seem to have referred to legal ceilings, not to actual interest

rates.29 A debate exists as to whether legal rates were effective or not.

Peter Temin and Joachim Voth (2004) argue they were. They show that

the records of Hoare’s bank reveal a perfect compliance to ruling usury

rates circa 1714, when the legal rate was reduced. This may be too

perfect to be true. Historians long emphasized that a current practice

was to record a price for the amount of capital to be repaid at a level

that would incorporate an adjustment of the official interest rate30 so

that records would look fine. I lend 100£ at 7 percent, but rather than

recording this as such, I can record a 102£ loan at 5 percent. Borrowers

would certainly not complain, since the alternative was to be turned

down. Moreover, once they had agreed to the deal, documents only

recorded a lawful interest rate and a capital they had agreed they owed.31

David Ricardo’s own conclusion was that “little dependence for infor-

mation, then, can be placed on that which is the fixed and legal rate of

interest, when we find it may differ so considerably from the market

rate.”32

Praemium which lenders receive under the name of interest, is, in all cases where there
is Danger of losing, a Praemium of Risque, and not of Use; and there being a very great
Risque of losing, where borrowers have, by their extravagance, spent one half of what
was lent to them, a considerable part of the praemium paid for money by such bor-
rowers is certainly a premium of indemnity and not of Use; and to call it interest, is as
improper as it would be to call that praemium interest which a Merchant gives an
Insurer to have his ship or Merchandize insured against the dangers of the Sea or
Enemies: so that what is disguised under the Name of high interest, is in fact no such
Thing, but a Praemium of Use and Risque joined together, which may just as well be
called high Insurance as high Interest, for it is as much the one as the other,” Essay,
pp. 20–2. Similarly, Temple, Observations, dwelled on the differences between “country
risk” and “sovereign risk,” referred to as “private” and “publick safety.”

29 Indeed, Hatton, The Merchant’s Magazine, gave 6 percent as the interest rate in Britain.
This was the usury rate prevailing at the time. This number is revised to 5 percent in the
next edition (1716), following the 1714 abatement of the usury ceiling to 5 percent.

30 See e.g. Luckett, Cr�edit.
31 Luckett, Cr�edit: “There probably never was a time in European history when usury laws

actually prevented lenders from charging interest, but it should be clear from the
foregoing that the formal compliance with these laws shaped the form and function of
credit instruments by forcing business people to disguise interest payments as some-
thing else . . . Short term credit at interest was disguised as credit without interest by
the simple trick of including the interest payment with the principal. Peter purchases
from Paul, on credit, a quantity of merchandise priced at 100£, for which he writes out
a promise to pay Paul in six months the amount of 102£ 10s. Who is to say that the
latter figure was not actually the cash price? Certainly the note itself contains no
indication that interest has been charged.”

32 As Ricardo went on: “Adam Smith informs us, that from the 37th of Henry VIII to 21st
of James I, 10 per cent continued to be the legal rate of interest. Soon after the Res-
toration, it was reduced to 6 per cent, and by the 12th of Anne, to 5 per cent. He thinks
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Benchmarks We think the best way to measure the opportunity

cost of capital (the “benchmark” interest rate) during the period under

study is to look at short-term commercial rates: the rates at which credit

was extended to a merchant banker of high standing by his corres-

pondents in other cities.

This benchmark is analytically distinct from, though not necessarily

inconsistent with, the approach by Clark (1996), who calculates private

interest rates in England using the return on land and on rent charges. It

is, however, in contrast with the emphasis on sovereign bond prices in

North and Weingast (1989) and more recently in Nathan Sussman and

Yishay Yafeh (2006).33 Our benchmark is recommended by a number of

contemporary observers of the capital market. According to the British

economist Massie (1750), the “risk free rate” was provided by the rate at

which “a reputable Merchant or Tradesman [can borrow money] upon

his bond or note.” He took such an interest rate as the “standards for

determining the rates of interest upon real and personal Securities” and

recommended using this interest rate to compute the risk premium paid

by other borrowers.34 As already argued, Condillac concurred that a

reliable measure of the cost of capital would be interest rates in leading

commercial centers, “because money, in trading centers, has one price,

just like corn has a price in markets . . . and money is sold there just like

any other commodity.”35

One further reason for using merchant bankers’ interest rates is their

long noted ability to escape usury regulations altogether. According to

Raymond de Roover (1953), bills of exchange (i.e., promises to pay a

certain amount in a given place at a later date) were the instruments of

choice whereby promoters of the commercial revolution managed to

escape usury ceilings. Unlike other financial instruments, such as France’s

billets �a ordre, which had a local circulation and were thus subject to regu-

lation, bills of exchange incorporated a convenient spatial dimension.36

the legal rate followed, and did not precede the market rate of interest. Before the
American war, Government borrowed at 3 per cent, and the people of credit in the
capital, and in many other parts of the kingdom at 3 1/2, 4 and 4 1/2 per cent,”
Principles, Chap. XXI.

33 We return to this point in the last section of the paper.
34 His conclusion was that “we need only subtract from the Rates paid by other People the

Rates paid by the Gentleman, Merchant, or Tradesman, and the remainder will be
Praemia of Risque,” p. 21.

35 “Parce que l’argent dans les places de commerce a un prix courant, comme le bled en a un
dans les march�es. On traite publiquement, ou du moins on ne se cache point; et on vend
son argent comme on vendroit toute autre marchandise” (Condillac, Commerce, p. 148).

36 On “billets �a ordre”, see e.g. Fuleman, Trait�e, pp. 8–9.
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The price they charged on bills of exchange, the bankers emphasized,

was motivated by the risks and efforts associated with overcoming the

obstacles of foreign settlement.37 Consequently, foreign exchange bills

were an ideal place to hide a loan, and the exchange rate an ideal place

to hide an interest rate.

The problem may be stated as follows. Suppose that legislation pre-

vents interest rates from rising above a certain ceiling, which would

constitute “usury.” This obviously puts a severe constraint on the growth

of formal credit markets: instead of charging higher interest rates when

market conditions deteriorate, agents face a choice of either cheating or

rationing.38 However, suppose that bankers are entitled to buy and sell

bills of exchange payable in foreign centers, and assume again that there

is a sudden need to push interest rate above the usury ceiling. In this

case, whereas domestic bankers cannot legally lend at the new interest

rate, foreign bankers can buy bills on that center at a low price, in effect

incorporating the unlawful interest rate. If one has a correspondent in

each market, one can then arrange swaps that formally are exchange

operations but really are credit operations. For legislators, it is hard to

argue that bill prices in foreign centers are low because local interest

rates are high, since lending does not exist in the first place or, if it does

exist formally, it exists at a price that meets regulations. Moreover, as

emphasized by Eric Kerridge, even church regulators had always been

kinder with inter-merchant credit, in which they saw agreements between

consenting adults.39 But the fact remains that a low price for bills is the

same as a high interest rate.40

A statement of this mechanism is provided in an early discussion by

Gerard de Malynes (1601, p. 120). In effect, Malynes (a Huguenot) saw

global finance as a social “canker,” or cancer, given its ability to circum-

vent legislations. As he explained, there are regulations on interest rates

but not on exchange rates, so that a foreign investment (the purchase of a

37 Formal legislation incorporated this principle, which was kept in force all over Europe
until the early nineteenth century. De Roover, L’�evolution, p. 45, gives Napol�eon’s Code
de Commerce as a late example.

38 The point was first made by Montesquieu’s Lettres Persanes. His critique was formally
directed against Muslim’s sharia but really targeted Christianity. Adam Smith discusses
this point in the passage referred to earlier, and where he likens interest prohibition to a
failure of the rule of law: “When the law prohibits interest altogether, it does not
prevent it. Many people must borrow, and nobody will lend without such a consider-
ation for the use of their money as is suitable, not only to what can be made by the use
of it, to the difficulty and danger of evading the law. The high rate of interest among all
Mahometan nations is accounted for by Mr. Montesquieu; not from their poverty, but
partly from this, and partly from the difficulty of recovering the money,” Smith, Inquiry,
Book I, Chapter IX, p. 133.

39 Kerridge, Usury, passim. 40 See Munro, “Origins,” for a recent statement.
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foreign bill) can produce a bigger interest rate than domestic credit,

which British regulations of the time limited to 10 percent:

The difference betwixt those that deliver their money at interest or by exchange,
in regard of usurie, consisteth onely in the name, for they have both an intention
of gaine upon money, and do beare an adventure for the losse of their monies,
where as the one is certaine to have no more but ten upon the hundredth at the
most, and the other doth expect at least 15. or 20. upon the hundredth, in regard
whereof he is contended to stand in adventure to lose sometimes (and that
seldome) by exchanges, but still the intention remaineth, which should be the
surest guide of conscience to take away false or counterfeit pretences.

By the end of the eighteenth century, financial innovation had reached

such a level of perfection that bankers could rely on a vast array of credit

instruments based on derivatives of bills of exchange. These are described

in the various editions of the Negociator’s Magazine, a leading financial

textbook of the time.41 After a concise presentation of plain vanilla bills

of exchange (called “real exchange”), the book gets into a long list of hot

ways to use “dry exchange” meant to circumvent regulations and thus

perform “usury” – that is, lend locally rather than internationally to yield

a return that did not consider usury constraints.

These operations were typically over-the-counter transactions between

agents who were “feigning an exchange.”42 For instance, a banker in city

A agreed to buy a first foreign bill payable in city B and use the proceeds

to purchase at the maturity of that bill a second “return” bill payable in

city A, thereby creating what was essentially a local loan. Hayes indicates

that such an operation could be either covered or uncovered depending

on whether bankers had agreed in advance on the price of the return

bill.43 If the operation was covered then it was bound by arbitrage to

yield the same return as a local loan, had such a contract existed. If

finance theory is a guide, the price of bills of exchange must have

incorporated an implicit interest rate equal to the interest rate that would

have been charged every time this could be done in the open, as was the

case when interest rates were low or toward the late eighteenth century,

as tolerance for credit increased.44

In summary, exchange bills were “off shore” financial products that

could be combined in many creative ways to replicate missing instru-

ments. This was well recognized by the economists of the time such as

41 Hayes. Negociator Magazine. 42 de Roover. “What is Dry Exchange?”
43 He states: “In dry exchange, sometimes the Sum to be repaid for the Sum received is

fixed, determined, or certain, and sometimes uncertain or accidental,” Negociator
Magazine, p. 3.

44 Carri�ere et al., Banque et capitalisme, p. 32.
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Condillac, who argued that “legislators condemn lending on interest,

and they allow it. . . . For, they do not object to exchange bills and they

do object to lending on interest. . . . Are lending and borrowing anything

else than an exchange transaction?”45 Condillac’s assessment resounds

as the late eighteenth century’s pragmatic answer to Malynes’s earlier

moral concerns. Through the agency of bills of exchange, credit had

become a fact of life.

The case of the missing commercial rate We therefore set out to

collect data on the interest rate at which merchant bankers involved in

long-distance trade would borrow or lend money. This is more easily

said than done. Direct evidence on commercial interest rates is exceed-

ingly difficult to come by. Whichever financial center we are looking at,

there are no recorded series of “money market” rates for the period

before the French Revolution. Rather, such series generally start around

the second half of the nineteenth century. This seems to conflict with the

earlier indication that contemporaries knew what they were talking

about when they mentioned “national interest rates” but it is consistent

with the fact that we are dealing with an over-the-counter market. In

order for “one” price to be recorded and quoted, a formal centralized

market must be organized. This requirement was not met by the credit

markets of the time, since interest rates resulted from bilateral drawing

arrangements that were in turn put to work as a lever for operating on

the foreign exchange market. Formalization and centralization prevailed

in the foreign exchange market, not in the money market. As a result,

a precise notion of the “general interest rate,” meaning probably the

typical conditions that the best houses in a center would extend to their

correspondent in another center, must have existed as a kind of “mental

average” in the mind of contemporary practitioners but was nowhere

to be quoted. Yet the “local” interest rate that a banker would extend to

his correspondent could not really be made public, since when it was

too high it was not supposed to exist at all. Thus, although observers had

a precise notion of what interest rates were and meant in time and space,

those rates are quite elusive when one tries to catch them.46

45 “Les l�egislateurs condamnent le prêt �a int�erêt et ils le tol�erent . . . . En effet, ils ne
blâment pas le change et ils blâment le prêt �a int�erêt. . . . Le prêt et l’emprunt sont-ils
autre chose qu’un change?” Commerce, p. 141.

46 Reflecting on this paradox, L€uthy, Banque protestante, p. 435 wondered how contem-
porary authors could be so sure when they mentioned, say, that discount rates “stood in
France at 6%” when “the actual business of local discounting had not come to age”
(“D’apr�es les auteurs �economistes du temps – mais o�u prennent-ils cette assurance
puisque l’escompte des lettres de change n’est pas encore entr�e dans les usages? – le
taux d’escompte courant en France est de 6%”).
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These considerations shed light on the significance of the alternative

sources that are nonetheless available. One is the interest rates at which

banks of issue would discount bills when they did. Since these banks had

commercial activities, such rates must have been related to the price at

which other institutions engaged in lending activity. On the other hand,

banks of issue were typically not merchant banks and hence were subject

to public scrutiny. As a result, the indications they provide are a bit off

the mark and probably not much better than legal rates. Another pos-

sible source is occasional reports in contemporary commercial letters,

reflecting what observers felt was “the” relevant rate at a given time in

a given commercial community (i.e., financial center). Provided such

reports come from relevant persons (i.e., genuine operators) they must

be trustworthy. This encourages using archives in order to be as close

as possible to where the business of merchant banking was taking place,

as opposed to relying on a patchwork of comments in the secondary

literature. Ideally, one would want to find systematic information on

bilateral drawing conventions between correspondents, since they would

state the interest rate at which business would be conducted even as the

private nature of these documents helped them eschew legislation.

However, archives are not a magic bullet. Sheer luck is involved, and

the cost of collecting information can become prohibitive. Beyond the

problem of the significance of the material they contain, we want to

make sure that we focus on really top signatures, i.e., “risk free”, not an

“average” merchant, or industrialist of good standing.47 The intersec-

tion of these constraints with what little material is available may be zero.

Thus, interest-rate collectors have tended to be eclectic in their choice

of sources, as illustrated by Sidney Homer and Richard Sylla’s pione-

ering work.48 These authors provide some numbers for the markets on

which this paper focuses. For Amsterdam, they follow a British parlia-

mentary report suggesting an interval of between 2 percent to 3 percent

for the period 1735–1738.49 This is below the range (of 3 percent to 3.5

percent) that Pierre de la Court, writer of several financial handbooks,

indicated for “commercial interest” in 1671.50 Elisabeth de Jong-Keesing

47 For instance, Etienne, Veuve Cliquot, p. 183 discusses the case of credit lines that the
bank Lowenberg & Leclerc extended to the champagne maker Ponsardin et fils (pre-
decessor of today’s Veuve Clicquot) at 6–7 percent in the early nineteenth century. This
is substantially higher than the prime banker interest-rate quotes we find for the same
date. Ponsardin might have been a first-class house, but the credit in question is more
like an industrial credit with default risk included.

48 See Homer and Sylla’s most recent edition of Interest Rates.
49 Clapham, Bank of England, vol. I, p. 93; quoted in Homer and Sylla, Interest Rates,

p. 176.
50 Saugrain,Baisse, p. 108who reportedly followsbooks byAulnis deBourrouil andd’Avenel.
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(1939) studied the crisis of 1763 from bankers’ archives and found

(unsurprisingly) somewhat higher rates (between 4 percent and 6 per-

cent). As far as we know, there are no continuous series for the Bank of

Amsterdam, although it reportedly started to discount bills in the eight-

eenth century.51 R.V. Eagly and V.K. Smith (1976) mistakenly refer to

a series in N.W. Posthumus (1946) as an “interest rate” series while it is

really the agio of the Bank of Amsterdam.52 More frequent references to

market rates in Amsterdam are available toward the later part of the

century, and it is likely that a series could be put together with some

additional effort. The article by C.H. Wilson (1939) refers to the work by

J.G. VanDillen (ca. 1930, p. 3633), which contains additional evidence.53

To our knowledge, no source documents short-term commercial

interest rates in London. Homer and Sylla rely on Clapham (1944), who

gave some rates for the Bank of England that correspond to bills drawn

within Britain and from abroad. They argue that this rate was “usually at

or near the legal maximum” (Homer and Sylla 2005, p. 163). This

would suggest that the rate fails to reflect the genuine cost of borrowed

capital.54 We are not aware of studies documenting interbank discount

rates during the period under study.

Evidence for France is even more patchy. Homer and Sylla rely

extensively on a late nineteenth century dissertation by G. Saugrain

(1896). Saugrain indicated rates for France in the early eighteenth

century ranging between 4 percent and 10 percent, but he stated that

rates did not exceed 6 percent after 1776.55 Direct evidence from

bankers’ correspondence supports slightly lower rates. Ren�e Squarzoni

quotes reports in the late 1720s giving 6 percent as the “norm” in

Lyons, though “scarcity” may have caused interest rates to rise as high as

9 percent.56 Sources quoted by Herbert L€uthy (1959) also suggested

51 Vilar, Or et monnaie.
52 The “agio” was the market swap rate between current coins and deposit balances at the

Bank of Amsterdam. For a recent discussion see Quinn and Roberds, “Economic
Explanation.”

53 “The permanent stimulus to foreign investment was the low rate of interest in Holland.
In the seventeenth century it had fallen from 6 1/2 to 3 1/2 and in the eighteenth
century it was 3 to 2 1/2 per cent.” Wilson, “Economic Decliner,” p. 122. We referred
to Van Dillen, Bronnen, which does not contain more information but does use to
original sources: rates for “commercial loans” that the Bank of Amsterdam made to
some private merchants.

54 Note, however, that “usury” (i.e., the maximum legal interest rate) was at 5 percent after
1714 and that the Bank of England rate was at 4 percent during most of the century.

55 “En r�ealit�e, c’est entre 4 et 5% qu’il faut �evaluer le taux de l’int�erêt au XVIII�eme
si�ecle . . . L’escompte ne d�epassait pas 6%,” Saugrain, Baisse, p. 107.

56 Squarzoni, M�ecanismes, p. 283. “La puissante maison Sellon confirme ce point de vue
en indiquant �a nouveau le taux de 6% l’an comme norme �a Lyon pour les n�egociants et
banquiers de premier rang. . . . Lyon, Sellon p�ere et fils, 6 Novembre 1729 . . . 1 1/2 %
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that, from mid century onward, interest rates in France might have been

lower: close to 4 percent on average.57 Sources for the late eighteenth

century mentioned Paris interest rates of about 4–4.5 percent in 179058

as well as foreign drawing arrangements on Paris at 5 percent in 1789.59

A rare discovery is that of Thomas Luckett (1992) who found that, for

about fifteen years (1746–1759), Les Affiches, a French commercial

newspaper that appeared twice weekly, reported indications on interest

rates on bills of exchange (lettre de change) and for financial bills (billet de
finance) – that is, secured and unsecured bankers drafts.60 According to

this source, the interest rate for bills of exchange remained at 6 percent

from 1746 (when the Affiches started being published) to April 1749,

was then reported at 5 percent until September 1758, and then returned

to 6 percent. Luckett expresses reservations about these quotations,

which fail to display the “kind of volatility one would expect from a

financial market,” and concludes that the rates reported may have rep-

resented a “kind of norm.”61 In any case, the series lapses in 1759, and

we can only speculate on the reasons for this.

III. Shadow interest rates

A. The bell jar: a model

Consider the following thought experiment. The world is made of n
trading centers. As in Condillac (1776), there are strict controls on

domestic credit but no controls on capital movements. Merchant bankers

can buy and sell foreign exchange bills, which are promises to pay a

certain amount of money in a certain foreign trading center at a certain

qui est le cours d’un seul paiement pour les gens solides comme vous et nous. (6%
l’an).” On high rates: “Lyon, Melchior Philibert, 8 avril 1729, notre dit paiement s’est
termin�e sans aucun d�erangement quoique l’argent soit ici fort rare, lequel a valu jusqu’ �a
2 1/2 % [i.e., 9% per year].” Squarzoni, M�ecanismes, p. 284.

57 L€uthy, Banque protestante, p. 434. L€uthy cites Isaac Mallet, a “retired banker” in
Geneva who lent at 4 percent. But Geneva is not France. He also mention a French
institution, the Caisse d’Escompte (created March 23, 1776) that “peut escompter tout
papier commercial sans aucune clause de pr�ecaution relative �a la qualit�e de ce papier ou
de ses signatures; mais son taux d’escompte ne pourra jamais d�epasser 4% par an.”
Note that the Caisse was somewhat specific and thus may not be representative.

58 Letter to Froust and Guinebaud in Nantes, Antonetti, Une maison, p. 146.
59 Arrangement between banker Greffuhle Montz et Cie in Paris and Courtiau Echenique

Sanchez in Amsterdam, Antonetti, Une maison, p. 146.
60 By “secured” we refer to bills of exchange that were the counterpart of a commercial

transaction; “unsecured” bills were not. The Affiches also gave interest rates for
promissory notes (billets �a ordre), but in view of our discussion the bills of exchange are
to be preferred.

61 Luckett, Credit, p. 31
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time, say two months in the future. To simplify, regulations prevent the

emergence of a market for domestic credit so that there is no such thing as

a “local” interest rate (an interest rate at which local bankers would lend

money to one another). Suppose as well that there are no transaction costs

and that all markets use the same currency, so that there is no exchange

risk. This convenient assumption will be amended at a later stage.

Now, we let merchant bankers trade their bills of exchange all over the

world. In equilibrium, this determines a uniform “world” interest rate,

say r. This is because if the rate at which bankers agree to swap their

positions differs from unity, then arbitrage is feasible. This also deter-

mines the price at which foreign exchange bills trade in each market.

Let’s call this price the “exchange rate,” or aij. It is the price bankers in

market i are prepared to pay in order to purchase one unit of “universal”

currency to be paid in market j within, say, two months. If the world

interest rate r is expressed in percentage per annum and the maturity of

the bill is two-months (one-sixth of a year)

aij ¼ 1

1þr=6
ð1Þ

This shows that merchants need not quote the interest rate r but only
the exchange rate. The crucial point to understand is that, despite the

lack of a domestic money market, there does exist a global capital market

and a global interest rate, thanks to the availability of a global foreign

exchange market with time contracts. This global interest rate, however,

is a “shadow” interest rate in that it is not recorded in any periodical or

price current. It exists only implicitly in the price at which bankers are

prepared to trade domestic balances against foreign time deposits. This

world displays a peculiar form of financial development; an efficient

global market for credit will thrive, despite the lack of domestic markets.

Obviously, if there were local markets for credit, these markets would

have to clear at the same price as implied by equilibrium in the global

money market (as will be discussed later), so that local interest rates

should be identical to global ones. But the point is that such local

markets need not exist. Consequently, the existence of local markets is

not a precondition for the development of a global money market. This

is the essence of the bell jar.62 Globalization may precede national

development.

62 In fact, our model captures the notion that financial development is a process that
proceeded “top-down” – that is, from the making of a global market to the emergence
of local ones. The Commercial Revolution, by creating a network of correspondent
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Two slight complications are now introduced to make our framework

more realistic. First, exchange rates can vary. Merchant bankers buying

bills denominated in specific currencies must adjust the world interest

rate according to their expectations of future exchange rate changes. The

result is k potentially different local interest rates whose prices incorp-

orate compensation for expected appreciation or depreciation with

respect to the virtual global currency standard. Depreciating currencies

will have higher interest rates, appreciating currencies lower ones. Sec-

ond, there are transaction costs. These entail a lower price (higher

interest rates) for bills of exchange that are payable in trading centers

characterized by greater frictions. In practice, since transaction costs are

likely to be determined by bilateral characteristics (such as the greater or

smaller number of correspondents that trading center i has in market j),
there are k–1 different local shadow interest rates for each individual

centre. Obviously, arbitrage ensures that the k–1 shadow interest rates

for market j differ little from one another, since with zero transaction

costs they should be all identical. But the point is that the modern notion

of a national interest rate just doesn’t exist as such. In this economy, we

have only “bilateral” interest rates, i.e., interest rates in city j as seen

from i.
Our empirical approach builds on this insight. Specifically, we con-

sider the following arbitrage, which is a generalization of (1). There are

two bills of exchange of different maturities traded in a given market (i)
and payable in a certain foreign center (j). Denoting by aij the number

of units of currency i that bankers give to get one unit of currency j in
country j in n months and xij the number of units of currency i that
bankers give to obtain one unit of currency j in country j on the spot, we

have rij as the shadow interest rate in center j “according” to center i:

ri
j
¼ 12

n
� xij

aij
� 1

� �
ð2Þ

To be precise, rij is the marginal interest rate in center j as given by

center i. “Marginal” means the following: suppose that in market i,
where bills on j are being traded, there is a number of bankers who have

bankers working along trade relations, fostered the development of a global credit
market that could prosper quite apart from the rest of the economy and that must
therefore have preceded local development, explaining why local interest rates are hard
to come by: the only thing that existed was the concept of the opportunity cost of
lending real resources.
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various drawing arrangements with their correspondents in market j.
Banker A can lend and borrow from his correspondent at 4 percent,

Banker B at 5 percent, Banker C at 5.5 percent, and so forth. Suppose

now that the exchange rate on two-month bills payable in j falls to a price

such that the shadow interest rate in j is 4.5 percent. Only banker A will

find it profitable to buy such bills. Consequently, the shadow interest rate
reveals the opportunity cost of a draft on j by the most competitive merchant
banker in center i.

In practice, of course, things must have been dramatically more

complex. When one drew a bill on a foreign center, one could never be

entirely sure of the conditions there. The correspondent might have

changed terms or even gone bust. There was thus an inevitable

element of chance. Therefore, the series we are about to uncover

reflects a given market’s perceptions of the conditions in another for-

eign market at a given time. This is certainly not the same thing as

knowing the actual interest rate in that center, if such an interest rate

existed at all. But we must emphasize that in the eighteenth century,

that’s all there was.

B. Methodology

In the literature, arbitrage relations between exchange rates and interest

rates have been used in two main ways. Some studies have sought to

derive the missing term of the equation: to compute implicit interest

rates from knowledge of the price of spot and time exchange bills as just

explained or, more often, to compute a spot exchange-rate series from

knowledge of the price of time bills and interest rates. Foreign exchange

quotations recorded the price of “notional” contracts, typically a one,

two, or three-month bill payable in a given foreign place.63 However,

comparisons require putting all exchange rates on the same time

63 Reference to future payments has misled a number of authors, who have referred to
these quotations as “forward exchange rates.” For instance, Juhl et al., “Covered
Interest Arbitrage,” argue that they introduce a “new weekly database for spot and
forward US–UK exchange rates.” However, these authors really refer to time bills of
exchange. This is inadequate because a forward exchange contract implies no current
down payment whereas quotations for time bills of exchange recorded outright pur-
chases, implying full payment. Obstfeld and Taylor, “Globalization,” refer to the
exercises they perform with time bills as “Covered Interest Parity [CIP] tests” (a language
that is also used by Juhl et al., “Covered Interest Arbitrage.” Since CIP is a condition on
the pricing of forward markets, these authors must think of time bills as genuine for-
ward instruments.
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footing – that is, transforming the various time quotations to a common

maturity and contemporaries used such algebra.64

Similar computations first appeared in the work of economic histor-

ians with Lance Davis and Jonathan Hughes’ 1960 construction of what

they call a “true” dollar–sterling spot exchange rate series for 1803–

1895. Davis and Hughes discount the price of sterling time bills they

found in Trotter bank’s archive using the interest in New York, arguing:

“Had Trotter not purchased time-bills of exchange, he could have

invested in American earning assets.”65 However, according to Edwin

Perkins (1975, 1978) this approach is inadequate. Time bills on London

traded in New York should be discounted using the London rate

because, by arbitrage, a London time bill in New York is equivalent to

a transfer of funds to London (at the current exchange rate) and a

subsequent deposit at the London interest rate. Perkin’s approach is

now conventional and, in effect, consistent with both economic logic

and contemporaries’ recommendations. Lawrence Officer provides the

general formula for converting the price of time bills into a spot foreign

exchange quotation when both the local interest rate rj and the n-month

exchange rate aij are known:66

x�ij ¼ aij � 1þ rj � n

12

� �
ð3Þ

64 An illustration of this is found inWilliamTate’s discussion of “arbitrations of exchanges,”
where he explains how, given an interest rate, “sight” rates can be computed from
knowledge of the price of time bill. Tate,Modern Cambist, pp. 89–90; “The two places of
operation should be taken at a long date as three months, and then discounted . . .
according to the rate charged by the two houses of business. . . . To show how to apply
this discount properly, we will take the rates at the following example . . .
London on Paris at 3 months is quoted Fr. 25 55 Cents
Paris on London at 3 months – Fr. 25 10 Cents
The discount for 3 months is there stated to be taken at 1 per Cent or 25 Cents (the

interest is here reckoned at 4 per Cent per Annum), which is taken from the London
rate, and added to the Paris rate to make them Short or Cash rates; rendering the one
Frs. 25 30 Cents and the others Frs. 25 35 Cents. The interest is taken from the
London rate, because if I send the Bill to Paris, and get it discounted there, the Interest
will be deducted; but it is added to the Paris rate, because, if at Paris I want a bill upon
London at sight, I shall have more French money to pay for it, than I should have to Pay
for a Bill at three months.” See also Tate, Foreign Exchanges.

65 They continue in a footnote: “Trotter was, in fact, granting credit to Americans, and
thus the bill prices reflect an interest payment. Moreover, since credit was being granted in
the American market, the discount on the bills was the American rate. This is true regardless of
what Trotter’s British correspondents did with the remitted bills -whether they were held until
the British importer paid them at maturity, or had them discounted in Britain,” Davis,
“Dollar Sterling Exchange,” p. 53, emphasis added.

66 Officer, Gold points, pp. 61, 295.
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Another group of studies has been concerned with matters of market

integration.67 Efficiency requires that local interest rates and shadow

interest rates, when they both exist, be identical to one another. Formally,

these studies have considered the spread between actual and implicit

interest rates. Under efficiency, this spread should be zero:

rij � rj ¼ 0 ð4Þ

Marc Flandreau and Chantal Rivi�ere explore the theoretical founda-

tions for this relation. They show that the actual interest rate is a lower
bound for the shadow interest rate. Specifically, shadow rates are kept

within a fluctuation band. The upper bound is the actual interest rate

augmented by a factor related to arbitrage costs. The key intuition is that

agents incur a transaction cost when they move capital from one market

to the other: Although bills can readily be cashed in their domestic

market, buying them in a foreign exchange market and then repatriating

them for purposes of arbitrage entails expenses c. As a result, the shadow
interest rate is always above the actual interest rate:68

rj � rij � rj þ 12

n
� c ð5Þ

Focusing on the Paris shadow interest rates and the Paris actual open

market interest rates derived from London sources during 1900–1914,

Flandreau and Rivi�ere show that (5) performs very well empirically,

suggesting no hindrances to credit and foreign exchange operations

during that period.69

67 Calomiris and Hubbard, “International Adjustment”; Obstfeld and Taylor, “Great
Depression”; “Globalization”; Flandreau and Rivi�ere, “Grande Retransformation”;
Juhl et al., “Covered Interest Arbitrage.”

68 See Flandreau and Rivi�ere, “Grande Retransformation” for details.
69 Flandreau and Rivi�ere’s claim that the shadow interest rate is, in the context of nine-

teenth century arbitrage, an upper bound for the actual interest rate is also illustrated in
graphs provided by Calomiris and Hubbard, “International Adjustment” (Figures 7.1
and 7.2) for the US dollar. In addition, our Appendix shows that the existence of
transaction costs implies that local market conditions do have an effect on the shadow
interest rate. This can be understood as follows. Suppose that the domestic interest rate
rises. Investors thus sell some foreign assets and switch to domestic ones. The result is a
decline in the price of foreign time bills and hence an increase in the computed shadow
interest rate. But because there are transaction costs, this may not affect actual interest
rates abroad. One should thus expect that, though shadow interest rates are primarily
driven by foreign ones, an effect of domestic credit conditions is nonetheless perceivable
on the margin.
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Table 6.1. Exchange market money market arbitrage operations: survey

Authors Country pair/period Output

Arbitrated exchange rate or interest rate

Shadow exchange

rate

Davis and Hughes

(1960)

New York/London

(1803–1895)

Shadow spot

exchange rate

dollar/sterling

Perkins (1978) New York/London

(1835–1900)

Shadow spot

exchange rate

dollar/sterling

Schubert (1989) London/Amsterdam/

Paris/Hamburg/

Lisbon

(1731–1795)

Shadow cross rates

Amsterdam on

Hamburg, Paris,

Lisbon through

London; London

on Hamburg, Paris,

Lisbon through

Amsterdam

Shadow interest

rate

Perkins (1978) New York/London

(1835–1900)

Shadow interest rate

in London from

New York

Eagly and Smith

(1976)

London/Amsterdam

(1731–1789)

In effect: shadow

interest rate in

Amsterdam from

London*

Schubert (1989) London/Paris/

Amsterdam

(1731–1795)

Shadow interest rates

in Amsterdam and

in Paris from

London

Luckett (1992) London/Paris

(1740–1789)

Shadow interest rate

in Paris

Boyer-Xambeu

et al. (1995)
London/Paris and

Paris/London

(1795–1873)

Shadow interest rate

in London and

Paris

Boyer-Xambeu

et al. (2001)
London/Paris

(1833–1873)

Shadow interest in

Paris from London

and in London from

Paris

Onshore/offshore spreads

Compute interest

spread

Calomiris and

Hubbard (1996)

New York on London: shadow London

minus London (1889–1909)

Obstfeld and

Taylor (1998)

New York on London: shadow London

minus London (1870–1914)

Flandreau and

Rivi�ere (1999)

London on Paris: shadow Paris, and interest

arbitrage band for shadow Paris

(1900–1914)
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In the rest of the paper, we apply the methodology detailed previously

and compute implicit (or, in the language of the time, “arbitrated”)

interest rates from the exchange rates of the schelling vlaamsch Banco of

Amsterdam, the British pound sterling, and the French �ecu (of three

livres tournois) during the eighteenth century. This follows Eric Schu-

bert who computes point wise eighteenth century shadow interest rates

for Amsterdam and Paris, and Luckett (1992), who constructs a series of

monthly average French shadow interest rates from exchange rates in

London during 1740–1789.70

Our goal is to provide more systematic evidence by considering a

greater number of countries and longer time periods. We also want to give

a more explicit interpretation of the output of such exercises. A con-

venient, if anachronistic, metaphor would be to liken our new shadow

interest rate to the interest rate on money balances denominated in a

given currency in an offshore market, such as the Eurodollar market that

developed in London in the 1950s following the tightening of credit

conditions in New York and the existence of a binding regulation on

dollar interest rates – the infamous regulation Q.71 In other words, what

we are really computing is, in a world of credit controls, the interest rate

Table 6.1. (cont.)

Authors Country pair/period Output

Boyer-Xambeu

et al. (2001)
London on Paris: shadow Paris minus Paris;

and Paris on London: shadow London

minus London rates (1833–1873)

Obstfeld and Taylor

(2003)

New York on London: shadow London

minus London rate (1870–1880);

London on Berlin: shadow Berlin minus

Berlin (1877–1914)

Juhl et al. (2004) New York on London: shadow London

minus London (1880–1913)

Source: see text.* Eagly and Smith argue that they are computing a London rate, but they

actually calculate the Amsterdam interest rate because they use the price of bills on

Amsterdam traded in London.

70 Specifically, Schubert, “Arbitrage,” computes average shadow interest rates from bills
in London on Amsterdam and Paris for periods between four and fifteen years and
then applies a uniform 4.3 percent to various series to derive spot exchange rates. The
4.3 percent is “in the range of interest rates observed in typical long bills in London on
Amsterdam” (p. 3).

71 Schenk, “The Origins.”
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on “Euro-�ecus” and “Euro-schellings” in London as well as the interest

rate on “Euro-pounds” in Amsterdam. The euro-currency metaphor

squares nicely with the notion of our “shadow” interest rates being the

price that would clear the supply and demand of credit in a cosmopo-

litan “Republic of Merchants.”

IV. New results, new insights

Previous research by Larry Neal and others has demonstrated the value

of “courses of exchange” as reliable sources of information for quanti-

tative financial historians. Consequently, we content ourselves with

briefly surveying the sources and move swiftly to the estimation tech-

niques and results.

A. Minutiae

We have relied on Castaing’s Course of Exchange (London) and on the

Koers de Koopmanschappen (Amsterdam). The Course of the Exchange is
from the collections of the University of London Library and British

Museum and the Lloyd’s List.72 Our database is more complete than

similar ones used in literature.73 The Course provides the implicit

interest rate in Amsterdam and Paris only since these are the cities for

which both two-month and sight maturities are recorded.74 We have

collected the first quotation of each month; because exchange was

quoted twice a week (Tuesday and Friday), the first quotation of the

month means the 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th of each month.75 For each date, a

72 The Course of the Exchange (1698–1810) University of London Library Collection and
British Museum Collection; British Library (St. Pancras). Lloyd’s List (1741–1826),
reprinted in 1969 by Gregg International Publishers Ltd; of Farnborough, England.

73 McCusker, Money, and the most quoted secondary source, Schneider et al., Statistik.
Our London database is missing only one entry: that corresponding to February 2,
1778, when there was no quotation for Amsterdam. Double quotation for Amsterdam
started in November 1720 and for Paris in February 1740. Data stopped between 1793
and 1802 for Paris and between 1795 and 1802 for Amsterdam. Our calculations run
only through 1789 in order to avoid the high distortion in data caused by the French
Revolution.

74 Neal, Rise, pp. 20–43, compiles a full explanation of stock price lists in London and
Amsterdam during eighteenth century. McCusker, Money, and McCusker and
Gravesteijn, Beginnings, provide a description of exchange-rate source locations.

75 London adopted the Gregorian calendar on September 14, 1752 (September 3 in Julian
calendar). The Course of Exchange was first published on Tuesday, September 1, 1752
(Julian calendar) and Friday, September 15, 1752 (Gregorian calendar; September 4,
1752 in Julian calendar). We have converted Julian to Gregorian calendar from 1720 to
1752 to maintain the homogeneity in data collection.
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range of exchange rates is provided (lowest/highest). Given our claim

that the shadow interest rate reflects the conditions of the most com-

petitive banker, it is natural to focus on the best exchange rate (highest

number of domestic unit per foreign unit).

The data collected for Amsterdam is similar to that collected by

others.76 As far as we know, the only European location where it can be

read is the EHB in Amsterdam, which holds a series of photocopies from

original materials held in Jakarta and Copenhagen, apparently made

upon the initiative of N.W. Posthumus after World War II. The original

copies of Prijscouranten-Koers van de Koopmanschappen are located in

Cophenague Rijksarchief for 1708–1734 and in Wordt Arsip Nasional
Jacarta for 1734–1789.77 The Koers provides two different maturities

on London and Paris, starting fairly early on.78 Yet because most of the

data for the first quarter of the eighteenth century is missing, we have

started our calculations in 1734 for London. Data limitations for Paris

encouraged us to leave it aside at this stage, although we return to it

later on.

Previous research about the topic considers sight as spot and derives

the implicit interest rate by straight application of formula (2).79

However, it should be noted that sight is not spot because there is a

time delay between the purchase of a “sight” bill and when it is cashed,

since there is the physical delay involved with such things as the time

needed for reaching Dover and crossing the Channel, as one late

eighteenth century banker does in the opening pages of Charles

Dickens’ Tale of Two Cities. Similarly, for long bills, one must reckon

76 See Schneider et al., Statistik.
77 Except for years 1757, 1759, and 1783, when no Prijscouranten has been kept; Post-

humus, Inquiry.
78 According to the Prijscouranten, not only Paris and London but also Rouen and

Hamburg started to be quoted with either one or two “usances” from 1634 on.
According to Lespagnol, Messieurs, although the Third Anglo-Dutch War (1672–1674)
did not create major commercial disruptions, the following period of conflict between
England and France (1688–1697) had major consequences on international trade
about which see Clark, Dutch Alliance. This may explain the discontinuation of double
quotation in Amsterdam on several other centers (except for quotations on London,
which suffered a break around 1690). Another interesting feature of the primary source
is that it is also about that time that we observe a shift, for short maturities, from
“usance” to “sight.”

79 See Eagly and Smith, “Domestic and International Integration,” p. 201, and Schubert,
“Arbitrage,” p. 4, for eighteenth century data, though these papers do not show the
interest-rate graphs and/or data. See also Boyer-Xambeu et al., “L’int�egration,” p. 2 for
the nineteenth century calculations.
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with the grace period between the day the bill is presented and the day

it is paid. Thus, the long exchange rate aij [nl] and the short exchange

rate aij [ns], can be rewritten in terms of an imaginary spot exchange

rate xij as

aij ½nl � ¼ xij= 1þ ri
j
� nl
365

� �
ð6Þ

aij ½ns� ¼ xij= 1þ ri
j
� ns
365

� �
ð7Þ

Substituting for xij gives the arbitrage condition that we have used

to derive shadow interest rates (details for sources are shown in

Table 6.2):80

ri
j
¼ ðaij ½ns� � aij ½nl �Þ � 365

ðaij ½nl � � nl � aij ½ns� � nsÞ ð8Þ

Table 6.2. Time horizon for “long” and “short” bills

“Long” “Short”

Maturity Days of grace Maturity

In London on Amsterdam(a) 2 months and/or

2.5 months

6 3(d)

In London on Paris(b) 2 months 10 4 þ 1 day’s

date bills

In Amsterdam on London(c) 2 months 3 3(d)

Source: (a) Hayes (1724, pp. 261–5; 1777, pp. 11, 260–5; (b) Hayes (1724,

p. 261); Markham General Introduction, p. 236); Hewitt (1740, p. 25); (c) Hayes

(1724, p. 261); Markham ibid., p. 236); Hewitt (1740, p.25); Hayes (1777,

p. 266); (d) Anonymous, Le Guide d’Amsterdam (1701, p. 45) which indicates

“Les lettres partent deux fois par semaine, savoir les mardis et vendredis �a neuf

heures du soir, et doivent arriver les lundis et vendredis lorsque le vent est bon”.

80 The most used book about exchange rate in eighteenth century London is Hayes,
Negociator Magazine. See also Marius, Advice; Bringhurst, Stile; Hewitt, Treatise; de
Sequeira, New Merchant’s Guide; Dickinson, Foreign Exchange and Tate, Modern
Cambist.
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B. Individual interest-rate series

Figures 6.2–6.4 depict the results from implementing equation (8) on

the data described previously. Figure 6.2 presents the shadow interest

rate for London as per Amsterdam; Figure 6.3, the shadow interest rate

for Amsterdam as per London; and Figure 6.4, the shadow interest rate

for Paris as per London. We have also reported on the charts (whenever

this was feasible and meaningful) evidence on the short-term “commer-

cial” interest rates discussed in Section II. Moreover, we also provide

overlapping bars representing the financial crises summarized inTable 6.3.

To work out this table we relied on Charles P. Kindleberger (1989), Neal

(1990), Luckett (1992, 1996), and the sources these authors refer to.81

Combining direct evidence on interest rates and crises with evidence
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Figure 6.2 Amsterdam shadow interest rate, from London Course of
Exchange (%).

Sources: shadow interest rates: see text. Range of commercial rates: 1720–1789,
Homer and Sylla, History; 1720–1725, Ehrenberg, Capital; 1726–1734, Wilson,
“Economic Decline,” and McCulloch, Essay; 1735–1738, Clapham, Bank;
1738–1774, Wilson, ibid., and McCulloch, ibid.; 1775–1789, Ehrenberg, ibid.
Direct observations: 1763, Jong-Keesing, Economisches Crisis; 1789, Antonetti,
Une maison. Overdraft rates: Van Dillen, Bronnen.

81 We have relied on the sources indicated by Luckett, Credit, and “Crises” rather than on
Luckett’s own chronology of financial crises. The reason is that Luckett provides a
chronology of financial crises that is suggested by the evidence of spikes in the arbitrated
interest rate series he computes. Consequently, it would have been tautological to
invoke his chronology as evidence in favor of our interest-rate data.
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Figure 6.3 London shadow interest rate, from Amsterdam Course of
Exchange (%).
Sources: shadow interest rates: see text. Bank of England rates: Clapham, Bank.
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Figure 6.4 Paris shadow interest rate, from London Course of
Exchange (%).

Sources: shadow interest rates: see text. Range of commercial rates: Homer and
Sylla, History, from Saugrain, Baisse. Interest rate on lettres de change and billets
de finance from data in Luckett, Credit, following Petites affiches.
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reconstructed from foreign exchange data demonstrates the consistency

between these alternative sources.

First, our estimates of the shadow interest rate in the three financial

centers are quite obviously in line with direct evidence. This suggests

that a more intensive search for interest rates in primary sources could

lead further insights, especially for those centers that did not benefit

from double quotation abroad so that a shadow interest rate cannot be

Table 6.3. List of financial crises, 1700–1789

Crises Source Centers affected Motive

1708–1710 Neal (1990, pp. 46, 134) London

(1708–1710)

Need for government

finance in the War of

the Spanish Succession

(1702–13)

L€uthy (1959, vol. 1,

p. 226)

Paris (1709 only) Plague, famine, and fall of

leading banking houses

having lent to the king

1715 L€uthy (1959, vol. 1,

pp. 256–5)

Paris Standstill on French

government debt

1720 Kindleberger (1989)

Neal (1990)

London, Paris South Sea, Mississippi

1725 Marion (1914,

pp. 124–9)

Paris Final liquidation of the

Law system and

devaluation of the livre
tournois

1745 Neal (1990, p. 169),

from Ashton (1959)

London Jacobite rebellion in

Scotland; war of the

Austrian succession

(1740–8) with heavy

influence on

Amsterdam

1761 Neal (1990, p. 170),

from Ashton (1959)

Panic confined to

London

Unknown

1763 Kindleberger 1989;

Luckett, (1992, p. 134)

Amsterdam,

Hamburg, then

London and

Paris

End of the Seven Years

war, Failure of De

Neuvilles

1772–1773 Neal (1990, p. 170);

Kindleberger (1989)

Scotland, then

London and

Amsterdam

Unknown

1783 Bigo (1927, pp. 76–94),

Bouchary (1937,

p. 43) Luckett (1992)

Paris Run on Caisse d’escompte,
end of American War

1788 Luckett (1992) Paris Partial default on French

debt
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retrieved. An implication of this is that commercial credit was sufficiently

developed and efficient since there was little difference between the

average interest rate (as indicated by contemporaries) and marginal ones

(as measured by the shadow interest rate). This is supporting evidence of

a central claim in this chapter.82

A second finding is the consistency between the behavior of implicit

interest rates and independent evidence on crises, suggesting here again

that our computations are very informative. As already emphasized by

Luckett (1992), monetary crises were accompanied by high interest rates

and this is exactly what we find. Moreover, although many crises were

idiosyncratic, we note that some had an impact on several interest rates

at once, a finding that accords with our hypothesis of a European-wide

but closely knit, fabric of merchant bankers shifting capital from one

centre to another. This is especially clear for Amsterdam and London,

which exhibit co-movements in periods of stress.

We now take a look at the long-run behavior of the three commercial

interest-rate series thus computed. This is done in Figure 6.5, which

depicts five-year moving averages. Differentials between series remain
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Figure 6.5 Commercial rates, five-year moving averages (%).
Source: see text.

82 Incidentally, note the strong similarity between the implicit interest rate we compute for
Paris during the mid-eighteenth century and the one reported in the Petites affiches.
Luckett discards the evidence in Petites affiches on the grounds that the rates do not
move much where financial series should fluctuate a lot. The rate reported in Petites
affiches might not have moved much, but neither does our Paris shadow interest rate.
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small throughout, especially for the Amsterdam–London pair. Paris

interest rates were slightly higher – say, between 4 percent and 5 percent

when London and Amsterdam were between 3 percent and 4.5 percent –

but the salient fact is that differences across countries are not large and

actually disappear toward the end of the century. Note also that the

ranking emphasized by contemporary authors and summarized in

Figure 6.1 (whereby Amsterdam rates were lowest, followed by British

and French rates in that order) is modified. London catches up very early

on and leads the pack thereafter.

In any case discrepancies are dwarfed by common secular trends:

specifically, a general tendency for the price of money to rise over

time. This finding is interesting in view of many previous historical

accounts, which have focused on individual countries and have

therefore portrayed these evolutions as essentially idiosyncratic. An

illustration of this is the work of Luckett (1992) and Phil Hoffman

et al. (2000), who have emphasized “French” factors to account for

rising interest rates in Paris before the French Revolution. Although

making sense of these common trends is still a long shot (an obvious

candidate explanation is the mounting international political tensions

that followed the US independence), the evidence reported here sug-

gests that we should be dealing with late eighteenth century monetary

tensions as European-wide phenomena.83 An implication would be that

the financial distress that preceded the Revolution might have more

to do with European trends than with French ones.

C. Cycles and seasonality

The data also exhibit cyclical patterns. A glimpse at Figures 6.2–6.4

shows that Paris is relatively stable while London is less so and Amster-

dam displays much variation. Some authors have argued that these flat

interest rates bear no connection with the state of the economy.84 But

computing monthly average spreads against annual averages suggests a

more nuanced characterization. As illustrated in Figures 6.6 and 6.7,

Paris rates – although stable in the long run – displayed a highly seasonal

pattern of fluctuations until 1770. This is also true of London and

Amsterdam rates. Of all three economies, the French one was probably

the most reliant on agriculture. We thus cannot rule out that money

83 A rare exception emphasizing the international character of tensions in international
credit markets of the 1780s is Bouchary, Le March�e.

84 See, for example, Hoffman et al. Priceless Markets.
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Figure 6.6 Seasonality in interest rates, 1740–1770.
Source: author computations (see text). Data is beginning of month for Paris and
Amsterdam, mid-month for London, so “Aug” denotes early August for Paris
and Amsterdam but mid-August for London.
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Figure 6.7 Seasonality in interest rates, 1770–1789.
Source: author computations (see text). Data is beginning of month for Paris and
Amsterdam, mid-month for London, so “Aug” denotes early August for Paris
and Amsterdam but mid-August for London.
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markets were influenced by crops and thus bore at least some connection

with the state of the economy. Other economic factors may have con-

tributed to cyclical behavior. Carri�ere et al.85 report substantial effects of
the arrival of Spanish galleons in Cadiz in late winter, on European

exchange rates. To the extent that the arrival of fleets exhibited season-

ality, they might have contributed to the cyclical behavior of interest

rates. Changes in the patterns of arrival of bullion might also have trig-

gered changes in the patterns of seasonality.

An intriguing feature of the data, however, is that this pattern disap-

pears toward the latter part of the century. After 1770 we find essentially

no seasonality for both Paris and London, with Amsterdam becoming

by contrast more cyclical. This takes place precisely when the integration

of money markets – as measured by average shadow interest rates – was

highest. One explanation could be that certain markets managed to use

other markets as lenders of last resort, thus transmitting to them their

business cycle.

D. Bilateral connections and the structure of the global money market

To conclude this section we take a look at the association between

shadow interest rates in one financial center as measured from two other

financial centers. Given our sources, this can only be done for Paris,

since this is the only market for which both the London and Amsterdam

courses of exchange report two maturities. Paris as from London has

already been discussed (see Figure 6.4): now we want to compare it with

Paris as from Amsterdam.

This exercise requires some qualification. First, data from London is

beginning of month while data from Amsterdam is mid-month, so that

there is no time coincidence between the two series. Second, and more

importantly, the data on Paris in the Amsterdam course of exchange

lacks regularity and consistency. There are many missing observations

and many instances where one maturity only is quoted. It is not entirely

clear whether this is a problem with the source or whether this pattern

reflects some fundamental aspect of the underlying transactions. To

support the latter interpretation we have anecdotal evidence that,

whereas Amsterdam seems to have been an important source of capital

for Parisian bankers, the converse was not true.86 Paris bills in Amsterdam

85 Carri�ere et al., Banque et capitalisme, p. 87.
86 See Condillac, Commerce. Condillac, obviously briefed by a banker of the time, goes

into minute details while explaining how the resources of modern finance enabled
bankers in France to take advantage of lower interest rates in Amsterdam when there
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may have lacked liquidity, and their price must have behaved in a

somewhat erratic way.

In any event, the result from our exercise is depicted on Figure 6.8,

which reveals little connection between the two series. Since the Paris

shadow interest rate, as priced in London, is consistent with direct

evidence on reported average Paris conditions and is also obviously

derived from quotation of a liquid instrument, it must be that the

“abnormal” series is that constructed from the Amsterdam course of

exchange. Subject to the foregoing qualification, this suggests that,

within a general tendency toward market integration, a distinct hierarchy

was nonetheless observed, with the more popular financial routes being

those that were the most liquid, efficient, and thus informative.

This leads us to recognize the existence of a complex web of issues

pertaining to the microstructures of the global market for commercial

credit. To get things close to the ground, consider the following anec-

dote, taken from Guy Antonetti (1963, p.146). In the late 1780s, the

banking house Greffuhle, Montz & Cie of Paris made a convention with

the Courtiau, Echenique, Sanchez & Cie bank of Amsterdam, arranging

for drawing on each other. Paris would charge 5 percent and Amsterdam

4 percent; this was said to be in connection with the “usually lower” rate
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Figure 6.8 Paris shadow interest rate, from London and
Amsterdam (%).

was a profit to do so. That Paris rates were, on average, higher than Amsterdam ones
suggests that the opposite must have been less frequent.
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in Amsterdam. In July 1789, when the cost of money rose suddenly in

Amsterdam to an “extraordinary level” of about 5–6 percent, Courtiau

Echenique, Sanchez & Cie reneged on its promise to Greffuhle and

started charging 5 percent. Greffuhle immediately complained, arguing

that conditions had changed in Paris, too (this was eight days before the

storming of the Bastille): if they were to go by the current rate in Paris

then they should be entitled to charge “9 percent, 10 percent, or even 12

percent.”

The episode raises many interesting questions. First, the form of the

drawing convention between the two firms should be explained. Why

did firms engage in fixed-interest rate drawing arrangements as opposed

to state-contingent contracts? Second, the unilateral reneging on the

contract makes the matter even more puzzling. It is very probable that a

firm that did this would seriously compromise its relations with its

correspondents. Hence, under what circumstances could reneging be

optimal?

V. The bell jar: inside and outside

This chapter would not be complete if we didn’t compare our results

with other domestic interest-rate series. In what follows, we combine the

London and Paris shadow interest rates with yields on government debt

and private returns on land. The yield on British government debt is

derived from the price of British Consols, which we collected from The
Course of Exchange; the series for France is the background series for

François Velde and David Weir (1992).87 Returns on land are taken

from Clark (2005), who computed a rent charges series for Britain and

reports some values for France.

The result (Figures 6.9 and 6.10 for Britain and France, respectively)

is revealing. Consider government bonds first. As seen, yields on British

consols overlap nicely with London commercial rates measured in

Amsterdam. This means that the reorganization of Britain’s government

following the Glorious Revolution in 1688 essentially established its

credit on the same footing as the best commercial signatures in Amsterdam

when they borrowed sterling from their London counterparts. And

since we have assumed that the best conditions in London as measured

in Amsterdam are informative of the opportunity cost of capital in

London, we must conclude that the British government was not faring

87 See Velde and Weir, “Financial Market,” for details.
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Figure 6.9 Britain: various interest rates (%).
Sources: author calculations; Clark, “Interest Rate.”
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Figure 6.10 France: various interest rates (%).
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Rate” (2005) for rent charges; Velde and Weir, “Financial Market” for yield on
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better than London merchants. The standard way of looking at things

is to argue that the improvement in the reputation of Britain triggered

a decline of all interest rates and paved the way for the subsequent

development of that country. Yet if Figure 6.9 tells anything, it is that

commercial and sovereign credit behaved alike; thus it is not clear what

drove what.

Figure 6.10, for its part, shows that the notion of a sovereign ceiling

does not apply to the eighteenth century capital market. During most of

the period, French government yields are significantly above commercial

rates, implying that commercial credit can thrive even in an economy

with a delinquent government. Of course there is an issue with the slope

of the yield curve since we are comparing short and long term debt, but

this cannot be the entire story. At the very least, this casts doubts on the

costs-of-transfer risks and institutional moral hazard in the Ancien

R�egime economy. We conclude that in France, the benchmark interest

rate was provided by corporate credit (just as Condillac argued). By the

same token, improvement in the government’s credibility cannot in itself

radically change the prospects for development. To capture this notion,

we might describe the financial system of the eighteenth century as

displaying a “corporate ceiling” rather than the “sovereign ceiling” that

exists today.

Another interesting comparison is with the returns on land. Given that

we are now comparing two forms of private credit (commercial credit

and land credit), one should expect consistency within both countries.

Merchant bankers did invest part of their gains in land and real estate, so

that returns on property should converge to returns from commercial

investments. Such is indeed what we observe, and in a particularly

striking manner for France. This is again consistent with our notion of

a corporate ceiling.

In conclusion, we suggest that the views developed in this paper have

the potential to explain the long-run decline of interest rates in the late

medieval and early modern periods, although verifying this should be the

topic of future research. To the extent that merchant bankers connected

with one another across Europe and achieved significant financial pro-

gress throughout the period, managing to reduce transaction and infor-

mation costs by a variety of technological improvements, one should

expect a decline in the return they required from extending commercial

credit. By the same token, one should observe a reflection of this decline

in the equilibrium return of all other assets in which these bankers

invested. It may therefore be that the financial progress brought about
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by the Commercial Revolution goes a long way toward explaining the

puzzle of declining land return identified by Clark (1996). Those sectors

that were fortunate to attract the attention of merchants thus became an

inclusive part of the bell jar. The rest were locked out.

VI. Conclusions

Owing to the fragmentary nature of the data, the evidence in this

chapter must remain incomplete. But a number of truly important

findings emerge. The first is a fairly radical hypothesis: we have pleaded

here for a thorough reassessment of the mechanics of financial devel-

opment, which would have little to do with revolutions in constitutions

or commitments. This is contrary to the hypothesis put forward by neo-

institutional economic historians. Their view, we think, is rooted in the

modern notion of sovereign ceiling: government bonds are essentially

risk-free assets, enjoying the highest grade and trading at the highest

price compared to corporate securities. If one believes in the sovereign

ceiling argument, then one is naturally led to treat transformations

fostering the credibility of the sovereign as critical. They are bound to

have trickledown effects on economic development, with the improve-

ment in the quality of the sovereign percolating the economy at large

through a reduction of all interest rates. The political transformations

that took place in 1688 and after would then be epoch making, since

they had the potential to lead to a considerable increase in the cred-

ibility of the British government. This familiar narrative places much

emphasis on national differences, government quality, and interstate

competition.

The alternative that emerges from our discussion is the following.

Long before the British government reformed itself to take advantage

of the possibilities of the capital market, a deep transformation of this

capital market had already taken place. Commercial interest rates

were very low quite early, but better still, they were so for merchants

all over Europe. In effect, the low interest rates at which the British

government managed to secure capital during the eighteenth century,

after its reorganization of 1688, were identical to the cost at which

Amsterdam or Paris merchant bankers lent money to their London

counterparts.

If one were to exaggerate a little bit (but only a little bit), one would

argue that there is nothing exciting about the British government

catching up on the credit of bankers. That the Glorious Revolution
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forced the introduction of a heavy dose of business-like manners in

government is consistent with our insight that, in the late seventeenth

century, “benchmark” rates were provided by commercial credit so that

there was no sovereign ceiling. Corporate governance was the basis of

credit, and government had to adjust to it. The history of finance in the

eighteenth century and afterwards would be that of the delayed catch-up

by governments on commercial best practice. Or, to put it in still another

way, it is a story of how governments reformed themselves to become

included in a “bell jar” that pre-dated their subjecting to parliamentary

control.

This way of looking at things advises against writing about early

modern financial development from a narrowly national perspective,

since the transformation that occurred in finance long before 1688 was

international or more rigorously, European. In any case, it was closely

related to the making and reinforcement of a global community of

merchants. In this context, the key questions would be to understand

why and how – despite inept governments that went bankrupt, relished

predation, or imposed all kinds of counterproductive regulations –

finance found ways to develop, prosper, and integrate internationally

long before the late eighteenth century.

We also emphasize, however, that our claim that financial develop-

ment was in essence an international phenomenon does not mean

that financial geography was a tabula rasa – a blank slate. This was our

second main theme. While we found that interest rates did not differ

much between the markets under study (Amsterdam, London, and

Paris), we also noted that there were persistent differences in average

rates, suggesting different degrees of liquidity. Similarly, we reported

that, quite early in the century, London – the capital of what was by then

the world’s leading commercial power – tended to register the lowest

commercial interest rates available anywhere. We also found evidence

that some financial routes may have been one-way streets: the peculiar

behavior of Paris shadow interest rates inferred from the Amsterdam

course of exchange suggests a limited use of Paris credit by Amsterdam

bankers, but by contrast there is anecdotal evidence of Paris bankers

relying on Amsterdam. The conclusion, therefore, is that within global

finance there were capitals, hubs, highways, secondary routes, and a

direction of circulation.

Finally, at the intersection of these two issues – the high degree of

international financial sophistication within the community of mer-

chant bankers prevailing already in the early eighteenth century, and the
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chasm that existed between this community and a large variety of

economic agents (both public and private) who lived outside the bell jar

in abject underdevelopment – lies the key problem facing eighteenth

century thinkers of policy making. For them, much as for Hernando de

Soto today, the question was not how to develop finance, since finance

had already developed, but rather how to develop the rest of the

economy to match the levels achieved within the global financial sys-

tem. Contemporaries thus struggled with the question of how to break

open the jar of European financial capitalism so that it would pour its

riches over the rest of the economy. Perhaps unsurprisingly, they were

naturally led to look for lessons in the way merchant bankers had dealt

with development, and in so doing, put the final stone on a construction

that had been started much earlier and whose completion may have

indeed opened the way for the subsequent material revolution. As

Condillac concluded a key chapter of Le commerce et le gouvernement:
“Si l’art de mettre en valeur les terres avoit fait les mêmes progr�es que l’art
de mettre l’argent en valeur, nos laboureurs ne seroient pas aussi mis�erables
qu’ils le sont.”88

Appendix A Evidence on interest rates from secondary
sources

Table 6A.1. Interest rates in the early modern period

Date Source Holland Britain France Italy Spain Portugal

Turkey

(a)

North

America China

1444–

1460

Massie

1750

10%

1630 Child

1668

8%

1646–

1665

Massie

1750

7%

1668 Child

1668

3%; war

4%

6% 7% <3% 10%–

12%

1666–

1685

Massie

1750

5%

1683 Petty

1690

3%–

3.5%

7%

88 Condillac, Commerce, Chap. 17: “If the art of exploiting land had progressed as much as
the art of exploiting money, our peasants would not be as miserable as they are.”
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Appendix B Incidence on local rates on shadow foreign
interest rates: nineteenth century evidence

Table 6A.2 reports the results from simple regressions of the shadow

Paris interest rate (computed from the London course of exchange) on

the actual Paris interest rate (franc) and the London interest rate

(sterling). As the table shows, there is a modest influence of local money

market conditions on shadow interest rates, but the predominant driver

is the actual interest rate. In the late nineteenth century world of small

transaction costs, the limited extent of the local money effect is under-

standable. We can surmise that this factor was more substantial for

earlier periods.

Table 6A.1. (cont.)

Date Source Holland Britain France Italy Spain Portugal

Turkey

(a)

North

America China

1690 Barbon

1690

3% 6%

1699[?] Hatton

1699

3% 6% 7% 3% 10% 20% 10%

1686–

1705

Massie

1750

5%

1705 Law

1705

3%–

4%

1716 Hatton

1716

3% 5% 7% 3% 10% 20% 10%

1729–

1748

Massie

1750

4%

1750 Massie

1750

3% 4% 5%–

6%

5%–

6%

12% 7%–9%

1766 Smith

1776

3% “high” 6%–8% 12%

1776 Condillac

1776

2%–

2.5%

5%–

6%

Notes: (a) “Turkey” refers to either “Ottoman Empire” or so-called “Mahometan nations.”

Sources: Barbon, “Discourse,” p. 80; Child, Brief Observations; Condillac, Commerce, p. 135;

Hatton, Merchant’s Magazine and Comes commercii; Law, Money, Chap. 2; Massie, Essay,

pp. 44, 51; Petty, Political Arithmetick, Chap. I; Smith, Inquiry, book 1, pp. 127–9 and 133.

Note that subsequent editions of Hatton (1727, 1734, 1754, 1766, 1794) do not update the data –

except for Britain’s data (which was probably adjusted for change in regulations; see text).
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7 Comparing the UK and US financial

systems, 1790–1830*

Richard Sylla

Liam Brunt, the author of a recent and otherwise admirable article on

English country banks as venture-capital firms during the first industrial

revolution, states, “We have known for a long time that the English

financial market was sophisticated and far in advance of that of any other

country.”1 This is a pretty strong claim to make without giving more

than cursory examination to what was happening in other countries.

We have been told for such a long time what Brunt says we know that

we might think we know it without actually knowing it. Perhaps repe-

tition is not always the mother of learning. For some time, a number of

scholars (referred to below) have been studying the early US financial

system. They find that it developed very rapidly in the early decades of

US national history, and suggest that this financial development might

help us to understand more fully the rapid economic growth of the US

that, in almost all accounts comparing the two countries, exceeded that

of the UK almost all of the time. One way to find out whether what we

think is right is to make an explicit and detailed comparison of the UK

and US financial systems. That is what I attempt here for the period

1790 to 1830, when the modern US financial system was created and

grew, and when many think they know the contemporaneous UK

financial system was far in advance of that of any other country. The

analysis reveals that in most respects the US had the more developed,

more modern financial system by 1830. That is likely an important

reason why the US, by 1830, already had achieved rough parity with

the UK in levels of real output per person and was already on a higher

growth trajectory that would make it the world’s largest and richest

economy roughly half a century later.

* I wish to thank Jeremy Atack, Michael Bordo, Charles Calomiris, Forrest Capie, Ron
Harris, Larry Neal, Edwin Perkins, Hugh Rockoff, Eugene White, and Robert Wright
for useful comments on earlier drafts of this chapter.

1 Brunt, “Rediscovering Risk,” p. 99.
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Economic progress is not always linear, however, especially in finance.

Populist politics, an ever-present phenomenon in US history, intervened

not long after 1830 to damage what at the time was likely the most

effective financial system of any country. Sustaining effective financial

systems once they are in place is not always easy. Discovering and

maintaining appropriate regulatory responses to innovations in financial

institutions, markets, and instruments is a difficult task for statesmen

and financial leaders. The Jacksonian financial reversal of the 1830s did

not derail the engine of US economic growth, but arguably slowed it

down from a speed it might otherwise have attained. As the US was

having a financial reversal, the UK, less subject to the whims of populist

politics, was making adjustments that improved its financial system so

that by the second half of the nineteenth century the UK overall likely

did have the superior financial system, while the US engaged in a pro-

tracted struggle to restore what once had been the superior system.

I. Comparing the British and American economies

Several recent developments in economics and economic history make

a comparative examination of the financial systems of the UK and the

US during the four decades between 1790 and 1830 timely. One is the

accumulation of evidence, both historical and contemporary, that

financial development leads to economic growth. As Patrick Honohan

put it, “The causal link between finance and growth is one of the most

striking empirical macroeconomic relationships uncovered in the last

decade.”2 Economic historians, of course, have known about this link

for some time.

Another finding of interest is that the US perhaps had a higher real

income per capita than the UK (and even Great Britain) as early as

1831. According to Marianne Ward and John Devereaux, in 1831 UK

GDP per capita was 76 percent (and Great Britain’s 92 percent) of US

GDP per capita.3 The US lead in output per worker was even larger; the

UK in 1831 on that measure was 58 percent, and Britain 70 percent,

of the US level. Four decades ago Robert Gallman had suggested such

a possibility for 1840, placing the range of Britain’s product per capita

from 78 to 120 percent of the US level.4 Ward and Devereaux are more

precise about the comparison and place the US lead a decade earlier

than Gallman suggested it might have appeared.

2 As cited by Mishkin, “Is Financial Globalization Beneficial?,” p. 4.
3 Ward and Devereaux, “Relative British and American Income Levels,” pp. 252–3.
4 Gallman, “Gross National Product in the United States,” p. 5.
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The Ward/Devereaux findings are not uncontested. Stephen Broad-

berry and Douglas Irwin contend that output per worker in the US from

1840 to 1870 was only 90 to 95 percent of UK levels, and GDP per

capita, because of lower labor force participation in the US, supposedly

was only 70 to 75 percent of UK levels.5 Interestingly, although Ward/

Devereaux disagree with Broadberry/Irwin on the relative positions of

the two countries, they do agree that the UK gained relative to the US

over the period 1830 (or 1840) to 1860 (or 1870). For reasons hinted at

in the introduction and to be further developed, I find the UK relative

gain plausible. It might be noted, however, that another investigator,

Leandro Prados, finds that the UK and the US had essentially the same

GDP per head from 1820 to 1870; the US had caught up with (actually,

slightly surpassed) the UK by 1820, marked time with it over the next five

decades, and then pulled decisively ahead of the UK after 1870.6

A major source of the differences in the findings of Ward/Devereaux

and Broadberry/Irwin (in addition to quite different methodologies)

seems to be a disagreement over whether US price levels were lower than

those of the UK (Ward/Devereaux) or higher (Broadberry/Irwin). There

are some reasons to believe that Ward/Devereaux are right on this. In

any case, the facts of the matter are something that economic historians

should clear up if they want to be taken seriously.

Still a third recent finding of interest is that of Joseph H. Davis, whose

index of US industrial production shows high and sustained rates of

growth of about 5 percent per year from 1790 all the way into the

twentieth century.7 There was no “kink in the curve” or “industrial

revolution” in US history; industrial output grew at high rates from the

beginning. A broader measure of US growth, real GDP per capita as

estimated by Louis Johnston and Samuel Williamson, behaves much the

same way. US real GDP per capita grew peak-to-peak at modern rates of

1.4 percent per year from 1790 to 1833, as well as from 1833 to 1859.8

The constancy of real growth from 1790 to 1859 is something of

a surprise, as we might have expected from the experiences of other

countries that the growth rate of US real GDP per capita would exhibit a

gradual acceleration. Assuming that the traditional sector (agriculture)

grew more slowly than the modern sector (roughly approximated by

5 Broadberry and Irwin, “Labor Productivity in theUnited States and theUnitedKingdom.”
6 Prados, “International Comparisons of Real Product.”
7 Davis, “A Quantity-based Annual Index of U.S. Industrial Production.”
8 Johnston and Williamson, “The Annual Real and Nominal GDP for the United States.”
Johnston and Williamson make use of Davis’s work, so their GDP series is not entirely
an independent estimate.
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everything but agriculture) gradual acceleration in the growth of GDP

per capita would occur as the initially small modern sector grew rapidly

at, say, 5 percent per year (as did industrial production, according to

Davis) to become an increasingly larger share of aggregate output. The

implications of an apparent absence of gradual acceleration in US real

growth per capita deserve more study. Could it be that US agriculture

was not so traditional or slow growing in comparison with the modern

sector? What might have caused the US to grow at modern rates from

1790 on, almost from the beginning of its history?

Taken together, the recent findings indicate that US economic growth,

measured either by industrial production or real GDP per capita, was

rather boringly modern roughly from the time George Washington

assumed the presidency in 1789. They even suggest a plausible reason

why that might have been the case, namely the financial revolution

executed by the Federalists, led by Alexander Hamilton, Washington’s

Treasury Secretary and “prime minister,” in the early 1790s. The US

financial revolution, the quickest and neatest of any in history, gave the

US a thoroughly modern financial system almost from its inception as a

nation.9 The US financial system was the newest new thing of the early

1790s, and there do not appear other viable candidates for a persistent

quickening of US economic growth at that time.10 Given the emerging

consensus that financial modernization promotes economic growth, the

work of the Federalists in creating a modern financial system during

Washington’s administration should have had growth effects. That

appears to be confirmed, or at least not denied, by the research of Davis

on industrial production and Ward/Devereaux on income levels.

II. Financial revolutions create modern financial systems

A modern financial system has six key institutional components. We can

identify them in the successful financial revolutions of the Dutch

Republic and the UK long before the US came into existence, as well as

9 Perkins, American Public Finance and Financial Services; Wright, The Wealth of Nations
Rediscovered.

10 Some (e.g., North 1961) have argued that European warfare commencing in 1793
conferred economic advantages on a neutral US, at least until Jefferson’s embargo in
1808, by stimulating demand for US shipping services and other new-world products.
It is now evident that both the US financial revolution and a higher, modern rate of
growth were in place for several years before 1793. Moreover, it is possible that the
trade diversions, domestic political divisions, diplomatic uncertainties, increased bor-
rowing costs associated with interruptions to capital inflows from Europe, and the
increased US military and naval expenditures associated with the European wars,
actually detracted from economic growth.
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in the unsuccessful financial revolution in France attempted by John

Law from 1715 to 1720. I list them here with a brief account of what

happened in each area during the US financial revolution of 1789–1795

when Hamilton was Treasury Secretary.

� Public finance and debt management. In 1789 the US Treasury

was virtually empty; in 1795 federal revenues were sufficient to fund

government expenses and pay interest in hard-money equivalents on a

national debt of $80 million. In 1789, no interest was paid on the

national government’s domestic debt, five-sixths of the total national

debt as it emerged shortly afterwards, and the financial instruments

that represented the domestic debt sold at 15 to 25 percent of par

value. By 1791–1792, the main issue of new Treasury bonds for which

investors had voluntarily swapped the old debt instruments sold at 100

to 120 percent of par in secondary security markets of major US cities.

� Money. In 1789, the US money stock consisted of a variety of gold

and silver coins of other nations, and fiat paper money issued by state

and national governments that fluctuated in value in relation to coin.

By 1792, the US had a new dollar unit of account defined as certain

weights of gold and silver, and had established a mint to make coins.

Increasingly, however, money consisted of bank notes and deposits

that were convertible into the specie dollar monetary base.

� Central bank. Absent in 1789; by 1792, the Bank of the United

States (BUS) chartered by the federal government in 1791 with an

authorized capital of $10 million was headquartered in Philadelphia

and had branches in Boston, New York, Baltimore, and Charleston.

� Banking system. In 1790, three banks operated as local institutions in

three cities. Two of them – the Bank of North America in Philadelphia

and the Massachusetts Bank in Boston – were limited-liability corpor-

ations chartered by state governments, and the third – the Bank of

New York – was what the British would term a joint-stock bank without

limited liability. By 1795, the states had chartered twenty banking

corporations that, along with the five offices of the Bank of the United

States, comprised an integrated banking system headed by a large

central bank.

� Securities markets. These existed in 1789, but trading in them was

limited and sporadic. By 1792, securities markets were actively trading

government bonds and corporate equities every weekday in Boston,

New York, and Philadelphia, and Philadelphia and New York had

established stock exchanges. Foreigners were active buyers of secu-

rities, transferring capital from Europe to the new American republic.

By 1803–1804, European investors had purchased about half of all US
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securities, public and private, most of which had been issued after

1789.11

� Corporations, financial and non-financial. Seven business cor-

porations had been chartered in the American colonial era. In the

1780s, twenty-eight more business corporations were chartered by

states. In 1791–1792, as the federal government chartered the BUS

and it opened for business, states chartered forty corporations, more in

two years than had been created from 1607 to 1790. States chartered

114 corporations during 1790–1795, and another 181 from 1796 to

1800. Thus, US states chartered 295 corporations in the decade

1791–1800.12

The effects of the financial revolution on US economic growth appear

to have been immediate. Industrial production grew from 1790 to the

business-cycle peak of 1796 at 7.4 percent per year, while real GDP per

capita grew at 4 percent per year.13 These are among the highest rates

for any peak-to-peak expansion in US history. The US economy was off

and running. Financial modernization no doubt was not the only reason,

but it was a major reason for the jumpstart to US growth.

How could the US financial revolution, as dramatic in its range as it

was compact in time it took to happen, have such a powerful effect.

Mishkin suggests an answer:

Why is finance so important to economic growth? The answer is that the financial
system is like the brain of the economy: it is a coordinating mechanism that
allocates capital to building factories, houses and roads. If capital goes to the
wrong uses or does not flow at all, the economy will operate inefficiently and
economic growth will be very low. No work ethic can compensate for a mis-
allocation of capital. Working hard will not make a country rich because hard-
working workers will not be productive unless they work with the right amount
of capital. Brain is more important than brawn, and similarly an efficient
financial system is more important than hard work to an economy’s success.14

The US economy in 1790 started fast out of the gate and achieved parity

with the Mother Country, home of the industrial revolution, within four

decades because it was equipped from the start with a highly developed

brain.

That, of course, is only part of the comparative story. We also need to

ask why the Mother Country’s brain was not quite as developed as the

11 Sylla et al., “Integration of Trans-Atlantic Capital Markets.”
12 Davis, Essays in the Earlier History of American Corporations, vol. 2, Appendix B.
13 Davis, “Index of U.S. Industrial Production”; Johnston and Williamson, “Real and

Nominal GDP.”
14 Mishkin, “Is Financial Globalization Beneficial,” p. 3.
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US brain during those four decades two centuries ago, so that Britain

was unable to maintain an economic lead from being the home of the

industrial revolution. Ron Harris in his recent book, Industrializing English
Law, suggests an answer:

If one accepts my claim that the business institutions that did develop during the
period under discussion in this book [1720–1844] were not necessarily the most
efficient possible, one should go a step further and agree that they did to a degree
shape the development of the British economy. My methodology and research
approach enable me only to hypothesize that in a counterfactual world with early
free incorporation, more joint-stock corporations would have been formed in the
financial and in some industrial sectors; joint-stock banks would have played a more
significant role in industrial finance; the aggregate rate of growth during the period
1760 to 1860, and beyond, would have been somewhat greater; managerial capitalism
would have replaced the family firm in a more massive way by mid-nineteenth century;
and Britain would have entered the economic decline of the nineteenth century in
somewhat different shape.15

I proceed to argue here that Harris’s “counterfactual world” that would

have made Britain grow faster than it did is, in fact, a pretty good

description of the US in the decades after 1789, when the US grew faster

than Britain did.

III. Comparing the British and US financial sectors

The six key institutional components of modern financial systems out-

lined above provide a convenient framework for analyzing similarities

and differences between the UK and US systems in the 1790–1830

period. Here I discuss them one by one, although it should to be remem-

bered that “system” implies that the components typically mesh together

in a mutually reinforcing manner, and that every now and then problems

in one or more of the components reverberate throughout the system,

sometimes leading to financial crises and economic fallout.

A. Public finance and debt management

The UK and US fiscal systems, at least on the surface, had a lot of simi-

larities. Indeed, one of the charges leveled at Hamilton by his critics in the

1790s was that he seemed to be giving the US a “British” fiscal system

alongwith all the corruption that went with the British system in the eyes of

many Americans and some British observers. In both countries, govern-

ment spending was financed heavily (at the national level) by customs

15 Harris, Industrializing English Law, p. 292 (italics added).
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duties and excise taxes, supplemented by postal revenues, land and

property taxes, and local “rates.” There were a few differences. The UK

had a wartime income tax from 1798 to 1817; and in some years this

yielded as much revenue as customs duties. In the US any direct tax

ran into constitutional difficulties at the federal level. Many US state and

local governments levied poll taxes, a practice that Britain had abando-

ned in the seventeenth century. The US government also raised money

by selling land, although revenue from land sales seldom accounted for

as much as 10 percent of federal revenues in the years from 1790 to 1830.

There was, however, a major fiscal difference between the two coun-

tries. In 1830, at the end of the period that concerns us here, the UK

national debt stood at nearly £800 million, or more than 200 percent of

GDP, and this absolute level of debt was maintained into the 1860s

before it began to decline.16 By contrast, the US national debt was just

under $50 million in 1830, about 5 percent of GDP, and was headed

toward extinction within a few years thereafter. Unlike the UK, the US

was a federal state, and so we might also consider debts of state and local

governments. In 1830, US states had about $25 million of debt, to

which we might add a small amount of local debt. If we do, it remains

that all government debt, about $80 million, was likely no more that

8 percent of GDP, far less than the 200 percent of the UK. In per capita

terms, in 1830, the UK (population ¼ 23.8 million) national debt was

£33.5 or $161 per head (£ ¼ $4.80), while the US level (population ¼
12.9 million) was about $6.20.

Even at relative and absolute peaks, there were large differences. For

Britain, both peaks likely occurred in 1819, when £844 million of debt

represented more that 250 percent of GDP. In the US the relative peak

came at the start in 1790, when the debt of about $80 million after

Hamilton’s restructuring was about 40 percent of GDP. The absolute

US peak came in 1816, with a national debt of $127 million, but by then

it was only 16 percent of GDP.

There are a number of implications of the huge difference between

UK and US debt burdens. The UK government collected in revenue

£55.3 million, about 15 percent of UK GDP around 1830, and a little

over half of this revenue went to pay interest on the national debt. In the

US, on the other hand, federal revenues were only 2.5 percent of GDP,

and if state and local revenues are added, the total would come to no

more than 4 percent of GDP. The fact that the UK had to collect so

much more revenue, which largely derived from customs duties and

excise taxes, is the main reason I think Ward and Devereaux are correct

16 Mitchell and Deane, British Historical Statistics, Chaps. 13–14.
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in saying that prices in the UK were higher than those in the US. There

was little tax in US prices, and a lot of tax in UK prices.17

Another implication of the debt differences has to do with the nature

of securities markets in the two countries. The par value of equity on the

London Stock Exchange (essentially the only UK stock exchange before

1830) is estimated by Peter Rousseau and me to have been £38 million

in 1825.18 Since the UK national debt was more than £800 million at

the time, it is clear that the UK securities market was pretty much a

government debt market. In the US on the other hand, Rousseau and

I show that the equity market in 1825 was about the same size as that of

the UK, but since government debt in the US was so much smaller, US

securities markets were dominated by corporate equities to a much

greater extent than was the case in the UK.

Finally, the relatively large debt burden of the UK relative to the US

in the early nineteenth century must have had an impact on the relative

growth of the two economies. The UK debt may have tended to crowd

out private investment, but that tendency may have been mitigated, as

Larry Neal has argued, by the efficiency of international capital markets

in transferring foreign capital to Britain in the Napoleonic era.19 British

growth (product per person) did accelerate in the early nineteenth cen-

tury, although it was acceleration to a relatively low level, 0.52 percent

per year in 1801–1831, up from 0.35 percent per year in 1781–1801,

according to Nicholas Crafts.20

Similar evidence indicates that the comparable growth rate in the

period was 1.4 percent per year for the US, where a far more modest

public debt was being paid down during the 1820s and 1830s. How

much of the difference in real growth was caused by differences in debt

burdens is unknown, but it must have been something. In any case, the

difference in real growth rates makes it unsurprising, as Ward/Devereaux

found, that the US may have caught up with the UK in GDP per capita

by 1831, or by 1820, according to Prados. If the US was growing at a

rate of 0.8 to 0.9 percent per year faster than the UK (or Britain) from

1790 to 1830, it would have made up a lot of ground over four decades

even if it had started behind the UK, as was likely in the aftermath of

the War of Independence, which likely disrupted the American economy

far more than that of the UK.

17 Taxes, of course, are only one factor that might affect price-level comparisons.
Transport costs and the relative importance of different categories of goods and services
in consumer budgets are others.

18 Rousseau and Sylla, “Emerging Financial Markets.”
19 Neal, Rise of Financial Capitalism, Chap. 10.
20 Crafts, “British Economic Growth, 1700–1850”; Neal, Rise of Financial Capitalism.
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B. Money

Data on the money stocks of the UK (especially) and the US for the

early nineteenth century are pretty much in the nature of guesstimates.

For the UK, Forrest Capie estimates a range for 1790 of from £63 to

76 million, or say £70 million for a point estimate.21 The next tolerably

complete estimate that I know of is that of Michael Collins, which is

£255 million in 1850.22 If so, the UK money stock from 1790 to 1850

grew at 2.15 percent per year, which on other grounds seems within the

realm of plausibility. Growth at that rate would have given the UK a

money stock of around £134 million in 1830. From Capie’s earlier work,

we know that these estimates pertain to a broad M3 version of the UK

money stock that includes “non-bank holdings of notes and coins plus

all deposits of all residents (both the public and private sectors) within

the UK banking sector (including sight and time deposits in sterling and

foreign currencies, and time deposits with accepting houses, overseas

banks and other banks).”23 Broad-money M3 is the only version of the

UK money stock available before the twentieth century, with the annual

time series starting at £540 million in 1870.

Assuming that the estimate of £134 million for 1830 is credible, it

implies a per capita money stock of £5.61 or $27 for that year.

For the US, we have the estimates of Peter Temin for a narrower M2

version of the money stock that includes the public’s holdings of specie

plus notes and deposits of banks.24 Missing are the monetary liabilities

of private bankers and brokers, and, on the asset side, deposits of the US

government, with their equivalents seemingly included in the UK data.

The estimates are annual, but they move up and down from year to year

in ways that suggest data problems rather than economic problems, so

I average the estimates of 1825 to 1834 to obtain an estimate for 1830.

The result is a US money stock of $129.3 million, or $10 per capita, as

compared with $27 per capita for the UK at that time.

Even with allowance for different money stock concepts, M3 vs. M2,

it seems evident (and perhaps not surprising) that the UK was the more

monetized economy around 1830. Given that the two countries’ GDPs

per capita were about the same, this might seem something of a surprise.

It is less of a surprise when one reflects on other differences between the

UK and US economies, an issue to which I return later in the chapter.

21 Capie, “Money and Economic Development,” p. 222.
22 Collins, Money and Banking in the UK, p. 40.
23 Capie and Webber, Monetary History of the United Kingdom, pp. 15ff.
24 Temin, Jacksonian Economy, p. 71.
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C. Central banking

On the surface, the Bank of England (BoE) and the Banks of the United

States were similar central banks. They were chartered by the central

governments of their countries, the Bank of England in 1694 and the

BUSs in 1791 and 1816. Hamilton, who promoted the BUS as Secretary

of the Treasury and drafted its initial charter, modeled it in some ways

on the BoE’s charter. Each institution was its government’s bank, holding

public deposits, transferring public monies, helping the government to

manage it debts, and managing international financial transactions. In

each country, the central bank furnished a good proportion of total

banknote circulation, and held substantial specie reserves. Each acted as

a lender of last resort before the theory behind that concept had been

fully worked out for orthodox central banking.

But there were important differences. The BoE was owned entirely by

private investors, while the US government took a 20 percent stake in

the capital of both BUSs. And the BUS was a branch bank from the start.

The first BUS (1791–1811) had nine branches counting its Philadelphia

headquarters. The second BUS (1816–1836) had twenty-six offices.

The BoE was not authorized to open branches until 1826, and was only

beginning to do so at the end of the 1820s.

In the period surveyed here, the Bank of the United States was much

more of a modern banking corporation than was the Bank of England. In

1830, the BoE’s assets consisted of £20.5 million of UK government

debt, £3.9 million of other earning assets (discounts mainly), and £10.2

million of bullion (29 percent of its monetary liabilities). Against those

assets, the BoE had issued £20.8 million of circulating notes, held £11.2

million of deposits (about half of which were government deposits), and

had surplus capital (the so-called “Rest”) of £2.6 million.25 The BoE’s

total assets and liabilities thus came to £34.6 million, or $166.1 million.

The original capital subscribed (and subsequent enlargements by sub-

scription) was not carried on the balance sheet, and indeed had never

been so identified. This capital was permanently invested in UK gov-

ernment debt, and so not available for banking purposes. The BoE before

mid-nineteenth century was rather like a closed-end government bond

fund, passing interest on UK debt, its main asset, to fund shareholders,

and holding a large bullion reserve against its note and deposit liabilities.

It made additional loans to private-sector borrowers, but those came

to less than an eighth of its assets. Indeed, Course of the Exchange listed
BoE stock as a government security, not a private corporate equity.

25 Mitchell and Deane, British Historical Statistics, Chap. 15.
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The two BUSs, in contrast, were thoroughly modern banks involved

to a greater degree than the BoE in the banking business of the country.

The second BUS in 1830 had $35 million of capital, issued $12.9

million in notes, held $16 million in deposits, and had other liabilities of

$4.5 million, for a total of $68.4 million. On the asset side, it showed

$40.7 million of loans and discounts (almost all to private borrowers, not

the US government), “stocks” (mostly US government bonds) of $11.6

million, real estate (including banking houses) of $4.3 million, deposits

with and notes of other banks ($4.2 million), and specie reserves of $7.6

million (26 percent of monetary liabilities), again for a total of $68.4

million.26

Until 1825, the Bank of England had an effective monopoly of cor-

porate banking in England and Wales, since no other bank had received

a corporate charter, and a law dating back to 1707–1708 had decreed

that no other bank in that part of the UK could issue notes unless it was

a partnership with a maximum of six partners. In 1826, unlimited-

liability joint-stock banks with note-issuing privileges were authorized to

bank beyond a sixty-five-mile radius of London, and in 1833 such banks

were allowed in London provided they did not issue notes. These were

measures to improve English banking by allowing joint-stock banks

while at the same time allowing the BoE to maintain monopoly privil-

eges. In return for losing some of its monopoly protections, the BoE was

granted the right to open branches. But the joint-stock banks that new law

allowed had little impact in English banking before the 1830s.

In contrast, both BUSs competed with other corporate banks in the

US throughout their charter periods. The advantages of the BUSs

included ones enjoyed by the BoE, namely the privilege of being the

government’s banker and substantially larger capitalizations than other

US banks attained. An additional advantage of the BUS was the ability

from the start to open branches nationwide, which gave the US effective

interstate banking from 1792 to 1836.27

Which central bank did a better job of being a central bank? In the

fourth edition of Manias, Panics, and Crashes, the late Charles Kindle-

berger lists financial crises around the world from 1618 to 1998.28 The

US from 1790 to 1830 had two crises, one in 1792 and the other in

1819. In each of these the BUS (first and second) was a new institution,

and its early actions may well have contributed to the subsequent panic.

26 US Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, series X566–79,
p. 1018.

27 Except for the years 1812–1816, after the charter of the first BUS had lapsed and until
the second BUS was chartered.

28 Kindleberger, Manias, Appendix B.
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The UK (“England,” to Kindleberger) on the other hand had six crises,

in 1793, 1797, 1810, 1815–1816, 1819, and 1825, and during all of them

the BoE was an old, established institution. By that comparison the

BUSs appear to have done the better job of central banking by stabilizing

its economy. There are other reasons to think that Hamilton, Gallatin,

and Biddle, US leaders closely involved with the BUSs, understood

central-bank crisis prevention and central banking functions in general

better than did any leaders of the BoE during the 1790–1830 period,

although others in England such as Sir Francis Baring and Henry

Thornton may have had similar understandings.29 This is another rea-

son to think the BUSs were better at central banking than the BoE

during the years when both existed.

D. Banking

Banking developed rapidly in both the UK and the US from 1790 to

1830. But it developed differently. Apart from the Bank of England,

UK banks were partnerships. In England and Wales, there were two

other types of banks, the London private banks and the country banks.

London private banks experienced little growth. Rondo Cameron says

there were fifty of them in 1825, the same number as in 1775, although

they likely increased their capitals over that period.30 Country banks

numbered some 100 in the 1780s, 200–300 in the 1790s, 783 at the

peak in 1810 (official statistics), then down to 521 in 1821, and 439

in 1830.31 London private banks exhibited stability, whereas country

banks – about 300 of them from 1795 to 1825 – failed in droves during

UK financial crises. Scotland had fewer banks (thirty-two to thirty-eight

between 1825 and 1836) with extensive branch systems (140 to 230

branches, 1825–1836) and Scottish banks were more stable than those

of England and Wales.32 Scotland, however, was but a sixth the size of

England and Wales in population. Scotland’s banks were not limited to

six partners, as in England and Wales, and it was partly to copy Scotland

after the financial crisis of 1825 with its numerous country bank failures

that England introduced legal changes allowing larger joint-stock banks.

Ireland also had a few banks, including the one bank (besides the BoE)

29 See Hammond, Banks and Politics; Cowen, Origins and Economic Impact of the First
Bank; and Wood, History of Central Banking, for discussions of the lender of last resort
in the 1790–1830 period.

30 Cameron et al., Banking in the Early Stages of Industrialization, p. 33.
31 Pressnell, Country Banking, p. 11.
32 Cameron et al., Banking in the Early Stages of Industrialization, p. 66.
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in all of the UK to be listed on the London Stock Exchange in the mid-

1820s.

In a banking system of partnerships with unlimited liability, the

concept of banking capital is ambiguous. Theoretically, the combined

net worth of all the partners could be considered the capital of a banking

partnership. Despite the ambiguity, Cameron estimates the capital

invested in banking in England and Wales in 1825, including that of the

BoE, to have been £11.4 million pounds, or $55 million.33 Comparable

data on capital do not seem to be available for Scotland and Ireland, but

if they were available they might show a total UK capital of some $70–80

million.

US banking developed from next to nothing (three state banks) in

1790 to a system of 330 state banks in 1825, plus the BUS with twenty-

five branches.34 Almost all of these banks were corporations with, as a

rule, strict limited liability. In addition, there were numerous private

bankers whose numbers and assets we do not know. The 330 state banks

of 1825 had authorized capitals of $157 million, of which about 70

percent ($110 million) was paid in; in 1830 the data indicate 381 banks

with $170 million of capital authorized and about $119 million paid in.

To the state bank figures we would have to add the BUS with $35

million of capital, all paid in, giving the US banking corporate banking

system a paid-in capitalization of $145–154 million during 1825–1830.

This is approximately twice the capitalization of the UK banking system

even though the US had only a little over half the population of the UK.

Several consequences follow from the facts that US banks were pre-

dominantly corporations with limited liability while UK banks were

predominantly partnerships with unlimited liability. One we have just

seen: US banks attracted much more capital investment. Because they

were more highly capitalized, US banks could create much more credit

than their UK counterparts per unit of monetary liabilities; they could

lend their capital in addition to lending their notes and deposits. For

example, the banking data for New England state-chartered banks,

which are more or less complete, indicate that on average in the decade

1825–1834 the banks had notes and deposits of $22.7 million per year,

but their loans and discounts averaged $53.9 per year.35 The data for the

33 Ibid., p. 33.
34 Sylla, “US Securities Markets and the Banking System,” Table 1, p. 86. A more recent

annual series on the number of banks and branches in the United States (Weber 2006)
differs slightly from the numbers given in Table 1, with most of the differences
appearing to result from when a bank was chartered and when, as in Weber’s series, it
actually commenced operations.

35 Fenstermaker et al., “Monetary Statistics of New England,” pp. 452–3.
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UK are not so systematic, but from casual observation of several English

country-bank balance sheets published by Pressnell for the same era, it

appears that the credit (loans and discounts) created by banks was less

than or about the same as their note and deposit liabilities, in part

because – as we might expect – a lack of limited liability meant that UK

banks were more thinly capitalized than US banks.36

Another consequence of the greater capitalization of US banking cor-

porations is that US banks were much less likely to fail (annual average

failure rate of five per thousand, 1782–1837) than English banks, the

annual average failure rate of which was eighteen per thousand, 1809–

1830. Scottish banks did better than either England or (marginally) the

US, failing at an annual rate of four per thousand during 1809–1830.37

So US banks by the late 1820s had attracted twice the investment

capital of UK banks even though the US had only half the population of

the Mother Country, they were able to create far more credit per dollar

of monetary liabilities because of that greater capitalization, and they

failed considerably less frequently than UK banks. Although proponents

of each type of banking system debated the question of which system

was better at the time, to us now the answer should seem obvious.38 The

US had much the better system. Anyone who disagrees has to shoulder

the burden of explaining why the UK eventually liberalized its banking

laws to allow its banks to become limited-liability corporations, which

nearly all of them did by the end of the nineteenth century.

E. Securities markets

Apart from the huge UK–US difference in national debts, and London’s

trading of foreign debt securities (which was not a feature of US mar-

kets), by 1830 the securities markets of the two countries were quite

similar in size, at least in terms of the numbers of corporate securities

traded (see Table 7.2). In 1830, London was essentially the only UK

securities market; provincial markets appeared later. The US had seven

markets, but those outside the northeastern states were small. State and

local debt securities are included in the US data because they financed

some of the same activities companies financed in the UK, for example,

canals and utilities.

What about capitalizations of these securities? The paid-up capitali-

zation of the 156 UK joint-stock companies established prior to 1824

is given by E. Victor Morgan and W.A. Thomas as £33.1 million, or

36 Pressnell, Country Banking. 37 Sylla, “Early American Banking,” p. 118.
38 See ibid.
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$159million.39 Harris notes 258 companies listed inCourse of the Exchange
in 1825, when there was a boom in UK company formations, but only

206 in 1830, as in Table 7.2, after the boom collapsed.40 Harris gives no

capitalization data for either 1825 or 1830, but Rousseau and I, as men-

tioned above, estimated it using Course at £38 million, or $183 million.41

Given the disappearance of joint-stock companies from Course between

1825 and 1830, the latter figure is probably close to the actual 1830 level.

There is not a corresponding figure available for the US, but Table 7.1

showed that the authorized capital of US state banks in 1830 was $170.4

million. About 70 percent of that capital, or $119 million, was paid up,

to which we can add the $35 million capital (all paid up) of the BUS and

the $30 million of state and local debts in 1830 used for purposes

financed by companies in the UK. The total of these items, which does

not include the capital of other sectors (notably a large US corporate

insurance sector) is $179 million. Only seventy of the 381 US state banks

Table 7.2. Number of company and state/local securities listed in UK
and US markets in 1830

Sector Lon. Bos. NY Phil. Balt. Rich. Chas’ton N.O. US total

Canals,

navig.

72 1 8 5 1 15

Insurance 28 17 34 13 7 2 4 77

Utilities 49 1 4 5

Roads 7 4 5 9

Mines 22 2 2 1 5

Railways 4 2 2 4

State/local

debt

12 7 4 4 27

Banks 18 20 14 11 3 5 4 75 (71*)

Mfg. 6 2 8

Misc. 24 1 1

Total 206 41 72 48 42 3 9 9 226 (222*)

* The BUS was traded, and counted, in five cities; the asterisked figure eliminates the

multiple counting.

Source: London: Harris (2000), p. 219; US cities: Sylla, Wilson, Wright securities database

(ICPSR), taken from contemporary newspapers; Boston manufacturing companies from

Martin (1898), p. 128.

39 Morgan and Thomas, Stock Exchange, Table III, p. 278.
40 Harris, Industrializing English Law.
41 Rousseau and Sylla, “Emerging Financial Markets,” pp. 8–9.
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in 1830 were traded in the markets listed in Table 7.2, but these were

the largest banks representing a good portion of the estimated state

banking capital of $119 million, and there were local markets for the

shares of the other state banking corporations not listed and traded in

the major city markets.

Table 7.2 also brings out a glaring difference between the UK and US

securities markets. The financial sector hardly appears at all in the UK

listings. The Bank of England (not included in Table 7.2 – it was treated

as a national-debt security by Course and UK investors) and the Pro-

vincial Bank of Ireland (included in Miscellaneous) were the only two

banks, and the US had almost three times as many insurance companies

as the UK, where much insurance underwriting remained private rather

than corporate.42 If financial development matters for economic growth,

as seems increasingly evident to those who study the connection, it

appears that between 1790 and 1830, securitiesmarkets did relatively little

in the UK as compared to the US to encourage financial development.

The bottom line is that the data given here indicate that, apart from

national and foreign debts, the UK and US securities markets were

about equal in size, whether measured in listings or capitalizations, in

1830. And because a majority of the US listings do not enter into these

calculations, there is a pretty good chance that a full accounting would

show the US equity market to have been substantially larger than the

UK’s by 1830. Since the US population was only 54 percent of the

UK’s, the US securities market most likely made a substantially larger

contribution to US economic growth than did the Mother Country’s

securities market.

F. Corporations

Probably the greatest difference between the UK and US financial and

economic systems (as well as between the US and any other nation) was

the proliferation of business corporations after 1790. In this area the

US developed a large lead from the start over other countries. Those

countries did not begin to emulate the US in easing the path of business

to incorporation until mid-nineteenth century or after. By that time the

US had thousands of business corporations.

The UK lagged behind the US in corporate development largely

because the Bubble Act of 1720, which remained in effect until 1825,

made it difficult for British entrepreneurs to avail themselves of the

42 Kingston, “Marine Insurance in Britain and America,” and “Marine Insurance in
Philadelphia.”
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corporate form. Indeed, Harris’s study of entrepreneurship and business

organization in the UK is something of a lament about this British

failure, which only timidly began to be redressed after the 1825 crisis led

to repeal of the Bubble Act. And full redress did not come for another

two to three decades. Table 7.3, showing corporations chartered in the

US between the Jamestown settlement and 1800, demonstrates the

British legacy and the effects of the US financial revolution of the early

1790s. Under British rule, 1607–1776, apparently only seven corpor-

ations were chartered. Four times as many corporations, though still not

a lot by later standards, were chartered in the 1780s as in the entire

colonial era. Then more than ten times the number for the 1780s were

granted charters in the 1790s. In 1791–1792 alone, in the midst of the

financial revolution, more corporations were chartered than in all pre-

vious years of US history. The controversial federal charter of the BUS,

a very large corporation for its time, seems to have served as a precipi-

tating factor; state governments did not want to be co-opted by the new

federal government with its Hamiltonian plans for economic modern-

ization, so they turned favorable ears to charter requests from would-be

bankers and other entrepreneurs.

The corporate boom of the 1790s was just the beginning. Between

1800 and 1830, the six New England states chartered 1,722 corpor-

ations.43 New York chartered nearly a thousand companies in these

three decades.44 Maryland, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania chartered

Table 7.3. Corporations chartered in the US, 1607–1800

Colonial era 7

1781 1 1791 9

1782 0 1792 31

1783 1 1793 15

1784 3 1794 17

1785 3 1795 42

1786 2 1796 32

1787 6 1797 41

1788 5 1798 36

1789 3 1799 33

1790 4 1800 39

1781–1790 28 1791–1800 295

Source: derived from Davis (1917), vol. 2, appendix B, pp. 332ff.

43 Kessler, “Incorporation in New England,” p. 46.
44 Hilt, “Corporate Ownership and Governance.”
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194, 188, and 428 corporations. The total for these ten northeastern US

states is more than 3,500 corporate charters in the first three decades of

the nineteenth century. Even Ohio, a new state in 1803, chartered 117

corporations from that year to 1830.45 Currently, we know little about

corporate charters granted in the states to the south and west of these

eleven northeastern US states, but we suspect there were fewer of them.

Not all of the corporations states chartered, of course, lasted, and

some charters granted may not have resulted in enterprise formations.

Of the 827 corporations New York charted before 1826, only 266 (32

percent) appear to have been operating, or at least responded in 1827

when the state asked them to report information. Some may never have

commenced business. Others may have stayed in business only a few

years before winding up voluntarily or involuntarily. Of these New York

corporations, 82 percent of their total paid-up capital of $46 million in

1827 was that of the state’s 44 banks and 48 insurance companies.46

The corporate form seems to have been especially attractive to financial

firms in the early US.

If we apply New York’s 32 percent persistence rate to the total

charters of all eleven states for which we have information, the number

of corporations operating in these states around 1830 could be estimated

at no less than 1,100 to 1,200. The hard estimate we have for joint-

stock companies in the UK nearest to that date is 156 companies

established before 1824.47 The UK had a spate of company formations

during 1824–1825, with 624 new ones. By 1827, about 500 of these had

disappeared. So it is a fairly safe to say that the UK had perhaps 250 to

300 joint-stock companies around 1830, roughly one-quarter of the

corporations operating in eleven states, all but one northeastern, in

the US.

Joint-stock companies, moreover, were inferior to corporations as a

business form. Liability was unlimited, and British legal cases before

1844 frowned on such companies issuing tradable shares, a legacy of the

Bubble Act both before and after it was repealed in 1826.48 Not all US

corporations possessed limited liability, but in general it was the default

option unless charters specified other than limited liability. Hence, it

appears that in company law and encouragement of forms of enterprise

that pooled capital to achieve economies of scale, the US was far ahead

of the UK by 1830.

45 Evans, Business Incorporations in the United States.
46 Hilt, “Corporate Ownership and Governance.”
47 Morgan and Thomas, Stock Exchange, p. 280.
48 Harris, Industrializing English Law, Chaps. 8–10.
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IV. Assessing financial leadership

It is time to summarize and expand on the above comparative findings.

There were some regional and global similarities as well as differences

between the two nations, and these have comparative implications. For

example, one can view both countries as empires. The UK might be

regarded as the center of a vast British world empire, or – as the Scots

and the Irish might view it – England andWales could be regarded as the

empire’s center, with Scotland, Ireland, and the overseas entities com-

prising the empire’s peripheries. The US empire was more internal, and

as of 1830 it was still incomplete, as the northwest border had yet to

be determined and the southwest, Alaska, and Hawaii had yet to be

brought into the country’s borders. The center of the US empire was the

Northeast, comprising the New England and Middle Atlantic states

including Delaware, Maryland, and the federal capital in the District of

Columbia. The US northeast, where much of US financial development

had taken place by 1830, can be viewed as in roughly the same position

as the UK in one version of the British empire, or as England and Wales

in the Scots-Irish version.

A map of the continental US with the UK on the same scale would

indicate that the UK would fit comfortably into the US northeast, which

in fact is nearly 50 percent larger in area than the UK.49 In many ways,

the US northeast offers a fairer basis for making comparisons with the

UK (or England and Wales) than does the entire US. The US northeast

by the early 1800s had been settled for approximately two centuries

by people quite similar to those of the UK, and had developed a com-

mercial, industrial, and agricultural economy quite like that of the UK.

Other regions of the US were very different. The US south with its

semitropical agriculture and low-wage (slave) labor can be regarded as

akin to India. The US west, a newly settled area, can be regarded as the

US empire’s Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. Only a prisoner of

nation-state thinking would fail to see grasp such economic similarities

between the regions of the US internal empire and those of the British

external empire.

In terms of population, the UK was much the larger country in 1830.

It had some 23.8 million souls, as compared with 12.9 million in the

US. And England and Wales, the Scots-Irish version of the headquarters

49 Such a map appears in Thomas McCraw, ed., Creating Modern Capitalism (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1997), p. 544. The UK, Germany, and Japan together fit
comfortably into the territory of the forty-eight contiguous US states, with about
80 percent of the area remaining for Americans.
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of the British Empire, had 13.8 million souls; the US Northeast had 6.1

million. I use these population data and the conceptual framework

outlined above to make the following comparative observations, some of

which appeared earlier in the chapter, about the two financial systems

around 1830.

A. Public finance and debt

The UK had a national debt of $161 per person. The US had a national,

state, and local debt of $6–$7 per person. There is no reasonable basis

for attributing these total public debts to particular sub-regions of the

UK and US. In terms of willingness to incur public debt, the UK clearly

“wins.” Although a thriving public debt market trading low-risk gov-

ernment securities is probably a good thing for any financial system and

economy, there are reasons for doubting whether this “victory” was all

that good for UK economic growth. To service its huge debt, the UK

had to tax its industrious classes in order to transfer substantial income

to the rentier class.

B. Money

The UK had a broad M3 money stock of $27 per capita. The US had a

narrower M2 money stock of $10 per capita. Again, there is no good way

to estimate the money stock of sub-regions in either country; that can be

accomplished more readily for bank assets (see below). But even taking

into account the different concepts of money, the UK again appears to be

the “winner.” It had a higher ratio of money to GDP, that is, it had more

monetary “depth” or, what is the same thing, a lower velocity of money.

On the other hand, both countries had similar monetary systems, with

bank money being convertible (apart from periods in which convert-

ibility was temporarily suspended) into a precious-metal monetary base

or central-bank notes. Furthermore, by the 1820s there appear to have

been few concerns about the monetary situation in either country. Britons

did not generally complain about having too much money (or inflation),

and Americans did not generally complain about having too little (or

deflation). The two countries were part of an international monetary

system (or systems) anchored in precious-metal convertibility that tended

automatically to correct any temporary surpluses or shortages of money.

Hence, as far as money is concerned, there is no winner or loser.50 The

50 I thank Charles Calomiris for making this point forcefully in his discussion of this paper
at its first public presentation in April 2006.
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quantitative monetary differences observed resulted from differences in

economic structures rather than from a lead of Britain and a lag of the

US in financial and monetary development.

C. Central banking

In the UK, Bank of England assets per capita came to $6.97 in 1830. In

the US, BUS assets per capita came to $5.30. The UK is moderately

ahead of the US on this financial measure. Since the main business of

the BoE at the time was to hold UK public debt and issue bank notes

against it and its specie reserves, there is no reason to allocate its activi-

ties among the three regions of the UK. In the case of the US, three-

quarters of banking activity took place in the US northeast. If we attri-

bute the same proportion of BUS activity to the northeast where its

headquarters and twelve of the twenty-five branches were located, BUS

assets per capita in the US northeast were $8.41, greater than BoE assets

per UK capita of $6.97. Since the BUS was more of a modern bank

actively involved with its banking system than the BoE, and since the US

had fewer financial crises, the nod in central banking goes to the US.

D. Banking system

Data limitations for both countries, particularly the UK, make it difficult

to compare the two in terms of banking assets. For the UK, I attempt an

estimate by starting with the money stock estimate of £134 million in

1830. To get the bank-money part of this, I subtract an estimate of the

coin part. Capie estimates coin in the UK money stock at £44 in 1790,

and Collins gives it as £61 million in 1850.51 A figure in the range of

£50–55 million seems reasonable for 1830; I use £50, so as not to short-

change the UK banks. Subtracting coin from the money stock yields an

estimate of £84 million of bank money (notes and deposits) in 1830. To

get a measure of total bank assets via this route of estimating total bank

liabilities, there should be added to this the banking capital of the UK.

Cameron et al. estimate the banking capital of the UK as £11.4 million

in 1825, including the capital of the BoE. So perhaps it was £12 million

by 1830. Adding capital to bank monetary liabilities thus give an esti-

mate of total UK bank liabilities (and thus assets) of £96 million, or

$461 million in 1830. On a per capita basis, this is $19 per head. In 1850,

a year when estimates for the UK are fairly complete, the monetary

51 Capie, “Money and Economic Development,” p. 224; Collins, Money and Banking in
the UK, p. 40.
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liabilities of banks in England and Wales were 73 percent of those of the

UK.52 Applying this ratio to 1830, I estimate the bank assets of England

and Wales at $337 million, or $24 per person in England and Wales,

somewhat above the $19 per capita estimated for the whole UK.

For the US, Wright, by applying the ratio of bank assets to authorized

capital of banks for which this known (72 percent of them) to the

authorized capital of all banks (including the BUS), estimates US bank

assets at $403.5 million in 1830.53 The procedure is rough because only

70 percent of the authorized capital of state banks was paid up (although

presumably callable), whereas all of the capital of the BUS was paid

up. To refine the estimate of state bank assets, I subtract from Wright’s

estimate of total bank assets the assets of the BUS ($68.4 million) and

the estimated unpaid part of the authorized capital of state banks

($51.1million). This yields an estimate of state bank assets of $284

million, or $22 per capita for the US. To this should be added the $5.30

of assets per capita of the BUS, giving bank assets per capita for the US

in 1830 of $27. This is greater than the bank assets per capita of either

the UK as a whole or of England and Wales.

Going further, 82 percent of US state banks and 72 percent of

authorized state bank capital were in the US northeast in 1830. On the

basis of these ratios, I assume 75 percent of US state banking activity,

and most likely a similar proportion of the business of the BUS, took

place in the northeast. Total US bank assets of $352.4 ($284 state and

$68.4 BUS) times 0.75 yields an estimate of bank assets for the US

northeast of $264.3 million, or $43 per capita.

Several comparative conclusions about banking in the UK and the US

follow from this analysis. In 1830, bank assets per capita for the US ($27)

exceeded those of the UK ($19) and even England and Wales ($24).

Bank assets per capita in the US northeast ($43) considerably exceeded

those of either the UK or England and Wales. In terms of banking, the

US northeast most likely possessed the most highly developed system

in the world in 1830. And the reason for that is also clear. Although the

UK had more money per capita at the time than the US, banking in the

US – especially in the US northeast – was far more developed than UK

banking because US banks were usually limited-liability corporations

that attracted much more capital investment than the thinly capitalized

UK banks, held back as they were by unlimited liability and, in England

52 Cameron et al., Banking in the Early Stages of Industrialization; Collins, Money and
Banking in the UK, p. 40.

53 Wright, “Early US Financial Development,” and Wright, “National Financial Data
Estimations.”
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and Wales, the six-partner rule in effect from 1707 to 1825 to preserve

the Bank of England’s monopoly of corporate banking. Hence, while the

UK may have had more money per capita than the US, the US was able

to furnish considerably more bank credit per capita than could UK

banks. For economic growth, bank credit matters more than the mon-

etary stock. This is likely a reason the US economy grew faster than did

the UK economy in the early nineteenth century. In banking, the US

wins. In time, the UK would emulate it.

E. Securities markets

Comparative conclusions about securities markets follow from the data

of Table 7.2. Listed company securities in the UK per million people

come to 8.7; for the US the figure is 17.1 (including a number of state

debt securities that financed such items as canals that were financed by

companies in the UK). Since the London securities market was essen-

tially the only one in the UK in 1830, the same number of company

securities that went into the UK calculation yields 14.9 listed securities

per million people in England and Wales. For the US northeast, we

combine the listings of the markets of Boston, New York, Philadelphia,

and Baltimore (leaving out Richmond, Charleston, and New Orleans) to

yield 33.3 security listings per million people, more than twice the level

for the UK. Again, the early extension of limited-liability corporate

privileges seems to have led securities-market development to outpace

and surpass that of the UK during the four decades 1790–1830.

Comparing the company securities markets in this manner leaves out,

of course, the vast difference between the two countries in the extents of

their national-debt markets. It does emphasize, on the other hand, the

sector of the capital markets that is most likely to promote economic

growth. Unless one is prepared to argue that the huge UK national debt,

as well as the high levels of taxation that sustained it, were actually

positives for UK growth, the US wins this competition.

F. Corporations

In this financial-system key component, which figures largely in the US

advantage over the UK in banking and securities-market development,

the competition between the two countries can hardly be called real

competition. Ignoring many states (but perhaps not so many corpo-

rations), eleven US states for which we have good data had chartered

about 1,200 corporations that were in operation around 1830, or ninety-

three corporations per million people. The 300 hundred joint-stock
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companies estimated for the UK at that time come to about thirteen per

million people. If we consider all of those joint-stock companies to be in

England and Wales – perhaps largely but not entirely the case – there

were twenty-two of them per million people. The US northeast had

about 1,100 operating corporations at the time, or 180 per million

people. Still to be determined are the relative sizes of companies, joint-

stock and incorporated, in the two countries. Still, even without con-

sidering the disadvantages of the UK joint-stock company as compared

with the US corporation as a form of enterprise organization, the US

appears to win hands down.

In ways that mattered for economic growth, the US financial system,

quantitatively and qualitatively, surpassed that of the UK by 1830. And

the US northeast, the center of the US empire, probably possessed the

most developed financial system in the world at that time, one that in

most important growth-enhancing respects was certainly more advanced

than that of the Mother Country. It was a key reason why the US caught

up with the UK as quickly as it did, and why it was on a higher growth

trajectory that would lead the US in a few more decades to surpass the

UK in growth and development. This was the longer-term legacy of the

US financial revolution four decades before, in the early 1790s.

V. Financial system reversals and leadership changes

Given the evident superiority of the US financial system over that of the

UK around 1830, what can account for the widespread impression that

the UK always had a superior system? Why does almost everyone think

that the UK was the leader of world finance throughout the nineteenth

century?

I can think of three reasons. First, the UK system got better after

1830. Second, the US system got worse. Together these changes pro-

bably did give the UK the better system during the second half of the

nineteenth century, the period that shaped the impressions of economic

historians. Third, the UK, an island nation with an overseas empire, had

a strong international orientation in finance whereas the focus of US

finance during the nineteenth century, in contrast, was almost entirely

on the domestic economic development of a nation of continental

dimensions. Hence, US financial development in comparison with the

UK’s was less noticed and experienced by the rest of the world.

The UK system began to improve after 1825 with the repeal of the

Bubble Act of 1720 and the ending of Bank of England’s monopoly,

dating from 1707, of joint-stock banking in England and Wales. As

Neal put it in describing reforms to the UK financial system that began
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in the wake of the UK financial crisis of 1825, “The policy changes that

affected the monetary regime . . . while minor in each particular and

slow to take effect, were cumulatively effective in laying the basis for

Britain’s dominance in the world financial system until the outbreak of

World War I.”54

From 1826 onward, joint-stock banks with note-issuing powers could

be organized sixty-five miles away from London, and in 1833, they could

organize in London provided they did not issue notes. In return, the

Bank of England obtained the right to open branches, and began to

move toward being more of a central bank like the Banks of the United

States. Britain had fewer financial crises after 1825.

In 1844, Gladstone’s Joint-Stock Companies Registration Act made it

possible for a UK company, merely by registering, to enjoy “all the

features of incorporation – separate personality, free transferability of

shares, and hierarchical management structure – with but one exception:

limitation of liability.”55 Even the exception was eliminated in the late

1850s, when the UK at last allowed corporations, including banks, with

limited liability.

The UK national debt was stable from the 1820s to the 1860s, and

then declined steadily to the turn of the century. The UK banking

system eventually consolidated and developed extensive branch net-

works. It was the resulting late-nineteenth, early-twentieth century UK

financial system that became so admired by historians.

Across the Atlantic, Andrew Jackson vetoed Congress’s renewal of the

charter of the Bank of the United States in 1832, and Congress could

not muster the supermajority of votes to override the veto. Thus, the

BUS ceased being a central bank in 1836. Not until 1914, when Con-

gress established the Federal Reserve System, would the US again have a

central bank.

The 1832 veto unleashed a decade of financial instability, crises,

and depression. The US had more frequent financial crises after 1832

than before, while the UK had fewer of them. Moreover, US currency

entered an era of messiness and widespread counterfeiting until natio-

nal legislation of the Civil War era re-introduced federally chartered

banking – the national banks – and re-established a more uniform cur-

rency – greenbacks and national bank notes, both of which were

effectively currencies backed by the credit of the US government.56 The

loss of the BUS with its nationwide branch network also led to further

54 Neal, “Financial Crisis of 1825,” p. 53.
55 Harris, Industrializing English Law, p. 283.
56 Mihm, A Nation of Counterfeiters.
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entrenchment of unit banking and proliferation of thousands of small

banks rather than, as in the UK, consolidation into larger banks with

extensive branch networks. In money, banking, and central banking, the

US therefore took steps backward after 1830.

The Civil War raised the US national debt to near-British levels. Only

the corporate system and the securities markets remained relatively

unscathed by the Jacksonian “great reversal” of US financial develop-

ment. These key financial components tended to improve rather than

become worse after the 1830s, as states introduced general incorpo-

ration laws and New York City became the undisputed center of US

finance.

Given the favorable UK and unfavorable US financial developments

after 1830, it is not difficult to understand why some investigators have

found that the UK gained relative to the US in terms of real income per

person from the 1830s to the 1870s. The Jacksonian “great reversal”

appears as well in yield spreads between the UK and the US. UK consol

yields averaged 3.69 percent from 1820 to 1832 (after which US yields

are problematic, as the national debt was disappearing), and US Treas-

uries 4.52 percent, for a spread of 83 basis points (bp). When US debt

reappeared in 1842, the spreads were 217 bp in the 1840s, 107 bp in the

1850s, and 207 bp in the 1860s.57

A more continuous series of US yields over the same decades is that of

New England municipal (state and local) bonds. In the 1820s the spread

of this series over consols was 105 bp; in the 1830s it widened to 155 bp,

and further to 176 bp and 190 bp in the 1840s and 1850s.58 Country

risk appeared to increase for the US. That might have happened for lots

of reasons besides Jacksonian policies, including rising tensions over

slavery. On the other hand, the data just mentioned have another, more

telling, feature. New England municipals had market yields higher than

those of US government bonds from 1820 to 1832. When US govern-

ment debt reappeared in the markets in 1842, New England municipals

sold at lower yields than federal debt did. And well they might. An

administration that killed a central bank designed to lend it money when

needed should have expected no less of a reaction from domestic and

foreign investors when it weakened its financial position.

Further, Rose Razaghian’s structural-break analysis of US bond

yields indicates a break raising yields when the first BUS failed to be

re-chartered in 1811, a break to lower yield levels when the second BUS

57 Homer and Sylla, History of Interest Rates, derived from Tables 19 and 38, pp. 192–4
and 282–4.

58 Ibid.
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appeared in 1817, and a break to higher yields when Jackson vetoed the

second BUS re-charter in 1832.59 The evidence is quite strong that

Andrew Jackson perhaps unintentionally was something of a bomb-

thrower into the state-of-the-art financial system he inherited on assuming

the presidency in 1829. He was, of course, neither the first nor the last

US leader to abuse the financial system.

The two BUSs from the 1790s to the 1830s were integral parts of

Hamilton’s well-designed US financial system. When they were ter-

minated for political reasons that from an economic viewpoint have to be

viewed as misguided, the credibility of that system – the confidence in

it demonstrated by investors – was damaged. After 1830, the US paid

a price for damaging its financial system, just as the UK gained from

improving its system.

Nonetheless, the negative developments on the US financial scene in

1811 and 1832 should not lead us to forget the splendid financial and

economic accomplishments of the US from 1790s to the 1830s when

its financial system came to equal, and even to surpass, the older, less

liberal system of the UK, which was the best in Europe. The US system

was the brain, at that time a more developed brain than the UK had

in its financial system, driving US economic development by financing

territorial acquisitions, land settlement, transportation improvements,

and industrialization.

We give the last word to Tocqueville, the young French aristocrat who

visited the US in 1832, who admired both the BUS (just as Jackson was

starting to dismantle it) and what he saw happening in the American

economy:

The United States of America emerged from the colonial dependence in which
England held them only a half century ago; the number of great fortunes there is
very small and capital is still rare. There is nevertheless no people on earth that
has made as rapid progress as the Americans in commerce and industry. Today
they form the second maritime nation in the world; and although their manu-
factures have to struggle against almost insurmountable obstacles, they continue
to make new developments daily.
In the United States the greatest industrial enterprises are executed without

difficulty, because the population as a whole is involved in industry and because
the poorest as well as the most opulent citizen willingly unite their efforts in this.
One is therefore astonished daily to see immense works executed without trouble
by a nation that includes so to speak no rich men. Americans arrived only
yesterday on the soil they inhabit, and they have already overturned the whole
order of nature to their profit. They have united the Hudson to the Mississippi
and linked the Atlantic Ocean with the Gulf of Mexico across more than five

59 Razaghian, “Political Institutions and Sovereign Debt.”
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hundred leagues of continent that separate the two seas. The longest railroads
that have been made up to our day are in America.60

That was the early 1830s, not the 1920s, 1950s, or 2000s. Perhaps –

and just perhaps, pending more investigation of the other countries’

financial systems – the uniquely rapid growth of the early US in com-

merce and industry by the 1830s was a consequence of having a financial

system that was the equal of any other country.
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8 Natural experiments in financial reform

in the nineteenth century: The Davis

and Gallman analysis

Larry Neal

The failure of the United States to build upon the proven success of the

early national financial system put in place by Alexander Hamilton is

surely one of the most notable examples of the difficulties that confront

efforts at financial reform. Even so, the US was not alone as throughout

the nineteenth century well-intentioned governments attempted to imi-

tate the successful example of the UK or devise their own system of

effective financial intermediation. Meanwhile, the British system kept

improving to keep London the financial center of the global capital

market that emerged during the classical gold standard of 1880–1913.

Continental Europe created new financial institutions based on the

Cr�edit Mobilier and Cr�edit Foncier in France and cooperative rural savings

banks in Germany to mobilize their resources quickly enough to catch

up with the industrial lead of Britain.1 The most detailed analysis of

the problems confronting the construction of an efficient and durable

financial system for modern economies remains the monumental study

by Lance Davis and Robert Gallman, Evolving Capital Markets and
International Capital Flows: Britain, the Americas, and Australia, 1865–
1914 (2001).

Davis and Gallman documented the “natural experiments” that took

place in four quite different frontier economies in the late nineteenth

century – the US, Canada, Australia, and Argentina – to generate the

1 Alexander Gerschenkron hypothesized that the longer a European country delayed its
industrialization, the more resources it would require to catch up with the technological
lead of Britain, so financing would require larger firms and eventually the state itself.
(Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness). Rondo Cameron focused on the Cr�edit Mobilier
in France with its imitators in Germany and the rest of the Continent in later work.
(Cameron, France; Banking) Hoffman et al. (2000) focus on the Cr�edit Foncier’s role in
creating a much more efficient mortgage market after the land reforms of the French
Revolution were legitimized. Timothy Guinnane, “Delegated Monitors,” puts the rural
cooperative savings banks of Germany into the larger structure of the German financial
sector in the latter nineteenth century.
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necessary institutional innovations to generate the capital flows they

required to exploit their natural resources. Each one of these young,

empty countries benefited greatly from the long-term capital flows

emanating from the UK. So too did the British investors. Davis and

Gallman calculate that Britain’s contribution to capital formation rose

sharply from around 10 percent to 20 percent for the US. It rose to even

higher proportions for Canada, Australia, and then Argentina over the

course of the late nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth.

Initially, most of Britain’s capital exports focused on the construction of

the infrastructure necessary to gain access to the interior of each country.

This ultimately meant railroads and their complements – docks, mines,

livestock ranches, and land companies, and the like at the terminal points.

All this investment led to the remarkable rise in the size of the British

merchant marine, whose shipping earnings generated an increasing share

of Britain’s exports on current account. While the final tangible British

investment in the four frontier economies (largely peopled by British

migrants) was similar in each case, the form and function of the financial

intermediation varied widely from country to country. Consequently,

the resistance toward adopting specific British institutions to funnel

British savings into each rapidly growing economy (described in detail

by Davis and Gallman in the chapters devoted to each country) was

obviously driven by non-economic factors.

Table 8.1, based on the pioneering work of Raymond Goldsmith

(1985), demonstrates the clear lead of the British financial system on

every measure. The ratio of financial assets to gross national product,

Goldsmith’s preferred measure of the degree of financial development of

a given country, was far greater for the UK at nearly five times its GNP

Table 8.1. Comparison of the breadth and depth of financial markets
of the UK and the four frontier economies in the nineteenth century

Formal exchange

Regional

exchanges

Financial

assets/GNP

1850

Financial

assets/GNP

1913

Financial

institution

assets/GNP

1914

UK 1812, London Yes 4.95 5.70 n.a.

US 1817, New York Yes 1.33 3.47 1.09

Canada 1852, Toronto Yes n.a. n.a. 0.92

Australia 1865, Melbourne No 1.18 (1870) 2.90 1.09

Argentina 1854, Buenos Aires No n.a. 2.35 0.69

Source: Davis & Gallman, country chapters, p. 770, Table 7:2–1, and p. 773, Table 7:2–2.
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than the ratio of 1.33 for the US. The remaining young, empty countries

were further behind even the US, reflecting the underdevelopment of

both Australia and Canada in 1850 and the legacy of Spanish financial

institutions in Argentina. By 1913, all four frontier countries had

matured financially, cutting into the British lead even as that country

deepened its financial structure. The Canadian figures are especially

difficult to reconstruct given the large holdings of Canadian securities by

British investors and by American banks. Nevertheless, the last column,

giving the ratio of the assets of financial intermediaries (mainly banks,

but also insurance and trust companies) to a country’s GNP, shows that

by 1914 on this measure that Canada was nearly on a par with the US

and Australia. The difference between the ratios in the last two columns

comes from financial assets held by the household or non-financial firm

sectors. The gap is largest for the US, showing the relative importance

of capital markets there throughout its history. Argentina remained

the least developed of the four in terms of its domestic financial sector,

the result of relying on the UK for both bank finance and issues of

securities.

The importance of these ratios for Davis and Gallman lies in the role

played by financial innovations within each country. These could, in

theory at least, shift each country’s supply schedule of savings to the

right. This rise of savings, in turn, could drive an increase in the invest-

ment rate for each country, which in turn would lift its rate of growth

and/or its capital/output ratio. Taking the UK as the world’s leading

innovating country in financial technology at least down to 1870, Davis

and Gallman then attribute the massive outflow of British savings to

these financial innovations.2 Consequently, to understand their analysis

of the natural experiments in financial innovation that took place in the

leading recipients of British savings, we have to examine the financial

innovations in Britain that created the increases in British savings.

2 The appendix to Chapter 1, “The Role of Financial Intermediaries in Decisions to Save
and Invest,” discusses various counter-arguments that have been advanced to explain
either the US or British high rates of investment by an outward shift in investment
demand rather than an outward shift in the supply of savings. As these arguments usually
assume relatively high rates of interest elasticity of savings, Davis and Gallman assert
that more reasonable elasticities, in the range of 0 to 0.1, would imply a major role for
financial innovations. Note, however, that Davis and Gallman’s argument applies to
nineteenth century societies that were already high income and market oriented.
Financial innovations in today’s underdeveloped economies, by contrast, appear to
reduce the aggregate savings rate. One theoretical explanation is that increased financial
intermediation in the twenty-first century reduces the precautionary demand for savings,
which dominates in traditional, non-market, societies.
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I. The essential elements of Britain’s financial success

Davis and Gallman describe the basic structure of the British financial

sector in 1870 in the following terms:

Commercial banks accounted for about 65 percent of total assets at the begin-
ning of the period and about 60 percent at the end. Loans and advances by those
institutions represented about one-third of all assets in 1880, and about one-
quarter thirty-four years later. The decline in the relative importance of the
commercial banks was almost exactly offset by the increasing relative size of
the insurance industry (from just less than 20 percent to about 25 percent of the
total).3

They argue that Britain’s financial structure changed only slightly

thereafter up to World War I. They do note in passing, however, that the

rise of deposits in Postal Savings Banks at the expense of building

associations represented a substitution of government bonds for private

mortgages by non-bank intermediaries. This, in their opinion, “did not

bode well for private domestic or international capital mobilization.”4 By

1914 and the outbreak of World War I, Davis and Gallman see signs

that the British financial sector was stagnating, and perhaps even

regressing a bit from the plateau it had reached in 1870. To determine

how the British financial sector achieved its apogee by 1870 and then

sustained its level of performance for the next thirty-five years, Davis and

Gallman then describe the rise of the various financial intermediaries

and capital markets that came to form Britain’s increasingly complex

financial sector in the nineteenth century. First, they take up the rise of

joint-stock banks, which quickly replaced private banks throughout the

United Kingdom after enabling legislation was passed for England in

1826, and then consolidated into a highly concentrated sector by 1900.

W.T.C. King, in his classic study of the London discount market,

identified the crisis of 1825 as bringing about “changes in the banking

structure which were responsible for every major influence upon market

evolution in the succeeding twenty years.”5 His analysis of the crisis,

“when the country came within 24 hours of barter” according to one

contemporary, was that the re-financing of government debt after the

Napoleonic Wars, which reduced the market yield on Consols below 5

percent, created a speculative surge in demand for Latin American

bonds issued by the newly independent Spanish colonies. When most of

3 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, pp. 92–3.
4 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 93.
5 King, London Discount Market, p. 35.
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the new governments proved unable to maintain their promised interest

payments, the prices of their bonds collapsed at the end of 1825. King

added as an additional factor that a series of good harvests had made the

country banks located in Britain’s agricultural districts especially flush

with funds, which they foolishly committed to the new Latin American

securities.

In terms of conditions in the money market, however, the effects of

the stock market crash in December 1825 were limited in duration. By

June of 1826, the money market rate had again fallen well below 5

percent and the Bank of England was no longer besieged with requests

to re-discount bills. Of more interest to King were the implications for

the development of the bill market in London from four changes in the

financial structure that occurred in response to the crisis. These were:

(1) the beginnings of joint-stock banking, (2) the establishment of Bank

of England branches, (3) the cessation of re-discounting by the London

private banks, and (4) the assumption of some central banking functions

by the Bank of England.6 The combination of these four factors allowed

the rise of the most distinctive feature of the British financial system in

the later nineteenth century, the inland bill of exchange market, which

was the focus of King’s classic account.

The new joint-stock banks had to function outside London (thanks to

resistance by the Bank of England) and they had to compete with

existing country banks by attracting deposits rather than issuing notes.

King does not explain why this was so, noting only that those joint-stock

banks that began business by issuing notes gave them up after a few

years. The rise of deposits in lieu of note issue by joint-stock banks

arose in large part because the Bank of England branches refused to

do business with joint-stock banks that issued notes.7 Given that their

business was necessarily local and that they had no notes to redeem,

the new joint-stock banks kept minimum reserves, relying instead upon

re-discounting bills of exchange to obtain cash whenever they needed to

meet withdrawals of deposits. They also had a strong preference for

short-term loans in the form of self-liquidating bills of exchange, rather

than government securities, as had been the case earlier.8 These yielded

higher returns and could be staggered to mature at the same times as

seasonal withdrawals of funds tended to occur. As the country banks

wound up their small note business, they also turned increasingly toward

deposits and to the behavior of joint-stock banks as described by King.

6 Ibid., p. 38. 7 Great Britain, Monetary Policy, pp. 427–8.
8 Pressnell later confirmed this tendency even for country banks, Country Banking,
pp. 415–34.
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King concludes that it was the period from roughly 1830 until the 1860s

or 1870s that the inland bill market became the most important way in

which domestic credit was redistributed within the UK.9

Because joint-stock banks could also operate branches, unlike the pri-

vate banks, they began to take over previous country banks as branches

throughout England and at an accelerating rate after mid-century. “By

1914, when 40 English and Welsh joint-stock banks operated almost

5,300 branches, there remained fewer than 30 private banks controll-

ing a total of less than 100 branches.”10 Reviewing the work of British

historians on the effect of the rise and consolidation of joint-stock banking

in Britain, Davis and Gallman conclude that British banks continued to

supply the investment demands of the British economy after 1870 as

before. If the concentration of the industry led to cartel behavior, it was

more evident on the deposit-taking side where interest rates could be

kept lower than in a more competitive market than on the loan-making

side, where there is evidence that customers could successfully threaten

to take their business elsewhere and obtain better terms.11 Overall,

British commercial banks serviced their business clients well with short-

term loans, often rolling them over repeatedly if the enterprise were

successful. Their conservative lending practices, reinforced by increas-

ingly effective interventions in the London money market by the Bank of

England, maintained an enviable stability in the banking sector, espe-

cially after the Overend, Gurney crisis in 1872.12

By 1865, however, the importance of the inland bill market for Britain’s

commercial banks had begun to decline, from roughly one-third of

banks’ assets in the period 1840–1880 to less than 13 percent by the

end of the 1880s and less than 10 percent by 1914.13 The nationwide

branching system of the major joint-stock banks allowed them to shift

funds within their network from surplus regions to deficit regions as the

occasion demanded without recourse to bills. As the inland bill market

began to decline the foreign bill of exchange became an increasingly

important form of negotiable credit. The discount houses in London

9 King, London Discount Market, p. 41.
10 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 109.
11 They take as conclusive the findings reported in Capie and Mills, “British Bank

Conservatism.”
12 The failure of Overend, Gurney in 1872, the largest discount house in the world at the

time, brought the Bank of England to implement for the first time the practice of
lending freely at a penalty rate to offset the internal drain on banking reserves. Since
labeled “Bagehot’s rule,” after Walter Bagehot, the editor of the Economist extolled it in
his book on Lombard Street, it has become the guiding principle for any lender of last
resort.

13 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, pp. 128–9.
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expanded their operations to include foreign bills.14 From 1885 to 1914,

the sterling bill market in London was comprised of three large limited

companies (National Discount House, Union Discount Company, and

Alexander’s) and a score of private firms. In the words of Leslie Press-

nell, the term “international gold standard” does not truly describe this

period; it was, rather, the “international bill-on-London standard.”15

Non-bank intermediaries such as the London discount houses accoun-

ted, moreover, for between 35 and 40 percent of the assets held by

all financial institutions in Britain. Of that amount, the share of insur-

ance companies gradually rose from 20 to 25 percent and the share of

post office savings banks nearly doubled, from 4.5 to 9 percent.16 The

fall in the interest earned by these non-bank intermediaries on their

main investments in the early part of the nineteenth century, namely

government debt and mortgages, led them to seek more remunerative

investments overseas by the later nineteenth century. British govern-

ment securities at all levels fell from 17 to 7 percent of insurance

companies’ portfolios while overseas investments rose from 7 to over

40 percent between 1870 and 1913.17

The search for more remunerative outlets for the accumulated

deposits of the various non-bank intermediaries was successful, largely

because of the continued expansion of the formal securities markets of

the UK, centered upon the London Stock Exchange. From a total

nominal value of shares quoted on the London Stock Exchange of

£1.604 billion in 1863, by the end of 1913 it had reached £11.262

billion, implying a growth rate of about 3.8 percent annually. Over this

half century of spectacular growth, the share of government securities

had dropped from two-thirds of the total to less than one-half, while

railroads had risen to more than one-third, and that of “others” to

almost one-fifth.18 Moreover, the capitalized market share of total for-

eign securities quoted on the London Stock Exchange had risen from

under one-quarter in 1863 to over half in 1913.19 Further, this stock of

securities, comprised mostly of foreign government debt and overseas

railroads girdling the globe totaled £6.8 billion, and amounted to 60

percent of the value of all securities quoted anywhere in the world.20

The increasing importance of foreign securities after mid-century was

due in part to one of the felicitous outcomes of the collapse of the first

14 Nishimura, The Decline. 15 Pressnell, Country Banking, p. 131.
16 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 131.
17 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 146.
18 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 155.
19 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, Table 2:3–11, p. 157.
20 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 159.
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generation of Latin American bonds in 1825. In response, the London

Stock Exchange established ever more rigorous rules to establish the

legitimacy of any foreign bond or stock before listing it.21

Such was the dominance of the British financial system, built on a set

of complementary financial intermediaries and securities markets that

had arisen in response to government demands for loanable funds and

the public demand for convenient means of payment and liquid, inter-

est-earning financial assets. The exogenous shock of the crisis of 1825

was met not with government restrictions on country banks or restraints

on stockjobbing, but rather the government’s response in 1826 was, in

quick succession, to repeal the Bubble Act of 1720, remove restrictions

against joint-stock companies engaging in banking, ameliorate the laws

governing bankruptcy, and nudge the Bank of England into establishing

a nationwide network of branches. The felicitous outcome of these libe-

ralizations was to free up the forces of financial innovation as described

by King. In the theoretical framework of Davis and Gallman, the

ensuing financial innovations kept shifting the supply curve of British

savings to the right. The outpouring and mobilization of British savings

then financed not only the British industrial revolution but also the

spread of steam transport around the world and creating the first age of

globalization. The primary beneficiaries of the excess savings created by

continued financial innovation in the UK were, in addition to the British

public, the young, empty countries overseas that welcomed British

labor, capital, technology, and, to a large degree British legal and poli-

tical institutions, especially the guarantee of private property rights.

II. Imitation may be harder than innovation

Despite the obvious success of the British financial innovations even the

four countries receiving the largest flows of British savings could not, or

would not, simply imitate the British financial innovations. The benefit

that various follower countries could have derived from similar financial

innovations to increase their domestic supplies of saving to finance their

own industrialization was largely forgone. Indeed, even the US after

enjoying the fruits of Hamilton’s financial revolution, which were clearly

modeled on the best features of the English, Dutch, and Scottish fin-

ancial sectors at the time, actually regressed twice in the following half-

century; first, with the termination of the First Bank of the United States

in 1810 and then the lapse of the charter of the Second Bank in 1836.

21 Davis and Neal, “Rules and Regulations” and “Structure and Performance.”
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Davis and Gallman concentrate their analysis on the implications of

the four separate trajectories that were followed by each country as they

induced British capital inflow to finance their respective transportation

infrastructures and related capital stock. The authors point out the

distinctive financial innovations each country created to make invest-

ment opportunities especially attractive to British investors. As it turns

out, each frontier country adopted just the one aspect of the British

financial system that seemed most useful for financing construction of

that country’s railroad network. The US picked British-style merchant

banks such as Prime, Ward, and King in New York, which had a long-

standing association with the House of Baring, and John E. Thayer and

Brother in Boston, which dealt with the British house McCalmont &

Co.; Alexander Brown and Sons of Baltimore had a Liverpool corres-

pondent, Brown, Shipley & Co.; August Belmont & Company was

established as the result of the Rothschild interest in US opportunities.22

In commercial banking, however, the US largely ignored Scottish-style

banking, with its emphasis on joint-stock ownership and branching.

Instead, most states stuck with English-style country banking with its

closely held capital stock and no branching, a restriction maintained

throughout most of the country until the late twentieth century. By 1915,

the 27,390 banks in the US operated only 785 branches, and only

twenty-six were branches of National Banks.23 Canada and Australia,

starting later, wisely picked Scottish banking – joint-stock banks with

extensive branching – and with a physical presence in London. Reliance

on British-based banks, however, proved disastrous for Australia when it

was hit by the agricultural depression of the 1890s. The London mana-

gements decided to redirect their capital rather than recapitalize their

Australian branches. Canada, meanwhile, had managed to create a

nationwide banking system based on domestic banking houses by the

last quarter of the nineteenth century. The resulting bank networks

helped to finance the wheat boom in the first decade of the twentieth

century. Both countries, however, relied mainly on the London capital

market for marketing the securities issued by their railroads and distri-

bution companies, although mining stocks enjoyed local markets in both

countries, as they did in the US, but these were small, speculative, and

widely scattered stock markets with few externalities.

Argentina got off to a bad start with Barings early in the nineteenth

century, when it defaulted on its original issue of government bonds

through the merchant bank. Consequently, it had to accept British

22 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 301.
23 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 271.
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incorporation of its railroads and banks to get its share of British savings

flowing into the construction of its infrastructure. British-based mana-

gement for Argentine enterprises proved essential if British-based

investors were to provide finance.

For the purposes of this volume, the analysis provided by Davis and

Gallman of the obstacles in each country that stood in the way of

financial innovations and the idiosyncratic ways in which each country

overcame its specific institutional barriers are most interesting. Ultim-

ately, each country should have created a complementary set of local

banking institutions and secondary capital markets. In this way, they

could combine the advantages of confidential relationships between

banks and firms for short- and medium-term investment opportunities

with the advantages of transparent pricing of publicly traded securities

issued by firms for longer-term capital. To see why three of the countries

did not and the fourth, theUS, delayed formost of the nineteenth century,

we take up the Davis and Gallman analysis of the respective develop-

ments of the banking sector in each country and then their analysis of

how each country established a secondary market for its securities.

III. Banking developments compared

As Table 8.2 demonstrates (even for the basic institution of a gold

standard as the basis for the money supply), the main recipients of British

capital took their time in following the British leads. For example, Aus-

tralia and Argentina delayed formal adoption until the start of the twen-

tieth century. In practice, of course, all four countries had to insert gold

clauses in their dealings with British investors. TheUS had a de facto gold

standard after Andrew Jackson’s Specie Circular of 1836 and changes in

the mint ratio between silver and gold in 1834 and 1837 meant a de facto

gold standard even before the outpouring of California gold in the 1850s.

The upsurge of world gold supplies then forced all bimetallic countries,

regardless of their mint ratios, onto a de facto gold standard.

With respect to banking practices, by contrast, the rest of the UK did

not take up the Scottish example of branch banking by joint-stock

corporations created in the eighteenth century until enabling legislation

was passed in 1826 following the financial crisis of 1825. Even then,

branch banking awaited the consolidation of joint-stock banks much

later in the century.24 For the frontier economies, joint-stock banking was

necessary from the beginning, but only Australia and Canada combined

24 Capie and Webber, A Monetary History; Collins, Money and Banking.
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this with branch banking, reflecting perhaps the dominance of Scottish

emigrants in their populations. The US remained committed largely to

unit banks in the industrial heartland and New England, although these

were mostly joint-stock companies closely held by local investors. While

both the First and Second Banks of the United States had branches

predating branching by the Bank of England, the demise of the Second

Bank with Andrew Jackson’s veto of the bill to renew its charter in 1836

ended most branch banking in the US. Even in New York, branching

was limited to New York City while California’s banks were limited to

branches in that state, as were banks in the handful of other states that

permitted branching. British chartered banks were allowed to operate

in Argentina and Canada with branching allowed in Canada, but not

in Argentina. The British banks, mostly headquartered in London,

dominated the banking system of Australia and spread their branches

throughout the six colonies. British commercial banks were largely

excluded from the US, although the major investment banks, such as the

House of Rothschild, Barings, and J.S. Morgan established US subsi-

diaries. The advantage of the US investment banks was their member-

ship in the major stock exchanges, a privilege denied to British merchant

banks by the London Stock Exchange.25

Table 8.2. Comparison of banking systems of the UK and the four frontier
economies in the nineteenth century

Gold standard Central bank Branch banking Joint-stock banking

UK 1819– (1694) 1844 18thC (Scotland)

1826 (E&W)

18thC (Scotland)

1826 (E&W)

US 1876– 1790–1810

1816–1836

1914–

Mostly unit Yes

Canada 1854 1934 Yes Yes

Australia 1910 1910 Yes Yes

Argentina 1867–1873

1883–1890

1899–1914

1891 Yes Yes

Source: Davis and Gallman, ch. 7; della Paolera and Taylor; Powell.

25 Calomiris, “Corporate-Finance Benefits” and “The Costs of Rejecting,” however,
argues that US investment banks took advantage of their membership in the stock
exchanges with restricted numbers to raise their fees for underwriting services, whereas
competition within exchanges in London and Berlin made initial public offerings
(IPOs) more affordable.
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The resistance of these separate societies to adopting the full range

of successful British financial innovations arose from their distinctive

political structures and legal systems, not from differences in their

respective needs for external finance, much less from differences in their

latent profit potential. The rejection of British-style finance by the US

stemmed in part from political fears of British retaliation after winning

independence, fears exacerbated by the trauma of the War of 1812.

Andrew Jackson’s victory in the Battle of New Orleans at the end of that

conflict, however, secured the Louisiana Purchase for the new republic

and laid the basis for its westward expansion over the rest of the century.

Each of the new states that entered the republic as it expanded then

established its own system of banking, given the absence of controlling

legislation from the central government.

The remarkable aspect of the US’s record of economic growth, docu-

mented in earlier work by Davis and Gallman (1978), was the sustained

high rate of domestic savings it managed throughout the nineteenth

century. This financed high rates of gross domestic capital formation.

High rates of investment, they argued, were the key to establishing the

US as the world’s largest economy by the beginning of the twentieth

century. And, one of the keys to the continued high rates of savings was

the continued innovation of financial intermediation both through the

easy spread of unit banking and, especially, through the rise of organized

secondary markets for government, railroad, and industrial securities

throughout the country.

Canada and Australia eventually became self-governing colonies

within the British Empire as it expanded and re-organized, but had quite

different financial links to the mother country. Canada, throughout most

of its history, has struggled to find its optimal political and economic

relationship between the UK and the US. The defining moment for

modern Canada, however, came with John MacDonald’s re-election as

Prime Minister in the election of 1878 and implementation of his

National Policy. This consisted basically of protective tariffs against the

US and construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway to link British

Columbia in the west to the industrial and commercial centers in

Ontario and Quebec. It had been his initial vision that led to the creation

of modern Canada in 1867 as a dominion within the British Empire.

The key to the success of MacDonald’s National Policy was the

completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1885 and financed by

British investors relying on Canadian government guarantees of the

bonds. Domestic savings in Canada were devoted to self-financing of

business enterprises or deposited in banks that were restricted by their

charter to short-term mercantile credit. Consequently, “financing for
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industrial and infrastructure projects was largely dependent on external

capital.”26 At least half of foreign capital came from Britain, much of it

through portfolio investment in railroad or telegraph company securities

issued in London.

British chartered banks operated throughout Canada, competing with

well-capitalized Canadian banks. After the failure of the Bank of Upper

Canada in 1866 due to widespread defaults on land mortgages it had

made during a speculative land rush in 1857 and 1858, Canada char-

tered its banks with much higher capital requirements than in the US.

These new charters restricted Canadian banks after 1870 from any

lending on land or any similar long-lived asset. Despite the absence of

restrictions against branching, branching was slow to develop nation-

wide, reflecting the vast stretch of undeveloped prairie that lay between

Winnipeg and Vancouver. Not until the wheat boom at the beginning of

the twentieth century did branching reach its potential, helping Canada

achieve unprecedented rates of economic growth in the years 1900–

1910. Further, the wheat boom was financed to a much greater extent

than in the past by Canada’s domestic savings, helped no doubt by the

surge of immigrants. From 1897 to 1905, Canadian savings accounted

for three-quarters of its gross domestic capital formation. From 1906 to

1913, however, foreign savings recovered to finance 44 percent of

Canada’s gross capital formation in that period.27

Australia, by contrast with either Canada or the US, maintained six

separate and largely independent colonies until the creation of a federal

government in 1901 that became a Commonwealth within the British

Empire. Until that time, Australia lacked the equivalent of Canada’s

National Policy. Consequently, its infrastructure was fragmented among

the individual states as each pursued its own economic policy to exploit

the natural resources specific to that territory. Most activity was con-

centrated in the eastern seaboard colonies of Victoria and New South

Wales, especially after the Victorian gold rush that began in 1851. No

attempt was made to connect the separate state railroad systems into a

national grid. Despite the incoherence of the Australian transportation

network in terms of a nationwide system as in Canada, however, the

financial system was remarkably uniform throughout the island contin-

ent as a result of overwhelming dominance of London-based and British

chartered banks and a universal reliance on British savings for fund-

ing local government capital expenditures. To build the necessary

26 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, pp. 361–72 and quoting Sheila Dow, p. 60 on
p. 362.

27 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 358.
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infrastructure in each colony, the local government had issued bonds in

London, which offered remunerative returns to British savers who also

expected the British government to do whatever might be necessary to

insure repayment by the colonies. Reliance on British financing extended

to encouraging British-chartered banks headquartered in London to

establish branches throughout Australia. The result has been labeled

“colonial socialism” by Noel Butlin (1959) because each state govern-

ment became the lender of first resort for each major construction

project. In the short run, each colony responded quickly to possibilities

of exploiting mineral discoveries or markets for sheep or sugar as they

arose. But in the long run, according to Davis and Gallman (and the

Australian economic historians they cite), the absence of domestic pri-

vate sources of financial intermediation left Australia vulnerable to

exogenous shocks such as occurred in the 1890s.

The agricultural crisis of the early 1890s, coming as commodity prices

continued their decades-long fall, caused the major Australian banks to

fail en masse. Their London owners withdrew from further investment

and no domestic sources of finance were forthcoming. Eventually, each

state government stepped in to create land banks to provide the missing

finance for the agricultural sector, but the boom days for Australia were

over. The rise in commodity prices caused by World War I was followed

by a collapse afterwards, leading to increased reliance upon government

support and even with recovery in the 1930s, Australia’s economic

recovery was dependent on preferred access to the British market.

As bad as this outcome was for Australia, the case of Argentina proved

even more telling. While Argentina lacked the advantages of British

common law and political constraints on arbitrary power by the executive

branch, features which gave the other three destination countries a more

favorable impression for British investors, it enjoyed an abundance of

natural resources and access to the London capital market, especially

during the classical gold standard period. It also became a favorite

destination for emigrants from the British Isles at that time. Table 8.1,

however, highlights the recurring difficulties for Argentina in coming to

terms with the requirement of the gold standard, a necessary guarantee

of private property rights even to foreigners wishing to repatriate their

profits or to liquidate their holdings. The financial innovation employed

by British investors, given a disastrous outcome for their initial portfolio

investments in 1825 (Neal 1998), was to set up British chartered com-

panies to exploit Argentina’s resources, drawing upon British savings

funneled to them through British chartered banks, whether in Britain

or in Argentina. British investment then took the form of direct invest-

ment in British-controlled enterprises in Argentina, rather than portfolio
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investment in Argentina’s railroad or government securities. This stood

in stark contrast to the emphasis on portfolio investment for Canada and

especially Australia as far as infrastructure capital was concerned. It was

similar, however, to the standing companies employed by the British

when investing in industrial and commercial enterprises in the US later

in the nineteenth century. But while British investment became less

and less important for the US over the nineteenth century, it became

increasingly important for Argentina’s capital formation.

Davis and Gallman summarize the difficulties faced by each: Australia

in confronting the agricultural crisis of the 1890s, Argentina’s problems

in overcoming the aftershocks of the Baring Crisis of 1890 and then the

withdrawal of British finance during World War I, and Canada’s early

lagging development, as “overbanking.” By this, they mean that in each

country capital formation relied too heavily on its banking sector. The

resulting mismatch in maturities between the banking sector’s assets

(very long-term and with high variance in returns) and its liabilities

(short-term and often held by foreigners) created an increasingly pre-

carious financial structure. The specific form of this malady varied for

each country, but the effect was to make each country more vulnerable

to external economic shocks. The US, by contrast, clearly confronted

much more serious shocks to its economy throughout the nineteenth

century, including the most expensive and bloodiest war, but somehow

it managed to overcome each crisis in fairly short order, thanks, Davis

and Gallman argue, to its well-developed and extensive set of securities

markets.

IV. The Davis and Gallman comparison
of securities markets

What about the development of securities markets needed to encourage

the long-term, large-scale investments necessary for each of these young,

empty countries to exploit its natural resources? Table 8.3 summarizes

the scattered data available relating to the role of securities markets in

each of the frontier economies, compared to the dominant role of the

London Stock Exchange. The data are often inconsistent from source to

source. For example, the breakdown of activity for the New York Stock

Exchange in 1910 is by volume of turnover instead of market capital-

ization as in the case of London. Nevertheless, the relative absence of

government bonds from any level of government in the US clearly dis-

tinguishes it in terms of the relative importance of finance through large

corporations rather than by government as in the case of Australia. Even

Canada and Argentina’s relatively low levels reflect not the absence of
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government but rather the importance of the external debt of both coun-

tries, which were favorite investments by British savers. The high pro-

portion of government bonds on the London Stock Exchange reflected

the importance of foreign, especially imperial and Commonwealth,

government issues there. In other words, the London Stock Exchange

provided the complementary capital markets that enabled the banking

systems of Argentina, Australia, and Canada to thrive as long as they did.

Each country then adapted the British-style financial institution it

had acquired by innovating according to its own unique political and

economic dynamic. In the US, the first-generation investment affiliates,

mere branches of the British merchant banks, evolved into independent

investment banks in the second generation that were responsible for

generating the finance for US trunk railroads. The financing of the

Union’s war effort during the American Civil War was greatly facilitated

by Jay Cooke’s mass marketing of the Union’s war bonds to domestic

investors. Davis and Gallman note that his original firm, Clark & Dodge

“generally depended on domestic sources of funds.”28 Cooke’s firm, along

with the Boston firm of Lee, Higginson, and Co., in turn were over-

taken by second-generation investment banks, headed by J.P. Morgan &

Co. followed by Kuhn, Loeb, Speyer and Co., J.&R. Seligman, and

August Belmont & Co., the Boston firms of Kidder, Peabody, and

Lee, Higginson and the Philadelphia firm of Drexel & Co. In the first

decade of the twentieth century a third generation of investment banks

began to market securities on a broad scale for industrial and commercial

Table 8.3. Comparison of stock markets of the UK and the four frontier
economies on the eve of World War I

Market

capitalization

Government

bonds (%)

Railroad

securities (%)

All other

securities (%)

London Stock Exchange $52.0 billion 34.8 43.4 21.8

New York Stock

Exchange

$26.3 billion 0.25 3.5 (bonds) 96.25

(all stocks)

Canada Stock Exchanges $2.26 billion 7.0 34.0 59.0

Melbourne Stock

Exchange

$0.3 billion 15.0 6.0 79.0

Buenos Aires $2.0 billion 7.8 30.5 61.7

Source: Davis and Gallman, ch. 7; Michie, “Canadian Securities”; US, Historical Statistics,

Series X 531–5; Argentina, calculated from Tornquist, excludes external government debt

and cedulas.

28 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 301.
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firms, focusing more on equity stocks than bonds that had been the focus

of previous investment banking. Goldman, Sachs & Co. and Lehman

Brothers, for example, managed 114 offerings for 56 firms over the

eighteen years following their initial offering of Sear, Roebuck & Co.

stock in 1906.29

Canada’s financing of its infrastructure depended on government

guarantees of bonds issued by railroads, canals, or utilities before these

bonds could be placed in the London market. When tapping into

Canadian domestic savings, bond houses arose that could place new

issues with a narrow circle of Canadian financial institutions and wealthy

individuals. Australia’s London-based banks developed securitized

mortgage bonds so they could indirectly (and ultimately disastrously)

invest in overpriced mortgages. Argentina developed a security more

directly based on land mortgages, the cedula, which became a favorite

asset for Argentina’s banks, which were mostly foreign and mostly British.

V. Government regulations

What lessons do Davis and Gallman draw from their detailed examin-

ation of each country’s financial sector and its innovations in response to

the challenges of tapping into the vast pool of savings available in London?

Ultimately, the less successful the frontier economy was in financing

its development with foreign funds, the better it performed in the long

run. Why? Their explanation is that the innovative efforts of the frontier

economy’s financial sector turned to ways it could attract domestic

savings, and these continued to finance domestic capital formation

whenever the supply of British funds slackened or stopped entirely.

Implicitly, the Davis and Gallman study suggests as well the importance

of developing transparent and competitive capital markets. The more a

frontier economy’s financial innovations were directed toward developing

and sustaining its capital markets, as opposed to its banking institutions,

the better able it was to recover from shocks inflicted by regime changes,

whatever the source or severity of the shocks. This held especially so in

coping with the shock of the complete withdrawal of European finance

during World War I, as the authors demonstrate in Chapter 8, “Skipping

Ahead: The Evolution of the World’s Finance Markets, 1914–1990.”

In the nineteenth century in the young, empty countries analyzed by

Davis and Gallman, the pay-off expected from opening the frontiers

to European settlement and production techniques was long-term in

agriculture and highly uncertain in mining. Crop failures or competition

29 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Financial, p. 311.
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from new sources of supply created havoc for Argentina and Australia in

the 1890s. Increased diversity of financial institutions as in the US and

Canada, starting with investment banks and moving on to insurance

companies, helped to lessen the extent of mismatched maturities of

financial claims. Further, if a country is equipped with deep, liquid capital

markets, these can provide essential safety valves for each set of financial

institutions whenever shocks do occur. As Rajan and Zingales (2006)

note in their subsequent work (none of which is cited in the Davis and

Gallman monograph), it is precisely those liquid capital markets that

are most vulnerable to regulation and ultimate reversal by government

interventions. Because the markets for publicly traded securities are

highly visible and well-publicized in order to generate trading volume, any

reversals in prices will elicit public outcries for the government to protect

the perceived interests of their most influential constituencies.30 Such

government reactions clearly occurred in the cases of Australia, Canada,

and Argentina. In the US, however, despite the rise of progressive reforms

in the twentieth century, only the Federal Reserve System emerged for

the financial sector, and its initial effects were limited.31

In the previous chapter, Richard Sylla documents that Alexander

Hamilton, as the first Secretary of the Treasury in the newly-formed US,

established a financial system for the US that proved even more effective

than the British model upon which it was based. Later political devel-

opments driven by westward expansion and the Jeffersonian ideal of

agrarian democracy and hostility toward a powerful central government

led to the removal of one of the pillars of his system – the first Bank of

the United States with its single currency and regional branches. The

usefulness of such a bank proved itself even to Jefferson’s party during

the War of 1812, leading to a renewed charter for the Second Bank of

the United States. President Andrew Jackson refused to renew the

charter of the Second Bank of the United States in 1836, again showing

the political difficulties that regularly confront innovative institutions

in the financial sector.

A period of free banking experimentation among the various states

ensued, complicated by the regular addition of new states, each of which

decided on its unique form of banking regulation. The ensuing period

of free banking that lasted until the taxation of state bank notes in 1865

at the end of the American Civil War has been examined in detail by

30 Michie (Global Securities) argues that governments’ well-meaning interventions through
the ages have limited the possible benefits that a global securities market can provide for
the private sector, especially in banking.

31 White, Regulation and Reform.
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numerous scholars.32 The general conclusion is that it worked well if

the note-issuing bank could establish credible backing for its notes with

the help of the state or local government. But the opportunities for

opportunistic behavior based on fraud were rampant and, unsur-

prisingly, exploited if regulation by government or market competition

was lax. The National Banking system that essentially took free bank-

ing to a national level after the Civil War created a uniform currency

throughout the US, essentially by levying a 10 percent tax on state bank

notes. But, without a central bank to act either as a regulator or lender of

last resort, the integration of the nation’s bank credit failed to emerge

until the beginning of the twentieth century. Further, even with formal

adoption of the gold standard in 1879 and reassertion of this commit-

ment to gold with the Gold Standard Act of 1900, the US financial

system was not well integrated with the British financial sector.33 The

puzzle that this creates for economic theory has occupied the attention

of a number of financial historians including, Lance Davis, Richard

Sylla, John James, Maureen O’Hara, Richard Keehn, and Gene Smiley,

and is taken up again in the next chapter by Richard Sullivan.
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9 Regulatory changes and the development of

the US banking market, 1870–1914: A study

of profit rates and risk in national banks

Richard J. Sullivan*

Capital accumulation is central to economic development and econo-

mists have had a long fascination with its history. An increase in the

savings rate was the fundamental aspect of Walt Whitman Rostow’s

vision of the stages of economic development, and Robert Solow’s path-

breaking work showed how standards of living are tied to the level of

capital per worker in an economy.1 In these formulations, the amount

of savings directly affects the amount of capital accumulation and

ultimately economic development. Lance Davis’s seminal work added

an important perspective on the process of capital accumulation: impro-

vements in the allocation of scarce savings can raise standards of living

(independent of the savings rate) because capital will then be allocated

more productively.2

Davis focused on the late nineteenth-century US, where he found that

regional differences in interest rates charged by national banks were

large after the Civil War, but diminished over the subsequent fifty years.

He argued that firms selling commercial paper entered the financial

market, made them more competitive, and the subsequent operation

of the law of one price caused regional interest rates to converge. Later

research by Richard Sylla and John James has confirmed Davis’s findings

but these authors argued that the banking industry itself became more

competitive.3 Whatever the nature of added capital market competition,

* I thank Zhu Wang for useful discussion on this topic and Hugh Rockoff, Howard
Bodenhorn, Mike Bradley, Larry Neal, Jeremy Atack, Joe Mason, and Concepcion
Garcia-Iglesias for valuable comments on an earlier version of this paper. The views
expressed in this article are those of the author, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City or the Federal Reserve System.

1 Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth; Solow, “Contribution.”
2 Davis, “The Investment Market.”
3 Sylla “Federal Policy”; James, “Development.”
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regional integration helped to improve the allocation of capital and thus

aided US development.

In this chapter I explore the Davis–Sylla–James (DSJ) hypothesis in a

manner somewhat different from previous work. As Larry Neal points

out, measuring capital market integration using interest rates on loans is

complicated by factors such as local regulations, risk and duration of

loans, and monopoly rents.4 Consequently, rather than look at regional

interest rates, I study differences in the regional profit rates of national

banks.5 Profit rates are germane to the mechanism of capital allocation

because they are critical incentives for entry to and exit from the fin-

ancial market. To anticipate the conclusion, I find substantial support

for the DSJ hypothesis: regional profit differentials converged substan-

tially after 1884.

To delve deeper into the extent and causes of profit rate convergence,

I apply capital market theory to relate the fluctuations of banks profits to

their levels across the different regions of the US. I find that a conside-

rable amount of the observed difference in national bank profit rates can

be explained by financial risk.6 Results also show that risk-adjusted

profit differentials across regions were present in the 1870–1884 period,

but not in the 1885–1899 period, which is consistent with the DSJ

hypothesis. However, there is also a puzzling result: risk-adjusted profit

differentials reemerge in the 1900–1914 period, a period where there

was an integrated and competitive national banking market. I argue that

the easing of entry barriers after the Gold Standard Act of 1900 intro-

duced new inherent risk into the market. New bank entry was charac-

terized by smaller, less capitalized banks and often in newly developed,

less economically stable regions. Investors may have required additional

returns to compensate.

The pattern of development of banking in the US from 1863 to 1914

is one of a relatively mature industry responding to economic expansion

but punctuated by exogenous regulatory changes that influenced interest

rates, profits, and financial risk. High capital requirements established in

the National Bank Acts during the Civil War created significant barriers

to entry, especially on the frontiers and other less populated areas. By

4 Neal, “Integration of Financial Markets.”
5 Sylla (“Federal Policy,” pp. 677–9) examines intraregional, but not interregional, profit
rates.

6 For other applications of capital market theory to historical analysis see Atack et al.
(“Risk”), who examine financial risk, profit rates, and capital investment in US industry
for the 1850 to 1870 period, and Neal (Rise of Financial Capitalism, Chaps. 3 and 6), who
studies the performance of the Amsterdam and London capital markets in the seventeeth
and eighteenth centuries.
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the mid-1880s, however, financial innovation in the form of commercial

paper and the paper check enabled other financial institutions to offer

services that competed with national banks. Further change was caused

by regulatory competition that gave significant momentum to expansion

in the banking industry.7 State legislators, seeking to increase banking

facilities in smaller communities, encouraged state and trust company

entry by undercutting national bank capital requirements.8 The federal

government reacted by passing the Gold Standard Act of 1900, provi-

sions of which reduced capital requirements for national banks, but states

followed with another round of reductions in their capital requirements.

This chapter reviews previous work on the US banking industry

relevant to the DSJ hypothesis in light of industrial dynamics. I then

present two statistical tests. The first is a regression analysis of regional

profit rate differentials and the second is a regression analysis of profit

premia as a function of financial risk (measured by the standard devia-

tion of profit rates). The concluding section summarizes results and

discusses their implications.

I. Interest rate differentials and the industrial
dynamics of banking

Because Davis was ultimately concerned with the allocation of savings,

he studied the interest rates that banks charged loan customers, properly

focusing attention on the outcome of regional allocation of capital on the

uses of savings. In his research Davis calculated regional interest rates

and inspected a time plot of the results. He found that, after the Civil

War, banks in other developing regions of the US charged interest rates

on loans that were high relative to Middle Atlantic rates but the spread

of regional interest rates narrowed over the period from 1870 to 1914.

Davis considered several mechanisms that might channel funds across

regions and cause a narrowing of interest rate differentials. In the end he

concluded that the most important factor was that bank lending opera-

tions faced new competition from the commercial paper market.

Later writers subjected Davis’s data to more rigorous statistical tests

and have challenged Davis’s original hypothesis. Gene Smiley noted that

if Davis was correct then measures of the dispersion of regional interest

rates would have declined, but his calculations show neither a decline

in the coefficient of variation, nor a statistically significant fall in the

7 White, “Political Economy.”
8 Neal (“Trust Companies”) argues that the trust company was an important source of
financial innovation in the US prior to World War I.
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standard deviation of the cross-sectional values of regional interest rates.9

John Binder and David Brown used dummy variables in a regression

analysis to see if there were significant changes in the difference between

interest rates in developing regions and those of the Middle Atlantic

region for the periods after 1885 and after 1900.10 They found that

coefficients on dummy variables were often statistically insignificant,

and that measured declines in interest rate differentials were numerically

small. More recently, Scott Redenius analyzed data at the local (town)

level for 1890, including the number of banks, bank balance sheet com-

position, and population.11 After considering variables such as banks per

market, banks per population, lending patterns, and regional loan rates,

he concluded that proxies for local market structure used in previous

research are weak and that market power does little to explain regional

differences in loan rates.12

While studying the interest rates charged on loans is relevant, there is

another perspective that can be used to study post-Civil War banking.

The theory of industrial dynamics focuses on profitability of an industry:

if profit rates are high or low relative to some “normal” level, then entry

or exit will occur until profit rates are at the normal level. In the context

of the DSJ hypothesis, entry restrictions generated monopoly power and

allowed persistent super-normal profits in banking for some developing

regions in the years immediately following the Civil War. But during

the 1880s increased competition gave loan customers an alternative and

began to erode the monopoly power of banks. According to Davis, the

source of this competition was entry into the loan market by commercial

paper brokers. Subsequently, Sylla and James argued that the extra

competition may have come from the entry of banks into the market,

with Sylla emphasizing entry in rural areas and James stressing entry of

state-chartered banks.13 This dynamic process would have implications

on the price charged to customers, since we typically expect mono-

polistic industries to gain their high profits by charging high prices. We

9 Smiley, “Interest Rate Movement.”
10 Binder and Brown, “Bank Rates of Return.”
11 Redenius, “Bank Market Power.”
12 On its surface it appears that barriers to entry were weak in this period of US history:

the number of state and nationally chartered banks rose from 1,937 in 1870 to over
23,000 in 1914. Atack and Passel (New Economic View, pp. 510–14) provide an
excellent review the interest rate convergence literature and conclude that “the evidence
in favor of monopoly banking is weak.” However, there is a case to be made for
significant local monopoly power for some markets: Redenius (“Bank Market Power,”
Table 6) shows that of 5,529 towns in his sample, 57 percent had only one state or
national bank.

13 Sylla, “Federal Policy”; James, “Development.”
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might expect interest rate convergence as banking in the developing

regions of the US faced with stronger competition.

But interest rate convergence is not necessarily an indicator of a

change from a monopolistic to a competitive banking market because

changes other than the competitive structure also influence interest rates.

For example, a dispersion of interest rates could occur in a competitive

industry due to differences in the cost of banking. Regional differences

in costs may have been substantial, due to factors such as different wage

rates for labor, different amounts of labor needed to conduct business,

transportation costs, and economies of scale with respect to physical

capital, which in turn could cause differing interest rates charged to loan

customers. Under such circumstances, a regional structure of interest

rates would emerge, even with significant loan competition and inter-

regional capital flows.14 Interest rate convergence could also have been

due to factors other than competition: labor mobility could have reduced

regional wage differentials, and as the regions developed, higher loan

volume could have reduced regional differences in the amount of labor

or capital per unit output of banks.15

Binder and Brown make the same point but argue that regional flow of

funds will be related to net returns on assets, and they therefore study

income earned by banks net of costs divided by earning assets of banks.16

However, the net returns on assets will diverge from profit rates (net

income divided by equity capital) due to differences in the capital-asset

ratio. Mathematically this relationship is shown in the equation

profit rate ¼ net return on assets = bank capitalization
17

where

profit rate ¼ profit = equity capital

net return on assets ¼ profit = assets

bank captilization ¼ equity capital = assets

14 Restrictions on bank branching in this period would have kept banks from low cost
regions from easily offering lending services in high cost regions.

15 Sushka and Barrett (“Banking Structure,” pp. 469–71) show that a monopolistically
competitive banking structure may also lead to a dispersion of interest rates because
banks in regions with a relatively low interest sensitivity of loan demand would charge
relatively high interest rates.

16 Binder and Brown, “Bank Rates of Return.”
17 Formally, let A¼ assets, C¼ equity capital, k¼C/A, ROE¼ profit rate (return on

equity), ROA¼net return on assets, and k¼ bank capitalization. Then ROE¼ profit/
C¼ (profit/A)(A/C)¼ROA(1/(C/A))¼ROA/k. Equity capital is measured by paid in
capital plus surplus, where surplus is retained earnings of the bank.
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Thus regional differences in the net return on assets could be consistent

with equal profit rates on capital if bank capitalization was relatively

large in the region with higher net returns on assets.

Sylla has documented regional differences in the capitalization ratio

of national banks for the year 1900.18 This ratio was relatively low in

the Middle Atlantic region. There are at least two reasons why regional

capitalization ratios would represent systematic differences across

regions. First, Hugh Rockoff has shown that there were large differences

in the rates of bank failure across the various regions of the US.19 Since

capital serves as a buffer against failure, banks in regions with high rates

of failure may have held higher ratios of capital to assets, and Rockoff

presents correlations that show that regions with high rates of failure

were also those with high returns to bank capital. Second, newly estab-

lished national banks were subject to minimum capital requirements, a

constraint that was likely to be more binding in the developing regions

of the US, and on average may have led to higher capitalization ratios.

In sum, profit rates incorporate differences in capitalization, and they

also account for differences in costs. Profit rates are most relevant to the

industrial dynamics of financial markets: commercial paper brokers and

potential investors in new banks were not drawn into competition with

existing banks because of high interest rates, but rather because of a

potential for high returns on their capital investment.

II. Regional profit rates

The data on regional profit rates for national banks are plotted in

Figure 9.1 and summary statistics shown in Table 9.1.20 The co-

movement in the profits rates is evident in Figure 9.1 and so it is clear

that regional profits of national banks were subject to similar business

cycle influences, especially in contiguous regions, suggesting at least some

integration among various banking markets. At the same time, there was

a structure to profit rates that suggests that some regional influences

were determining profit rates. Table 9.1 shows that national banks in the

New England region had the lowest profit rates, averaging 6.57 percent

per year for the period from 1870 to 1914. The national banks in the

Middle Atlantic region had a higher average profit rate, at 8.28 percent.

National banks in the West and Pacific had the highest average profit

18 Sylla, “Federal Policy,” p. 660. 19 Rockoff, “Regional Interest Rates.”
20 Data are from Powlison (Profits of the National Banks, pp. 105–7) and represent aver-

ages of the profit rates of national banks weighted by the bank’s equity capital to total
equity capital of all the banks in the region.
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Figure 9.1 Profit rates of national banks by region.
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rate over the entire period, and profit rates for the South and Midwest

were between those for the West and Pacific and that for the Middle

Atlantic. This basic structure (New England with the lowest profit rates,

with Middle Atlantic next highest, South and Midwest next highest, and

West and Pacific highest) was essentially stable for the three sub-periods

1870–1884, 1885–1899, and 1900–1914.

Also evident from Figure 9.1 are significant differences in the fluc-

tuations of regional profit rates. Table 9.1 shows the standard deviations

calculated from the data; the standard deviation of the Middle Atlantic

national banks for the period 1870–1914 was smallest, at 1.72 percent,

while the standard deviation of the West region was some 2.6 times

higher, at 4.53 percent.21 This suggests that financial risk of investing in

banks was not the same across regions which may in turn explain part of

the structure of regional profit rates.

Table 9.1. Summary statistics for profit rates of regional national banks:
1870–1914

Average Standard deviation

Regionb
1870–

1884

1885–

1899

1900–

1914

1870–

1914

1870–

1884

1885–

1899

1900–

1914

1870–

1914

Middle Atlantic 7.98 7.42 9.44 8.28 1.82 1.27 1.45 1.72

Midwest 10.20 7.59 9.48 9.09 1.98 2.11 0.88 2.04

South 10.06 7.95 10.75 9.59 2.50 1.75 0.97 2.17

West 14.27 8.35 13.43 12.02 4.17 4.44 2.36 4.53

Pacific 13.70 9.49 11.93 11.70 4.71 4.99 1.83 4.37

New England 7.47 5.28 6.98 6.57 2.36 0.94 1.01 1.81

Notes: Profit rates are bank net income divided by equity capital, where equity capital is

measured by paid in capital plus surplus, and surplus is retained earnings of the bank. The

regions are: New England – Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode

Island, Connecticut; Middle Atlantic – New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Maryland, Washington DC; South – Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South

Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky,

Tennessee; Midwest – Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,

Missouri; West – North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana, Wyoming,

Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma; Pacific – Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho,

Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Alaska.

Source: Powlison, Profits of the National Banks, pp. 105–7.

21 The coefficient of variation for the Middle Atlantic region was 0.21, while for the West
it was 0.38, which is 1.8 times higher than that for the Middle Atlantic region.
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The DSJ hypothesis suggests that increased competitive forces led to

changes in regional profit rates outside of the Middle Atlantic regions,

shifting them closer to the Middle Atlantic profit rates. Unfortunately,

simple inspection of Figure 9.1 is not conclusive as to whether such a

trend existed. Formal time-series tests for trends in regional profit rates

are equally inconclusive (shown in an appendix). With a confidence level

of 10 percent, these tests indicate that each of the profit rate series was

fluctuating around a constant mean. In so far as this indicates that

regional profit rates could not have converged between 1870 and 1914,

it contradicts the DSJ hypothesis. But at a confidence level smaller than

10 percent, the tests indicate that the Middle Atlantic profit rate did not

have a trend while there was a trend in the profit rates in at least some

other regions. It is this that motivates the next section, for it suggests that

profit differentials may have changed over time.

III. A regression analysis of profit rate differentials

If some of the regional profit rates were not stationary series, then what

type of trend might they have had? Statistical tests do not suggest either

a deterministic or a stochastic trend.22 Both tests, however, assume that

the trend persisted through the entire period, whereas the DSJ hypo-

thesis does not necessarily suggest a smooth convergence in profit rates

over the entire period. Consequently, the data may be best characterized

as having variable trends. In what follows, this variable trend is modeled

as a shift of the mean of the regional profit rates for subperiods of time.

In their analysis of the DSJ hypothesis, Binder and Brown broke the

1870-to-1914 period into three subperiods of equal length, with breaks

at 1885 and 1900.23 The 1885 break is based on Davis’s argument that,

during the 1880s, the entry of brokerage firms specializing in commer-

cial paper began to erode the monopoly position of bankers.24 The 1900

break is based on the work of Sylla, who argued that high minimum

capital requirements set by the National Banking Acts had been binding

outside of the Middle Atlantic and New England regions, imposing

entry restrictions and monopoly power in the southern and western

parts of the US.25 The Gold Standard Act of 1900, however, lowered

22 When time was added to appendix equation (A1) as an explanatory variable, its coef-
ficient was not statistically different from zero. In addition, a stochastic trend was not
indicated, because the constant term for a stochastic-trend model (using first-differ-
ences of the data) was not statistically significant.

23 Binder and Brown, “Bank Rates of Return.”
24 Davis, “The Investment Market,” pp. 372–3. 25 Sylla, “Federal Policy.”
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minimum capital requirements for national banks in small towns, and so

eroded the monopoly power of existing banks in these towns.

Consequently, we will look for a shift in the mean regional profit rate

relative to a reference region. However, the choice of a reference region

is not clear. Because capital requirements were generally not binding

there, both the Middle Atlantic and the New England regions would be

good candidates. Moreover, the economies of both regions were rela-

tively advanced and both were within the boundaries of the development

frontier by 1870.

While New England’s banking market was highly competitive, well

developed, and soundly run prior to and after the Civil War, it also has

some special characteristics that argues against using it as the reference

region. Compared to banks in other regions, New England’s banks

tended to be small with a management dominated by insiders and were

organized around kinship groups.26 This tended to limit their size and

led to relatively high levels of insider lending. The conservative nature

of New England banks manifested itself in an aversion to deposits as a

source of funding so that capitalization rates were high relative to other

regions.27

This legacy influenced New England banking practices through the

entire nineteenth century and distinguished it from other regions. In

Table 9.2, for example, we see that New England is the only region in

the US where the number of national banks declined after 1900.

Moreover, in contrast to other regions, New England did not experience

an increase in state chartered banks after 1885, although it did partici-

pate in the expansion of trust companies that occurred in all regions

of the US.28 Yet more interesting, the total capital investing in New

England national banks declined from $165 million in 1885 to $99

million in 1915.29 It stands out as the only region in the US where there

was disinvestment of capital in national banks between 1885 and 1914.

As a result, the Middle Atlantic banking market provides a better

reference region. Its banking practices were likely to be mimicked else-

where in the country because some of the most influential writers on

banking practices in the late nineteenth century came from the area.30

Moreover, like the developing regions of the US, the banking market

was expanding in the Middle Atlantic region up to 1915.

26 Bodenhorn, A History of Banking, p. 32; Lamoreaux, Insider Lending.
27 Lamoreaux, Insider Lending, pp. 65–70. 28 Neal, “Trust Companies.”
29 Lamoreaux (Insider Lending, pp. 137–44) writes that bankers in the late nineteenth

century were aware of the overcapitalization of New England banks and that they used
consolidation as a method of reducing bank capital.

30 Lamoreaux, Insider Lending, pp. 114–17.
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At the same time, developments in the Middle Atlantic region can be

viewed as exogenous relative to other regions. Several reasons justify

this assumption. First, the Middle Atlantic region was the largest of all

regions both in terms of population and of personal income over the

entire period from 1870 to 1914; if we view the six regions as several

open economies, the Middle Atlantic could be viewed as a large open

economy, where changes in any of the other smaller regions would have

a negligible impact on the national bank profit rates of the Middle

Atlantic region. Second, the Middle Atlantic region was relatively well

developed and densely populated, which meant that minimum capital

requirements would be less (and possibly not) binding. Third, as noted

by Davis, commercial banking in the region was highly competitive, and

the commercial paper market was well established, by the time of the

Civil War.31 Thus, the spread of the commercial paper market affected

only other regions. Fourth, the main centers of international finance were

Table 9.2. Regional banking characteristics: US, 1870 to 1914

Middle

Atlantic Midwest South West Pacific

New

England US Total

Number of national banks

1870 587 431 93 13 3 494 1,620

1885 739 826 294 243 52 560 2,714

1900 1,023 1,156 596 412 122 561 3,870

1915 1,652 2,101 1,563 1,352 542 434 7,644

Number of state banks

1885 196 459 232 139 81 17 1,124

1900 333 1,658 1,068 1,045 280 21 4,405

1909 387 3,717 3,312 3,026 831 19 11,292

Number of trust companies

1885 27 2 0 0 0 21 50

1900 211 47 97 18 39 90 502

1909 475 228 131 34 56 155 1,079

Total capital of national banks (millions)

1870 $189 $70 $16 $1.3 $0.4 $154 $430

1885 $172 $120 $44 $19 $7 $165 $528

1900 $208 $165 $68 $32 $19 $137 $630

1915 $331 $291 $183 $74 $91 $99 $1,069

Sources: National bank data are from Comptroller of the Currency, Annual Report,1921,
pp. 307–45. State bank and trust company data are from Barnett, State Banks and Trust
Companies, fold out tables at page 248, and are available only up to 1909.

31 Davis, “The Investment Market,” p. 372.
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located in the Middle Atlantic region so that given international capital

flows, it is likely that rates of return to Middle Atlantic national banks

were closely tied to “world” rates of return.32

To investigate changes in the regional profit differentials, I assume

that the Middle Atlantic profit rates of national banks fluctuated around

a constant mean. Let

yt¼ profit rates of national banks in the Middle Atlantic region for year t,
and

lo¼mean value of national bank profit rates for the Middle Atlantic

region.

We have seen that yt fluctuate around lo in a stationary fashion, which

suggests that

yt ¼ lo þ ut ð1Þ

where ut represents the difference between actual and mean interest

rates. Similarly, let zt¼profit rates for national banks in non-Middle

Atlantic regions; f(t)¼ trend function, where t denotes time.

(For simplicity, subscripts to denote the various regions are assumed.)

Suppose that

zt ¼ f ðtÞ þ vt ð2Þ

where vt is also the difference between actual and mean interest rates.

The function f(t) represent the mean value of zt, which is allowed to

change through time.

Because we assume that the mean of each regional profit rate has its own

deterministic trend, the interregional relation between profit rates will be

embodied in the terms vt and ut. This relation may be written as

vt ¼ put þ et ð3Þ

where et is a zero mean error term, which suggests that fluctuations

in profit rates are related through the parameter p.33 If p¼ 1, then a

1 percent change inMiddle Atlantic profit rates would be associated with a

1 percent change in the regional profit rate. If p6¼1, then regional profit

rates may rise or fall by more than 1 percent for a 1 percent change in

32 If the profit rates of the Middle Atlantic region were endogenous, then the estimation
results would be subject to simultaneity bias. Unfortunately there are no annual data
available on a regional basis that would permit an instrumental variables estimation
procedure, and so there is no way to test the assumption of exogeneity.

33 There is no intercept term in equation (3) because any systematic differences between
profit rates are accounted for by differences in lo and f(t).
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Middle Atlantic profit rates. The value of p is determined by the regional

supply and demand forces associated with saving and borrowing, as well as

the potential flows of funds into the region.34 In a world of perfect capital

mobility, it is reasonable to suppose that p¼ 1, but a value of p6¼1 does not

necessarily suggest independent financial markets, given the costs of

transactions as well as differences in risk.35

Based on the periodization discussed above, denote for the mean

profit rate of regional national banks other than Middle Atlantic banks:

li¼ region i mean profit rate for the 1870–1884 period;

li0 ¼ region i mean profit rate for the 1885–1899 period;

li00 ¼ region i mean profit rate for the 1900–1914 period.

Also let

D1885¼ 1 for periods after 1884, and zero otherwise;

D1900¼ 1 for periods after 1899, and zero otherwise.

Then for each region the trend in the mean profit rate can be modeled as

f ðtÞ ¼ li þ ðl0i � liÞ D1885þ ðl00i � l0iÞ D1900 ð4Þ

Combining equation (4) with equations (1)–(3) we obtain the basic

estimating equation

zt ¼ ðli � ploÞ þ ðl0i � liÞ D1885þ ðl00i � l0iÞ D1900 þ pyt þ et ð5Þ

Integration of the regions imposes some restrictions on the error term,

et, which represents the difference between actual profits in a region and

the structural profit given by the other terms on the right-hand side of

equation (5).36 In a world of capital mobility, a non-zero value for et
would provide a signal for both regional capital flows as well as entry into

or exit from banking. But even with monopolistic restrictions on capital

flows and entry, et should signal some adjustments for existing banks.

For example, if monopolistic banks used a strategy of limiting profits to

34 Odell, “Integration.”
35 Given regional differences in risk and transactions cost, it seems imprudent to impose a

restriction that p¼ 1. Binder and Brown (“Bank Rates of Return,” p. 52), in effect,
impose such a restriction when they use interregional differences in interest rates as a
dependent variable in their regressions.

36 This discussion is akin to what time-series analysts have called cointegration (Granger,
“Developments”). However, in this instance we do not have cointegration because two
time-series of data can be cointegrated only if both are non-stationary and as we have
seen, the Middle Atlantic profit rates were stationary.
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levels that would not encourage entry, a positive value of et might signal

a response that would reduce profits, while negative values of et might

signal a response that would increase profits.37 In either case, this

adjustment would take time, and so any excess profit may persist for a

period of time. Thus the et may be autocorrelated, but the autocorrela-

tion should be such that, over time, any excess profit should diminish

towards zero. Stationarity imposes such a restriction. If the et are sta-

tionary, then in the absence of further innovations the error terms would

decline towards zero. Non-stationarity of the et, on the other hand,

would suggest that the interregional profit rates could diverge substan-

tially, implying capital immobility and restricted entry, that is, non-

integrated banking markets.

Table 9.3 presents ordinary least-squares estimates of equation (5);

since the error terms are autocorrelated, I used a method for finding the

standard errors of the coefficients that is consistent with respect to

autocorrelation.38 As can be seen, only for the Southern region was the

coefficient on D1900 statistically different from zero. Accordingly, a

second version of the model is also shown in Table 9.3, where the D1900
variable is removed from the estimation equation. On the other hand,

regardless of the specification, we see that for every region the coefficient

on the D1885 variable is statistically significant and less than zero.

Because the coefficient represents the difference between the regional

profit rates for 1870–1884 and for the period after 1884, these estimates

suggests that the mean of regional profit rates for national banks fell after

1884.

Estimates suggest that the fall in profit differentials was completed in

the 1885–1899 period because, with the exception of the South, the

estimated coefficients on the D1900 variable are not statistically sig-

nificant. In the South, however, the coefficient on D1900 is significant

and positive at a 5 percent level, suggesting a rise in average profit rates

for Southern national banks after 1900. This finding is consistent with

37 In a formal model of a profit-maximizing bank with monopoly power, Sushka and
Barrett (“Banking Structure,” pp. 470–1) show that information from other markets
would influence the pricing policy and profitability of the bank.

38 Hansen, “Large Sample Properties.” This technique also requires an estimate of the
“long-run” variance of the error term et, which requires calculation of a number of
the lagged autocovariances of the estimated values of et. Three lagged autocovariances
were used, again based on the selection criteria given by Schwert (“Effects of Model
Specification,” p. 88). The standard errors are also consistent with respect to hetero-
scedasticity; see White, “Heteroscedasticity-Consistent Covariance Matrix Estimator.”
In her investigation of regional differences in interest rates, Odell (“Integration,”
p. 304) had difficulties with heteroscedasticity and as a result used a log transformation.
Figure 9.1 and Table 9.1 suggest that the fluctuations in profit rates may have changed
for some subperiods, and so a correction for heteroscedasticity seems warranted.
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Davis’s discussion of the South as being different from other regions,

due to relatively poor banking facilities, binding minimum capital

requirements, and inadequate bank-note quotas.39 These differences

may have allowed Southern national banks to earn extraordinary profits

even into the twentieth century.

The last column of Table 9.3 shows the Dickey–Fuller tau statistic

to test for stationarity of the residuals. The null hypothesis of non-

stationary residuals can be rejected for all regions except for the regres-

sion for New England national banks, consistent with the argument that

the banking market in New England operated independent of other

regions.

Two parameters in the model, p and q, reflect regional financial

integration. The significant positive values for p suggest that the struc-

tural profit levels of banks in other regions were tied to those of Middle

Atlantic banks. In regions where estimates of q indicate stationary error

terms, profit rate signals were operating to reduce differences between

actual and structural profit rates.40 Such a result is not surprising, given

research that suggests regional integration of financial markets even

before the Civil War, which strongly implies integration after the Civil

War.41 Indeed, the autocorrelation coefficients suggest that any “excess”

profits measured by the error term were eliminated quickly. Ignoring the

New England region, the estimated autocorrelation coefficients range

from 0.1485 to 0.4357. This implies that the mean lag for innovations

to structural profit rate differences was only 2.5 to ten months.42 Some

underlying mechanism for relative rapid interregional adjustments was

operating, perhaps tied the flow of funds through the interbank deposit

market.43 This market was well established by 1880 and grew rapidly

at least up to 1910.44

The change in profit rates that occurred after 1885 was large, as

indicated by changes in profit rate premia. The Middle Atlantic region

provides a useful reference point on the grounds that, as a large open

economy, its profit rate represents the competitive rate. Its 8.28 percent

average returns for the period from 1870 to 1914, and the estimated

parameters shown in Table 9.3, are used to calculate a predicted average

rate for each of the other regions.45 The results are shown in Table 9.4.

39 Davis, “The Investment Market,” pp. 388–92.
40 In all cases a first-order autocorrelation model for the error terms was adequate.
41 Bodenhorn and Rockoff, “Regional Interest Rates.”
42 The mean lag is calculated using q̂/(1� q̂); see Johnston, Econometic Methods, p. 344.
43 Sylla, “Federal Policy,” pp. 335–70. 44 Redenius, “Bank Market Power.”
45 I calculate profit premia for each region and for each subperiod, where the premia is the

predicted regional profit rate minus the profit rate for the Middle Atlantic region.
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In the Midwest, the profit premium was 2.19 percentage points for the

period from 1870 to 1884, or roughly a quarter of the profit rates earned

by Middle Atlantic banks. This differential virtually disappeared after

1885. In the South, the premium was about 2 percent in the 1870–1884

period, and it fell to 0.46 after 1885, but rose to 1.42 percent after 1900

(Regression 3). The West and Pacific regions had the highest profit

premia, at 6.51 percent and 5.89 percent for the 1870–1884 period,

which are large values relative to the Middle Atlantic’s 7.98 percent

average profit for this same period. In each case the premium fell by

more than half after 1885.46

IV. Profit rates and financial risk

Financial risk is often measured using the standard deviation of returns

to capital. As we have seen (Table 9.1), this changed markedly over time

Table 9.4. Estimates of premia for profit rates of regional
national banks, 1870–1914

Region

Regression

Number 1870–1884 1885–1899 1900–1914

Midwest 2 2.19 0.12 0.12

South-A 3 2.05 0.46 1.42

South-B 4 2.08 0.92 0.92

West 6 6.51 2.35 2.35

Pacific 8 5.89 2.22 2.22

New England 10 �0.61 �2.25 �2.25

Notes: Premia are the predicted profit rate for regional national banks minus the

profit rate for Middle Atlantic national banks. Predicted profits are calculated

based on the parameter estimates from Table 4.9, and using the average profit

rate of Middle Atlantic national banks for the entire period 1870–1914 (see

Table 1.9).

Equations without the D1900 variable are used, except for the South, where I present
two calculations since either estimation equation is arguably relevant for the South.

46 The results for the Pacific region need to be interpreted with some caution. As noted by
Bodenhorn and Rockoff (“Regional Interest Rates,” pp. 183–4), after the Civil War
most of the country retained the greenback dollar as a unit of account until specie
payment was resumed in 1879, but during the same period the Pacific coast used the
gold dollar as a unit of account. According to Bodenhorn and Rockoff ’s figures
(“Regional Interest Rates,” p. 185), the greenback appreciated on average by 3.02
percent per year between 1869 and 1879. I have not adjusted for this, because both
total profits and total capital would be affected by exchange rate fluctuations in equal
percentages, so that their ratio would be unaffected.
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and across regions. One reason for the regional profit differentials may

be regional risk differentials, so that higher profits may simply have

reflected a greater level of risk. In this section, I examine the relation

between financial risk and profit rates and, as a starting point, I apply

capital market theory.47 According to this theory, in a well-functioning

capital market with unrestricted capital flows, rates of return for efficient

portfolios should differ only due to systematic risk, measured by the

fluctuation in portfolio returns that are tied to fluctuations in the market

rate of return.

It seems plausible to assume that the annual average of profit rates

for Middle Atlantic banks represents the return on an efficient portfolio,

for two reasons. First, banking in the Middle Atlantic region was com-

petitive, so that capital flows should affect interest rates in a manner that

would drive rates of return close to an equilibrium return. Second, the

large number of banks underlying our estimate of the annual average

profit rate should eliminate risk that was specific to any individual bank.

The standard deviation of average profit rates across time should then

measure systematic risk. Let ro¼ standard deviation of annual profit

rates for Middle Atlantic banks.

All efficient portfolios should lie along the capital market line which

relates average return to standard deviation. The average and standard

deviation for Middle Atlantic national banks should lie on that line; thus

lo ¼ po þ rro ð6Þ

where po is the “pure” (riskless) rate of return and rmeasures the change

in average return for a one-standard-deviation change in financial risk

(the “price” of risk).

For national banks in regions other than the Mid-Atlantic, let ri¼
region i standard deviation of annual profit rates.

Assume that the relation between risk and return is given by

li ¼ pþ rri ð7Þ

Subtracting equation (7) from (8) we get

li � lo ¼ ðp� poÞ þ rðri � roÞ ð8Þ

If, as the DSJ hypothesis suggests, monopoly power allows relatively

high rates of return, then rates of return for national banks in other

47 Sharpe, Portfolio Theory, Chap. 5.
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regions should be high at a given level of risk, which implies that p > po.
48

On the other hand, full regional integration and competitive banking

markets would imply that p¼ po and that any observed difference in

average profit (li� lo 6¼ 0) would be caused by a difference in financial

risk (ri� ro 6¼ 0).

Equation (8) may or may not be the same for each of the sub-

periods.49 The initial estimation will allow equation (8) to be different

for each subperiod. Let

D1885–99¼ 1 for the period 1885–1899, and zero otherwise;

D1900–14¼ 1 for the period 1900–1914, and zero otherwise;

( p� po), r¼ intercept and slope coefficients for the period

1870–1885;

( p� po)0, r0 ¼ intercept and slope coefficients for the period

1885–1899;

( p� po)00, r00 ¼ intercept and slope coefficients for the period

1900–1914.

The full estimation equation is

li � lo ¼ðp� poÞ þ rðri � roÞ
þ ðp� poÞ0 � ðp� poÞ
� �*

D1885�99

þ r0 � rf g D1885�99* ri � roð Þ� 	
þ ðp� poÞ00 � ðp� poÞ
� �*

D1900�14

þ r00 � rf g D1900�14* ri � roð Þ� 	þ ei ð9Þ

The terms within braces {} will be estimated, and measures the profit-

premia, risk-differential relation for a subperiod relative to the 1870–

1884 subperiod.

Ideally the values of li should represent equilibrium profit rates.

However, if we used actual average profit rates, some of the profit rate

would represent the disequilibrium represented by the error term et from
equation (5). To measure the equilibrium profit premia more closely,

values taken from Table 9.3 (which adjust for the effects of et) are used

48 James (“Portfolio Selection”) develops a formal model of portfolio selection under
imperfect competition and shows that the return to an asset issued by a bank with
monopoly power would consist of a standard financial-risk premium plus a positive
return to monopoly power (as measured by the interest sensitivity of loan demand).
The difference between p and po can be interpreted as a measure of the return to
monopoly power.

49 Sharpe, Portfolio Theory, p. 85.
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to measure ( li� lo). The standard deviations ri are measured using the

subperiod values for each region and ro is measured using the full period

value for the Middle Atlantic region from Table 9.1. The special char-

acteristics of in New England banking market and results from Table 9.3

suggest that it should be eliminated from the analysis. If banks in New

England were somehow insulated or operated differently from other

regions, then equation (7) would not apply. I will initially eliminate the

New England observations, but for completeness, present another set of

estimates that include New England.

Ordinary least-squares estimates of equation (9), with and without

the New England observations, are given by regressions 11 and 13 of

Table 9.5 The New England observations lowers the explanatory power

of the regressions considerably, with the R2 falling from 93.3 percent to

78.1 percent. This further suggests that the New England region should

be treated as a special case. Interpretation will therefore focus on the

results that exclude the New England observations.50

Regression 11 shows that the estimated coefficients for D1900–14 and

[D1900-14 · (ri�ro)] are not statistically different from zero. Regres-

sion 12 therefore drops the variables from the regression, and the

remaining coefficients are statistically different from zero at a 1 percent

significance level or better. We may interpret the results as indicating

that the relation between profit premia and risk differentials was the

same for the 1870–1884 and 1900–1914 periods, but a different relation

existed for the 1885–1899 period. The estimated relation and the

associated observations are shown in Figure 9.2. The line for the period

1870–1884 has an intercept that is statistically different from zero. For

the same level of financial risk (ri¼ ro), profit rates for national banks

in the other regions were on average about 1.8 percentage points or 22

percent (¼1.8/8.28) higher than profit rates for Middle Atlantic national

banks.

The regression results allow a decomposition of excess profits into

various components. For example, the excess profit in the Western

region of the US was 6.51 percent for the period 1870–1884. Of that,

1.8 percent can be attributed to the regional profit premium, 1 percent

to prediction error, and the remainder, 3.7 percent, to regional financial

risk. Based on this decomposition, much of the regional profit differ-

ential among national banks in this period can be attributed to financial

risk.

50 As can be seen from Table 9.5, however, the qualitative conclusions we can reach are
not affected, and the quantitative results are similar, whether the New England
observations are included or not.
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As Figure 9.2 shows, the line of best fit shifts down for the period

1885–1899 compared to the 1870–1884 period. For the 1885–1899

period, the intercept term is virtually zero (1.7774–1.5859¼ 0.1915), so

that financial risk can be completely explain any profit premia. These

results are consistent with the DSJ hypothesis that monopoly power

allowed risk-adjusted extraordinary profits for the 1870–1884 period,

but competition eliminated these extraordinary profits by 1885–1899.

The picture for the period 1900–1914 presents a puzzle. The results

suggest that risk-adjusted profit premia reemerged for the national banks

in regions outside the Middle Atlantic and New England regions. For

some reason, investors demanded a return to investments in regional

banks over that required for banks in the Middle Atlantic region.

Rockoff has suggested that differences in bank failure rates may explain

profit rate differentials, but his analysis hints that rates of failure may

have declined after 1900 compared to the 1885–1899, which provides

little reason to think that the profit premia should have re-emerged.51 An

alternative hypothesis ties the profit premia to added risk in banking

caused by bank entry and falling capitalization rates.

The number of national banks grew at an average annual rate of 5.3

percent from 1900 to 1914, compared to 3.2 percent and 2.1 percent for

the 1870–1884 and 1885–1899 periods.52 The boom was likely tied to
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Figure 9.2 Structural profit premia and risk.

51 Rockoff, “Regional Interest Rates.” The periodization used by Rockoff does not
coincide with that in this chapter. He shows that, compared to 1891–1904, rates of
national bank failure for 1904–1914 increased in the Middel Atlantic regions but
declined in the South, Midwest, West, and Pacific regions.

52 While it is true, as James (“Development,” pp. 889 and 893) notes, that in the period
from 1900 to 1914 most of the growth of the overall number of banks in the US were
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lower capital requirements, which would have made it economical to

establish smaller national banks in more sparsely populated and develop-

ing regions of the US.53 According to Table 9.2, 3901 national banks

entered the market outside of New England between 1900 and 1915.

Only 629 of these were in the Middle Atlantic region. Indeed, James

documents that most state banks that entered the market in this period

had relatively little capital and were located in smaller towns, and this

is likely true of national banks as well.54

Because capital acts as a cushion against unforeseen adverse financial

results, the influx of new banks would not have had a major impact on

risk among banks if they were sufficiently capitalized. However, as can

be seen in Figure 9.3, average capitalization rates for national banks in

all regions declined from 1870 to 1914. Capitalization rates fell by

almost half over the entire period, and were at their lowest levels after

1900. Capitalization was generally bracketed by two regions, with New
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Figure 9.3 Capitalization of US national banks, 1870 to 1914.

due to the establishment of state chartered banks in the western and southern regions of
the US, the period also saw fairly rapid growth among national banks.

53 In fact the lower capital requirement was limited to banks in towns with a population of
less than 3,000.

54 James, “Development,” p. 893.
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England’s national banks among the highest and the Middle Atlantic’s

among the lowest.55

The continued downward drift of capitalization after 1900 was not

due to an influx of smaller national banks because the capitalization

rate is not necessarily tied to the size of a bank.56 While the level of

capital for newly established banks was specified in minimum capital

requirements, there were no capitalization requirements for ongoing

operations for either state or national banks in this era.57 Rather, capi-

talization was set by each bank according to their business needs and

the downward trend may have been a response to competitive conditions

pushing banks to improve returns to capital by increasing financial

leverage.

In summary, the re-emergence of risk premia for investment in

commercial banks after 1900 may be related to faster bank entry, falling

capitalization, and the location of new entrants, all of which contributed

to a higher average likelihood of bank failure. Research on modern banks

shows that newly established banks tend to be more fragile than estab-

lished banks.58 Bank entry accelerated after 1900 and thus increased

the proportion of young banks in the market. In addition, the increas-

ing interdependence of banks, evidenced by the expanding interbank

market, may have amplified systemic risk.59 Competitive pressures to

increase financial leverage added risk because declining capitalization

increases the likelihood of default.60 Finally, most of the new banks were

in areas where local economic risk was significant. Research has shown

that banks in developing regions of the US, where the economic base

was undiversified and dependent on agriculture, were vulnerable to

region-specific shocks.61 Because these trends were most apparent in the

southern and western regions of the US, investors may have required a

risk premium to bank investments relative to that of banks in the Middle

Atlantic region.

55 The high capitalization rate for New England’s national banks is another indication that
it is a special case, given its conservative lending practices and a local economy was
probably more stable than most other regions.

56 In any case, the average size of national banks was relatively steady after 1900.
57 There was a required reserve ratio for specie held against deposit liabilities but no

specification on whether specie could be funded by liability or equity.
58 DeYoung (“Birth, Growth, and Life or Death of Newly Chartered Banks,” p. 24)

found that this was because of high expenses for deposit funding and overhead.
59 Redenius, “Bank Market Power.”
60 For an analysis of default risk in commercial banks, see Sullivan and Spong, “Managerial

Wealth.”
61 Alston et al., “Why do Banks Fail?”
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V. Conclusion

This chapter has studied regional profit rates of national banks to

examine the industrial dynamics of banking and identify periods where

market power may have led to excess risk-adjusted profits. Using both

time-series and regression techniques, I find support for the Davis–

Sylla–James hypothesis that regional profit rate differentials were large in

the 1870–1884 period, but fell substantially after 1884. I also find that

differences in financial risk can completely explain these profit differ-

entials for the 1885–1899 period but not for the 1870–1884 and 1900–

1914 periods.

The strongest case for the DSJ hypothesis lies within changes seen in

the Midwest, the South, the West, and the Pacific regions. Profit rate

differentials in the period from 1870 to 1884 were large but diminished

significantly after 1885. The profits of national banks were extraordi-

narily high where barriers to entry were effective, but when alternatives

like commercial paper brokers and state-chartered banks became

important, added competition eroded monopoly profits. Some regional

profit differential remained for the 1885–1899 period, but was largely

due to differences in financial risk.

Risk-adjusted profit premia re-emerged in the 1900–1914 period.

This may be explained by the juxtaposition of two factors. First, spurred

by lower capital required to start a bank, a large number of new banks

entered the market. Because they were newly established, these banks

were financially fragile. Moreover, they faced significant local economic

risk because they were often in developing regions. Second, these banks

entered at a time when capitalization rates among national banks were at

historic lows, increasing the likelihood of financial failure. Risk-averse

investors thus had good reason to demand higher returns to compensate.

Howard Bodenhorn and Hugh Rockoff have shown that regional rates

of return to bank capital were fairly uniform across regions prior to the

Civil War, and argue that the disruptions of the Civil War caused a

divergence of regional rates of return.62 This paper confirms the regional

divergence in the period immediately after the Civil War and a con-

vergence after 1885. This may have simply been a return to a pre-Civil

War structure, but results of this study suggest a more complicated

picture. The post-Civil War banking market development was punctu-

ated by regulatory changes.63 The National Bank Acts had great success

62 Bodenhorn and Rockoff, “Regional Interest Rates,” p. 181.
63 See also White (Regulation and Reform), who makes it clear that competition between

federal and state authorities led to continued changes in bank regulation.
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in improving the quality of the nation’s currency. But it also created

minimum capital requirements giving established banks protected mar-

kets in some areas.64 Along with disruptions caused by the Civil War,

this local market power caused a divergence of regional profit rates. After

1885, however, competition by commercial paper brokers and/or by

state banks led to more uniform levels of regional risk-adjusted profit

rates. Further regulatory change was brought by the Gold Standard Act

of 1900 which disturbed the banking market and may have contributed

to subsequent bank fragility. Easing of entry barriers for national banks

in 1900 allowed a flood of new, smaller banks that, by historical stand-

ards, had low capitalization rates. On average, banks in the south and

west became more financially fragile and so commanded a higher risk

premium. Rather than a picture of a financial market that was steadily

becoming more competitive and contributing to economic growth, it is

a picture of a mature market responding to significant exogenous regu-

latory changes by both innovation and market entry.

Appendix A
Testing for trends in national bank profit rates

A formal statistical test for trend in national bank profit rates can be

based on the autoregressive formulation

xt ¼ aþ qxt�1 þ gt ðA1Þ

where q is the first-order autocorrelation coefficient and gt is a white-

noise error term. If �1< q<1, then xt is stationary, that is, it will fluc-
tuate around a constant level (measured by a/(1�q)).65 On the other

hand, if q¼ 1, then the model reduces to Dxt¼ aþ gt, and so xt grows (or
declines) in every period on average by the value of a, which suggests a

trend to the data.66

64 Other restrictions, such as prohibitions on branch banking, also contributed to local
market power. But branching requirements did not change significantly in the 1870 to
1914 period and would not have influenced the changes we observe in bank profits and
risk.

65 Stationarity imposes restrictions on the variance and autocovariances of the time series;
see Mills (Time Series Techniques). These restrictions would be violated if q¼1.

66 The trend model discussed here is a stochastic trend; a deterministic trend would add
quadratic functions of time as an explanatory variable to equation (1). In the initial test
for stationarity I do not allow for a deterministic trend on the suggestion of Dickey et al.
(“Unit Roots,” p. 14 and p. 18), who note that if a does not equal zero, then tests for
stationarity in a model with a deterministic trend have particularly low power.
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Estimated correlation coefficients and statistics appropriate to test the

null hypothesis q¼ 1 against an alternative hypothesis of q<1 are given

in Table 9A.1. Two test statistics are presented, the “tau” statistic and

the normalized bias statistic. Two versions of the test statistics (Dickey-

Fuller and Phillips and Perron) are also presented.67

The statistics are designed to test for a unit root (q¼ 1). The “tau”

statistic is ðq̂� 1Þ=sq̂, where q̂ is an estimate of q and sq̂ is the standard

error of q̂. The normalized bias statistic is n(q̂-1), where n is the sample

size. The “tau” statistic is less powerful than the normalized bias sta-

tistic, but the normalized bias statistic has size problems if the underlying

data generation process is actually a higher-order autoregressive or a

mixed autoregressive-moving average process.68

Table 9A.1. Stationarity tests for profit rates of regional national banks,
1870–1914

Tau statistic

normalized bias

statistic

Region

Sample

autocorrelation q̂
Dickey–

Fuller

Phillips–

Perron

Dickey–

Fuller

Phillips–

Perron

Middle Atlantic .617 3.22** �3.37** �16.8** �18.0**

Midwest .752 �2.52 �2.71* �10.9* �12.4*

South .728 �2.97** �3.16** �12.0* �13.9*

West .699 �2.75* �2.82* �13.2** �13.3*

Pacific .455 �2.19 �4.44*** �9.9 �25.4***

New England .743 �3.01** �3.06** �11.3* �10.8*

Notes: ***, **, and * indicate that the null hypothesis of q¼1 (versus an alternative q<1)

can be rejected at the 1%, 5%, or 10% levels.

Data source is Powlison, Profits of the National Banks, pp. 105–7; see Table 9.1 for

definition of regions. The model is xt¼ aþ qxt�1þ gt, where xt are the profit rates for

national banks from the various regions. The “tau” statistic is ðq̂� 1Þ=sq̂, where sq̂ is the

estimated standard error for q̂. The normalized bias statistic is n(q̂� 1). The Dickey–Fuller

statistics assumes that a is not equal to zero, while the Phillips–Perron statistics allows a to

be any value. Critical values to test the null hypothesis are �3.58, �2.93 and �2.60 at the

1%, 5% and 10% levels for the tau statistic, and are found using the method given in

MacKinnon, “Critical Values.” Critical values are �18.56, �13.14 and �10.60 at the 1%,

5% and 10% levels for the normalized bias statistic, and are interpolated from the values

given in Fuller, Introduction, p. 371). In calculating the Dickey–Fuller statistics for the

Pacific region, one lagged value of Dxt was added to the regression to adjust for

autocorrelated error terms.

67 Dickey and Fuller, “Likelihood Ratio Statistics”; Phillips and Perron, “Testing for a
Unit Root.”

68 Dickey et al., “Unit Roots,” p. 18.
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The Dickey–Fuller test uses ordinary least-squares estimates of equa-

tion (A1) adjusted for serial correlation in gt by adding to equation (1)

one or more lagged values of Dxt as regressors. Initial estimates of the

error term in equation (1) suggested autocorrelation only for the Pacific

region, and one lag term was needed for correction.

The Phillips–Perron procedure calculates the ordinary least squares

estimates of equation (1) but adjusts the test statistics for autocorrelated

and heteroscedastic error terms. The Phillips–Perron procedure also

requires an estimate of the “long-run” variance of the error term gt,
which must be calculated using a number of the lagged autocovariances

of ĝt. Three lagged autocovariances were used, based on the selection

criteria given by Schwert.

The difference between the two test procedures is how the statistics

depend on the “nuisance” parameter, a. The Dickey–Fuller version is

parametric, and so critical values depend upon whether a is zero or not.

The Phillips–Perron version is non-parametric, and so critical values do

not depend on the value of a.
As long as a is not zero, critical values under the null hypothesis for

each version of the test statistics are the same, but are not standard, and

must be determined with Monte Carlo methods; the relevant critical

values are also shown in the table.69

Schwert has shown that these tests are sensitive to the presence of a

moving average component to the data generating process.70 I examined

the sample autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation coefficients, and

found that only the Pacific region could potentially have a moving

average representation. It is known that a pure moving average process is

stationary and so I test to see if the autoregressive representation of the

profit rates for the Pacific region is a stationary representation.

Schwert also argues that parametric tests are less affected by moving

average components, and so the Dickey-Fuller tau statistic may be most

relevant.

Identification for the Pacific region suggests that a two-lag auto-

correlation (AR(2)) representation may be appropriate (all other regions

were AR(1)). Thus a test for two unit roots is needed. Mills suggests

testing for q¼ 1 in the model Dxt¼ aþ qxt-2, and for the Pacific region,

the null hypothesis can be rejected.71 Moreover, estimated parameters of

the AR(2) for the Pacific region are in the region of stationarity.

69 The critical values for the “tau” statistic are from MacKinnon “Critical Values,” and
for the normalized bias statistic are interpolated from Fuller, Introduction to Statistical
Time Series, p. 371.

70 Schwert, “Effects of Model Specification.”
71 Mills, Time Series Techniques, p. 127.
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Results in Table 9A.1 show that for every region at least one of the

statistics would allow a null hypothesis of non-stationarity to be rejected

at least at a 10 percent level. The strongest evidence is for the Middle

Atlantic region, where every statistic allows rejection at the 5 percent

level. The weakest evidence is for the Midwest, where the Dickey-Fuller

tau statistic, at �2.52, would not allow rejection of the null hypothesis

even at a 10 percent level, and where the other test statistics would not

allow rejection at a 5 percent level. Other regions fall in between these

extremes.

At a probability of 10 percent, these tests do not support the DSJ

hypothesis in that a rejection of the null suggests that each of the profit

rate series were fluctuating around a constant mean, so that profit rates

were not converging between 1870 and 1914. But at a probability level

smaller than 10 percent, a null hypothesis of non-stationarity cannot be

rejected for at least some of the regions.
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10 Anticipating the stock market crash of

1929: The view from the floor of the

stock exchange*

Eugene N. White

On October 3, 1929, John D. Rockefeller sold his right to one-quarter of

a new seat on the New York Stock Exchange for $125,000. Only a few

days before, on September 26, 1929, J.P. Morgan and Junius S. Morgan,

Jr. had sold their rights for the same price. These represented the highest

real price that would ever be paid for a seat on the exchange.1 Like other

members of the exchange, Rockefeller and the Morgans had received

these rights on February 18, 1929, as part of a plan to expand the

capacity of the exchange and meet the flood of orders that flowed from

the stock market boom.2 While not active brokers, they, like at least

another hundred wealthy men, reserved the option to appear on the floor

of the exchange to intervene directly in the market if a merger, proxy

fight or perhaps a panic loomed. These titans of industry and finance

could have sold their rights at any time beforehand, but they had held on

to them. Their sales seem to have been extraordinarily well-timed. The

Dow Jones had reached its peak on September 3, 1929, and then began

a slow decline. Rockefeller and the Morgans sold as the boom deflated

and just ahead of the collapses on Black Thursday October 24 and Black

Tuesday October 29, 1929, when the market lost 23 percent of its value.

* For the many useful comments, I thank the participants at the Conference in Honor of
Larry D. Neal on the Occasion of his Retirement, “The Origins and Development of
Financial Markets and Institutions” at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign on
April 28–29, 2006.
Eugene N. White is Professor of Economics, Department of Economics, Rutgers

University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901 and Research Associate, NBER. Email:
white@economics.rutgers.edu.

1 The price of a seat for the purchasers Charles J. Collins and Andrew J. Fox, Jr. who put
together four quarter seats was thus $500,000. Just before the distribution of the quarter
rights in the week ending on January 24, 1929, the price of a seat first reached its peak
$625,000; ex-rights, the price would have been $500,000.

2 For details of this plan see Davis et al., “Highest Price Ever.”
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While neither Rockefeller nor the Morgans left any hint of whether

their timing was prescient or lucky, their sales raise the question whether

the brokers knew something about the state of the market in September

and early October 1929 that the investing public did not. Brokers would

certainly be classified among the more informed participants in the

market. An extensive literature in finance claims that brokers have

valuable private information because they observe order flows, permit-

ting them to profit strategically from timely trading or market making.

Did the brokers suspect that there was a bubble in the market that was in

danger of bursting? A quick sell-off of rights to a seat and a precipitous

fall in the price of a seat on the exchange would be evidence that these

insiders knew that trouble loomed ahead, while an “excessively” high

seat price in the presence of declining share prices might be taken as an

indication that brokers were exhibiting the same mistaken exuberance as

their customers.

By examining seat prices and the abnormal returns to seat ownership

on the NYSE, the New York Curb Exchange and several regional

exchanges, this paper considers the possibility that brokers anticipated

the crash. It appears that NYSE brokers became quite cautious by July

1929 and were paying far less for a seat than might otherwise seem

justified by the rising volume of trading, higher securities prices and

other positive indicators. In the months immediately preceding the

crash, qualitative evidence suggests that buyers were increasingly very

young and relatively inexperienced. Similarly, the prices paid for seats on

the Curb Exchange in New York fell far short of forecast prices.

Regional stock exchanges were also swept up in the 1928–1929 boom;

but unfortunately, the seats on the regional exchange were too illiquid to

adequately measure the determinants of their prices. Still, the prices of

regional seats flattened after mid-1929 and sales were scant, suggestive

of a worry that the buoyant market would collapse.

The sobriety of the 1929 brokers stands in contrast to findings that

brokers were excessively optimistic in the months before the 1987

crash.3 For the crash of 2000, inference is more difficult because the

number of seats traded has diminished.4 Nevertheless, it appears that

brokers during the most recent boom were more like their brethren in

1929 and skeptical of the markets’ advance so that NYSE seat prices

reached a high in August 1999 and then fell 13 percent before the peak

of the Dow Jones Index in December 1999, 25 percent before the peak

3 Keim and Madhavan, “Predicting Returns.”
4 Many seats are owned by large publicly traded companies and turnover is less than when
seats were owned by individual brokers.
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of the Nasdaq in March 2000, and 37 percent before the August 2000

high in S&P500.

However, even though seats on the NYSE in 1929 appear to have

signaled brokers’ uncertainty about the future course of the market, this

phenomenon did not provide the public with enough information to

revise its judgment about share prices. Consistent with other studies,

seat prices do not contain any information that would have allowed

investors to forecast the behavior of the stock market.5 Like other market

anomalies, the lack of robust growth in seat prices on all exchanges as

the stock market boom continued after mid-1929 should have given

observant investors some second thoughts about pouring more money

into the market. Yet, they may have just assumed that the flattening of

prices was caused by the general increase in the number of seats and

exchanges. Efforts by existing market institutions to restructure them-

selves via automated trading and extended hours to respond to the huge

order flow probably rendered otherwise clear signals opaque. However,

the econometric evidence in this chapter indicates that, given the prices

brokers paid, these “insiders” were not sanguine about the markets’

continued upwards climb.

I. Bubbles and the price of a seat on the exchange

The debate over whether there are bubbles in the stock market has

spawned a large literature. It has proven extraordinarily difficult to

provide a tight case for or against the presence of a bubble in the market

because fundamentals are difficult to identify. As Robert Flood and

Robert Hodrick pointed out, any test for a bubble is troubled by the

problem that the dynamics of asset prices with a bubble will not appear

to be different from the dynamics when there is an omitted factor driving

the fundamentals.6 Studies which purport to find a bubble can be

attacked for failing to find the missing fundamental, while results where

the conclusion is that there is no bubble are highly sensitive to the choice

of parameters.

While it is generally conceded that boom periods see an influx of new,

often younger, and less informed investors, many models employ only a

representative agent. Yet, we know that no matter how many optimists

poured their money into the market, skeptics were also present and must

also have voted with their dollars. Thus, one of the more potentially

5 See for example, Schwert, “Stock Exchange Seats” and Keim and Madhavan,
“Predicting Returns.”

6 Flood and Hodrick, “On Testing for Speculative Bubbles.”
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fruitful approaches is the identification of anomalies that may indicate

the presence of a bubble. Avoiding the problem of misidentifying fun-

damentals, J. Bradford De Long and Andrei Shleifer examined the

prices of closed-end mutual funds, where the fundamental value of a

specific fund is simply the current market value of the securities in the

fund’s portfolio.7 They found that the median seasoned fund sold for a

premium of 37 percent in the first quarter of 1929, rising to 47 percent

in the third quarter, before subsiding to 8 percent by December 1929.

Contrary to the usual small discount generally observed for closed-end

mutual funds, this huge premium is astonishing. Instead of buying a

fund that was above its fundamentals’ price, investors could simply have

purchased a portfolio of the underlying stocks or entrepreneurs could

have created new funds with the same stocks. The only consistent

explanation for this phenomenon is that investors were excessively

optimistic, suggesting the existence of a bubble. Peter Rappoport and

Eugene White found evidence in the market for brokers’ loans that

lenders were very skeptical of the height that the market had attained in

late 1929.8 The extraordinary interest premia and margin demanded on

these loans suggest that lenders felt they needed this protection against a

potentially huge decline in the market. Casting brokers’ loans as options

written by the lender and bought by the borrowers, Rappoport and

White extracted the volatility implied by pricing these loans as options,

revealing the potential for a crash on the order of 25 to 50 percent well in

advance of October 1929.

Like brokers’ loans that carried high interest rate premia and margins,

relatively low prices for seats on a stock exchange when the market was

booming is additional evidence of contrarian expectations from indi-

viduals with their hand on the pulse of the market. Seats on the exchange

are assets whose prices reflect stockbrokers’ expected future profits from

the special access to the market, which was provided by a seat. As such,

seat prices are influenced by the volume, stock prices, technology, and

the rules that govern trading on the exchange. Although seats are capital

assets, the number is fixed and they cannot be sold short, making it more

likely that a bubble can be observed.9 A rapid run up in the price of a

seat may thus reveal the sentiment of the holders regarding their trading

for exuberant investors, while a depressed price may be an indicator of a

bearish outlook.

7 De Long and Shleifer, “The Stock Market Bubble of 1929.”
8 Rappoport and White, “Was The Crash of 1929 Expected?”
9 Keim and Madhavan, “Predicting Returns.”
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What did brokers expect in 1929? Figure 10.1 shows indices of the

Dow Jones Industrial Average and the price of a seat on the New York

Stock Exchange.10 The value of a seat on the exchange roughly tracked

the movement of stock prices through the mid-1920s. At that point,

volume on the exchange began to rise rapidly and seat prices began their

rapid ascent. On peak days, the exchange was flooded with orders and

bid–ask spreads began to widen. The leadership at the exchange feared

that investors would move to other exchanges and offered a modest

proposal in 1925 to expand the 1,100 seat exchange by twenty-five new

seats. This plan was rejected by the membership. Without any action,

the problems had become chronic by 1928. On October 15, 1928, the

president of the exchange put forward a new proposal to expand the

exchange by giving each member a quarter-seat dividend that could be

sold and bundled to create 275 new seats, thereby expanding the mem-

bership by 25 percent. Lance Davis et al. have shown that this bold plan

eased the capacity constraint on peak load days, minimizing the widening
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Figure 10.1 Price of a seat on the NYSE.

10 There is higher frequency data. The NYSE Committee on Admissions (n.d.) recorded
all transfers of membership from 1879 to 1971 for each week ending Thursday, giving
the price but not the actual day of the transaction.
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of the bid–ask spread.11 This fact was appreciated by themembership who

saw that the competitiveness of the exchange was thereby improved. In

anticipation of sales of these seats, seat prices rose and yielded a cumu-

lative abnormal return to seat holders of approximately 20 percent, when

this type of plan should have had no perceptible effect on seat prices or the

aggregate value of the exchange.

The publicly reported prices for NYSE seats did not adjust for the

stock split and they were reported ex-right. Figure 10.1 corrects for this

added value, showing the original and the adjusted series. Although

adjusted prices did not sag as much as ex-right seat prices they do trend

downwards from the beginning of seat sales until the end of June 1929.

This movement is puzzling. Perhaps brokers did not correctly anticipate

the effects of increased competition from a 25 percent increase in the

number of brokers or perhaps there was now more competition from the

expansion of other exchanges around the US. The stock market boom

was still on and volume was high although the Dow-Jones’ rapid rise had

moderated, as seen in Figure 10.1. But beginning in June 1929 and

continuing until the beginning of October, the price of a seat recovered

all its lost value. Maybe the pessimism of the first half of the year turned

into buoyant optimism? A simple model of the pricing of seats provides

some insight into this question.

II. Were NYSE brokers optimistic or pessimistic?

Seats on the stock exchange are capital assets whose price reflects the

brokers’ expectations about the future profits from the special access to

trading on the floor of the exchange offered to them by a seat. The value

of seats on an exchange is determined by the volume of activity on the

exchange and the degree of competition among traders on the exchange

and between the exchange and the rest of the market. The behavior of

returns to a seat on the NYSE and the expectations of brokers before the

1929 crash can be studied by applying a basic capital asset pricing model

and examining the cumulative abnormal returns.12 Information from

trading activity is measured by the current and lagged volume, both over

the last thirty days and the change in the daily volume to capture both

elements of trend and transitory factors. Additional factors, relative to

size and value/growth from, are included to identify the non-diversifiable

11 Davis et al., “Highest Price Ever.”
12 Schwert, “Stock Exchange Seats,” and Keim and Madhavan, “The Relation between

Stock Market Movements and NYSE Seat Prices.”
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risk of an asset.13 For this period, there are proxies for the former but not

the latter factor. I estimated the following regression:

Rt � rf ; t ¼ aþ
Xk
i¼0

biðrm; t�i � rf ; t�iÞ þ
Xk
i¼0

di Volt�i

þ
Xk
i¼0

hiSizePremt�i þ et ð1Þ

where Rt is the return on a seat on the New York Stock Exchange over

time t, and rf,t is the risk free rate, measured by the three to six-month

rate on US Treasury notes and certificates or the four to six-month

commercial paper rate.14 The market return, rm, is the return on the

Dow-Jones Industrials. The figures for daily and monthly volume are for

the NYSE, and the size premium is the difference in the returns between

the Dow-Jones index, an unweighted index of twenty and later thirty

of the very largest firms, and the Federal Reserve Board’s Index, a

weighted stock market index that includes several hundred stocks.15 It

is conjectured that the greater the difference, the greater the return on

exchange seats as the business of the exchange focused on larger, more

prominent stocks.

Table 10.1 reports the monthly results for 1920–1933 and two sub-

periods.16 Although only one lag is used, the results are quite robust to

various lag structures and alternate periods for the purpose of estimating

seat prices or abnormal returns. Splitting the sample at the end of 1927,

before the boom, reveals that seat prices in this period responded to

changes in market information, as embodied in the Dow-Jones, quickly

but not completely, given that b1 is less than one. After the crash, seat

returns responded much more quickly. Yet, even in the pre-crash

period, seat returns are much more sensitive than Donald Keim and

Ananth Madhavan found for the period 1973–1994 and G. William

13 They were a size premium, measured as the difference between a small stock return and
a large stock return, and a value growth factor, measured, as the difference in a portfolio
of high to low book-to-market returns. According to Fama and French (1993) firms
that have high book-to-market ratios tend to have lower and persistently lower earnings.
They also find that size is related to profitability, as small firms tend to have lower
earnings on assets than big firms. Fama and French, “Common Risk Factors.”

14 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Banking and Monetary Statistics,
1943, pp. 450–1 and 460.

15 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Banking and Monetary Statistics,
1943, pp. 480–1.

16 Regressions with weekly seat prices, but more limited independent variables, yielded
similar results.
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Schwert found for 1926–1972.17 Recent changes in volume appeared to

have information for brokers as seat prices responded to contemporary

but not lagged changes in volume. The size factor often has a significant

effect of seat returns, suggesting that seats exhibited lower liquidity like

smaller stocks.

The cumulative abnormal returns to NYSE seats from the monthly

regression in Column 3 of Table 10.1 are shown in Figure 10.2,

measured as the cumulative residuals from the regression.18 This figure

reveals the rise in the returns for late 1928 and early 1929. In an earlier

paper, Davis, Neal and White argued that the rise in the value of the

NYSE was a consequence of the announcement that the NYSE would

increase its capacity by 25 percent.19 By easing the volume constraint,

this expansion would help the exchange cope with its declining share of

volume on the national market and on-the-floor capacity that drove up
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Figure 10.2 Cumulative abnormal monthly returns to NYSE seat,
1928–1929.

17 Keim and Madhavan, “The Relations between Stock Market Movements and NYSE
Seat Prices”; Schwert, “Stock Exchange Seats.”

18 Weekly cumulative abnormal monthly returns show similar results.
19 Davis et al., “Highest Price Ever.”
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bid–ask spreads and created delays on peak volume days. This optimism

appears to have been justified because after the 275 seat increase the

bid–ask spread moved much less when volume surged and the exchange

regained some market share.

Although observed prices of NYSE seats moved upward in the sum-

mer of 1929, Figures 10.2 reveals that after February 1929, brokers

slowly became less optimistic. Using monthly data, the cumulative

excess returns turned negative and by the summer of 1929 they totaled

over 20 percent, implying that actual prices were far below what would

have been expected based on the surge in stock prices and volume.

There was no recovery until after the crash in October.

This relative pessimism by potential brokers stands in contrast to

Keim and Madhavan’s finding for the period before the crash of 1987,

when they found there were large positive abnormal returns to seats in

the twelve months before the crash followed by large negative abnormal

returns.20 They argue that these findings are consistent with the behav-

ioral finance interpretation that seats, which are in limited supply and

cannot be sold short, exhibit occasional price bubbles. To take a closer

look at 1929, Figure 10.3 calculates the forecast price of a seat with the

actual price, revealing this widening dollar gap. By July 1929, the high

share prices and ever higher volume implied that brokers should have

been willing to pay $675,000 for a seat, when the split-adjusted price was

only $575,000.

There are two possible explanations for the apparent pessimism in

Figure 10.3. First, brokers might have erred in believing that the

expansion of the exchange would increase its aggregate value. The

increase in capacity may not have increased business sufficiently to

overcome downward pressure on the bid–ask spread. Based on the

results of Davis et al., the added increase in volume following the

expansion appears to have outweighed the decline in bid–ask spreads. At

the mean volume in their study prior to the expansion, the mean per-

centage bid–ask spread was 0.777 percent; afterwards it was 0.759 per-

cent. Trading was consistently higher month-by-month in 1929 than in

1928. In July 1928, the market value of shares traded on the NYSE was

$52,903 million; in July 1929, it was $77,264 million.21 In a na€ıve cal-

culation, the implied profits would have been $411 million for 1928 and

$586 million for 1929, an increase greater than 25 percent. Thus, higher

earnings should have propped up seat prices. On the other hand, if their

20 Keim and Madhavan, “The Relation between Stock Market Movement and NYSE
Seat Prices.”

21 New York Stock Exchange, Yearbook 1928–1929, p. 123.
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hopes were not disappointed, brokers may have thought that the market

was excessively exuberant. This second explanation seems to be more

credible as their negative feelings seemed to dissipate just after the crash.

It may be hard to read much into later events, but brokers, like other

businessmen, also seem to have become more hopeful of a recovery by

late 1930.22

Could an investor on the street watching the prices of seats on the

exchange have read this information, or was brokers’ pessimism in the

seat market unheeded Cassandra-like signals? It is well known that stock

returns have been found to be predicted by a variety of observable

market values, including the dividend yield, the Treasury bill yield, the

Term Structure and the book-to-market ratio.23 Using monthly data,

Keim and Madhavan found that the information embedded in the

innovations in the number of seats traded on the NYSE, but not the seat

prices themselves, had predictive power for the S&P500 returns for

1973–1994.24 Their approach is employed using the regression model in

equation (2):

rm;t � rf ;t¼ aþ bðrm; t�i � rf ; t�iÞ þ
X3
i¼1

hiSeatt�i þ d1SizePremt�i

þ d1TreasYieldt�1 þ d2TermPremt�1 þ diCallPremt�1

þ diDivYieldt�i þ et ð2Þ

Information from the market for seats on the NYSE is measured both
as the lagged innovation in the price of a seat and as the residuals from a
regression of the number of trades on trades lagged, the log of the last
seat price and the absolute seat return. The difference in returns
between the Dow-Jones stocks and all stocks traded on the NYSE is
used again. In addition, the yield on three to six-month US Treasury
securities and the term premium, the difference between the long-term
yield and the short-term yield are included.25 Rappoport and White
found that the premium on brokers’ loans compared to bankers’ accept-
ances or commercial paper represents the money market’s heightened
awareness of the risk in the market during the boom, and the difference
between the call loan rate and the rate on bankers’ acceptances is included

22 See Klug et al., “How Could Everyone Have Been So Wrong?” for a survey of this
literature on expectations of recovery.

23 See Campbell and Shiller, “Stock Prices,” Fama and French, “Dividend Yields,” and
Keim and Stambaugh, “Predicting Returns.”

24 Keim and Madhavan, “The Relation between Stock Market Movements and NYSE
Seat Prices.”

25 National Bureau of Economic Research, Series 13029 and 13033.
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in the regression.26 Lastly, the dividend yield for Dow-Jones stocks is
added.

Table 10.2 reports the results for the regressions for several variations

on equation 2. Unlike Keim and Madhavan’s findings for the last

quarter of the twentieth century, neither changes in seat prices or news

of seat trades appear to affect the returns on stocks. These results were

robust to increases in the number of lags and curtailing the data at the

end of 1927 to avoid the problem of the increase in the number of seats.

The only significant variables are the yield on short-term US securities

and the call loan premium. The yield on government securities would

have signaled tighter monetary policy. The elevated rate on call loans

which stood at an historic 300 basis points for a long period was a signal

of the downside risk in the market. Nothing, however, could apparently

be gleaned from the trading activity in seats.

Table 10.2. Predictability of stock market returns monthly data, January
1920–June 1928

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Intercept 0.063* .059* 0.047 0.068

(0.023) (0.033) (0.041) (0.069)

rm,t� 1� rf,t� 1 �0.176 �0.207 �0.129 �0.151

(0.160) (0.167) (0.156) (0.162)

Seat Returnt� 1 0.071 0.077

(0.064) (0.067)

Seat Trade Newst� 1 0.003 0.000

(0.004) (0.006)

US Bond Yieldt� 1 �0.008 �0.021* �0.008 �0.024*

(0.008) (0.012) (0.007) (0.013)

Term Premiumt �0.004 �0.009

(0.016) (0.019)

Call Premiumt� 1 �0.027* �0.029*

(0.014) (0.013)

Dividend Yieldt� 1 �0.092 0.535 �0.086 0.606

(0.580) (0.677) (0.594) (0.690)

SizePremt� 1 �0.263 �0.320 �0.222 �0.275

(0.222) (0.226) (0.221) (0.224)

Observations 98 98 98 98

R�Squared 0.112 0.074 0.104 0.061

Note: The standard errors are in parentheses and * and þ indicate significance at the 5 and

10 percent levels.

26 Rappoport and White, “Was There a Bubble,” and Rappoport and White “Was the
Crash of 1929 Expected?”
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These results confirm the findings for the post-World War II period

that seat returns did not predict market returns, although the latter

found that seat activity does have information. Specifically, they found

that lagged innovations of trading volumes in the seat market predict the

monthly excess returns of the S&P500 after controlling for the dividend

yield and book-to-market ratio. Whether the information contained in

the number of seats traded in the 1920s is different, is not clear, as it may

have been clouded by the big increase in the number of seats.

III. Who bought the NYSE seats?

Even with 1,110 members, the brokers on the exchange constituted a

large old boys’ club. Although anyone in theory could buy a seat, a

prospective member had to be presented by one of the existing mem-

bers. The Committee on Admissions took a close and hard look at their

character, rejecting those judged unfit by a blackballing process. Petra

Moser has presented evidence that this process was sufficiently restrictive,

for example, to permit some ethnic discrimination and effectively raise

the price to those affected groups, especially during World War I when

Germans and German-Americans were treated with great suspicion.27

The expansion of the exchange by an additional 275 seats began in

February 1929, and although many seats were quickly formed from the

quarter-seat rights, consolidations were unfinished by the time of the

crash and dragged on through the early 1930s. Part of this delay is

attributable to members holding on to their seats, hoping for a higher

price; but there also may have been a relative dearth of qualified

members who would not have been blackballed. It is unlikely that the

expansion of the exchange did not lower the experience and quality of

the brokers and reduce discrimination, introducing brokers perhaps

more inclined to “irrational exuberance.” Many of the new brokers were

able to get on the exchange sooner than they had expected, being already

experienced workers on the exchange or with partnerships whose

members were active brokers.

Reports in the newspapers give a fairly detailed picture of some of the

new members, even if they are impressionistic. The boom in the stock

market was drawing in some men who appear to have had little or no

prior market experience. Just before the seat dividend in January 1929,

Lee-Adam Gimbel, thirty-two-years old, resigned as vice president of

Gimbel Brothers, Inc. and bought a seat for $575,000; and though he

remained a director of the department store he became an unaffiliated

27 Moser, “War and Ethnic Discrimination.”
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floor trader.28 As a floor broker, Gimbel traded on his own account, no

doubt, hoping to quickly make a fortune.29 Floor traders who had been

in short supply (Davis et al. 2005) were the most adventurous as they

had to hustle on the floor, risking their own capital, by matching

incoming orders brought by other brokers, usually within the bid–ask

spread set by the market maker at the post.30 Two cousins Laurence C.

Leeds and Robert L. Leeds, both directors of the Manhattan Shirt

Company, also bought seats to become independent floor traders.31

Others like Frederic L. Yeager obtained a seat to be a floor trader for the

firm of Sutro Brothers & Co., a rapidly expanding brokerage house on

the Pacific Coast with seats on the San Francisco and Los Angeles Stock

Exchanges, as well as seats on the curb exchanges of those cities. Seeking

to get in on the booming New York market, Sutro Brothers bought the

business of Robinson & Co. in New York and transferred that firms’

membership on the exchange to its New York representatives (New York
Times, January 18, 1929, p. 38)

The seat dividend in February 1929 allowed more young men to move

onto the floor of the exchange. George F. Hawkins, a telephone clerk

became one of the youngest members of the exchange at the age of

twenty-two when he was “rewarded” with a seat by his employer, Ira

Haupt & Co.32 Others came from off the exchange. On February 22,

1929, the New York Times noted that James Russell Lowell, a great-

grandson of the poet bought four rights and became a member of Wrenn

Brothers.

During the next several months, newspaper reports highlighted the

arrival of young men on the floor of the exchange. Telephone clerk,

William C. Pressman bought a seat, as did George Dolan of Maxwell &

Co. who applied for membership after arranging to buy four rights.33

Similarly, John Dempsey, a telephone clerk for Hoge Underhill & Co.,

put together a seat in March 1929. Thomas F. Kelly had been a page on

the floor of the NYSE for fourteen years when he was able to buy four

“rights” to acquire a seat in July 1929 and become a partner in the firm,

Joseph & Co. that he had served. At the same time, Strother B. Purdy

(a telephone clerk), James L. Slee (an advertising salesman), and Paul

Pryibil (a customer’s man with F.B. Keech), acquired seats. George C.

Donelon, who had been a specialist’s clerk for only six months and was

28 New York Times ( January 5, 1929), p. 15.
29 Later, in July 1929, he was joined floor by Louis S. Gimbel Jr., also a director for

Gimbel Brothers, Inc. in acquiring a seat.
30 Davis et al., “Highest Price Ever.” 31 New York Times (January 12, 1929), p. 14.
32 New York Times (February 26, 1929), p. 42.
33 New York Times ( July 12, 1929), p. 35.
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only twenty-two-years old, bought a seat in September 1929, but he was

the son of George F. Donelon of the brokerage Milton E. Reiner. The

elder Donelon had been active on Wall Street but he was not a member

of the exchange.34 However, there were some older men who took the

risk of buying a seat, and Justin A. Morrisey, a tube man on the floor of

the NYSE since 1911, bought a membership in September 1929.

Members of brokerages, such as Harry C. Schaack of Harris, Winthrop

& Co. moved onto the floor.35 Some new members of the NYSE

had previously served as brokers on the New York Curb. David

H. McDermott, a member of the New York Curb firm of Peter

P. McDermott & Co., obtained a seat.36 Similarly, in July 1929, Harry

W. Asher Jr. a member of the New York Curb Exchange gave up his

curb seat and obtained an NYSE seat. Out-of-town brokerages used the

seat-dividend to gain direct access to the floor. For example, William

H. Bixby, of George H. Walker & Co. of St. Louis, and John F. Betts, a

member of John F. Betts & Co. of St. Louis, acquired seats. Other new

brokers often came from non-brokerage firms, including Frederick

T. Sutton and Harold W. Jennys, who were investment bankers.37

Older members of the exchange and those that held on to their

quarter-seat rights may have been happy to relinquish their seats to more

optimistic outsiders. If some members believed that they observed a

bubble in the market that was not evident to others, this would have

caused a downward shift in each broker’s ask price. Even if potential

buyers did become more exuberant, such a shift would result in more

trades with brokers who had a lower reservation bid price. Moving down

the schedule of bid prices one would encounter potential brokers who

placed a lower value on their human capital. Consequently, we would

expect to observe younger men buying seats if there was a bubble per-

ceived by established brokers. While there is no data compiled on the

age and experience of brokers, the limited journalistic evidence suggests

an inflow of new and inexperienced younger men to the floor of the

exchange.

IV. The New York Curb and the regional exchanges

The New York Stock Exchange was by far the most active market for

securities in the US and had the largest number of brokers. However,

the sheer growth of trading and new listing in the late 1920s threatened

34 New York Times (September 23, 1929), p. 50.
35 New York Times (September 13, 1929), p. 43.
36 New York Times (March 23, 1929), p. 32. 37 New York Times ( July 26, 1929), p. 31.
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the NYSE’s dominance. It struggled to handle the soaring volume of

orders and was losing market share until it increased its capacity from

1,100 to 1,375 brokers in 1929 (Davis et al. 2005). In the meantime, the

other exchanges eagerly expanded to capture orders for regional stocks

and NYSE-listed securities.

The New York Curb Exchange, which later became the American

Stock Exchange, was the second largest market. Its 550 brokers traded

many securities that were not listed on the NYSE. The Curb brokers did

not usually compete with the NYSE but cooperated and served as a

market for non-NYSE listed securities, with NYSE members placing

orders for unlisted stocks with Curb brokers. Thus, the Curb primarily

complemented rather than competed with the NYSE. The Curb

exchange’s volume was only a fraction of the volume on the NYSE; its

aggregate value (the total value of its seats) was at most 10 percent of the

NYSE’s aggregate value. Regional exchanges were even smaller and

specialized in local stocks and competed for business with the New York

exchanges in its listed securities. Trading volume was even lower on

regional exchanges; taken all together their total volume approximated

the volume on the New York Curb. The smaller number of seats and the

lower level of activity on the regional exchanges and the Curb led to

much thinner market for their seats with less frequent trading.

The Commercial and Financial Chronicle provides data on the last

traded seat prices for both the Curb and the regional exchanges. Because

of infrequent trading, some regional exchange prices in the paper

were very stale, as they could have been transacted months before. The

Chronicle sometimes also reported the bid–ask spread on the seats (infor-

mation not available for the NYSE in this period). Figure 10.4 displays

indices of volume and seat prices for the Curb Exchange and Figure 10.5

the seat prices for the six most active regional exchanges in the late 1920s

with those for the Curb and the NYSE.

Paralleling trends on the NYSE, the Curb market also experienced a

meteoric rise in the price of its seats, which climbed from $28,000 in

January 1927 to a peak of $253,000 in August 1929. Through the early

1920s and well into 1928, the prices of seats generally followed the

movement of volume on the Curb, as seen in Figure 10.4. Again resem-

bling the NYSE, seat prices begin to rapidly outpace volume growth

by late 1928, jumping in 1929. Indeed, Figure 10.4 suggests that the

Curb market might have benefited from its complementary role by

the expansion of the NYSE. The NYSE’s increase in the number of

brokers primarily served to manage the rise in orders, for which new list-

ings contributed modestly. In contrast, the Curb, as well as the regional

exchanges, added many new stocks to their boards during 1929; with the
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expectation of future trading income from these issues. Unfortunately,

there is no monthly data on listings to adequately track these changes.

Business on the regional exchanges was also booming. The fastest

growing exchanges were Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles; and

the two California exchanges created their own curb exchanges to

handle new start-up companies and less seasoned stocks. Chicago had

225 seats, raised to 470 in October 1929.38 San Francisco had seventy

seats and its Curb had 100 seats. Los Angeles and its Curb each had

seventy seats, increasing to seventy-five and eighty-seven in 1929. The

venerable Philadelphia exchange had 206 seats, and Baltimore and

Boston had eighty-seven and 139 respectively. The markets for these

seats were very thin, where trades were relatively rare. It is thus much

more difficult to determine what the expectations of the brokers were in

these markets given their illiquidity. This feature is reflected in the bid–

ask spreads that were quite wide. For example, the bid–ask spread

measured from mid-quote or the last transaction was 17 percent for

Boston and Chicago and 25 percent for the New York Curb.

Except for Baltimore, seat prices rose on all the regional exchanges in

1929. However, the strong bulls were Chicago and the West Coast

exchanges and their new curb markets. Although Figure 10.5 displays

rising prices on the regional exchanges, it also shows the illiquidity of

seats on these smaller exchanges, with few transactions for many months

before and after the crash. In addition, Figure 10.5 strongly suggests that

the bloom was off the rose by early 1929 for most brokers, as prices failed

to rise or even fell. For the NYSE, as already seen, split-adjusted prices

fell in the second quarter and then rebounded in the third. This recovery

after a considerable period of pessimism is mirrored in the behavior of the

Curb’s seat prices. All the regionals appear to have been similarly affected

by this pessimism, even though their prices did not decline. As in other

thin asset markets, seat owners held on to their seats and waited for an

improvement in price rather than try to sell them for a loss. The

regionals’ pessimism may also have reflected the fact that prices for

smaller stocks had peaked in the first quarter of 1929 and the boom only

continued in the larger stocks.39 The only exception to this development

was the Chicago market where seat prices rose to a new high just prior to

the increase in the number of seats on that exchange in October 1929.

38 In Figure 10.5, the prices for seats on the Chicago exchange and other exchanges where
there were increases in the number of seat are adjusted for this “split.”

39 The Fisher index of stocks, which is equally weighted, began to fall in February 1929,
while the Dow-Jones, composed only of large stocks, and the Federal Reserve index
weighted by capitalization, continued to rise. Fisher, “Some New Stock Market
Indexes.”
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To examine whether the Curb or regional brokers may have exhibited

excessive optimism or pessimism, the model of seat returns from

equation (1) was applied to the New York Curb Exchange and the

Chicago and Philadelphia exchanges and estimates are shown in Tables

10.3 and 10.4. Chicago and Philadelphia were selected because of the

relatively large number of seats, which were traded more frequently than

other regional seats. Volume data was available for the Chicago and

Philadelphia exchanges from the Commercial and Financial Chronicle, and
for the Curb Exchange from the New York Times; but there was no

stock price index available for any of these exchanges. In its place the

excess returns to holding the Federal Reserve’s broad-based stock index

was used for these exchanges.

The fit of the model for the Curb Exchange is somewhat weaker than

it was for the NYSE, perhaps reflecting some of the data compromises

and the fact that there is no volume data before February 1923. Two

Table 10.3. Monthly returns to a seat on the New York Curb Exchange

1923–1933 NY Curb

US 4/6 Month Bills

1923–1927 NY Curb

US 4/6 Month Bills

1928–1933 NY Curb

US 4/6 Month Bills

Intercept 0.028 0.021 0.024

(0.185) (0.031) (0.025)

rm,t� rf,t 0.066 1.371 �0.035

(0.270) (1.540) (0.277)

rm,t� 1� rf,t� 1 0.386 0.827 0.441

(0.287) (1.662) (0.291)

rm,t�2� rf,t� 2 1.499* �0.613 1.497*

(0.271) (0.071) (0.277)

Monthly Volt �0.016 �0.061 0.099

(0.037) (0.071) (0.043)

Monthly Volt� 1 �0.23 0.023 �0.054

(0.038) (0.075) (0.046)

Monthly Volt� 2 0.043 0.036 0.045

(0.037) (0.074) (0.043)

SizePremt �0.675 �0.136 �0.697

(0.338)þ (1.196) (0.345)

SizePremt� 1 �0.220 1.346 �0.344

(0.397) (1.128) (0.409)

SizePremt� 2 �0.622þ �0.030 �0.617þ
(0.361) (1.131) (0.372)

Observations 126 54 72

R�Squared 0.319 0.066 0.442

Note: The standard errors are in parentheses and * and þ indicate significance at the 5 and

10 percent levels.
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lagged values of the independent values are required here to capture

their influence. Again the model is at its weakest for the period just before

the stock market boom when there are fewer observations. Neverthe-

less, the estimation for the first period, 1923–1927, was employed to

forecast seat prices out-of-sample, as was done for the NYSE. Both

cumulative abnormal returns and forecast seat prices were constructed,

and the latter are shown in Figure 10.6. The fit of the model is fairly good

for 1928, and the expansion of the NYSE does not appear to be viewed

as having any positive or negative effects on the business of the Curb, as

the forecast remains on track when the information about the seat divi-

dend on the NYSE was released. However, early in 1929, the forecast for

seat prices moves well ahead of actual prices on the Curb exchange. Like

their brethren on the NYSE, the Curb brokers appear to have become

very skeptical about the rising market. Only after the crash do actual and

forecast prices realign themselves, and the fit of the model improves.

Estimation of the determinants of seat prices on the regional exchanges

fares less well in Table 10.4. There is comparatively little movement in

regional seat prices and the Federal Reserve’s stock market index may

not accurately reflect events on these exchanges, dominated by local

issues. Philadelphia’s poor fit is perhaps not surprising given the stability

of seat prices in the face of huge movements by the market.
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Nevertheless, even the more active market for Chicago’s seats does not

yield an informative fit. Given the poor fit of these equations, attempts to

extract abnormal returns to measure brokers’ optimism or pessimism

failed, as predicted seat price values scarcely moved.

As the stock market soared to new heights, was brokers’ anxiety a

generalized phenomenon or were the Curb and the regional exchanges

influenced by the market for seats on the NYSE? Any excessive pes-

simism or optimism from New York, the dominant exchange, may have

spilled over. To test this possibility, news from New York is extracted

from the residuals obtained by differences between the actual and pre-

dicted prices for NYSE seats, using the coefficients for 1920–1927 in

Table 10.1. This information contributes modestly to explaining the

behavior of the returns for seats on the Curb and the regionals. For

Table 10.5. News from the NYSE and monthly returns to seats on the
Curb and regionals

1920–1933 Chicago
US 4–6 Month Bills

1920–1927
Philadelphia US
4–6 Month Bills

1923–1933 NY Curb
US 4–6 Month Bills

Intercept �0.081 �0.055 0.016

(�0.108) (�0.075) (�0.104)

rm,t� rf,t 0.091 �1.096* 0.037

(�0.404) (�0.247) (�0.312)

rm,t� 1� rf,t� 1 0.537 0.492* 0.982*

(�0.401) (�0.247) (�0.310)

Monthly Volt �0.071 �0.042* �0.061

(�0.055) (�0.020) (�0.042)

Monthly Volt� 1 �0.032 �0.012 �0.025

(�0.055) (�0.020) (�0.042)

SizePremt 1.292þ �0.982* �0.074

(�0.663) (�0.430) (�0.390)

SizePremt� 1 0.974þ �0.197 0.355

(�0.553) (�0.348) (�0.408)

NYSE Residt 0.012 �0.024* 0

(�0.016) (�0.011) (�0.013)

NYSE Residt� 1 �0.009 0.001 �0.011

(�0.015) (�0.011) (�0.012)

NYSE Residt� 2 0.011 0.031* 0.014

(�0.017) (�0.012) (�0.014)

Observations 166 166 127

Note: The standard errors are in parentheses and * and + indicate significance at the 5 and

10 percent levels.
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Philadelphia, it appears that good news for the NYSE, a positive

residual, was initially taken as bad news for this exchange given the

negative coefficient on the first lagged residual. However, this opinion

was subsequently overturned, as indicated by the subsequent coefficient

of reserve sign and nearly equal value. For the Curb and the Chicago

exchange, news in the form of changes in the price of a seat on the

NYSE had little effect on the determination of their seat prices. Overall,

the data does not suggest that optimism or pessimism from the New

York market spread to other exchanges. If there was a feeling among

brokers that the investing public was excessively exuberant, it appears to

have been widespread.

V. Wise brokers?

Spotting a bubble during the rise of a market or econometrically

measuring it after a collapse is a hazardous enterprise because of the

difficulty of properly identifying the fundamentals. Established brokers,

familiar with their customers and the flow of orders onto the floor of the

exchange might be thought to have a better view of the market than the

average investor. There were enormous stakes for the brokers; while

volume may surge during a boom and crash, it collapsed in the after-

math, driving down brokerage and trading profits. Members of the

NYSE found their exchange’s dominance threatened by the mid-1920s.

It could no longer absorb more volume on peak days without higher

costs arising in the form of greater bid–ask spreads and delays in pro-

cessing orders. By expanding the exchange by 25 percent, the NYSE

apparently eased the constraints while maintaining profits. Yet by the

third quarter of 1929, the burgeoning market appears to have worried

them and the prices of seats were well below what would have been

expected. This concern also seems to have taken grip of the Curb and

the regional markets. Furthermore, there is some journalistic evidence

that younger men sought out NYSE seats and the quarter-seat rights

to form new seats, as the older and perhaps wiser men abandoned the

exchange. Other market anomalies corroborate brokers’ anticipation of a

crash. The willingness of investors to pay unprecedented premia on

closed-end mutual funds is evidence of a rush by new investors into a

bubble market. The extraordinarily heightened risk premia and margin

on brokers’ loans also reveals that lenders to the market were appre-

hensive and thought a big drop was imminent. Unfortunately, for the

common investor this information was not appreciated and they con-

tinued to pay share prices that would, in retrospect, seem absurdly high.
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11 The development of “non-traditional”

open market operations: Lessons from

FDR’s silver purchase program

Richard C.K. Burdekin and Marc D. Weidenmier*

Current Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke (2002) stoked

interest in alternatives to conventional open market operations with his

consideration of “non-traditional” monetary policy strategies that might

be more effective in a low, or zero, interest rate environment. Under such

circumstances, the interest rate transmission mechanism for traditional

monetary expansion via purchases of government securities becomes less

effective.1 Moreover, if deflation is accompanied by banking crisis, as

was the case in the US in the 1930s, then the hoarding of reserves and

curtailed bank lending lowers the money multiplier and further emas-

culates monetary policy. This 1930s-type scenario once again came to

the fore in Asia, and Hutchison (2004) ties Japan’s declining money

multiplier and reduced output effects of monetary expansion after 1997

to a credit crunch associated with banking sector difficulties and lending

cutbacks. This has led to calls for broadened monetary policy that is not

so dependent upon the interest rate channel and upon banks’ willingness

to actually lend out the extra reserves generated via traditional open

market operations.2 Fukao,3 for example, has argued that “laws must be

amended to allow the Bank of Japan to buy all securities, not just bonds,

for its open market operations and purchase real assets . . . up to a few

trillion yen per month.”4

* The authors thank Jeremy Atack, Mike Bordo, Larry Neal, Scott Sumner, Pierre Siklos,
David Wheelock, Tom Willett, Joseph Mason, Ida Whited and Claremont seminar
participants for helpful comments.

1 US overnight rates were essentially at zero during 1934–1939, for example – although
this apparently did not preclude significant effects of reserve supply changes on longer-
term interest rates. See Hanes, “The Liquidity Trap.”

2 See Buiter, “Deflation,” for a theoretical analysis of the scope for non-traditional asset
purchases and other alternatives for escaping deflation.

3 “Financial Strains,” p. 15.
4 Indeed, the Bank of Japan did actually undertake limited direct stock purchases from
banks. See Schwartz, “Asset Price Inflation,” for a critique of this policy.
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Bernanke (2002) cites the 40 percent devaluation of the dollar against

gold in 1933–1934 under President Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR), and

the associated program of gold purchases, as a “striking example” of

how rapid recovery from deflation can be achieved even with nominal

interest rates close to zero. US money growth certainly accelerated

sharply after the US left the gold standard on April 19, 1933, with the

overall money supply rising by 9.5 percent from June 1933 to June 1934

(and then by 14 percent and 13 percent over the next two fiscal years).5

The gold purchases were followed by large-scale silver purchases in

1934 – and Bordo and Filardo6 argue that successful reflationary

monetary policy through the gold and silver purchases “supports the

cases both for conducting open market operations in assets other than

short-term paper and for the use of monetary aggregate targeting in the

case of severe deflation.”7 But, even though silver purchases became a

key element of US monetary policy in 1934, their possible impact has

often been heavily discounted in accounts of this period and never

quantified empirically. In this chapter we provide new evidence on their

significance that supports the potential effectiveness of such nontradi-

tional monetary policy.

FDR’s focus on silver in 1934 arose amidst persistent congressional

pressure harking back to Populism and the 1890s experience. In the face

of continued depression and deflation after 1930, net debtors like

farmers suffered especially severely just as the western silver producers

faced ruin as the silver price fell by more than 50 percent between 1928

and 1932. Both the farm lobby and the silver bloc gained strength after

Roosevelt’s sweeping electoral victory in 1932. The seven western silver

states, accounting for fully one-seventh of the US Senate despite their

small population, were newly unified behind twelve Democrats and only

two Republicans – one of whom was a strong silver supporter.8 Allied

with the farm lobby and inflationists of all persuasions, the silver bloc

5 Although Temin and Wigmore (“The End”) also emphasize the devaluation’s import-
ance in helping dispel expectations of continued deflation, Eichengreen, Golden Fetters,
p. 344n, points to disappointment with the course of the expansion in the second half of
1933 and a renewed fallback in industrial production pending sustained recovery in
1934. George Warren, architect of FDR’s gold purchase program himself “understood
that commodity prices in late January 1934 had already incorporated the anticipated
impact of the devaluation, and that commodity markets were signaling that a gold price
of $35/oz. was not nearly sufficient to produce the desired reflation.” See Sumner,
“Roosevelt,” p. 165.

6 See “Deflation and Monetary Policy,” p. 832.
7 See Burdekin, “Nontraditional Monetary Policy,” for comparison with the US gov-
ernment’s earlier 1890 silver purchase program as well as China’s commodity-based
stabilization policy during the 1940s and early 1950s.

8 See Friedman, Money Mischief, Chapter 7.
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put increasing pressure on President Roosevelt to honor his campaign

pledge to restore silver’s monetary role.9 Unlike the first major silver

purchase program under the Sherman Act of July 1890, the gold

standard constraint was at least removed before the purchases began.

The 1890 program had itself been repealed in 1893 in the face of

growing gold outflows.

The May 12, 1933, amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act,

sponsored by Senator Elmer Thomas of Oklahoma, initially authorized

free coinage of both gold and silver. On December 21, 1933, FDR

proclaimed that the mints should coin into silver dollars any silver mined

in the US (after retaining half of it as seigniorage), and large-scale silver

purchases were formally authorized under the Silver Purchase Act of

June 19, 1934.10 Under the terms of the 1934 Act, the silver certificates

issued in exchange for the silver received were to “be placed in actual

circulation . . . [and] be legal tender for all debts, public and private,

public charges, taxes, duties, and dues, and . . . redeemable on demand

at the Treasury of the United States in standard silver dollars”11 By May

31, 1935, the Treasury had accumulated over 421 million ounces of

silver – twenty-five million ounces of it newly-mined, 283 million from

open market purchases and nearly 113 million from nationalization of

pre-existing silver stocks.12 Beginning on April 30, 1935, sales as well as

purchases were made on the world market and the Treasury allowed

silver prices to drop back down from their peak above eighty cents an

ounce in April 1935 to forty-five cents, while still allowing US producers

to sell at 64.5 cents an ounce.13 The premium offered to US producers

naturally facilitated continuing large silver accumulation.

As the Federal Reserve continued to issue circulating silver certificates

in exchange for the silver it acquired, silver rose from less than 12 percent

of total US currency in 1932–1933 to nearly 25 percent of total currency

in 1938 (see Table 11.1). Meanwhile, domestic silver production more

than doubled from thirty-three million ounces in 1934 to seventy million

ounces in 1940, with most new silver output being “coined, and ship-

ped for storage in Washington and at other government depositories”

(Friedman 1992, p. 166). The proportion of the total change in US

9 See also Blum, Morgenthau Diaries, Chapter V.
10 For detailed discussions of the evolution of the US silver policy, see Westerfield, Our

Silver Debacle; Brattner, “Silver Episode” and “Silver Episode II”; Paris, Monetary
Policies; Leavens, Silver Money; Blum, Morgenthau Diaries; Friedman and Schwartz,
A Monetary History; and Friedman, Money Mischief.

11 From the text of the Silver Purchase Act of 1934 as reprinted in Leavens Silver Money,
pp. 384–5.

12 Blum, Morgenthau Diaries, p. 194. 13 Blum, Morgenthau Diaries, Chapter V.
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high-powered money accounted for by silver increased from 3 percent

in 1934 ($47 million out of $1601 million), to 14 percent in 1935 ($202

million out of $1,440 million) and 41 percent in 1936 ($396 million

out of $968 million) before dropping back in 1937 (see Table 11.2). In

terms of M1, silver’s share rose from 3.5 percent in January 1934 to

5.5 percent in December 1938. This almost certainly severely under-

states the impact of silver money, however, given that silver certificates

deposited in the banking system would immediately form the basis for

creation of new non-silver money. Applying just the overall M1 money

multiplier of 3.5 or so, a 2 percent increase in silver money would still

translate into a far-from-trivial M1 shock of 7 percent.14

It seems unlikely that the fixed gold price of $35/ounce limited the

scope of the silver purchase program. Indeed, Bordo et al. (2002) point
to considerable room for monetary expansion even before the US exited

the gold standard in 1933 given the large gold reserves held. Meltzer

concludes that, if the Federal Reserve had “made substantial open

market purchases, the administration’s gold (and silver) purchase policy

would have been unnecessary.”15 Both sets of policy initiatives appear

to have been possible. But the effectiveness of traditional open market

Table 11.1. Composition of US currency before and after the 1934 Silver
Purchase Act

(in millions of dollars)

Federal Reserve Other

End of June Total Golda Silverb Notes Currencyc

1932 5,408 882 640 2,780 1,107

1933 5,434 299 647 3,061 1,428

1938 6,461 78 1,612 4,114 655

Notes:
a Includes both gold coin and gold certificates.
b Includes silver dollars, silver certificates, Treasury notes of 1890 and subsidiary silver.
c Includes National Bank notes, minor coin, US “greenback” notes and Federal Reserve

Bank notes.

Source: Friedman and Schwartz (1963, p. 492).

14 The actual ratio of M1 to the monetary base ranged from 3.69 at year end 1934 to 2.99
at year end 1938. See Friedman and Schwartz, A Monetary History. In light of the
declining money multiplier we consider the effects of silver injections to base money as
well as the M1 effects.

15 Meltzer, A History, p. 463.
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operations in the very low interest rate environment of the time remains

imponderable given the Federal Reserve’s actual inaction.16

Contemporary observers not only scathingly attacked the political

motivations for the Silver Purchase Act but also questioned its effect-

iveness.17 Paris, for example, dismissed the silver purchases and issuance

of silver certificates as “just one of several ‘currency-dilution’ items.”18

More recently, Romer (1992), while concluding that monetary expan-

sion accounted for nearly all of the US economic recovery prior to 1942,

makes no mention whatsoever of the contribution of the silver purchase

Table 11.2. Source of change in US high-powered money,
1932–1938

(in millions of dollars)

Federal Reserve

End of June Total Golda Silverb Operationsc

1932 469 �1037 1 1409

1933 184 399 1 �263

1934 1601 1040 47 332

1935 1440 1239 202 �39

1936 968 1551 396 �286

1937 1794 1820 125 392

1938 1142 520 202 �40

Notes:
a Includes change in gold coin and gold certificates plus change in Federal

Reserve and Treasury monetary liabilities secured by gold.
b Includes Treasury silver purchases but no other Treasury operations.
c Includes change in Federal Reserve domestic monetary liabilities minus change
in Federal Reserve monetary reserves (i.e., holdings of gold, gold certificates,

and Treasury currency, plus bank note liabilities of national banks).

Source: Cagan (1965, p. 334).

16 It is not clear that the instigation of the silver purchase program had any effect on
Federal Reserve willingness to undertake expansionary purchases of their own. The
myriad potential factors lying behind the passivity of Federal Reserve policy have, of
course, been much discussed. See, for example, Friedman and Schwartz, A Monetary
History; Wheelock, “Conducting Monetary”; Meltzer, A History.

17 The negative effects of the US silver purchase program on other countries, particularly
China as the only remaining major nation on a silver standard in 1934, remain an
ongoing source of controversy. See, for example, Friedman, Money Mischief, Chapter 7.
Some confirmatory evidence on the accompanying silver outflow from both mainland
China and Hong Kong, and its adverse economic effects, is provided in Burdekin,
China’s, Chapter 5.

18 Paris, Monetary Policies, p. 109.
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program. Finally, in an otherwise extensive review of alternative mon-

etary policy proposals for a zero-interest rate environment (many of

which have never been implemented in practice), Yates (2004) does not

even recognize commodity-based open market operations as a policy

option.

The role of the silver purchase program is noted by Friedman and

Schwartz (1963), Eichengreen (1995), and Meltzer (2003). Meltzer

takes the most negative view, concluding that the program “subsidized a

small number of miners and companies at large cost . . . [and] achieved

very little.”19 Friedman and Schwartz suggest that, although some net

expansionary effect likely remained even after taking account of reduced

gold purchases after the silver program was adopted, “the sums involved

were small compared to either the total increase in the stock of money or

the concurrent inflow of gold.”20 Eichengreen (1995, p. 346) notes an

increase in currency in circulation as the silver purchases began in

August 1934 and a temporary reversal of US gold inflows. The con-

tinuing tendency for currency in circulation to expand by much less than

the overall gold inflows in both 1934 and 1935 is seen by Eichengreen,

however, as evidence of the continuing “largely passive” nature of US

monetary policy overall. While such criticisms have been widely shared,

we show in this chapter that the Silver Purchase Act did itself make a real

difference.

Estimation of a structural VAR provides a new look at silver’s role in

influencing overall money growth, inflation and our proxy for economic

activity in non-silver and silver producing states over the 1934–1938

period. We find meaningful, consistent effects of silver on both prices

and construction spending. Moreover, these effects persist and are not

just a one-time blip associated with the initial purchases in the late

summer of 1934. These results point to the potential relevance of non-

traditional open market purchase programs in helping jump start an

economy threatened with deflation and zero, or near-zero, interest rates.

Our findings also suggest that, whatever the political machinations that

produced the Silver Purchase Act, its practical effectiveness offers a

precedent for considering broadened, non-traditional open market

operations today.21

19 Meltzer, A History, p. 462
20 Friedman and Schwartz, A Monetary History, p. 488.
21 This direct government involvement in the money supply process came in the midst of

well-documented inconsistencies in Federal Reserve policy during the Great Depres-
sion, including the institution’s apparent reactions to the stock market run up and
collapse. See Siklos, “The Fed’s Reaction.”
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I. Data and empirical analysis

We use monthly financial and macroeconomic data for the period

January 1934–December 1938 to assess the effectiveness of the silver

purchase program.22 We specify two four-variable vector autoregres-

sions (VAR) to identify the effect of the silver purchase program in non-

silver and silver producing states. Our basic model is similar to Sims’

(1980) monetarist specification in his classic paper comparing business

cycles in the interwar and postwar periods with two exceptions. First, we

decompose the money supply into non-silver and silver components to

isolate the effect of the silver purchase program. Second, we employ data

on the aggregate value of construction permits reported in Dunn’s
Review to serve as a leading indicator for economic activity in the non-

silver and silver regions (in the absence of monthly data on regional

industrial production or aggregate output). The Dunn’s Review series is a

monthly index of the value of construction permits for 215 cities in the

US divided into several different regions, including the Mountain region

that encompasses the seven states (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,

Nevada, New Mexico and Utah) identified by Friedman23 as the pri-

mary beneficiaries of the silver purchase program.

The value of construction permits for non-silver states, NSSTATES,

was computed by taking the total value of construction permits in the US

minus the value of permits in the Mountain (Silver) region, SSTATES.

While the potential real effects of the silver purchase program at the

local state level would not be confined to construction activity alone,

the available construction permit series represent an area of the economy

that is as a rule particularly sensitive to changes in financial conditions.

If the silver purchase program was important for stimulating economic

activity, then silver purchases should have a disproportionately large

economic effect in silver states where the precious metal was important to

the regional economy. Moreover, if shocks to the silver money supply

help predict the value of construction permits in the Mountain region,

then this would also imply that the silver support program had multiplier

effects extending beyond mine production alone.

Figure 11.1 plots the value of construction permits in silver and non-

silver states while Figure 11.2 depicts the trends evident in the available

annual state personal income data over 1929–1938. The acceleration of

22 Although the link between money and prices has certainly prevailed through wartime
episodes, see Burdekin and Weidenmier, “Inflation,” we end our sample prior to the
outbreak of World War II given both the impact on world commodity markets and the
consequences for the monetary policy regime.

23 Friedman, Money Mischief, Chapter 7.
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economic activity in the silver states after 1934 is evident in both figures,

albeit subject to strong seasonal effects in the case of the permit data.

Figure 11.1 reveals a contrast between the strongly rising value of

construction permits in the silver states after 1934 and the flatter tra-

jectory of permit activity elsewhere. Figure 11.2 shows that both silver

and non-silver states faced essentially identical declines in personal

income during 1929–1933. From that point on, however, state income

in silver states rose by over 66 percent between 1933 and 1936 while

state income in non-silver states rose by only 46 percent over that same

period. Moreover, state income in the silver states was essentially back to

1930 levels by 1938 whereas income levels remained over 10 percent

lower in the non-silver states. These trends add weight to the relevance

of the similar movements evident in the construction permit data and

also suggest that the Silver Purchase Act opened up an economically-

meaningful disparity between silver- and non-silver state performance

that did not exist before 1934.24

As for the other variables in our VAR system, we employ two meas-

ures of the money supply that are derived from Friedman and

Schwartz’s (1963) monthly estimates of M1 and original data from the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (1943, pp. 412–13).

The first measure, non-silver money (NSM), is defined as M1 minus the

silver component of the money supply. The silver component of the

money supply is the sum of standard silver dollars, silver certificates, and

subsidiary silver, and silver money (SM) is defined as M1 minus the

non-silver component of money.25 Consumer prices – minus volatile

food prices – (P) are taken from the NBER macro-history database. All

variables are in natural logarithms. Figure 11.3 shows graphs of the

money and price time series. Non-silver and silver money possess an

upward trend over the sample period as a whole, with silver money

continuing to expand after the initial burst in mid-1934 when large-scale

purchases began. This uptrend in silver money is in keeping with the

post-1934 increase in the value of silver-state construction permits and

personal income seen in Figures 11.1–11.2. Consumer prices are flat for

the early part of the sample period before rising significantly in late 1936

and early 1937.

24 Silver-state personal income levels also likely benefited, to some extent, from the
greater-than-average per capita new deal grants accruing to the Mountain region over
1933–1939. Early new deal spending in 1933–1935 probably had only limited short-
run effects, however, given a primary stimulus that reflected the “direct transfer of relief
benefits to unemployables.” See Fishback et al., “Did New Deal,” p. 63.

25 This focus on M1 is in line with such prior studies as Romer “What Ended” and
Christiano et al., “The Great Depression.”
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A p-th order dimensional vector autoregressive model with Gaussian

errors can be written as

xt ¼ A1xt�1 þ A2xt�2 þ � � � þ Akxt�k þ cDt þ et; t ¼ 1; :::;T ð1Þ

where xt is a p x 1 vector of stochastic variables, and Dt is a vector of

dummy variables that captures seasonal fluctuations. The error term, et,
is assumed to be a vector white noise process. Although the AIC and

BIC criteria selected a lag length of one, we chose three lags for the VAR

analysis to capture the dynamics in the system. We then identified the

effects of the silver purchase program for the system including non-silver

money (NSM), silver money (SM), the value of construction permits

(SSTATES and NSSTATES), and consumer prices (P). Under the

recursive ordering imposed on the variance-covariance matrix, non-

silver and silver money are ordered first and second, respectively, to test

the hypothesis that the US’s recovery from the Great Depression was

largely driven by monetary expansion.26 Consumer prices are given the

last ordering in the system to reflect slow price adjustment during the

interwar period. We estimate VARs for the silver and non-silver states to

compare the effect of shocks in non-silver and silver money on the value

of construction permits in the two regions. Figures 11.4 and 11.5 display

the impulse response functions for a one-standard deviation shock to

each variable in the system. Sixty-eight percent fractiles, equivalent to

one-standard-deviation error bands, are calculated for the impulse

responses using the technique developed by Sims and Zha (1999).
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Figure 11.3 Silver, non-silver money, and prices, 1934:1–1939:6.

26 Romer, “What Ended.”
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Figure 11.4 shows that a shock to non-silver money increased the value

of construction permits in non-silver producing states and increased

prices. A shock to silver money, while initially reducing the value of

construction permits, still permanently increased their value over time.

We also find some evidence of interaction between the Federal Reserve

and the Treasury over our sample period. Federal Reserve money supply

increases appear to follow shocks to silver purchases while it seems that

Treasury silver purchases were marginally boosted following positive

innovations in non-silver money.27 Meanwhile, both silver and non-silver

money decline in response to a shock in consumer prices.

Figure 11.5 shows the impulse responses for silver-producing states.

A shock to silver money increases the value of construction permits.

An innovation in non-silver money has no such statistically-significant

effect on the value of construction permits, however. We also again find

evidence that the Federal Reserve and Treasury responded to each other

and that a shock to prices reduced the value of construction permits as

well as money and non-silver money.

In Figures 11.6 and 11.7 the ordering of the variables in the Choleski

decomposition is slightly changed with silver money given the first

ordering and non-silver money the second ordering. Shocks to the silver

and non-silver money supplies both have statistically significant effects

on the value of building permits in non-silver-producing states. The

Federal Reserve and Treasury are found to interact with each other as

before. The basic tenor of the results remains unchanged with silver

explaining approximately 31 percent of the movements in the value of

construction permits in silver states at a two-year forecast horizon.

Innovations in the non-silver money supply, on the other hand, do not

have a significant effect on the value of construction permits in the silver

states.

Although the VAR analysis is consistent with the hypothesis that the

silver purchase program increased economic activity in the silver-pro-

ducing states, it is important to guard against any possibility that the

VAR analysis identified a spurious effect. Accordingly, we also estimated

a historical decomposition of the value of construction permits using the

identification restrictions used in Figures 11.6 and 11.7. This historical

analysis decomposes a time series into a baseline and a baseline plus

shock component. The baseline forecast component is computed by

using all information in the system up to time t. The baseline plus shock

27 This also suggests that the monetary effects of Treasury silver purchases were not
necessarily offset by reduced printing of Federal Reserve notes as Friedman and
Schwartz, A Monetary History, p. 488, for example, suggest.
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component shows the effect of an innovation in one variable on another

(from the baseline forecast) in the VAR. For example, we would expect

shocks to silver money to have their largest effect on the value of con-

struction permits in 1934 and 1935, the two most important years of the

silver purchase program. On the other hand, we should find that shocks

to silver money have little effect by 1938 since the Treasury was no

longer purchasing silver on the open market.

Figure 11.8 shows a historical decomposition of construction permits

for silver-producing states. The baseline plus shock series for the figure

labeled “Effect of SM” shows that silver money had its largest effect on

construction permits in 1934 and 1935. The baseline forecast plus the

silver shock closely follows the time series on building permits. This is

especially true in the first six months of 1935. Later innovations in silver

money appear to be much less important, as expected, and cannot

explain movements in the construction permits over the last two years of

the sample period. Rather, it appears that consumer prices and lagged

values of construction permits do a better job of explaining movements

in the leading indicator. The results from the decomposition support the

inferences drawn from the preceding VAR analysis, therefore, and are

quite consistent with the historical evidence on the timing of silver

purchases by the US Treasury.

Another potential weakness of the VAR analysis, however, is that the

results could simply be a figment of the atheoretical ordering scheme

used to identify the shocks in the Choleski decomposition. As pointed

out by Enders (1995), the Choleski decomposition imposes strong

assumptions about the VAR’s underlying structural errors. For example,

we assume that prices do not have a contemporaneous effect on any of

the other variables in the system. We also impose the identifying

restriction that the value of construction permits only affects itself and

consumer prices within a month. Thus, the two money variables do not

respond to innovations in construction permits or consumer prices

contemporaneously.

To address the possibility that our results are driven by an atheoretical

ordering scheme, we add a series of structural VARs to provide some

additional insight into the importance of the silver purchase program for

our measures of economic activity and prices. We impose the following

structure on the variance-covariance matrix to identify the effects of

silver purchases on output and prices:

e1t ¼ a1eSMt þ a2ePt þ eNSMt ð2Þ
e2t ¼ a3eNSMt þ a4ePt þ eSMt ð3Þ
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e3t ¼ a5eNSMt þ a6eSMt þ eðNÞSTATESt ð4Þ
e4t ¼ ePt ð5Þ

Equation (2) states that non-silver money responds to silver money and

prices contemporaneously. In equation (3), silver money responds within

a month to innovations in non-silver money and consumer prices. The

contemporaneous reactions of silver and non-silver money are in keeping

with the tug of war between the Federal Reserve and Treasury during the

1930s. Equation (3) allows construction spending to respond to innov-

ation in the silver and non-silver money supplies within a month. Con-

sumer prices, shown in equation (4), do not respond contemporaneously

to the other variables in the system, however. This last specification is

designed to reflect price stickiness during the Great Depression.

Figures 11.9 and 11.10 present the impulse response functions for a

one-standard-deviation shock to each variable in the system alongwith the

equivalent of one-standard-deviation fractiles for the non-silver and silver

states. In Figure 11.9, the impulse response functions show that a shock to

non-silver and the silvermoney stock significantly increases output. A one-

standard-deviation shock to the non-silver money supply can explain a

quite substantial share of the movements in the value of construction

permits at the four, eight, twelve, and twenty-four-month forecast hori-

zons, respectively accounting for about 14, 25, 29, and 35 percent of the

total variation. A one-standard-deviation shock to the silver money supply

can explain 9, 8, 9, and 14 percent of the fluctuations in output at the four,

eight, twelve, and twenty-four–month forecast horizons. A shock to the

non-silver money supply increases consumer prices. An innovation to the

silver money supply initially lowers consumer prices but significantly

increases consumer prices after about a fifteen-month forecast horizon.

Both silver and non-silver money fall in response to a shock in consumer

prices. Overall, shocks to themoney supply have theirmaximumeffect at a

forecast horizon of one-year to sixteen-months. Non-silver and silver

money can explain approximately 50 percent of the forecast error variance

in consumer prices at a twenty-four–month forecast horizon.

Figure 11.10 shows the impulse responses for silver producing states.

We find that a shock to the silver money supply increases the value of

construction permits. An innovation to the silver money supply can

explain 5, 8, 12, and 19 percent of the movements in the value of

construction permits at the four, eight, twelve, and twenty-four-month

forecast horizons. However, a shock to non-silver money supply does

not significantly raise construction spending at the twenty-four-month

forecast horizon. A shock to silver money increases non-silver money but

an innovation in non-silver money does not significantly raise silver
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money. An innovation in non-silver money increases consumer prices as

does a shock to non-silver money after a twenty-month forecast horizon.

A shock to consumer prices decreases both non-silver and silver money.

There is some evidence that a shock to building permits increases the

non-silver and silver money supplies. Overall, we continue to see that

shocks to silver have a statistically and economically significant effect on

construction spending in silver-producing states while shocks to non-

silver money do not have similarly significantly positive effects on eco-

nomic activity in the region.

As an additional robustness check, we replaced the M1 measures of

the silver and non-silver money supply with the silver and non-silver

monetary base. The impulse responses for the non-silver-states and

silver-states appear in Figures 11.11 and 11.12 using the same identi-

fication strategy employed in Figures 11.9 and 11.10. The essential

pattern of the empirical results remains the same, with shocks to the

silver and non-silver money supply increasing the value of construction

permits in the non-silver-states. Innovations in silver and non-silver

money can explain approximately 33 percent of the innovations in

construction permits and 22 percent of the movements in consumer

prices. In terms of the Mountain region itself, we find that an innovation

in the silver monetary base increases construction spending in the area,

but a shock to the non-silver monetary base does not have a statistically

significant effect on building permits. A shock to the silver base can

explain approximately 11 percent of the movements in the value of

construction permits at the twenty-four-month forecast horizon.

Finally, we examined the effects of adding a measure of failed bank

deposits, BANK, from Anari et al. (2005) to proxy for the effect of bank

disintermediation on economic activity during the Great Depression.

The identification scheme is altered in this case so that the silver and

non-silver money supplies respond contemporaneously to the natural

logarithm of the stock of failed bank deposits. The value of construction

permits can now respond contemporaneously to shocks in silver and

non-silver money as well as bank deposits. Failed bank deposits also

respond within the month to innovations in construction permits. The

basic results remain robust to the further changes in the identification

scheme under our allowance for a credit channel effect via failed bank

deposits. Silver money now explains more than 28 percent of the fore-

cast error variance in construction permits in twenty-four months.

Meanwhile, innovations in non-silver money also increase construction

activity in silver states but the effect is quite small.28 We find that the

28 Results are available from the authors upon request.
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stock of failed bank deposits does not itself have a significant effect on our

proxy for economic activity in the two regions during this period, however.

The insignificance of the bank deposits variable may reflect the fact

that many of the financial sector problems had already been resolved

through the banking restrictions imposed in 1933 and the establishment

of the FDIC that commenced operations in 1934. The string of indi-

vidual state and municipal bank holidays beginning in late 1932 that

culminated in the national bank holiday of March 6, 1933, was closely

followed by the US exit from the gold standard the following month.

Although the 1933 reorganization ended the wave of bank failures that

had begun in 1931, this was not, of course, sufficient to end the defla-

tion. Our empirical results highlight the role that the silver purchases

may have played in finally laying this trend to rest through, initially,

jumpstarting economic activity in the silver states.

II. Conclusions

Did Roosevelt’s silver purchase program play a role in bringing the US

out of the depths of the Great Depression? Our results strongly suggest

so based on state income data as well as new data on the value of con-

struction permits in the silver and non-silver producing regions of the

US. The silver states recovered much faster from the Great Depression

than the rest of the US as measured by state income estimates and the

value of construction permits. By 1938, income in the silver states was

very close to their levels of income in 1929–1930 whereas this chapter’s

empirical analysis also suggests that the value of construction permits in

the Mountain region significantly increased in the wake of the silver

purchase program. The time series of construction permits in the silver-

producing regions shows a sharp increase coinciding with the Treasury’s

large-scale purchases of silver on the open market, whereas building

in other areas of the country shows no such strong increase. A series

of VARs confirms the significance of silver in stimulating economic

recovery in the Mountain states while having a smaller economic effect

in the rest of the US.

The significance of the silver effect detailed in the empirical work is

not only of historical interest, but also represents a more longstanding

lesson that purchasing government bonds is by no means the only way of

achieving monetary expansion. Our study provides new insight into the

potential usefulness of commodity purchase programs when very low

interest rates and a liquidity-constrained banking system call into ques-

tion the effectiveness of open market bond purchases – a scenario that

applied to the US in the 1930s and recently returned to the fore in
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Japan. Proposals for the Bank of Japan extending the range of its activities

in buying land and stocks29 to counter deflation are certainly not

without historical precedent, and the US episode suggests that such non-

traditional open market operations can potentially be quite effective.
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12 The interwar shocks to US–Cuban trade

relations: A view through sugar company

stock price data*

Alan Dye and Richard Sicotte

Recent work on the political economy of imperialism emphasizes how

the imperial power can transform less-developed economies by setting

up institutions that underpin modern financial markets, lower political

risk, and benefit both the creditor and debtor nations. Kris Mitchener

and Marc Weidenmier, for example, present the Roosevelt Corollary to

the Monroe Doctrine (1904) as a natural experiment and demonstrate

that Theodore Roosevelt’s administration used the Corollary as a

credible threat of military intervention that enforced sovereign debt

contracts and suppressed political conflict in Central America and the

Caribbean.1 But natural experiments can be misleading: can one gene-

ralize from such findings to say that imperial powers set up “rules of the

game” that underpin secure property-rights for international capital

markets? In reality, the imperial power may choose to enforce or to

violate the rules of the game when it is in its interest to do so.

In contrast, there is an extensive literature that declares the evils of

imperialism and its US variety to be a source of internal political cor-

ruption and economic demoralization. This is a central theme in the

historiography of Central America and the Caribbean, but nowhere is it

more salient or more symbolic than Cuba, where even those who are

critical of the Castro regime often see the anti-imperialism of the Cuban

Revolution as justified.

Cuba was a prime example of US hegemonic rule-setting. As a con-

dition of its military withdrawal after the Spanish–American War, the US

required the Cuban constituent assembly to incorporate a set of provi-

sions that handed over certain sovereign rights to the US, which were

* We wish to thank Lee Alston, Jeremy Atack, Charlie Calomiris, John Landon-Lane,
Aldo Mussachio, Larry Neal, Hugh Rockoff, Richard Sylla, Mark Wasserman, Marc
Weidenmier, David Weiman, and Eugene White for helpful comments, and the Smith
Richardson Foundation for financial support.

1 Mitchener and Weidenmier “Empire”; Ferguson, Empire.
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written both into a treaty between the US and Cuba and into an

amendment to the Cuban constitution of 1902. These provisions,

known as the “Platt Amendment,” formalized a unique relationship of

tutelage between the two countries that included a legal commitment

on the part of the US, precursor to the Roosevelt Corollary, to ensure

political stability in the new Cuban republic, protect foreign invest-

ments against violations of property rights, discourage misuse of public

debt, made credible by signaling a willingness to intervene militarily, if

necessary, to enforce these aims. This institutional underpinning

combined with a reciprocal trade agreement in 1903 propelled one of

the most prosperous periods of economic growth in Cuba’s history.

Yet few scholars look favorably upon the Platt Amendment or the high

volume of capital transfers that followed it. Instead, the historical lit-

erature maintains a convention of associating Cuba’s long-run eco-

nomic problems with the “penetration” of North American capital and

identify it as an underlying cause of the Cuban Revolution of 1959.2

This chapter takes another look at the US’s twentieth-century experi-

ment with empire by examining the long-run performance of securities

issued to finance foreign investments in Cuba, focusing especially on

the interwar period, when the prosperity of the first two decades of the

twentieth century ended, and the economy never fully recovered. More

specifically, we examine the value of equity raised to finance investments

in sugar, the dominant sector of the Cuban economy, as a way to assess

the claims in the anti-imperialism literature of the damaging conse-

quences of foreign investment in Cuba.

Although most historians attribute the mid-century economic and

political turmoil to the adverse local effects from Cuba’s integration into

international financial markets, they typically base their views on evi-

dence of the presence of presumed causes rather than of observed out-

comes. Here, by contrast, we focus on outcomes by observing the

performance of foreign-owned sugar companies operating in Cuba. The

record of equity earnings in the dominant sector of the Cuban economy

presents a puzzle that seems at odds with either the monolithic

“institution-building” view or the “penetration” view of foreign capital

in Cuba. We find that the failure of Cuban economic recovery in the

interwar period, or the failure of the sugar industry to recover, was

associated with market conditions that led to the cessation of new infu-

sions of foreign capital. The evidence shows that, aside from enforcing

2 Jenks,Our Cuban Colony; Guerra y S�anchez, Azúcar; Pino-Santos, Asalto; Ayala, American
Sugar Kingdom.
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property rights abroad, the adverse conditions were the result of domestic

distributive politics of trade protectionism in the US. Aside from

enforcing property rights abroad, the imperial power refused in a strict

sense to defend the property rights of foreign investors against rent-

seekers at home.

The chapter uses an event-study approach to identify influences on

the share prices, rates of return, and systematic risk of sugar companies

from 1921 to 1939. Sugar-company performance in Cuba is compared

with competing companies operating in the mainland US and one of its

insular possessions, Puerto Rico. The first section of the chapter pre-

sents a preliminary discussion of the history of US investment in Cuban

sugar. The following two sections describe the structure of the US sugar

market, introduce the data, and present indices of sugar-company equity

by geographical supplier area. Questions raised in this section are further

examined in the third section, which gives a “moving-windows” analysis

of the pricing structure of sugar-company stocks, using the event-study

method of Kristen Willard et al. (1996). We then explain some of the

results of the event study, and consider their implications for the rela-

tionship between foreign capital, protectionism, and economic stagna-

tion in Cuba in the 1930s.

I. Preliminary discussion

Before 1898, American investments in Cuba were limited, but after the

US military occupation following the Spanish-American War, unusual

opportunities attracted American investors. Cuba’s war of independence

had been extremely destructive of productive property – burning of

canefields, decimation of livestock and so on. Prior to the war, the Cuban

sugar industry had a track record as a cost-leader in the global sugar

industry with many talented entrepreneurs, but domestic capital sources

were inadequate for the scale of the rebuilding job to be done afterwards.3

According to contemporary accounts, the Platt Amendment was

instrumental in establishing the credible commitment to protection of

foreign capital, necessary to mobilize the North American capital market

to finance the rebuilding of sugar and other key export-related indus-

tries. After intervention in 1898, the US refused military withdrawal

unless the new republic amended its constitution with a treaty popularly

known as the “Platt Amendment.”4 What was most significant about the

3 Jenks,Our Cuban Colony, pp. 128–74; Speck, “Prosperity”; Dye, Cuban Sugar, pp. 24–66.
4 P�erez, Cuba and the United States, pp. 109–11, and Cuba under the Platt Amendment.
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amendment was that it ceded certain sovereign rights to the US, notably

including the right to intervene militarily to protect “life, property and

individual liberty” and to enforce sound public debt policy of the Cuban

government. To further solidify the economic “ties of singular inti-

macy,” the two nations signed a trade reciprocity treaty in 1903, which

gave Cuba a 20 percent discount on the full duties for sugar and tobacco

in the US in exchange for similar discounts (of between 20 and

40 percent) on a wide range of exports from the US.5

With the credible commitment to the security of foreign property

rights and reciprocal trade, North American capital began to pour into

Cuba, rising from $45 million to $211 million from 1896 to 1906 (See

Table 12.1).6 Within five years it was fueling one of the most prosperous

periods of economic growth in Cuban history; and by World War I,

Cuba had restored its position as a global sugar powerhouse among the

world’s sugar exporters, and the largest producer, supplying 25 percent

of the world’s sugar. Through 1914, Cuba was the most important

destination in Latin America for North American foreign investment.

Table 12.1. Foreign assets in Cuba ($US millions)

Origin: US 1896 1906 1911 1927 1936 1946

Agriculture – 96.0 75.0 645.0 264.6 227.0

Sugar – 30.0 65.0 600.0 240.0 –

Other – 66.0 10.0 45.0 24.6 –

Public utilities (incl. railroads

and communications) 59.0 45.0 235.0 215.0 251.0

Mining and manufacturing 15.0 6.0 25.0 65.0 27.0 40.0

Services 30.3 50.5 95.0 275.3 274.2 35.0

Government – 37.0 30.0 100.0 – –

Other – 13.5 65.0 175.3 – –

Total 45.3 211.5 240.0 1220.3 781.2 553.0

Origin: UK 1913 1927 1939 1945

Railroads – – 125.6 147.6 142.2 127.1

Other – – 90.6 75.0 12.7 6.3

Total – – 216.2 222.6 154.9 133.4

Sources: Dickens, American Direct Investment; Lewis, America’s Stake; Rippy, British
Investments; US Dept. of Commerce, Investment.

5 The phrase “ties of singular intimacy” was used by President William McKinley in his
State of the Union message on December 5, 1899. Jenks, Our Cuban Colony, p. 72;
P�erez, Cuba and the United States.

6 Figures are in constant US dollars of 1926.
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The main beneficiary was sugar and the auxiliary sectors that serviced

sugar, including transportation, communications, and public utilities.7

From 1904 to 1920, Cuba experienced a thriving expansion of the

sugar industry, when earnings from sugar exports grew at an annual

average rate of more than 10 percent. Juli�an Alienes Urosa estimated real

GNP growth during that period at an annual average of 4.5 percent.8

As Table 12.2 indicates, sugar exports, which accounted for 80 percent

of all export earnings, led this growth almost exclusively. Although

interrupted by a sharp postwar financial crisis in 1920–1921, the phase

of prosperity continued until the commodity crisis of the latter 1920s.

However, by the time of the Great Depression, the Cuban economy fell

into complete ruin. New foreign investment in Cuba vanished in the

1930s, and the prosperous times of the first quarter of the twentieth

century were never restored.9

Table 12.2. Cuban sugar exports and the national economy

Year

Sugar exports

(thousands of

short tons)

Sugar exports

(millions of 1926

dollars)

Total exports

(millions of 1926

dollars)

National

income

(millions

of 1926

dollars)US UK Total US UK Total US UK Total

1904 1212.4 0.0 1212.4 90.9 0.0 90.9 124.8 9.9 149.2 372

1909 1581.0 0.0 1581.0 117.1 0.0 117.1 161.9 7.4 184.6 444

1914 2385.8 260.5 2710.6 170.6 16.3 191.4 214.1 23.2 255.4 587

1919 3445.1 665.1 4374.3 285.8 53.4 362.4 317.4 59.5 414.6 622

1924 3714.2 490.9 4332.9 326.3 45.7 382.2 369.2 50.2 443.2 798

1929 4209.5 845.5 5400.8 169.7 32.0 214.9 219.0 35.9 285.8 599

1930 2488.5 773.7 3557.9 85.6 25.7 121.7 134.3 29.5 193.6 598

1931 2321.4 563.4 2972.6 85.7 18.6 107.6 122.0 22.7 162.8 537

1932 1870.1 720.4 2864.8 60.1 17.0 83.3 88.8 19.2 124.6 437

1933 1530.3 746.7 2501.8 59.4 21.5 87.8 86.6 24.8 128.0 446

1934 1736.9 534.9 2518.0 76.7 14.9 98.2 108.3 19.4 143.9 486

1939 2163.7 509.7 2997.9 106.8 16.4 137.3 144.2 23.3 191.6 633

Sources: Cuba, Ministerio de Hacienda, Anuario Azucarero de Cuba, 1959; Zanetti Lecuona,
Cautivos; Alienes Urosa, Caracter�ısticas.

7 Lewis, America’s Stake; Winkler, Investments; US Dept. of Commerce, Investment. There
was also substantial British investment in the country’s relatively well-developed system
of railroads. Zanetti Lecuona and Garc�ıa, Sugar; Rippy, British Investments; Stone,Global
Export.

8 Alienes Urosa, Caracter�ısticas; Zanetti Lecuona, Cautivos.
9 Wallich, Monetary Problems.
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In spite of the foreign-capital-fed prosperity before the crisis, the

predominant explanation among historians of Cuba’s interwar economic

difficulties is that the “penetration” of foreign capital was detrimental

to Cuban economic development.10 It hinges on the proposition that

foreign ownership diverted the wealth-generating capacity of Cuba’s

national resources by permitting foreign capitalists to appropriate them.

Oscar Pino-Santos captures the anti-imperialist tenor in the literature in

the title of his important contribution, which is translated The Assault
on Cuba by the Yankee Financial Oligarchy. According to Pino-Santos,

although the major phase of foreign capital penetration came before and

during World War I, the principal damage came after the crisis of 1921.

During the war, US interests expanded and became more concen-

trated. The catalyst was the interruption of European sugar due to the

war. Cuba became the main alternative source for disrupted supplies of

sugar. Cuban production capacity expanded from 2.8 million short tons

in 1914 to 4.2 million in 1918. North American financial markets played

a critical role in mobilizing the resources for this massive wartime

expansion of sugar production in Cuba. Issues of new stock in Havana

and New York became an important source of finance for building new

sugar milling operations.

After the war, the lifting of wartime sugar price controls resulted in a

sharp postwar crisis in Cuba. Figure 12.1 shows the movements of the

price of sugar through the crisis in 1921. With sugar prices kept artifi-

cially low from 1917 through 1919, when controls were lifted suddenly

in 1920, the market entered a speculative bubble, which peaked at a

record price of 23.6 cents per lb. in May 1920, after which it plummeted

to 4.5 cents on February 3, 1921.11 When the bubble burst, a large share

of the current Cuban crop was left unsold; and its holders, who had

produced or purchased it at high prices, lost everything.12

A serious problem of imbalance of foreign ownership came about as a

consequence of the fallout from the financial crisis of 1921. Table 12.3

gives estimates of the share of North American ownership and industrial

concentration in the sugar industry. Fallout from the 1921 crisis caused

a massive failure among mills and eighteen banks, including the two

largest Cuban or Spanish-owned.13 North American banks, which had

owned about 0.5 percent of the Cuban sugar sector before 1920, suddenly

found themselves in possession of 7 percent of Cuban sugar milling

10 Pino-Santos, Asalto; Benjamin, United States.
11 From January 1, 1917, to December 31, 1919, the sugar price had never exceeded 13.6

cents per lb.
12 Collazo, Pelea. 13 Cuba, Comisi�on Temporal de Liquidaci�on Bancaria, Compendio.
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capacity from bad debt. This share grew to almost 12 percent by 1929.14

From these figures, Pino-Santos’s emphasis on the role of foreign banks

appears exaggerated.15 Nonetheless, American companies overall con-

trolled 38 percent of the sugar manufacturing capacity before the war

but acquired 65 percent by 1924. The top four firms, all American

corporations, owned 49 percent of the industry’s capacity by 1929.

Noteworthy in the 1921 falloutwas thatNorthAmerican banks through

foreclosure became direct operators in the sugar industry. National City

Bank and the Royal Bank of Canada acquired sixteen Cuban sugar

estates and made a fateful decision to retain ownership of these com-

panies. The mills they acquired represented over $80 million in sugar-

manufacturing assets in Cuba.16 National City Bank’s decision to keep

the properties is well-documented because it later became the subject

of a congressional investigation of lobbying activity in 1929. In 1921,

Gordon Rentschler, hired in 1921 by National City as an adviser to

assess the value of their recently acquired sugar properties, testified

that he and his team concluded the properties were fundamentally
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Source: Journal of Commerce, Willett & Gray.

14 Jenks, Our Cuban Colony; Wallich, Monetary Problems, pp. 66–7.
15 Pino-Santos, Asalto, p. 93.
16 Authors’ estimates based upon ownership and capacity in 1924, as reported in the

Cuba, Secretar�ıa de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo, Memoria de la Zafra.
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Table 12.3. Nationality of ownership and industrial concentration in the
Cuban sugar industry

Four-firm

concentration

ratioa

% Owned by

North

Americansb

% Owned by

North-American

Banksc

% Owned by

North American

Refinersd

1909 7.0 – – –

1914 11.2 38.3 0.0 0.0

1919 25.4 49.8 0.5 0.5

1924 35.3 64.5 6.8 5.2

1929 49.0 66.9 11.6 5.0

1934 39.6 68.4 12.1 5.4

1939 39.3 62.2 10.2 6.4

Notes:
a The four-firm concentration ratio for 1914 includes the G�omez Mena mills, which were

Cuban-owned, and the Rionda mills, which were owned by a family with roots in both

Cuba and the US. The Rionda mills are included among the top four firms in later years,

but not the G�omez Mena mills.
b North American ownership includes mills owned by citizens of or companies based in

the US or Canada. It also includes mills owned by companies that are “transnational,” that

is, the owners are members of a family that have roots in both the US or Cuba. It is the

convention in the literature to include them as “American” mills.
c Bank-owned mills include all sugar properties owned by General Sugars Corporation,

which was the operating subsidiary, wholly owned by National City Bank; the Sugar

Plantations Operating Co., which was the operating subsidiary of the Royal Bank of

Canada; The First National Bank of Boston; and Chase National Bank.
d Refiner-owned mills include only mills owned as subsidiaries whose core business was

sugar refining. These include: the American Sugar Refining Co., the National Sugar

Refining Co., and Warner Refining Co. The following are not included in the refiner-

owned percent given here: the Cuban-American Sugar Co. owned a small refinery in

Louisiana; the Rionda family acquired the McCahan refinery; but their chief business was

raw sugar production. In both cases, the refining capacity they owned was small relative to

their raw sugar producing capacity. Also, the Hershey Corporation owned a refinery,

located in Cuba, also is not included in the refiner-owned figures in the table. For

alternative views on the refiner and bank-owned properties, see Rowe, Studies; Pino-
Santos, Asalto; and Ayala, American Sugar Kingdom.

Sources: To determine the ownership and nationality of sugar mills from Cuban official

sources is less than straightforward. The lists usually used are incomplete and contain

many discrepancies. The authors have compiled information to determine ownership from

a wide array of sources including: Cuba, Secretar�ıa de Hacienda, La industria azucarera

y sus derivados, 1910, 1914; Pino-Santos, Asalto, pp. 45–7; Cuba, Secretar�ıa de

Agricultura, Memoria de la zafra, 1916–1929, Industria azucarera, 1930–1939; Farr &

Co., Manual of Sugar Companies, 1922–1942; Santamaria, Azucar; McDowall, Quick to

the Frontier; Jim�enez, Empresas; Garc�ıa �Alvarez, Gran Burges�ıa; McAvoy, Sugar Baron;

USNA Record Group 59 Serial no. 837.61351/924 18 January 1935, and the Louisiana

Planter and Sugar Manufacturer passim.
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sound but needed to be “rehabilitated” and, in any case, could not be

sold for what they were worth in the current depressed market conditions.

National City, therefore, set up an operating company to “rehabilitate”

the sugar properties and await a recovery in the sugar market before

selling them, hoping to minimize the losses from bad debt. The Royal

Bank came to an independent but similar decision.17

Pino-Santos and others argue that the American banks took advan-

tage of their creditors’ positions, and other American corporations took

advantage of privileged access to credit, to take control of some of

Cuba’s most profitable properties, particularly in sugar and banking, at

bargain-basement prices. The bank officials claimed they never intended

to go into the sugar business; but rather, the decision to operate rather

than sell the properties was a strategic one prompted by the depressed

market conditions and the large share of the country’s sugar properties

in their hands that made it impossible to sell them off in the short run for

anything near what they would be worth if the market were to recover, as

was expected.

In all, twenty mills were acquired by North American banks, and

another six mills were acquired by large eastern seaboard refineries. Also

important, the increase in the milling capacity owned by North American

corporations was due partly to acquisition and partly to an increase in

size and capital intensity of mills as companies adopted the latest sugar

manufacturing technology. For example, after 1921, banks acquired

32,600 tons of daily grinding capacity from existing mills and expanded

them by 1928 to 51,000 tons.18 The industry became considerably more

concentrated. The four-firm concentration ratio, for example, was

11 percent in 1914 (with one of the four companies Cuban-owned), but

after 1919, the top four were American-owned, or transnationally owned,

corporations owning multiple mills, which by 1929 together owned

50 percent of Cuba’s milling capacity.

The measures outlined here, although central to the standard argu-

ment, are factors in a presumed social process that has not been tested in

the literature by observing outcomes. If North American companies

were successful in appropriating the prime resources of Cuba’s sugar

industry, one might expect it to show up in performance measures. How

did American corporations operating in Cuba perform after 1921 and

particularly through the economic crisis?

17 Cleveland and Huertas, Citibank; McDowall, Quick to the Frontier; US Senate Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, Lobby Investigation; US Senate Committee on Banking, Stock
Exchange Practices.

18 Effective days grinding each harvest season in the 1920s ranged typically between 100
and 130.
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II. The data

By 1909, the preferential tariff on Cuban sugar (combined with its

capacity for expansion), had created a unique situation in the US market

for sugar. Cuba had expanded so as to crowd out all other duty-paying

sugar imports in the US market.19 After this date, the US sugar market

was served almost entirely by three groups of suppliers. Table 12.4

shows the source of sugar in the US market by “supplier area,” as they

were called. The three classifications are: domestic (mainland) beet and

cane sugar; the insular possessions (Hawaii, the Philippines, Puerto

Rico, and the Virgin Islands); and Cuba and other foreign suppliers.

The insular possessions were not referred to as “domestic,” but they all

had rights of duty-free status.20 Duty-paying supplier areas were Cuba,

which paid 80 percent of the full-duty, and other foreign suppliers,

which paid the full duty. Except for abnormal years, less than 1 percent

of sugar consumed in the US in the 1920s and 1930s came from full-

duty-payers.

The industrial structure of cane sugar production included two

manufacturing stages – the processing of sugarcane into raw sugar, and

refining raw sugar. Almost all imports from insular possessions or for-

eign countries were raw sugar, sold mainly to refineries in the mainland

US (most located in the northeast). Beet sugar, on the other hand, was

typically produced in a single stage as “direct-consumption” sugar –

equivalent in quality to refined.

Our data are constructed from the weekly (end-of-week) prices of

common stock of sugar companies. All the companies specialized in either

raw cane sugar or beet sugar from Cuba, Puerto Rico, or US domestic

beet sugar. Thus, each of the three supplier-area classifications in the US

market is represented. The data were compiled from all common stocks

of raw-sugar-processing companies operating in Cuba reported regularly

in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. They include stocks

traded on the New York Stock Exchange and the New York curb

market, over-the-counter stocks and some regional exchanges.21 Twenty

19 Prior to that time, the net-of-duty price in the US market was above the price in the
world market. After it, the protected US price was determined by the world price plus
the tariff on Cuban sugar exported to the US.

20 Imports from the Philippines, at times, were restricted, but not during the period we are
discussing, until the enactment of the US Sugar Program in 1934, which established
universal production and import quotas, discussed below. Ballinger, History.

21 The main sources for the stock prices were the New York Times, andWall Street Journal.
Missing values were filled, where possible, from the Commercial and Financial Chronicle,
and sugar trade journals, Louisiana Planter, and Facts About Sugar. Outstanding shares,
descriptions of stock issues, and company histories were obtained from the annual
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companies are represented: eleven prominent Cuban sugar companies,

all American-owned; five major domestic beet sugar companies; and

four major Puerto Rican companies. The companies in the data set

owned multiple mills and were by and large among the largest and most

technically advanced in each of their supplier areas. Out of Cuba’s 160,

or so, active mills, the companies in the sample owned forty-seven mills,

which represented between 45 and 54 percent of Cuba’s sugar production

capacity. In domestic beet sugar, which was the most concentrated

Table 12.4. Sources of supply to the US sugar market

Volume (000s short tons)

US mainland

beet

Mainland

cane Hawaii Puerto Rico Philippines Cuba Total

1904 259 415 368 130 31 1410 3023

1909 348 332 511 244 42 1431 3530

1914 773 247 557 321 58 2463 4431

1919 777 122 579 364 88 3343 5352

1924 1166 90 677 393 339 3692 6463

1929 1089 218 882 507 711 4149 7587

1934 1562 268 948 807 1088 1866 6574

1939 1809 587 966 1126 980 1930 7466

Value ($US of 1926 millions)

1904 34.5 55.3 49.0 17.3 2.8 124.1 314.4

1909 41.1 39.2 60.4 28.8 3.4 112.1 327.6

1914 92.9 29.7 66.9 38.6 7.0 198.4 434.3

1919 82.5 13.0 61.5 38.7 9.3 306.5 518.6

1924 141.4 10.9 82.1 47.7 41.1 315.0 646.5

1929 86.0 17.2 69.7 40.1 56.2 174.2 444.5

1934 128.0 22.0 77.7 66.1 89.2 73.2 457.4

1939 134.5 43.7 71.8 83.7 72.9 98.5 508.4

Notes:
a Values are estimated using the product of volumes and the average annual price of sugar,

net of duty for Cuba. Figures are deflated using the US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Wholesale Price Index.

Source: US House of Representatives, Committee on Agriculture, History.

Farr & Co., Manual of Sugar Companies, and dividend payments were collected from
serial publications of the Standard Dividend Service, Fitch Dividend Record, and the
Commercial and Financial Chronicle. The Havana Bolsa traded railroad, public utility,
and various public and private debt issues (quotes are found in the daily Diario de la
Marina), but in those years, it did not trade sugar-company stocks.
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industrially, the companies in the data set represent between 67 and

71 percent of that supplier area’s milling capacity. The four Puerto

Rican firms represented were referred to in trade journals as the “top

four,” because they stood out in size relative to the rest of the industry,

representing between 20 and 43 percent of Puerto Rican production

capacity.

These data are used, in the next section, to construct indices of sugar-

company equity by supplier area to give a graphical representation of

sugar-company performance. In a later section, rates of return are cal-

culated and assembled into three panels, one for each supplier area, to

examine their risk-return profiles.

III. Sugar-company equity indices

The indices shown in Figure 12.2 give estimates of the market value of

the outstanding equity of sugar processors in each of the three supplier

areas. The indices Ej are constructed as

Ej ¼
X
i

½pijðscij þ spijÞ�
 !

� a�1
j ð1Þ

where pij is the share price of firm i in supplier area j ; and scij and spij are
the outstanding common and preferred shares, respectively, of firm i in
supplier-area j.22 The supplier areas represented are the US domestic

beet sugar, Puerto Rico, and Cuba.

Often the levels of stock price indices such as these are presented as

index numbers scaled so that all indices are equal to 100 on a specific

date. Rather than doing this, we incorporate a scale factor, a�1
j , which

scales the indices to give a rough estimate of the relative total market

valuation of sugar-company equity in each of the three supplier areas.

The magnitude, aj, is the share of the production capacity of all the firms

in the sample for supplier area j relative to the aggregate production

capacity of all firms in supplier area j. Production capacity is measured

by the sum of daily per ton processing capacity at each factory.23

22 Share prices are weighted by the sum of common and preferred shares outstanding to
account for, and maintain continuity through, recapitalizations of some important
companies that converted preferred to common shares. To put them on a comparable
basis, outstanding shares were par-adjusted to render $1 par equivalent shares. Capi-
talization histories were obtained from Farr & Co., Manual of Sugar Companies.

23 Records of the Puerto Rican index do not give daily grinding capacities per mill. As an
alternative that makes the Puerto Rican figures comparable to the capacity figures
available for the other areas, we take the historical maximum production of each mill as
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The scale factor, a�1
j , accurately rescales the expression inside the

parentheses to cause Ej to reflect the total value of sugar-company equity

in the supplier area if the value per ton of processing capacity of the

firms in the sample was representative of all firms in the supplier area.

Although the condition does not hold, the bias operates in the same

direction for all three supplier areas. The firms in each supplier-area

sample were among the largest and most profitable companies; there-

fore, the values shown in the figure overstate the actual aggregate market

values. It is probably greater for the Puerto Rican index, which includes

only the top four firms, and it is probably least for the beet sugar pro-

ducers, where technical vintages were apparently somewhat more uni-

form. Therefore, although the levels of the indices shown in Figure 12.2

reflect relative aggregate supplier-area equity, they can only be taken as

approximate.

We are more confident in the representativeness of the movement of

the indices and the implied rates of return than in the levels. Observing
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a measure of the production capacity. The aggregate supplier-area industry capacity
figures are only observed annually. To prevent the annual observations from introdu-
cing discontinuities in the scale factor, we smooth the aggregate capacity series by
interpolating between annual observations of shares of industry capacity represented in
the sample.
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the patterns of movement in Figure 12.2, three things stand out. First,

comparing the supplier areas, the timing of the fall in the series over the

period of the 1920s commodity crisis up to and after the NYSE crash is

noticeably different. The Cuban sugar-company stock prices fall much

earlier, beginning their descent in January 1927. The other two fall at or

after the crash of the stock exchange. The Puerto Rican index turns

downward by May 1929, but it takes a sharp plunge beginning in the

week of October 29. The beet sugar index also drops sharply at the

crisis, but it shows some recovery in the months leading up to the week

beginning May 5, 1930.

Second, the recovery in each of the three supplier areas stands out.

Most striking is the beet sugar industry, which recovered abruptly

between January and July of 1933 to a level comparable, or slightly

above, its pre-crisis level. Puerto Rico closely tracked beet sugar’s ascent.

Cuba’s recovery was partial and with much greater instability.

Third, it is noteworthy that, in the 1920s, the market valuation of

sugar-company equity in Cuba correlates closely with the price of sugar,

but not in the other supplier areas. From 1934, all three correlate

similarly, but moderately, with the price of sugar. One obtains a sense of

the 1920s correlation by comparing the sugar-company equity with the

price of sugar by inspection in Figure 12.2, but simple correlations

confirm it. For the period from January 1921 to May 1934, before the

adoption of production and import controls in the US sugar market,

the Pearson correlation coefficient for the Cuban index against the price

of raw sugar was 0.84; for the beet sugar industry, it was 0.38; and for

Puerto Rico, it was �0.15.24 In the period after 1934, production controls

were in effect in both the US, under the New Deal Agricultural Adjust-

ment Act, and in Cuba, under the Cuban Sugar Stabilization Institute.25

By contrast, after 1931 when controls were in effect, the corresponding

correlation coefficients are respectively 0.62, 0.66, and 0.62.

What explains these contrary movements in supplier-area stock prices,

especially before 1930? Cuban sugar-company equity appears more sen-

sitive to the short-run price of sugar than domestic beet and Puerto Rican

companies. But why? The simple answer is that Cuba, which was the

only significant supplier of duty-paying sugar in the US was dependent

on the US tariff, and the tariff was endogenous to the price of sugar. The

24 Sugar price data are end-of-week prices of raw sugar cif New York, duty-paid, taken
from the Journal of Commerce.

25 The Cuban controls were introduced earlier, in 1931, but production and export
controls in the two countries were coordinated after the passage of the Jones-Costigan
Act of 1934 made sugar a “basic commodity” under the AAA legislation. �Alvarez D�ıaz,
Estudio; Dalton, Case Study.
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brief recovery in the price of sugar in 1926 reflects an attempt on the part

of the Cuban government to stave off a threatened increase in the sugar

tariff using production restrictions. Stock prices of sugar companies

operating in Cuba turned upward with the price of sugar in 1926, but

also followed it downward in 1927. The increase in the sugar tariff that

would come about as part of the omnibus Hawley–Smoot tariff in 1930

began to be anticipated as early as 1927. Of course, as that expectation

weakened stock prices of Cuban sugar companies, it strengthened share

prices of companies in duty-free areas, as we observe in Figure 12.2. The

next section outlines some of the main events that underlay these

commodity and stock price movements.

IV. The commodity crisis and tariff endogeneity

The tariff in those years was the single most prominent economic issue

dividing the political parties in national politics.26 It had been so since

the end of the Civil War and remained so until the New Deal. During

those years, the sugar tariff was often politically pivotal because it raised

more revenue than any other customs item. Revenue aside, special

interests differed on the issue of trade protection and created divisions

that did not coincide with the party line. Beet sugar producers consist-

ently called for increases in the tariff on raw cane sugar (discussed

below); but refiners, who were the principal buyers of raw sugar, were

opposed. American investors who had sugar properties in Cuba shared

the refiners’ view on the raw sugar tariff, but these two interests were

geographically concentrated on the eastern seaboard. The refiners’ sugar

trust of the 1880s had had some influence against demands for pro-

tection. However, beet sugar expanded rapidly after about 1894, and

geographically dispersed among twenty-one states by the 1920s, mostly

in western and midwestern states. It could also count on support from

cane sugar states, Louisiana and Florida. In many of these states, sugar

was one of the most prominent, industrially concentrated industries in

the state. By the 1920s, congressional support for the refining industry

and American investors in Cuba was being seriously challenged and

ultimately overshadowed by western beet sugar protectionists.

Although nominally a specific tariff (at the end of the war, the duty on

Cuban sugar was set at 1.0048 cents per lb.), the sugar tariff was

endogenous to the expected future price of sugar through political action

on trade protection. The evidence for such endogeneity of the sugar

tariff during the 1920s is abundant (more so than can be presented in

26 Taussig, Tariff History; Goldstein, Ideas.
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this chapter).27 It begins with the US Congress’ postwar deliberations

over the 1922 Fordney–McCumber tariff act. A legislative battle broke

out over the sugar tariff in late 1921. While eastern seaboard refiners and

Americans with direct investments in Cuba lobbied in Washington for a

lower sugar tariff, Secretary of Commerce, Herbert Hoover, and Senator

Reed Smoot (R-UT), a high-ranking member of the Senate Finance

Committee, pressured the Cuban government, on behalf of domestic

beet sugar interests, to restrict Cuban sugar production. Smoot offered

to lower the new sugar tariff in the Senate bill from 1.6 cents per lb.,

the rate recently passed in the House, to 1.4 cents.28 When the Cuban

government rejected proposals for restricting its sugar crop, Hoover

tried to enlist the support of bankers in New York who had investments

in both Cuban and western beet sugar. The bankers proposed, instead,

to create a marketing pool to dispose of postwar sugar surpluses but

refused to support production restriction in Cuba. Loathe to accept the

roadblock against his state’s principal industry, Smoot retaliated by

negotiating an increase of the sugar tariff in the Senate bill to 1.84 cents.

Publicly, he attacked the recalcitrant bankers and eastern refiners

27 Industry participants and analysts were well aware of the tendency of countries with
high-cost sugar industries to raise tariffs in response to a falling price of sugar. Gustav
Mikusch, an Austrian sugar expert, published a report on tariff increases by eight
European countries in 1925, in the US trade journal, Facts About Sugar, on February
20, 1926. Mikusch remarked, “The reason for these numerous advances in tariff rates
undoubtedly is to be found in the low price of sugar during the past year. With imported
cane sugar selling at prices below the cost of production in Europe the beet growing
countries of this continent have felt the necessity of erecting higher barriers to protect
their home industries.” The minutes of meetings of the International Sugar Council, an
exporting-country cartel formed in 1931, are replete with references to tariff endo-
geneity (see minutes for the years 1931–1935 in the Cuban National Archives, Fondo
ICEA [hereafter, CAN].); likewise, in the private business papers of Czarnikow-
Rionda, the major New York sugar brokerage (see University of Florida at Gainesville,
University Archives, Braga Brothers Collection, ser. 10c. [hereafter, BB]). The Java
sugar industry faced an explicit endogenous tariff response in formulae established by
the Indian Tariff Board. See India, Tariff Board, Report, 1931, 1933, 1938. US
domestic sugar industry representatives increased demands for protection when prices
were falling. In 1922, Louisiana sugar interests stated that if the price would stabilize at
2.9 cents, “they could live with the present tariff.” Cable from W.R.M. (State) to
Sumner Welles, February 24, 1922. United States National Archives, Department of
State Records [hereafter USNA], 837.61351/347. In 1929, Stephen Love, President of
the US Beet Sugar Association, argued that with the price at two cents, it was necessary
to raise the tariff to prevent “huge” losses. Facts About Sugar, March 16, 1929. Con-
gress considered a “sliding scale” that would tie the sugar duty directly to the price, but
producers worried that it would not be sufficiently flexible (for further discussion see
Smith, United States, pp. 57–66).

28 The Harding administration raised the sugar tariff on May 27, 1921, to 1.6 cents per lb.
from 1.0048 cents, in a stopgap emergency tariff law intended to halt the postwar
recession. Smith, United States, p. 43; Ballinger, History, pp. 24–5.
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accusing them of forming a “Wall Street Plot” to destroy the beet sugar

industry.29

The pressure from protectionists was relieved by the high sugar prices

of 1923 and 1924. J.W.F. Rowe explains that the high prices were

caused by rapid increase in the world demand for sugar and the slow

postwar recovery of the European beet sugar industry, interpreted at the

time as a signal that expansion of world sugar production capacity would

be needed. The downward movement from the end of 1924 was caused

by greater-than-expected recovery of the European beet sugar industry

in late 1924 into 1925, and increased production in the US insular pos-

sessions. European beet sugar production went from 5.6 to 7.8 million

short tons. Also, stimulated by the recent tariff increase, US domestic

production showed a slight upward trend while insular-possession sugar

expanded greatly – production in Puerto Rico by more than 30 percent,

and the Philippines by 80 percent from 1922 to 1925.30 Then in 1925,

Cuba had a record crop of 5.9 million short tons – 27 percent above

1924, itself a record crop. The consequence was that, by September 1,

1925, unsold physical stocks of sugar worldwide were 1.8 million short

tons, almost double the usual end-of-crop-year carryover. Rowe says

that “sugar producers of the world were stunned with surprise” by the

accumulation of stocks. This was, however, just the first sign of a

troubling market overhang that grew to four million tons by 1929.31

We know from Arthur Lewis and Charles Kindleberger that all major

commodities markets exhibited similar patterns of falling prices and

mounting physical stocks in the late 1920s.32 In the case of sugar, the

first signs of commodity crisis were an important turning point for

Cuban sugar politics. As the problems of “overproduction” became

visible, Cuban mill owners (especially those with older mills and less

access to capital) argued that the aggressive expansion of American

sugar mills was irresponsible in the postwar sugar market. Indeed, the

American experts, who had been forecasting a slower recovery of

European beet sugar production, were caught by surprise. National City

Bank, for example, in 1919 had forecast a global shortage of sugar

throughout most of the twenties, which was a factor in their strategy of

29 The final rate of 1.7648 cents per lb. was a compromise between the House and Senate
rates. Smith, United States, pp. 47–8.

30 Authors’ calculations; Rowe, Studies, p. 7; US Tariff Commission, Sugar, 1934. Data
from Moreno Fraginals, Ingenio; Farr & Co., Manual of Sugar Companies; Willett and
Gray, Weekly Statistical Sugar Trade Journal.

31 Rowe, Studies, p. 7.
32 Lewis, Economic Survey; Kindleberger, World in Depression, pp. 86–96.
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investment and expansion.33 Forecasts emerged that Cuba would have

another record crop in 1926. The Cuban Hacendados (Sugar Mill

Owners’) Association recommended that Cuban President, Gerardo

Machado, impose restrictions on the Cuban sugar crop using internal

production quotas.34 First implemented in May 1926, and later extended

to 1927 and 1928, crop restriction was intended to boost the price of

sugar, but the reasons behind the producers’ call to limit production

were motivated by concerns about threats of increased protection in the

US market.

That the crop restriction was unilateral obviously put Cuba at risk

because it invited competitors to expand. Producers understood this, but

they also observed that, in Washington, representatives of the domestic

industry were stirring fears that Cuban producers were trying to

“eliminate the domestic sugar industry” and calling for an increase in the

sugar tariff. Around the same time that the crop restriction was decreed

in 1926, a group of US beet sugar company executives visited Cuba to

discuss further remedies Cuban sugar producers might undertake to

avoid an increase in the sugar tariff. In the months to follow, Senator

Smoot emerged again as the key figure in Washington, advising repre-

sentatives of the Cuban sugar industry that, if Cuba could manage to

reduce its production enough to induce a recovery of the price, there

would be no need for a revision of the tariff.35

Most industry participants saw the 1926 crop restriction as a tem-

porary measure that would be unsustainable without international

cooperation. So, in 1927, the Cuban government sponsored a mission

to Europe to seek an agreement with major sugar exporters in Europe

for a joint effort to reduce exports and halt the price decline. Although

later, in 1931, the same parties came together and signed such an

agreement, the initial attempt in 1927 failed. The sugar price weakened

in part from realization that the international agreement would not

materialize. By the summer of 1928, internal Cuban opposition to the

crop restriction put its future in doubt. President Machado decreed to

abandon it on December 27, 1928.36

33 National City Bank, Cuba: Review of Commercial, Industrial and Economic Conditions in
1919, excerpts reproduced in Smith, What Happened in Cuba? pp. 149–51.

34 Zanetti Lecuona, Manos, pp. 66–7; Rowe, Studies, p. 19.
35 USNA, 837.61351/409, letter from Crowder to Sec. of State, May 12, 1926. Smith,

United States, pp. 50–2.
36 Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer, October 20, 1928; Facts about Sugar,

December 29, 1928; P�erez-Cisneros, Cuba, pp. 15–21; Zanetti Lecuona, Manos,
pp. 77–8, 83–5; BB.R.G. 2 Ser. 10c, Box 57 f. Gutierrez – Rentschler – Machado 1928,
Letter from Jos�e G�omez Mena, a prominent Cuban millowner, to Viriato Gutierrez,
President Machado’s Secretary of the Presidency, August 1, 1928.
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Cuban share prices plunged sharply beginning in June 1928, as

observers forecast that the uncontrolled Cuban crop of 1929 would be

another record crop. As this occurred in the sugar market, Herbert

Hoover, in his 1928 presidential campaign, pledged to increase tariffs on

farm goods for agricultural relief, while beet sugar growers’ associations

in the west called for an increase in protection against cheap Philippine

and Cuban sugar. After his victory, Hoover called for immediate tariff

reform, initiating the deliberations in Congress that led to the notorious

Hawley–Smoot tariff. In another study, we show that Senator Smoot

and the sugar tariff became a pivotal issue in the contest over the tariff.37

With Smoot now as chair of the Senate Finance Committee, which had

jurisdiction over the tariff, domestic sugar interests were well-positioned

to demand new protection. After eighteen months in Congress, the

Hawley–Smoot tariff act went into effect on June 17, 1930, and the

sugar tariff was increased from 1.7648 cents to two cents per lb. Cuban

interests, as they watched these events unfold, had predicted that a two-

cent tariff would be ruinous for sugar producers in Cuba.38

The coincidence of falling values of sugar-company shares in Cuba

and rising values in non-duty-paying areas from 1927 onward are

explained by the same two underlying factors – an unstable sugar market

and the endogeneity of protection in the US. Excess long-run produc-

tion capacity and the accumulation of unsold physical stocks drove the

price down and elevated the uncertainty over when it might recover. The

falling sugar price, then, raised the probability of a revision in the sugar

tariff in the US. In the US sugar market, to the extent that domestic

producers could rely on Congress to adjust the effective level of pro-

tection to global market conditions, the risks of global sugar market

instability were borne by producers in Cuba. Over the 1920s, as market

conditions worsened and the threat of tariff revision in the US grew,

Cuban sugar became a less attractive investment and the non-duty-

paying insular possessions (especially Puerto Rico and the Philippines)

became more attractive.39

V. Sugar-company risk

If sugar market instability and the risk of tariff revision of the late 1920s

explain the realignment of the market valuations of the three sugar

supplier areas, then these same factors should be visible in the systematic

37 Dye and Sicotte, “Institutional Determinants.”
38 Rowe, Studies; BB, R.G. 4, Series 10c.
39 Hawaii had little remaining good cane land in which to expand.
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risk of the assets in question. Investors would have updated their asses-

sments of the risk of investing in sugar in one supplier area relative to

another based on the news they received about changes, or possible

future changes, in tariff protection, exposure to market instability, or

other significant occurrences; and they would have incorporated them,

in different ways, into the expected rates of return on Cuban shares,

domestic beet sugar shares, or any other supplier area. If news of any of

these events forecast an adverse effect on the perceived forward distri-

bution of returns from equity in sugar companies, say, operating in

Cuba, they would compensate for bearing that risk by demanding a

higher expected rate of return.

The conditions described produce two predictions about changes in

the structure of systematic risk between supplier areas. First, Cuba bore

a greater burden of any downward shock to the price of sugar in the

world market, while the US domestic beet sugar and Puerto Rico were

insulated by selling entirely in the protected US market. Second, the risk

assessed on sugar companies on the mainland and in Puerto Rico should

have fallen as the progression of events signaled Congress’s willingness

to accommodate the domestic sugar industry’s demands for protection.

Similarly, risk assessed of Cuban sugar-company securities should have

risen relative to US domestic and insular-possession securities as events

signaled that increased protection would come at the expense of Cuba’s

market in the US, as Cuban sugar would have to sell a greater share of

their crop in the unprotected world sugar market.

These predictions may also be used to distinguish the significance of

the tariff from two other possible alternative explanations. One obvious

alternative is that investors may have altered their risk perceptions in

response to the New York Stock Exchange crash or other events asso-

ciated with the onset of the Great Depression. A second alternative is

the “financial penetration” hypothesis from the historical literature on

Cuba, which emphasizes the monopoly power that North American-

owned companies exercised in Cuba.40 In either case, there is no reason

to expect a pattern of divergence in the perception of risk in the different

supplier areas in the pattern proposed above. In the first alternative,

there is no reason to expect different supplier areas to behave differently.

In the latter, one might expect the companies in our sample, all powerful

North American corporations traded publicly on one of the New York

exchanges, to perform well. If they had their way in Cuba, to the extent

described in the literature, one would expect them to have lower per-

ceived risk relative to the US domestic producers, where restraint of

40 Ayala, American Sugar Kingdom; Ibarra, Prologue; Pino-Santos, Asalto.
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trade faced stronger legal sanctions and political institutions were less

subject to capture by sugar interests.

Assuming the market efficiently incorporated the news investors

responded to into the prices of sugar-company securities, the timing of

changes in perceived risk, inferred from price changes, should provide

clues about the kinds of information investors responded to. One way to

investigate these implications would be to conduct a conventional event

study that examines the effects of a known event on prices.41 A problem

with this approach for our purposes is that the news of a declining sugar

market and tariff endogeneity unfolded in a number of small events.

Undoubtedly some news events were more significant than others to

contemporary investors. Selecting the significance of events based on

knowledge of the outcomes can be hazardous, since investors tried to

anticipate the outcomes, when they responded, but did not know them.

An endogenous approach to identify significant events is warranted to

avoid problems of hindsight bias. We adopt a “moving-windows” event-

study method proposed by Willard et al., which was devised precisely

to identify “significant news” events over time using the information in

asset prices.42

The premise upon which the method is constructed is the notion

that prices in securities markets can offer a “running commentary” on

broader historical processes. An iterative search for breaks in the

underlying parameters is conducted using successive time intervals or

“windows” of the full dataset. Unlike the parameters that describe the

underlying structure of the economy (which are thought by many to be

fairly stable, e.g., Pierre Perron [1989]), there are reasons to believe that

the parameters that reflect the risk perceptions of investors may not be

very stable, especially at times of great uncertainty, such as the period

surrounding the Great Depression or the Cuban Revolution of 1933

(which began on September 4, 1933). Changes in risk assessments could

occur at any moment investors received new information that they

considered significant enough to alter their perceptions. In the analysis

below, we employ moving windows in two forms. The first form, which

follows Willard et al., seeks to identify “turning points,” as they call

them, that is, the timing of “significant news,” which may exhibit breaks

in the parameters, in our case, measuring relative perceived risk of sugar-

company stocks in the three supplier areas. These should coincide with

41 MacKinlay, “Event Studies.”
42 Willard, Guinnane and Rosen, Turning Points. Other applications of the moving-

windows approach include Brown and Burdekin, “Turning Points”; Dye and Sicotte,
“U.S. Sugar Program”; Oosterlink, “Bond Market”; Sussman and Yafeh, “Institutions”;
Weidenmier, “Turning Points.”
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the significant changes in investors’ information sets about the securities

in question. The second form focuses, instead, on detecting the magni-

tudes of level changes in the same parameters. When there are multiple

breaks, the second approach provides a sense of the cumulative or

durable effects of multiple events. We find that observing the results of

the two approaches together is informative.

As a structural model, we employ the Capital Asset Pricing Model

(CAPM), modified to account explicitly for industry risk in the following

way. Letting rn be the average excess return (the market return minus

the risk-free rate) for all sugar-industry securities, the usual CAPM

relationship is

rn ¼ ao þ a1rm þ en ð2Þ

where rm is the excess return in the market overall, and a1 represents the
systematic risk of sugar-industry securities. The predictions at the

beginning of this section, however, are about the systematic risk of

sugar-company shares in one sugar supplier area, relative to the average

for the sugar industry. These are not represented in equation (2), but

they can be expressed by letting i represent sugar company i in supplier

area j, and writing

ri ¼ co þ c1rn þ ui ð3Þ

as an expression analogous to equation (2). It expresses the relationship

between the excess returns of the firm and industry risk, where c1
represents the risk premium on the firm’s share relative to the average in

the industry. Combining equations (2) and (3) produces the linear

regression equation

ri ¼ bo þ b1rm þ b2en þ ui ð4Þ

where b1 is systematic risk associated with the market average, and b2 is
the additional systematic risk that relates firm i’s risk to the average for

the sugar industry.

To interpret, the standard CAPM distinguishes between two classes

of risk – “market risk,” which derives from events that affect all securities

in the stock market, and “unique risk,” which derives from events that

are specific to i. Equation (4) identifies a third type of risk, relevant for

our purpose – “industry risk,” which derives from events that were spe-

cific to the sugar industry, commonly affecting all sugar-company stocks,

but having no effect on non-sugar-related securities.
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The data consist of a panel of twenty-two firms over 1,146 weekly

observations running from January 15, 1921, to December 26, 1942.

The regressions are performed by dividing the data into three separate

panels, one for each supplier area, controlling for random effects. The

coefficients are estimated assuming that the bk coefficients (k ¼ 1, 2) are

identical within a given supplier area but differ across supplier areas. We

thus obtain three sets of common within-area coefficients, b1 and b2,
from equation (4), one for each supplier area, j, which are interpreted

as average systematic risk estimates for each supplier area. (The same is

also true of dk in equation (5) below.) The search for breaks is per-

formed in two steps.

Step 1. The first set of tests is conducted iteratively within “moving-

windows,” in which a window is defined as a time interval of data of

fixed length, say, to, t1, . . ., tw . For each possible window of length w, a
test for change in the parameters is performed by estimating a variant of

equation (4) that includes a dummy variable to incorporate the possi-

bility of a break at the midpoint of the window, in the form

ri ¼ bo þ doDþ b1ð1þ d1DÞrm þ b2ð1þ d2DÞen þ ui ð5Þ

where D is a dummy variable which is assigned zeroes for all observa-

tions preceding the midpoint and ones thereafter. The coefficient, b1 , is

the pre-break systematic risk associated with the market, and b1 þ d1
is the corresponding post-break risk measure.43 Our primary interest,

however, is in the corresponding breaks and relative changes in sys-

tematic risk relative to the average in the sugar industry, captured by b2
and b2þ d2 . The test for each break is specified as a test of the insig-

nificance of D, which is equivalent to a joint exclusion test on the

coefficients di (i ¼ 0, 1, 2).

The chi-square statistics for the Wald tests for joint exclusion of all

terms involving D in equation (5) are shown in Figure 12.3 mapped

against the breakdate (midpoint) of each the corresponding window.

Two series are shown, one for a 156-week window and one for a 208-

week window. The econometrics literature on structural change has

shown that, if the breakdate is unknown, assuming structural change

takes the form of a sharp or immediate break, then the conventional chi-

square critical values are too low, and standard tests infer breaks too

often. A literature has developed which proposes alternative tests that try

43 The regressions are estimated assuming an AR1 error structure. All pass standard
goodness-of-fit tests and coefficients reject the zero null hypothesis at conventional
significance levels.
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to eliminate this bias.44 The tests follow suggestions in the literature to

use the supremum of the chi-square.45 Since the critical values for such

tests are dependent on the breakdate, we use critical values for such test

developed by Andrews. In step 1, the Andrews critical value is 16.92.46

Test statistics below this level are unlikely candidates for breaks. Local

peaks or intervals exceeding the critical value are candidates. However,

as the overlay of chi-square series for 156-week and 208-week windows

indicates, the tests lack robustness when the window length is varied.

The first interval indicated in step 1 is from April 7, 1923, to April 26,

1924, which coincides with the period of postwar adjustment during

which there was uncertainty about the rate at which the European beet

sugar industry would recover. The second is from June 8, 1929, to

November 29, 1930, during which the revision in the sugar tariff under

Hawley–Smoot was first debated, then decided and put into effect on
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Figure 12.3 Moving-window exclusion tests on structural breaks.
Source: see text.

44 See Andrews, “Tests”; Andrews and Ploberger, “Optimal Tests”; Christiano,
“Searching”; Bai, “Estimating”; and Perron, “Great Crash.”

45 See Hansen, “New Econometrics of Structural Change.”
46 See Andrews, “Tests,” and “Corrigendum.” The critical values are dependent on the

proportion of observations above or below the break. The tests in step one all have the
same critical value because the breaks are in the same position in each window.
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June 17, 1930. The October crash of the New York Stock Exchange also

occurred in this interval.

After the 1930s, other intervals might be considered candidates as

well, although the robustness in some cases appears suspect. We will not

emphasize the post-1931 possible breaks in the current paper, but it is

worth mentioning that each of these candidate intervals meets our prior

expectations based on our knowledge of the history of sugar policy

events during the period.47 The interval April 23, 1932, to June 25,

1932 corresponds with a crisis in which Cuba used a brinkmanship

strategy to force compliance of the international sugar cartel that oper-

ated from 1931 to 1935, which Cuba helped to organize. The period

September 23, 1933, to February 3, 1934, coincides with two turbulent

events for the sugar industry – the Cuban Revolution of 1933 and the

political contest over the adoption of sugar quotas in the US as one of

the New Deal agricultural stabilization policies, enacted finally in May

1934. It was highly contested because domestic sugar interests balked

at the Roosevelt administration’s insistence on compromising domestic

protectionist objectives so as to use the policy to help restore political

stability in Cuba as well.48 The latter two intervals April 9, 1938, to

October 1, 1938 and October 14, 1939, to December 16, 1939, appear

to be associated with the conflict in Europe, which was expected to be

disruptive to the world sugar industry. The latter interval coincides with

a temporary suspension of the US sugar quota program in 1939 because

the UK bought up all available sugar late 1939 to stockpile, making the

quota restrictions temporarily unbinding.49

Step 2. The results from step 1 are sensitive to the act of dropping the

first week of the series and picking up a new week at the end. Step 2

improves the robustness of the tests by fixing the window. Intervals that

have statistically significant local peaks in step 1 undergo further inve-

stigation in the following way. The window of length w is kept fixed, and

tests for breaks are performed iteratively by moving the hypothesized

breakdate defined by D in equation (5) from toþ26, toþ27, . . ., tw–26. A
regression is estimated for each possible breakdate and joint exclusion

tests are performed on all terms involving D, as in step 1. (The twenty-

six-week buffer at either end is left to reduce distortions from too little

variation in D.) Step 2 results are robust to the position and size of the

window.

47 In fact the authors have written papers about events occurring in two of these intervals,
motivated independently, prior to doing this quantitative analysis. See Dye and Sicotte,
“Brinkmanship” and Dye, “Cuba.”

48 Dye, “Smoot-Hawley”; Krueger, “Political Economy.”
49 Swerling, International Control.
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Figures 12.4A and 12.4B show tests for breaks over two intervals

identified as candidates in step 1 using 208-week windows. The intervals

examined are April 17, 1923, to April 26, 1924, and June 8, 1929, to

November 29, 1930. Concerned with robustness, we perform the same

test on series of windows all of 208 weeks positioned successively at

13-week intervals over wider intervals from July 1921 to March 1926 in

the first case, and July 1927 to June 1932 in the second. In each of

Figures 12.4A and 12.4B, the chi-square statistics for eight series of such

tests are shown. The combined results are unmistakably consistent. We

compare the test statistics against Andrews critical values of 5 percent

significance, which range between 18.56 and 25.47 depending on the

position of D in the window.

In Figure 12.4A, the series peak on August 4, 1923, and are con-

sistently significant from July 7, 1923, to April 5, 1924. In Figure 12.4B,

they identify the weeks ending on November 2, 1930, and January 3,

1931. Tests using 156-week windows give similar results, showing

robustness to varying the length of the window. Neither interval is

precise enough to identify particular events, but the tests clearly single

out two intervals in which breaks were likely. The first is from late 1923,
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level or better. Source: see text.
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when forecasters began to receive information about a faster-than-

anticipated recovery of the European beet sugar industry to recover. The

second interval is from March 1930 to January 1931. This interval

coincides with the period when the rates for the duty on sugar in the

omnibus Hawley–Smoot tariff were settled. Debate in the Senate heated

up in March 1930 and was resolved in June, just before the bill was

passed. It went into effect on June 18, 1930. The evidence of a break in

risk perceptions is strong, with differential effects on duty-paying and

non-duty-paying suppliers. The tests suggest that one or more breaks

occurred either during the period traversing the debate and passage of

the tariff, or the aftermath, during which investors in sugar companies

would observe how the industry dealt with the combined effects of the

increased tariff and the crisis.50
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50 During the summer of 1930, representatives of the US beet sugar and Cuban sugar
producers established a “gentlemen’s agreement” to reduce production and exports to
the US, respectively, in an effort to stabilize the falling price of sugar. A successful
agreement would have been particularly beneficial for Cuban producers, but the self-
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The tests performed may not identify all forms of structural change.

Bruce Hansen observes that the tests in the literature to date focus only

on the simple case of a sharp and immediate parameter shift when it is

conceivable that structural change could take place gradually over a

period of time.51 That possibility seems particularly likely in our case.

If news was revealed gradually, or if investors perceived an increase in

the probability of an event based on piecemeal accumulation of relev-

ant information, the resultant change in risk perception could “creep”

gradually and may not be detectable as a sharp break. Furthermore, news

that was misleading or misinterpreted could produce erratic behavior

as investors received feedback and clarified mistakes. In principle, there

is no reason to rule out small parameter shifts on a weekly, daily or even

hourly basis. Studies of the stability of CAPM betas corroborate such

prior expectations, as they show that betas are often not stable, parti-

cularly for individual securities or classes of securities, especially when

deemed high-risk, such as sugar.52

It is informative to compare the results in Figures 12.3, 12.4A and

12.4B with Figures 12.5A and 12.5B. Here we estimate coefficients b1
and b2 in equation (4) for each window. Series for 208-week (bold) and

156-week windows are given. The figures give moving-window estimates

of coefficients for b1 and b2 mapped against the midpoint of the moving

window on the horizontal axis. This alternative use of the moving-

windows technique permits identification of the cumulative effects of

gradual or irregular parameter shifts.

Our primary interest is in Figure 12.5B, which gives estimates of the

industry risk of each supplier area relative to the sugar industry average.

It shows evidence of a change in the relative pricing structure of sugar

companies in the three supplier areas represented. In particular, the

moving-windows estimates of the betas indicate a convergence of risk

assessments in the early part of the 1920s, but a divergence after 1926 or

so, when Cuban sugar companies began to be perceived as riskier than

the industry average. Puerto Rican companies, we see, came to be

perceived as less risky than the industry average, and less risky that US

domestic beet sugar after the Depression hit. The convergence followed

by divergence in the moving-windows estimates of the b2 in each sup-

plier area are consistent with periods identified in Figures 12.3, 12.4A,

enforceability of the agreement was in serious doubt. By the end of the year, it had
become clear that the agreement would not be honored by the domestic producers,
Guti�errez, World Sugar Problem, pp. 78–85; �Alvarez D�ıaz, Estudio, p. 326.

51 Hansen, “New Econometrics of Structural Change.”
52 Carpenter and Upton, “Trading Volume”; Ibbotson et al., “Estimates.”
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and 12.4B over which breaks were more likely. One notes that the timing

of fluctuations is sensitive to the window length, but the general pattern

is robust.53 We show below that the estimates before and after the period

of structural change were statistically significant.

Neither the Depression story nor the capital penetration story is

supported by the pattern of change of risk assessments revealed by the

estimates of b2. The pattern is, however, quite consistent with the

proposition that the tariff was a significant factor in our risk measure. It

also fits our prior expectations based on the history of the sugar market

of those years. First, notice that investment in Cuban sugar companies

was always risky, as expected, relative to US mainland and Puerto Rico.

In 1922 and 1923, that gap was large. This is consistent with the story

that J.W.F. Rowe tells about the uncertainty regarding how quickly

European beet sugar would recover from the war, and the uncertainties

in Cuba about the policies of recovery from the 1921 financial crisis.

The decline in the Cuban b2 coincides with the period when dealers

in sugar obtained more information about the rate of the European

recovery.54 The perceived risk of Cuban securities, however, diverged

upward during 1927 and 1928. Neither the moving-windows approach

nor the fixed-windows approach allows us to identify the precise timing

of structural change, yet the cumulative effect of structural change

comparing the middle-to-late 1920s and the early-to-middle 1930s is

distinctively visible. Table 12.5 gives additional information on two

regressions on 208-week windows that bracket the period identified by

the plateau in Figure 12.4B between November 30, 1929, and January

3, 1931. The results indicate the differences in the estimated b2 coef-

ficients, both between the supplier areas and within the same supplier

area across time, are statistically significant.

Other patterns shown in Figure 12.5B are also consistent with our

knowledge of the history of the three supplier areas. The perceived risk

of Puerto Rican sugar companies falls below that of US mainland beet-

sugar companies by 1929. The conclusion of the US Tariff Commission

in an investigation of the relative costs of the sugar industry in 1933

offers a good explanation for why it happened. The average cost of

producing sugar in Puerto Rico (without accounting for duties) fell

between higher-cost mainland beet sugar and very low-cost Cuban

producers. The Fordney–McCumber tariff of 1922, however, raised the

sugar tariff sufficiently to make non-duty-paying Puerto Rican producers

53 Shorter and longer windows were also tested without alteration of the patterns observed
here.

54 Rowe, Studies.
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more competitive with Cuban sugar production costs, after accounting

for the tariff. The altered relative costs stimulated investment in mod-

ernization of Puerto Rican sugar production facilities and general

expansion of the industry throughout the 1920s. When mainland beet

sugar interests obtained the tariff increase under Hawley-Smoot, which

went into effect on June 18, 1930, the main beneficiaries were the insular

possessions, Puerto Rico and the Philippines. In a study conducted in

1933, the Tariff Commission found that the tariff could protect domestic

beet sugar against imports from Cuba, but not against imports from

the insular possessions. The primary effect of the increased tariff in 1930

was to give Puerto Rico and the Philippines a distinct cost advantage

over Cuban sugar. The increased tariff gave less effective protection to its

Table 12.5. Pre- and post-break regressions

208-week

window

May 15, 1926 to May 3, 1930

est. coef. (std. error

in parentheses)

Jan. 31, 1931 to Jan. 19, 1935

est. coef. (std. error

in parentheses)

Market betas
Cuba 0.225 *** 0.741 ***

(0.082) (0.148)

US beet 0.019 0.971 ***

(0.117) (0.182)

Puerto Rico 0.282 ** 0.545 ***

(0.142) (0.191)

Industry betas
Cuba 1.171 *** 1.495 ***

(0.061) (0.092)

US beet 0.787 *** 1.036 ***

(0.087) (0.107)

Puerto Rico 0.693 *** 0.500 ***

(0.104) (0.118)

Constants
Cuba ¼ 1 �0.009 �0.001

(0.004) (0.020)

Puerto Rico ¼ 1 �0.002 0.001

(0.005) (0.023)

Constant �0.001 0.003

(0.003) (0.014)

No. obs. 1809 2440

Chi-square (9) 411.1 499.5

Source: see text. *** significance at 0.01, ** significance at 0.05.
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intended beneficiaries, the mainland sugar producers, than was intended.

Beet sugar faced diminished competition from Cuba, but mounting

competition from the duty-free insular possessions.55

VI. The quality of Cuban sugar-company assets

The event study in the previous sections shows, above all, that the

revision to the US sugar tariff in 1930, and its anticipation in 1929, was

a major turning point in the expected profitability of Cuban sugar

companies, relative to domestic beet and Puerto Rican companies, as

reflected in the market performance of their securities. Investors clearly

would not have placed their funds in Cuban sugar had they fully anti-

cipated what transpired. So what was their reasoning when they formu-

lated their investment strategy?

Cuban sugar production capacity had expanded significantly during

World War I, but investment in new equipment was limited largely to

what was necessary to meets demands for increases in the volume of

production. Meanwhile, improvement in capital-embodied sugar milling

technology during these years was dynamic and continuous. Because of

this, the range of technical vintages of equipment that survived the war,

in newer relative to older mills, especially in Cuba, was large. Consistent

with the theory of vintage capital, high wartime prices made old vintages

viable during the war; but as prices fell after the war, older vintages

became obsolete.56 The 75 percent increase in the US sugar tariff on

Cuban sugar in 1922 was, naturally, a significant factor in the falling

price margin as it stimulated the expansion of new mills in Puerto Rico,

the Philippines, and US domestic producers. More recent vintages had

a higher optimal scale of production; so when sugar companies with

means invested aggressively after 1921 in new equipment to lower costs

of production, they also greatly expanded the capacity of their sugar

manufacturing operations.57 This was especially true of companies in

Cuba owned by large American banks or deep-pocketed, diversified

corporations.

When Gordon Rentschler of National City Bank explained the per-

ceived the decision to “go into the sugar business” and the need to

“rehabilitate” their recently acquired sugar properties, it should be

understood in the context of the competitive options they perceived.

55 US Tariff Commission, Sugar, 1934. Hawaii, the other insular possession exporting
sugar to the US, is not included in our statistical analysis because we lack the data. It is
worthwhile to note that in comparison with Puerto Rico and Philippines, Hawaii had
little room to expand production.

56 Salter, Productivity. 57 Dye, Cuban Sugar.
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Although the banks had tried to work with beet sugar interests in 1921–

1922 to reach a compromise on the tariff, in the end they felt misled

by Smoot. After the 1922 tariff was passed, Robert F. Smith concludes

that they decided to stop fighting the tariff and, instead, poured their

efforts into lowering the costs of production.58 In other work, we have

observed that over the worsening market conditions of the 1920s, mills

tended either to upgrade to more recent technologies or exit. Therefore,

although the Cuban hacendados who did not have access to North

American capital criticized the aggressive investment policies of the

American corporations, the more technically sophisticated Cuban hacen-

dados, who were able to raise capital in North America, adopted similar

investment policies in order to survive.59

Contemporary experts in the sugar industry argue that it was the

increase in the sugar tariff in 1930 that dealt the final blow to the Cuban

sugar industry, including the most advanced American and Cuban pro-

perties. Rowe, for instance, said that few mills in Cuba broke even when

the price of sugar was at 2.5 cents per lb., and none when it was two

cents.60 Before 1928, the evidence is overwhelming that investors in

Cuban sugar were confident of the soundness of their properties. When

the National City Bank found itself holding $66 million of non-

performing loans in 1922, it could have auctioned them off, but instead,

after careful study, “[it went] into the sugar business.”61 Despite the sugar

tariff increase of 1922, investment in Cuban sugar was strong. Eighteen

new mills were constructed, 112 out of 160 mills existing in 1922

expanded their production capacities by some amount by 1929, and

twenty-four mills doubled their capacities. To finance the expansion,

more than $150 million worth of sugar securities were floated in New

York. Even as late as 1928, Standard and Poor advised the purchase of

Eastern Cuba Sugar Corporation’s 7.5 percent bonds, calling it “a good

business man’s investment.”62

The underlying fundamentals, aside from the political economy of the

tariff (we see with hindsight), were that Cuba had a distinct comparative

advantage in the production of sugar. A League of Nations study of

production costs in 1929 estimated that only Java could produce sugar

at a comparable cost to Cuba.63 With its climate and soils ideally suited

58 Smith, United States, pp. 50–1. 59 Dye, Cuban Sugar, Cleansing.
60 Rowe, Studies, pp. 28ff.
61 Gordon Rentscher testimony, US Senate Judiciary Committee, Lobby Investigation,

p. 1326.
62 Standard and Poor’s Industry Surveys, November 9, 1928.
63 Prinsen Geerligs, Licht, and Mikusch, Sugar; BB R.G. 2 Ser.10c Box 60, f. Java Sugars.

Letter fromManuel Rionda to Col. John Simpson, March 13, 1929; Dye, Cuban Sugar.
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to cane cultivation, Cuba’s global cost superiority, alongside Java, was

unquestioned. Geographically well-situated to supply one of the world’s

largest consumers of sugar, it was called “America’s sugar bowl.” In the

US market, it was notably able to overcome a tariff of 1.7648 cent per lb.

in the US market, with net-of-duty prices normally between two and

four cents, even when its rivals all enjoyed duty-free status. The studies

of the US Tariff Commission on the production and marketing costs of

sugar in the major supplier areas in 1922 and 1933 indicated that Cuba

produced sugar on average at between 40 and 70 percent of the cost of

the other supplier areas.64

In Cuba, as noted, the technical diversity and range of production

costs among the sugar mills was significant. Although many of the older

mills were smaller and had higher production costs, the new investment

was concentrated in the acquisition and expansion of mills to employ

state-of-the-art technologies. The most outstanding examples were the

giant sugar estates, such as American Sugar Refining Company’s Jaronu,

Cuban-American Sugar Company’s Chaparra and Delicias, and General

Sugar’s (National City Bank) Vertientes. Among the largest and most

efficient sugar factories in the world, these mills were thought to be

viable investments, able to come out on top of almost any imaginable

competitive scenario. Charles Mitchell, chairman of the National City

Bank, stated that the bank viewed its sugar mills as “an excellent invest-

ment” so long as the market conditions were not unusually bad,

“because these properties . . . are the lowest-cost producers, or among

the lowest-cost producers, on the entire island of Cuba, and Cuba in

itself is the lowest-cost producer in the world.”65

The perception of the quality of their investments was reached after

the increase in the US tariff in 1922. Mitchell, and others in control of

these investments, were well aware of the possibility of further protec-

tionism, but they did not countenance an increase in the tariff that would

completely destroy the value of their properties. When the outcome of the

1930 tariff increase became foreseeable, the mood of investors in Cuban

sugar became decidedly pessimistic. Jos�e Tarafa deemed the proposed

House increase “fatal.” National City Bank, in an official publication,

stated that, as a result of the tariff increase, “the immediate blow would

be fatal to perhaps most of the producers, for the credit of the industry

and the stability of sugar properties would be affected at once.” When the

tariff was finally enacted, Cuban producers tried to use crop restriction

64 Data are from US Tariff Commission, Sugar, 1926, p. 24, and 1934, p. 14.
65 Charles Mitchell testimony, Senate Banking Committee, Stock Exchange Practices,

p. 1796.
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and international controls to salvage the situation. They cooperated with

the US Sugar Program of the Roosevelt administration, even though it

effectively froze the level of protection at its post-1930 level, expecting

that any alternative would likely be worse for Cuban sugar.

American sugar producers in Cuba held onto their properties only

to minimize their losses. In 1931, National City Bank wrote down its

investment in Cuban sugar from $25 million to $1. National City’s

chairman explained, “When we saw the price of sugar drop to approxi-

mately half a cent a pound [in the wake of the tariff increase] it was

perfectly obvious that, at that moment, that investment had no value.

And it was written down accordingly on our books.”66 The chairman of

the failed Santa Cecilia Sugar Co., Montgomery H. Lewis, wrote to the

company’s counsel, “The blow that killed Cuba was the tariff and Smoot

was the man who struck it; while President Hoover looked on and

permitted it without a gesture of dissent or word of regret.”67 The Cuba

Cane Sugar Corp., its successor the Cuban Cane Products Corp., Punta

Alegre Sugar Co., Cuban Dominican Sugar Co., Francisco Sugar Co.,

Manat�ı Sugar Co., Vertientes Sugar Co., and Camaguey Sugar Co., all

defaulted on their debt and were reorganized. These companies owned

some of the finest sugar mills in the world, their market capitalization

was over $130 million and the face value of their outstanding bonds

at time of default exceeded $80 million. Companies that escaped

bankruptcy were unique. Cuban-American Sugar Co. and Guant�anamo

Sugar Co. were saved by having had uniquely conservative strategies of

expansion during the 1920s, and American Sugar Refining and United

Fruit’s two sugar mills in Cuba were backed by the deep-pockets of the

two most highly diversified companies with sugar concerns in Cuba.68

Overall, the destruction of the investment climate in Cuba was so

complete that, by Henry Wallich’s estimate, there was no net new for-

eign investment in Cuba from 1930 until World War II.69 Rather than

underpin international financial transactions, the policy of protection

interfered with the ability to predict and appropriate returns, and it

resulted in isolating Cuba from new foreign investment for several

years.70

66 Charles Mitchell testimony, Senate Banking Committee, Stock Exchange Practices,
p. 1837; Cleveland and Huertas, Citibank, pp. 79, 105–10, 127, 165, 192.

67 Letter from Montgomery H. Lewis to I. Howard Lehman, December 1, 1933, BB,
R.G. 2 Ser. 10c Box 117 f. Tariff.

68 Evidence of this is found in the papers of Manuel Rionda, BB, R.G. 2 Ser. 10c.
69 Wallich, Monetary Problems, pp. 335–6.
70 The collapse in the investment climate clearly contributed to the climate of revolution.

See Dye and Sicotte, “U.S. Sugar Program,” for an analysis of events in the 1950s up to
the Revolution of 1959.
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VII. Conclusion

This chapter has re-examined the role of financial markets in the devel-

opment, expansion, and crisis of the Cuban sugar industry in the interwar

period. Most historians of Cuba view the large infusions of North

American capital as causing “dislocations” that were at the root of the

persistent crisis that began in the late 1920s. The economic stresses

from the “penetration” of North American capital are thought to have

established the underlying economic conditions for the Cuban Revolu-

tion in 1959. These arguments are informed by the evidence of the large

share of foreign-owned properties, especially in sugar, and industrial

concentration in the 1920s. However, these measures do not examine

the outcomes of market power thought to result from foreign ownership

and industrial concentration. We believe that if this argument centered

on foreign capital penetration was truly at the core of Cuba’s long-run

economic problems, then it should be reflected in some way in the

performance records of those companies.

To investigate North American companies’ performance in Cuba in

the interwar period, we look through the lens of share prices and risk-

return profiles of publicly traded sugar companies in Cuba, compared

with similar companies in the domestic sugar industry and insular pos-

sessions. The evidence from sugar-company market valuations and risk-

return profiles does not support the conventional view. What we find

instead, is unmistakable evidence that the protection of domestic sugar

in the US was at the center of the story of Cuba’s economic troubles in

the interwar period. It began with an increase in the US sugar tariff after

the First World War. That increase diverted some of the foreign capital

flows away from Cuba toward the insular possessions. Nonetheless,

even after 1922, the best sugar companies in Cuba continued to float

securities in New York to finance a massive expansion, and the market

performance of Cuban sugar-company securities remained satisfactory

until 1927 or 1928.

The most critical turning point for the Cuban sugar industry, as well

as foreign investments in Cuban sugar, was the anticipation and enact-

ment of the 1930 increase in the sugar tariff in the US, as part of the

Hawley-Smoot tariff act. Cuban and North American participants in

the market agreed that it was the 1930 tariff that ruined them. National

City Bank, forced to write down its $25 million investment in Cuban

sugar, was shaken. Cleveland and Huertas argue that the bank’s officers

in the Havana branch exposed the bank unwisely to Cuban sugar.71 But

71 Cleveland and Huertas, Citibank.
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even if they underestimated the risks of retaining and operating those

properties, our findings incorporate estimates of relative costs by con-

temporaries, the US Tariff Commission, and our own research shows

that price and cost risks had been well considered. It was the political risk

that was underestimated – political risk that emanated from policy deci-

sions of their own government.

Recent work in the political economy of empire argues that the hege-

monic power tends to underpin international financial markets and

enforce rogue nations to adopt sound investment practices. But we find

a contrary result – hegemony, in this definitive case, led to the ruin and

financial isolation of a country dependent on its markets for imports or

finance. The US chose policies that protected rent-seeking domestic

sugar producers even though it resulted in the almost complete destruc-

tion of otherwise sound foreign investments. We hear similar complaints

about trade protection in recent rounds of WTO negotiations.

Yet in this case, domestic winners and losers also play a prominent

part. If these acts of trade protection cannot be said to violate the

property rights of citizens with assets abroad, they certainly did not

enforce their security. Rather than underpinning financial development

in Cuba, the trade protection of the hegemonic power distorted the

market prices of sugar-company equity, relative to cost fundamentals,

and caused foreign investors in Cuban sugar to flee one of the best spots

in the world for making sugar. Contrary to the imperialist view, it was

not the liberal policies of trade in sugar and finance that hurt Cuba’s

long-run economic prospects; rather, it was the US government’s inter-

ference with them. If North American capitalists, powerful as they were,

had been left unimpeded to reap the returns to their investments, Cuba’s

comparative advantage in sugar would have been maintained, and Cuba

and the American consumer would have been better off.

Data Appendix

The dataset of sugar-company stock prices includes all common stocks

of raw-sugar-processing companies operating in Cuba, Puerto Rico and

the mainland US reported regularly in the New York Times and the Wall
Street Journal. They include stocks traded on the New York Stock

Exchange and the New York curb market, over-the-counter stocks and

some regional exchanges.72 This consists of eighteen companies operating

72 Missing values were filled with records from the Commercial and Financial Chronicle,
Louisiana Planter, and Facts About Sugar.
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in Cuba, five beet sugar companies on the US mainland, and four

companies in Puerto Rico.

Companies that traded too infrequently or had very brief runs were

eliminated. Also if one company came into existence as a result of a

reorganization of another company in our dataset, both companies are

referred to below as a single company, although, where necessary their

stock issues were handled separately.

The supplier-area equity indices incorporate the prices of common

stock of eleven companies that specialized in raw sugar production

operating in Cuba, four in Puerto Rico, and five US beet sugar com-

panies. In general, not all companies were listed throughout the period,

so the numbers of firms represented in the indices vary accordingly.

The Cuban index consists of between seven and nine firms from 1921

to the beginning of 1930, representing between 40 and 54 percent of the

total production capacity in the Cuban raw sugar industry. Coverage

unfortunately becomes less representative in 1930. The numbers of

firms in the sample drop from delisting often because of bankruptcy and

reorganization. From 1930 to mid-1933, coverage includes four to five

firms representing about 33 percent of the industry. From June 1933

to March 1934, only three firms are listed, representing as low as 12

percent of the industry. Afterward, the numbers rise to eight firms by

early 1937, accounting for 40 percent of the Cuban industry (as mea-

sured by total grinding capacity).

The companies included are: Caracas (beg. January 7, 1928); Central

Violeta ( January 16, 1937–end); Cuba Cane Sugar Corp. (beg. March

1, 1930), succeeded by Cuban Cane Products Corp (March 8, 1930–

June 4, 1932), succeeded by Cuban Atlantic Co. (March 6, 1937–end);

Cuban American Sugar Co. (complete); Guant�anamo (complete); the

Rionda properties, Francisco Sugar Co. ( January 2, 1937–end), and

Manati Sugar Co. (complete); the New Niquero Sugar Co. (April 9,

1921–27 December 1930); Punta Alegre (beg. December 28, 1929);

Vertientes-Camag€uey Sugar Co. (March 27, 1937–end); Cuban-

Dominican Sugar Co. (December 24, 1923–January 4, 1930), succeeded

by West Indies Sugar Co. (March 30, 1935–end); Santa Cecilia (beg.

November 22, 1924).

The index for US beet sugar producers consists of only three com-

panies (for most years in our sample), but because of industrial con-

centration, these firms represent a large share of the US domestic beet

sugar industry – up to 67 to 70 percent at the beginning and at the end of

the period of study. Entry of smaller beet sugar companies in the 1920s

causes the share represented in the sample to fall to 52 by 1929. From
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July 1930, only two companies were listed, but together they represent

45 percent of beet-sugar production capacity. A third company reapp-

eared in April 1933 and a fourth listed in October 1937, raising share of

the industry represented in our sample to 67 percent of total beet slicing

capacity. They are: the American Beet Sugar Co. (which acquires

Amalgamated Sugar Co. and becomes American Crystal Sugar Co. in

1929) (complete), the Great Western Sugar Co. (complete), Holly Sugar

Co. (beg. December 28, 1929), Michigan Sugar Co. (December 28,

1929–end), and Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. (October 2, 1937–end).

The four largest raw sugar companies in Puerto Rico were traded over

the period, but no more than three at any given time, except from

January 1928 through December 1929. For a brief period from January

2, 1935 to March 23, 1935, only one company, Central Aguirre Sugar

Co., is listed. (We do not report an index for that interval.) They are:

Central Aguirre Sugar Co. (complete); Fajardo Sugar Co. (beg. January

5, 1935; March 30, 1935–end); South Porto Rico Sugar Co. (beg.

January 4, 1930); and United Porto Rican Sugar Co. ( January 7, 1928–

December 29, 1934), succeeded by Eastern Sugar Associates (March

30, 1935–end).
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13 Central bank reaction functions during

the inter-war gold standard: A view

from the periphery

Kirsten Wandschneider*

The years between the two World Wars were ones of economic turmoil

and crisis. The inter-war gold standard, created as an attempt to rebuild

the pre-1914 gold standard, lasted a mere six years from 1925–1931 and

failed to generate economic growth and prosperity. Many scholars have

attempted to explain the fragility of the inter-war gold standard, focusing

on different aspects of the regime, such as structural problems within the

system, gold imbalances, the lack of an international hegemonic power,

persistent deflation, and the changing social and political structures in

the inter-war years.1 One particular area of focus with regard to the

operation of the system has also been the study of central banks within

the system. Did they play by the rules of the game, supporting the

international monetary regime with interest rate adjustment, or were

their policies guided by domestic constraints and objectives?

This chapter sheds new light on the central bank reaction functions of

four countries on the periphery, namely Austria, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, and Poland, by exploiting a natural experiment that was run

throughout the inter-war years in eastern Central Europe. The four

selected countries constitute an interesting mix of different institutions,

as shown in Table 13.1. In Austria and Hungary the central banks were

reconstituted under the auspices of the League of Nations to import

credibility and establish stability following the hyperinflations of the

early 1920s. Czechoslovakia and Poland in contrast, created monetary

authorities without any external control. The four countries also differed

* This chapter is based on chapter six of my dissertation, completed at the University of
Illinois in 2003. I thank Larry Neal, Lee Alston, Bill Bernhard, and Charles Kahn for
comments on this work and guidance throughout the dissertation process. I also thank
Jeremy Atack for extensive comments on this chapter.

1 References include but are not limited to Feinstein et al., European Economy; Triffin,
“National Central Banking”; Kindleberger, World in Depression; Bernanke and James,
“Gold Standard”; Eichengreen, Golden Fetters and Simmons, Who Adjusts.
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with respect to their political regimes; Austria and Czechoslovakia were

newly emerging democracies, whereas Poland and Hungary were ruled

by authoritarian leaders. The variation in central bank design and poli-

tical regimes makes these four countries particularly suitable for a

comparison of central bank responses during the inter-war years.

Central bank responses were crucial for the stability of the inter-war

regime. In the recent literature on central banking, central bank inde-

pendence from domestic political pressure and the adoption of fixed

exchange rates are often viewed as substitutes, as both present a solution

to the problem of monetary credibility.2 Either can avoid the inflationary

bias that results from the time-inconsistency problem in discretionary

monetary policy. They are permanent commitments to low inflation

policies and thereby stabilize expectations. But central bank independ-

ence and fixed exchange rates can also be seen as complements which

are chosen jointly and reinforce each other.3 This complementary rela-

tionship stems from the observation that the conditions which lead

countries to adopt fixed exchange rates are also those that bring about

the design of independent central banks. The gold exchange standard of

the inter-war years was a very unstable and fragile monetary arrange-

ment of no high reputation. Therefore central bank independence and

the commitment to the international monetary system at the time are

better understood as complements. In fact, Simmons finds that higher

degrees of central bank independence led to longer adherence to the

gold standard.4 Moreover, Smith argued that the rising monetary

problems of the inter-war years enhanced the need for a central mon-

etary authority, and that international monetary coordination would be

facilitated through the role of central banks.5 The establishment of an

Table 13.1. Political and monetary institutions

Central bank independence

Yes No

Democracy Yes Austria Czechoslovakia

No Hungary Poland

Source: author’s classification.

2 Broz, “Political System Transparency.” 3 Bernhard et al., “Political Economy.”
4 See Simmons, Who Adjusts? The outlier for the set of countries investigated here is
Poland, a country with a very politically controlled central bank that remains on gold
until 1936.

5 Smith, Rationale.
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independent central bank was furthermore seen as a prerequisite for

achieving financial stability and gaining access to the international

capital markets. An independent central bank could send an important

signal for commitment to sound financial practices. It was therefore a

valuable tool to attract funds from outside investors. Nevertheless,

central bank independence apparently did not guarantee the smooth

working of the gold standard.6

Few studies have analyzed the central bank policies of the periphery

countries during the inter-war years. Did the countries of the periphery

follow the gold standard adjustment mechanism? Were domestic con-

cerns important determinants of interest rate adjustments, or did peri-

phery countries simply follow the policies of the larger center countries?

Shedding more light on the mechanism of interest rate adjustments

during the inter-war years can improve understanding of the fragility

that characterized the gold exchange standard. To ensure the working of

the gold exchange standard, countries needed to adjust interest rates to

counter gold flows. But the goal of external equilibrium often conflicted

with domestic policy goals and adjustments. If growing concern about

domestic economic variables motivated the interest rate adjustments,

this would be an important source of instability for the exchange rate

mechanism.7 Studying the inter-war periphery can also help us to

understand the difficult exchange rate choices that countries today have

to make between fixed and flexible rates. Often these choices are

influenced by the nature of the political regime in the country.

The chapter begins by summarizing the key elements of the inter-war

gold exchange standard and outlining the economic conditions in

Central and Eastern Europe during the inter-war years. The following

sections then focus on the bank rate policies of the four periphery

countries. Following Eichengreen et al., and Wheelock, I estimate the

reaction functions in those four countries for the gold standard years

1925–1931, controlling for gold flows, domestic and international

events, as well as bank rate adjustments in Britain and Germany.8

6 For the purpose of this study, central bank independence refers to a combination of
independent appointments and policy control, as outlined in Simmons, Who Adjusts. On
a scale of 1–8, with 8 being most independent, the four countries studies here rank as
follows: Austria, 4, Hungary, 3, Poland, 3, and Czechoslovakia, 2. In addition, inde-
pendence from the domestic governments is strengthened though the involvement of the
League of Nations in the case of Austria and Hungary.

7 The notion of cooperative versus non-cooperative behavior during the gold exchange
standard years goes back to Nurkse, International Currency Experience who compares gold
flows with rate adjustments for a number of countries during the inter-war period.
Nurkse concludes that the rules of the gold standard were frequently violated.

8 Compare Eichengreen et al., “Bank Rate Policy” and Wheelock, Strategy.
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The results suggest a high correlation in bank rate adjustments among

the four countries, as well as to the reference countries, Britain and

Germany. Only for the cases of Austria and Hungary do I find some

evidence that bank rate adjustments actually followed gold and reserve

flows.

Furthermore, there is evidence that in Austria especially, the bank rate

responded to domestic political events, a fact that highlights the strug-

gles of the emerging democracies at the time. Understanding the

mechanism of interest rate adjustments in the periphery during the inter-

war years can improve the understanding of the fragility that charac-

terized the gold exchange standard. This study furthermore provides

insight into the relationship between monetary and political institutions

under fixed exchange rates, and the problems related to external sta-

bilization policy and institutional control.

I. The inter-war gold exchange standard – a brief history

By the end of World War I, most countries had abandoned their peg to

gold. Exchange rates were freely floating and extremely volatile. In the

search for a new monetary order, governments and central bankers

demanded an international currency system with stable exchange rates.

There was a longing for the pre-war order of the classical gold standard

that had promoted trade, financial integration, and prosperity.9 But

officials hesitated to reinstate the pre-war system out of fear that it would

induce a global shortage of gold. Wartime inflation had shifted price

levels so that, for many countries, a return to gold at pre-war parity

would have implied an overvaluation of their currencies. Thus, the

pressure to return to pre-war parities would induce deflation and delay

reconstruction and the resumption of economic growth. A return at new

exchange rates, in contrast, might have worsened a worldwide gold

scramble and would have raised questions about the credibility of the

new regime.10

The establishment of an inter-war monetary system was further

complicated by the problem of post-war reparation payments.11

Although the peace treaties held Germany and its allies responsible for

9 An explicit discussion of how the classical gold standard promoted trade and financial
integration can be found, for example, in O’Rourke and Williamson, Globalization and
History.

10 For an explicit discussion of the credibility of the inter-war gold exchange standard,
refer to Bordo et al., “Adherence.”

11 See Kindelberger, World in Depression.
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the war and burdened them with reparation payments, the actual

amount of the payments was negotiated country-by-country throughout

the early 1920s. The insecurity about the size of outstanding payments

delayed the reconstruction also in Austria and Hungary. The reparation

demands by the ‘winners’ and the official judgment of what the ‘losers’

would be able to pay differed widely. For Germany, the large reparation

demands, as well as the French commitment to extract them by force,

led to a devastating budget situation and accelerated the hyperinfla-

tion.12 Moreover, the war-torn economies of Europe were in dire need

of international support to finance reconstruction, but the war had left

the major powers entangled in a web of accumulated debts, delaying the

suspension of international funds.

The emergence of the inter-war gold standard was linked to the

adoption of gold by Britain in May 1925. By then, Britain felt pressured

to return to gold as other countries were contemplating the stabilization

of their currencies. Without Britain on gold, the adoption of gold as

monetary anchor by other countries would have implied a further shift of

gold reserves and deposits away from London and to New York. To halt

the gold outflow, Britain returned to gold at the pre-war parity, a choice

that was regarded as a key signal of stability and credibility for the new

system. In fact, already by the end of the year 1925, a number of

countries had adopted gold as their monetary anchor again. Regarding

the countries at the focus of this study, Austria returned to gold in 1924,

Hungary in 1925, and Czechoslovakia and Poland in 1926 and 1927,

respectively.

The inter-war gold standard operated as an exchange standard system

centered around key currencies. Adopting the gold standard brought

stability to the international financial markets and introduced a brief

period of economic growth. Nevertheless, the system could not repeat

the classical gold standard success, and problems of operation soon

became apparent. Difficulties with regard to the leadership and the

balance of gold across member countries restricted the ability of the

monetary system to respond effectively to worldwide economic prob-

lems. The system reached its height in the years 1927–1931 and fell

apart in the 1930s.

II. Bank rate policies

This chapter documents the policies of the national banks of Austria,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland during the gold exchange

12 Holtfrerich, German Inflation.
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standard years, 1925–1931.13 The bank rate adjustments of these four

countries are compared with those of Britain and Germany, and are

related to domestic country-specific indicators.

For countries on the periphery, the choice of policies was whether to

follow the gold standard adjustment process or give preference to

domestic concerns. They worried about how to set rates with respect

to the neighboring economies, or to the larger ‘center’ countries, and

considered the need to attract foreign capital. For example, a report on

the economic conditions in Austria to the League of Nations by W.T.

Layton and Charles Rist recommended that “The Austrian bank rate

had to stay above the rate of the countries that were granting the credit

and maybe even above the German rate for Austria to get the inter-

national credits that the country needs.”14

We can derive distinct hypotheses about how we expect the four

countries to behave with respect to their bank rate adjustments.

Hypothesis I: countries that stabilized their economies with the support

of the League of Nations and which were subject to League of Nations

oversight (Austria and Hungary), should have been most concerned with

keeping their policies aligned with the international monetary regime.

Hypothesis II: democratic countries (Austria and Czechoslovakia)

should have been most concerned about gaining credibility and should

therefore align their policies with the rules of the game, while autocratic

regimes that relied on relatively little international support (Poland)

should be least concerned with aligning their bank rates with the

international monetary regime.

Hypothesis III: democratic countries (Austria and Czechoslovakia)

which faced a re-election constraint should have been more responsive

to domestic economic conditions than autocracies.

Based on these hypotheses we therefore expect Austria, being a

democracy and under the auspices of the League of Nations, to align her

bank rates with the international regime, while Czechoslovakia and

Hungary should be a little less concerned with international alignment

than Austria, since they are only subject to one rather than two con-

straints. Poland, in contrast, as an autocracy not facing external control,

should be the most domestically oriented and least concerned with

international alignment. To investigate these hypotheses, I test the

determinants for bank rate adjustments in Austria, Czechoslovakia,

13 The end of the gold exchange standard often defined as the devaluation of the pound
sterling in September 1931. Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia imposed exchange
controls in 1931 and therefore effectively left the gold exchange standard, Poland
remained on gold until 1936.

14 League of Nations, Reports of the Commissioner 20, Vienna 1925.
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Hungary, and Poland for the years 1925–1931, and with respect to the

British and German bank rates.

Studies of bank rate policies during the inter-war years exist but

mostly focus on the countries at the center of the international monetary

regime. Eichengreen et al., for example, estimate the bank rate policy of

the Bank of England under the inter-war gold standard using a dynamic

probit approach.15 The central question in their paper is whether the

interest rate policies of the Bank of England followed the gold standard

adjustment mechanism. The authors stipulate that a better under-

standing of the bank rate policy of the Bank of England at the time can

help explain the ultimate failure of the inter-war gold exchange standard.

Indeed they find that the Bank of England only partially followed the

“rules of the game,” identifying an asymmetry in the bank’s reaction to

reserve gains and losses. The Bank apparently raised the rate in response

to losses in reserves but failed to lower the rate following reserve gains.

Moreover, they observed increased sensitivity to domestic economic

conditions. The Bank furthermore reacted to changes in the cost of

domestic credit. Both policies constitute violations of the strict “rules of

the game” and show that the Bank of England was not solely committed

to the stability of the exchange rate regime. The authors conclude that

the Bank of England policies might have contributed to the instability of

the inter-war gold exchange standard. Davutyan and Parke repeat the

same study for the pre-World War I gold standard, again focusing on

the Bank of England, and identify a similar asymmetry in the bank

rate adjustments.16 Consequently, they cannot explain the instabilities

of the inter-war period. By 1930, however, these policies had become

inappropriate in the face of the crisis, and the Fed failed to adjust

promptly enough to avert further depression.

Looking at the set of fifteen countries, Simmons finds evidence of

violations of the rules of the game during the inter-war gold standard,

and she shows that countries with independent central banks placed more

emphasis on domestic price stability than on the external adjustment

process.17 Therefore the rise of central bank independence led to defla-

tion and might have contributed to the instabilities of the system. When

comparing Simmons’ central bank independence classifications with

the actual inflation performance of the countries, though, the hypothesis

can be rejected. In contrast to today, countries with independent

15 Compare Eichengreen et al., “Bank Rate Policy.” The dynamic probit model outper-
forms OLS estimates by taking into account the discrete nature of the dependent
variable as well as time series characteristics of the data.

16 See Davutyan and Parke, “Operations.” 17 Simmons, “Rulers.”
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central banks did not display lower inflation rates during the inter-war

years.

III. Circumstances in Central and Eastern
Europe after the war

What makes the study of central bank behavior for these four countries

interesting is that the period between World War I and World War II

was an especially turbulent time for Eastern and Central Europe. The

first war and the peace treaties that followed it fundamentally changed

the economic and political structure of the area. The collapse of three

major empires, the German, the Russian, and the Habsburg Empire,

brought about the creation of new states and the reorganization of

existing ones. Compared with pre-war Europe, overall twelve new

European states had been established by 1919. From the Habsburg

Empire, Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia emerged as independent

successor states, and other parts of the secession areas merged into Italy,

Romania, Yugoslavia, and the newly resurrected Poland.

Table 13.2 shows the consequences of the geographic shifts for the

population of the successor states. The new republic of Austria, pro-

claimed on November 12, 1918, had just 23 percent of its pre-war

population within 28 percent of its pre-war geographic area.18 Similarly,

Hungary was reduced to 42 percent of the former population and

33 percent of the former territory. Czechoslovakia came into existence as

an independent state; its geographic area was significantly larger than

that of Austria or Hungary, but more sparsely populated. Poland, with an

area of close to 400,000 square kilometers and a population of twenty-

seven million, was the largest of the four states to be analyzed here.

With the political separation, the economic unity of the former empire

was also destroyed. Prior to the war, the Habsburg Empire had been a

well-functioning customs and currency union with regional concen-

trations of agriculture and industry. Each region had specialized in the

products in which it had a comparative advantage. Hungary had pri-

marily focused on agricultural production, and the majority of the

industries of the former empire lay in what was now Czechoslovakia.

Vienna had been the financial center of the dual monarchy and was left

with a large banking sector and a relatively developed financial market

separated from its supporting industries.19

Prior to break-up, the Habsburg Empire had depended upon recip-

rocal trade. For example, close to three quarters of Austrian and Czech

18 Schubert, “Emergence.” 19 Feinstein et al., European Economy.
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manufactured textiles had been marketed in the agricultural regions of

the monarchy. In turn, 80 percent of Hungarian agricultural exports had

been sold in Austrian and Czech areas.20 With the establishment of the

new borders, agricultural capacity, industrial production, and financial

service provision were now unevenly distributed. The new states suf-

fered from the lack of imports and the loss of export markets. Economic

cooperation of the successor states was mostly hindered by domestic

political forces that were eager to establish economic independence and

self-sufficiency. The financial troubles of the successor states were

worsened by the disappearance of the common currency.

For Austria, credits of US $48 million furnished by France, the UK,

Italy, and the US in 1919 only provided short-term relief and failed to

improve the economic situation in the long-run. In Austria and Hungary

the deterioration of the economic situation, coupled with war-torn

domestic finances and rising budget deficits, led to hyperinflation.21

Hyperinflation also emerged in Poland in 1923, following the Polish–

Soviet war. In addition, Poland struggled with the unification of dif-

ferent currencies and financial systems. Czechoslovakia was the only

country of the four that managed to avoid post-war hyperinflation.

Immediately after the war, the Czech government stabilized the

domestic currency largely without foreign support. Because wages ini-

tially remained below pre-war levels and prices rose rapidly, the basis for

economic growth and recovery was laid, and pre-war levels of industrial

Table 13.2. Area and population before and after World War I

Country Area in sq. km Population in 100,000

1914 1921 1914 1921

Austria-Hungary 676,443 51,390

Austria 85,533 6,536

Hungary 325,000 92,607 20,900 7,800

Czechoslovakia 140,394 13,613

Bulgaria 111,800 103,146 4,753 4,910

Romania 137,903 304,244 7,516 17,594

Yugoslavia (Serbia) 87,300 248,987 4,548 12,017

Poland 388,279 27,184

Note: Austria-Hungary includes Bosnia and Herzegovina. Hungary refers to

the Hungarian Kingdom.

Source: Berend and Ranki, Economic Problems, p. 111.

20 Berend and Ranki, Hungarian Economy.
21 Berend and Ranki, “Economic Problems.”
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production were already reached in 1924. Czechoslovakia was also the

most industrialized country of the successor states and, according to

the League of Nations, it ranked among the ten largest manufacturers

of industrial goods and seven largest suppliers of arms in Europe.22

IV. Financial reconstruction

By March 1921, it was widely recognized that Austria could not con-

tinue living on credits and charity, and that the relief payments had to be

replaced by financial reconstruction. The lender countries, which, due

to their reparation demands had a primary interest in the reconstruction

of the Austrian economy, did not feel in the position to solve the

problem on their own. They therefore referred it to the League of Nations

in August 1922. The League’s financial reconstruction of Austria

constituted the first of the reconstruction programs administered by

the League. After the initial success of the program in stabilizing the

hyperinflation in Austria, Hungary followed suit in 1923. Both served as

examples for the German reconstruction program that was administered

by the US starting in 1924.

The reconstruction policies recommended by the League of Nations

followed the general principles outlined at the Brussels financial con-

ference in 1920. First and foremost, the League stressed the importance

of a fiscal budget equilibrium as a precondition for financial stability.

The equilibrium should be reached through a whole set of fiscal and

administrative measures, such as the increase of taxes and revenues, the

elimination of state subsidies, the adjustment of the size of the bur-

eaucracy, and the gradual reduction of expenditures. To maintain the

soundness of the state finances, the programs of the League also pro-

vided for the establishment of an independent central bank, as well as

accounting and auditing offices. The central bank was to be constituted

with private capital; it would hold the monopoly of note issue, control

the money transactions of all public sector entities, and ensure the

proper cover and reserve backing for note issue.23 The preparation of

a reconstruction plan by the League always followed the same five-

step process. First, private conversations between the government of

the aid seeking country and League officials would take place. Then, the

respective country had to address a formal request for assistance to

the Council of the League to be authorized by it. The third and fourth

stages consisted of an enquiry in the appealing country, and a period

22 See Teichova, Czechoslovak Economy, p. 20.
23 Santaella, Stabilization Programs.
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of discussion and negotiation between the Financial Committee of

the League and government officials of this country. The preparation for

the reconstruction plan ended with a final report of the Financial Com-

mittee, and the preparation of the formal documents to be approved and

ratified by the LeagueCouncil and the authorities of the recipient country.

Three direct instances of control guaranteed the enforcement of any

League reconstruction scheme. The League appointed a Commissioner

to the recipient country who reported regularly to the League on the

progress of the reconstruction, and controlled the external loan and

the securities revenues account. The external loan account was an account

extended to the debtor government by foreign creditors, while the security

revenue account contained any proceeds from specific revenues such

as customs revenues, income from state monopolies, etc. that were set

as security for the external loan. In addition to the Commissioner, the

League also appointed an external advisor to the central banks of

the debtor countries and established a board of trustees of the external

loan who represented the interests of the foreign bond-holders.

V. The Austrian reconstruction

In the case of Austria, the first protocol for the reconstruction was signed

by the delegates and the Austrian government on October 4, 1922. The

scheme was very careful not to infringe upon the political integrity and

economic independence of Austria, and provided for a reform schedule

that was to ensure the balance of the budget by the end of 1924.

The reconstruction scheme laid out the issue of long-term bonds

in various currencies and denominations by the Austrian government in

order to meet the excess of expenditure over revenue during the period of

reconstruction. The proceeds of these loans were to total the equivalent

of 650 million gold crowns, not including the expenses of the issue of

the loan. To cover the period of negotiations until the long-term loan

was issued the decision was made to precede the long-term recon-

struction loan by a short-term loan of a smaller size, £3,500,000,

backed by the UK, France, Czechoslovakia, Italy, and Belgium. This

short-term loan was placed at the end of February 1923 in the form of

one-year Austrian Treasury bonds.

Besides balancing the budget and providing liquid assets, an addi-

tional area of concern for the League was the establishment of an

independent bank of note issue. Stopping money inflation was the

fundamental condition of the economic reconstruction of Austria, and it

was understood that inflation could only be brought to an end when

monetary control could be separated from the government.
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The reconstruction of Austria can largely be divided into four phases,

as outlined in the official documents of the League: the period from

October 4 to December 14, 1922 can be seen as the preparation phase in

which negotiations were finalized and the scheme was put into execu-

tion. The second phase then went from the beginning of the control

through the Commissioner General, Dr. Zimmerman, on December 14,

1922 until the successful issue of the long-term reconstruction loan in

August 1923. This period was characterized by a quick financial recov-

ery, leading up to a boom and rising stock exchange speculation.24

During all of 1924 and through the spring of 1925, Austria felt the

effects of the trade depression following the stock market collapse in the

fourth quarter of 1923. In an expert report by the Economic Committee

in 1925, the League issued recommendations for the long term eco-

nomic recovery of the area: Austria should increase her agricultural

production to remedy the shortage of food supplies, and all former

Habsburg states should negotiate to open their markets to lessen the

distortions created by the establishments of new borders. Furthermore,

all other countries were encouraged to extend the outlets for Austrian

production and trade.25

In December 1924, the new Austrian currency, the Schilling, was

introduced. It was first anchored to the Swiss Franc but after a few

months the anchor was switched to the US dollar. By establishing a dollar

exchange standard, the Austrian currency was effectively linked to gold,

and the crown emerged as one of the most stable currencies in Europe

between 1925 and 1931.26 By September 1925, the economic situation

had improved so much that the control of the League was modified with

the prospect of a gradual removal. On June 30, 1926, the direct moni-

toring of the financial situation of Austria by the League of Nations came

to an end, and the function of the Commissioner General ceased.

VI. Financial aid for Hungary

In order to gain access to the League’s support, Hungary filed a formal

request to the Reparation Commission on April 22, 1923. Its objective

was to lift the charges of the Treaty of Trianon, so these would be

available as security for an external loan. The preparatory work for

reconstruction by the League began in November of the same year.27

24 See League of Nations, Financial Reconstruction.
25 League of Nations, Financial Reconstruction.
26 Van Walr�e de Bordes, Austrian Crown.
27 Berend and Ranki, “Economic Problems.”
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As in the Austrian case, a reconstruction loan was proposed for

Hungary in 1924 with the primary purpose of covering the budget deficit

during the transition period. The League limited her responsibility

exclusively to remedying the budget deficit. It was understood that the

economic adoption to ameliorate Hungary’s situation, primarily the

improvement of the trade balance, had to be effected by Hungary.

The League would only provide the stable basis for these adjustments.

The main principles of the scheme were similar to the Austrian case,

namely stopping inflation, the establishment of an independent bank of

issue, and balancing the budget by June 30, 1926, although the loan

took a slightly different form. The principles of control were also similar

to those employed in Austria. The Commissioner General in Budapest

had the main control over the reconstruction scheme and the revenues.

A board of trustees represented the interest of the bond-holders, and a

foreign adviser to the bank of issue was appointed on the nomination of

the Commissioner General. The Committee of Control of the Guar-

anteeing Governments was replaced by a Committee of Control named

by the Reparation Commission. Even after the end of the reconstruction

period, the council could retake authority at any time during the dur-

ation of the loan whenever the equilibrium of the budget appeared to be

endangered. The Hungarian remains of the Austro-Hungarian Bank

were transformed into a new Hungarian central banking authority,

independent of the government. With the help of the reconstruction

loan, the Hungarian currency was stabilized in 1924, and the economy

began to recover. As in Austria, the official control of the League of

Nations ended on June 30, 1926. Preceding the loan, the Bank of

England agreed to make an advance of £4 million to the National Bank

of Hungary. This advance was also placed under the control of the

League’s Commissioner General and was to run for two years, until

mid-1927. The advance was secured by six-month Hungarian treasury

bills, which were exchangeable for the bonds of the long-term stabili-

zation loan. So long as this advance remained outstanding, the Bank of

England had considerable influence over the Hungarian National Bank,

and could even recommend rises in the discount rate.28

In general, the reconstruction programs in Austria and Hungary

during the inter-war period were relatively successful. The League was

seen as a tough enforcer of programs that not only managed to provide

the necessary financial means for reconstruction, but also lent the

necessary credibility to the distressed governments.29 Sargent points out

the immediacy with which the price-levels and the foreign exchanges

28 Cotrell, Norman. 29 Santaella, Stabilization Programs.
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were stabilized as a consequence of the League’s reforms.30 He

emphasizes that after the stabilization the money stock continued to

grow, but was backed by gold, foreign assets, and commercial paper.

Schubert, in contrast, notes that the League’s programs failed to address

the underlying structural problems of the Austrian and the Hungarian

economies.31 Similarly, Wicker stresses the real economic costs in terms

of unemployment that the stabilization programs imposed on both

countries.32 But the pressure exerted on the governments of the debtor

countries to establish independent central banks also proved to be

helpful and in the long-term interests of these countries.

VII. Other financial aid schemes

Not all countries in need, during the inter-war period, relied on the

financial assistance from the League. Some refused to sign an agree-

ment, as they were not willing to accept the League’s conditions (for

example Portugal in 1928). Others did not want to be associated with

the “losers” of World War I that the League helped to reconstruct.

Importantly, German reconstruction mainly relied on bilateral loans

from the US (the Dawes and the Young plan), while numerous other

countries, e.g., Czechoslovakia and Poland, issued loans to finance the

reconstruction after the war. From the perspective of the creditor

countries, loans were often not only attractive because of the com-

paratively high interest rates, but were also seen as means to influence

domestic policy. Examples are the US involvement in Germany and in

Poland through the Kemmerer mission, and the French credits to

Czechoslovakia. France extended a government loan to Czechoslovakia

for military purposes, and at the same time intervened directly with

military and political support, hoping to secure their military position

against Germany.33

In Poland, a series of events led up to the stabilization loan in 1927.

By 1923 it was clear that any further delay of monetary reforms would

lead to political unrest or even revolution. On December 19, 1923,

Wladyslaw Grabski was appointed head of the treasury, and he imme-

diately began implementing financial reforms. The government was to

cease using bank note issue to cover budget deficits. The Polish mark

would be replaced with a new monetary unit, the Polish zloty, which was

to be issued by the Bank Polski. The Bank began trading the zloty on

April 28, 1924, and Polish marks were exchanged at a rate of 1.8 million

30 Sargent, “End of Four Big Inflations.” 31 Schubert, “Emergence.”
32 Wicker, “Terminating Hyperinflation.” 33 Teichova, Czechoslovak Economy, p.74.
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to one zloty. The new zloty was to be based on the gold parity of the

Swiss Franc, and was secured by gold and foreign currency reserves

equal to 30 percent of its circulation. In order to deal with the budget

deficit, two new tax laws were implemented, burdening the various

social groups according to their fiscal means. The propertied classes

were to bear the highest burden in the form of a heavy property tax.

Entrepreneurs and landowners were charged with an increased turnover

tax and a higher land-value tax. In the first few months the reforms

appeared to be successful, but soon the propertied classes refused to pay

further taxes, and the problem of the budget deficit returned.

The financial situation improved after February 1926 with the general

recovery of the market and increasing exports, but Pilsudski’s “Coup

d’Etat” in May 1926 once again led to an immediate fall of the zloty.

The new regime, however, continued the previous financial policies and

rates began to stabilize again. In 1927, the budget targets were finally

achieved. But despite the full monetary stabilization Poland had just

achieved, the government contracted a foreign stabilization loan to

attract further foreign capital.

VIII. Economic development following the reconstruction

In the years following the reconstruction programs, economic growth

resumed. Nevertheless, each of the four countries continued to struggle

with structural problems. Figure 13.1 plots the annual indices of

industrial production for the four countries.

During the 1920s, Czechoslovakia shows the highest production

index, as befits the most industrialized of the four countries. Austria,

Poland, and then Hungary follow. All four indices show a sharp

downturn after 1929, coinciding with the crash of the New York Stock

Exchange in October 1929 and the beginning of the worldwide depres-

sion, which curtailed international lending, and depressed export prices

for agricultural goods. The decline was most drastic for Austria and

Poland and relatively mild for Hungary. Hungary and Poland reached

the trough of the crisis in 1932 and began a steep recovery in 1933. For

Austria, the recovery in 1933 was relatively weak, and production rates

only started picking up in 1934. Similarly, for Czechoslovakia, the

trough of the crisis was only reached in 1933 and the recovery was

relatively slow.

In Austria, the financial difficulties, especially in the banking sector,

continued. In October 1929, the second largest bank in Vienna, the

Austrian Boden-Creditanstalt, failed and was merged with its former

competitor, the Credit-Anstalt, Vienna’s largest bank.
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The merger was initiated by the Austrian National Bank, hoping to

minimize the effects of the Boden-Creditanstalt failure. Instead, the

merger weakened the Credit-Anstalt, which collapsed only one and a half

years later, in May 1931. The Credit-Anstalt failure triggered a banking

crisis that quickly spread to the neighboring countries. The Austrian

National Bank acted as lender of last resort and supported the Credit-

Anstalt, but it soon became evident that the reserves of the central bank

could not cover the losses. The lender of last resort function of the

Austrian National Bank and the quick decline of international reserves

undermined the credibility of the currency, and in October 1931

exchange controls were imposed to fight the outflow of specie and

foreign currency (see Table 13.3).
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Figure 13.1 Index of industrial production (1938¼100).
Source: Mitchell, European Historical Statistics.

Table 13.3. Return to exchange controls

Country Date

Austria October 9, 1931

Hungary July 17, 1931

Czechoslovakia October 2, 1931

Poland April 26, 1936

Source: Schubert, “Emergence.”
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In 1932, the Austrian government was forced to declare a virtual

moratorium on transfer payments and withhold a portion of the revenues

pledged for the service of the loan from the account of the trustees. The

League of Nations reconstruction loan was finally restructured into a new

loan in June 1935.

The Hungarian economy was predominantly agrarian. In 1925, a new

tariff system introduced tariffs to protect the Hungarian infant indus-

tries, but the country remained an agrarian state. Gradually falling

agricultural prices after 1925 and the failure to increase agricultural

exports aggravated balance of payments problems.

The curtailment of international lending after the New York Stock

Market crash in 1929 led to a financial crisis. The crisis worsened with

the failure of the Austrian Credit Anstalt, which triggered a banking

crisis in Hungary. The Hungarian government was the first of the four

countries to introduce exchange controls (see Table 13.3), and declare a

transfer moratorium on foreign credits. Though the League loan was

exempted from the moratorium, its effects can be seen in the recon-

struction bond prices. In the 1930s Hungary entered into bilateral

exchange agreements with Nazi Germany which helped the economic

recovery.34

Czechoslovakia, the most industrialized of the four countries, also

depended on international trade and international demand for its

goods. With 30–40 percent of the country’s production sold abroad,

Czechoslovakia was very vulnerable to fluctuations in the international

economy. During the economic crisis of 1929–1931, Czechoslovakia

suffered severely. While not initially affected by the decline in agricul-

tural prices, Czechoslovakia did experience a severe drop in exports and

industrial production. Even by 1938 the output and growth levels still

fell short of 1929 levels. Foreign currency controls, which had been

relaxed between 1928 and 1931, were re-established in 1931 and a high

level of protection for agricultural goods was maintained.

Poland was in a situation that resembled Hungary’s. Due to the strong

agrarian orientation of its economy, Poland depended on the world

export prices and suffered from the decline of agrarian prices. During

the late 1920s Poland maintained strong ties to the US and was severely

affected by the withdrawal of foreign credit and the decline in invest-

ments after 1929. Following the crisis, Poland did not immediately

impose exchange controls, but remained as a member of the gold bloc

until 1936. This slowed the post-crisis recovery, though Figure 13.1

34 Neal, “Economics and Finance.”
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suggests that the Polish recovery was still stronger than that of Austria

and Czechoslovakia.

IX. Analysis

Figure 13.2 displays the bank rates over the years 1925–1931 for

Austria, Britain, and Germany; and Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and

Poland, respectively. The graphs show that the Austrian, German and

Hungarian rates fell over the course of 1925. In all three cases, the rates

had been high initially as the countries had overcome hyperinflation and

stabilized their economies. The Polish rate remained high through 1926,

and the British and Czechoslovak rates stayed comparatively low from

the beginning, reflecting their relative economic stability. In the fol-

lowing years, all countries lowered the bank rates following the New

York Stock Exchange crash in October 1929. The 1931 crisis was

countered by steep rate increases, followed by gradual rate reductions.

Comparing the levels of the bank rates one can see that the British rate

was by far the lowest, followed by the Czechoslovak rate. The Polish rate

was generally the highest except for the crisis period in 1931 where it

remained constant at 7.5 percent while the other countries’ rates

increased. For the whole inter-war period, the Austrian rate stayed well

above the British rate. Except for a short period in 1927 and 1928, the

Austrian rate also stayed above the German rate. Thus, the Austrian

central bank appeared to mostly follow the League’s advice with respect

to rate alignments to neighboring countries.

Figure 13.3 gives the frequencies as well as the magnitude of the rate

adjustments. It becomes clear that rate adjustments were made more

frequently in Germany, Austria, and to some extent Britain. The

Czechoslovak rate in contrast remained the most stable. For all coun-

tries, rate increases frequently had the magnitude of one percentage

point, while decreases were often more gradual and were made in one

half percentage point increments. Germany showed the most extreme

changes with adjustments of plus and minus 5 percent in response to the

German banking crisis in August 1931.

Table 13.4 shows lags of the bank rate adjustments in London and

Berlin, following the methodology used by Tullio and Wolters.35 They

use pairwise leads and lags in bank rate adjustments to analyze bank rate

behavior during the classical gold standard. Their main question is

whether the Bank of England was the primary “conductor of the inter-

national orchestra,” or whether the bank also reacted to the rates of

35 Tullio and Wolters, “Was London.”
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other central banks when making an adjustment. Tullio and Wolters’

focus on the interest rate relationship between the UK, Germany, and

France. Analyzing pairwise leads and lags as well as Granger causality

between these rates, the authors document strong mutual feedback

between the interest rates in London, Paris, and Berlin which suggests
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Figure 13.2A Bank rates for Britain, Austria, and Germany.
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Figure 13.2B Bank rates for Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland.
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that the classical gold standard was a more decentralized system than

previously assumed. In a more recent paper Tullio and Wolters analyze

the influence of US interest rate changes on the Bank of England. Again

the authors find strong feedback between the two rates.36 This analysis

allows a first assessment of the bank rate adjustments and their rela-

tionships.

For the four countries studied in this chapter, any rate adjustment that

followed within one month of an adjustment in London or Berlin is

counted. Table 13.5 indicates the number of adjustments, the average

lag length in days, as well as the percentage of London or Berlin changes

that were followed. It furthermore distinguishes whether adjustments

were made in the same or in opposite directions. Generally same dir-

ection adjustments have a much shorter time lag than adjustments in the

opposite direction. This difference shows that same direction moves are

more likely to be concerted moves, whereas moves in opposite directions

are more likely to be driven by other factors rather than by a response to

the initial adjustment.

The results indicate a relatively strong leadership of London, but also

the strong influence that Berlin had over the East-Central European

countries. London also exerts direct influence over Berlin. Berlin fol-

lowed seven of the eighteen London adjustments. These changes have a
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Figure 13.3 Frequency and magnitude of bank rate changes (January
1925–December 1931).

36 Tullio and Wolters, “Interest Rate Linkages.”
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relatively short average time lag of eight days. Similarly, Vienna followed

nine London adjustments with an average time lag of eleven days.

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland followed with four, six, and again

four adjustments.37

Table 13.4. Lags of discount rate changes

By

Number of

changes

Average lag

length in days

% of London

rate changes

London discount rate changes followed within one month

Berlin
Same direction 7 8.14 38.89

Opposite direction 3 21.33 16.67

Vienna
Same direction 9 11.00 50.00

Opposite direction 1 25.00 5.56

Prague
Same direction 4 11.00 22.23

Opposite direction 0 0 0

Budapest
Same direction 6 10.83 33.33

Opposite direction 0 0 0

Warsaw
Same direction 3 15.00 16.67

Opposite direction 1 6.00 5.56

Berlin discount rate changes followed within one month

London
Same direction 6 12.67 26.09

Opposite direction 3 18.00 13.04

Vienna
Same direction 11 10.45 47.83

Opposite direction 0 0 0

Prague
Same direction 6 7.70 26.09

Opposite direction 2 25.50 8.70

Budapest
Same direction 10 10.60 43.48

Opposite direction 0 0 0

Warsaw
Same direction 6 15.33 26.09

Opposite direction 0 6.00 0

Source: author’s own calculations.

37 For Poland a comparison with the French rate adjustments might be done in the future
and prove fruitful in order to provide further insights into the policy objective of the
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Berlin exercised especially strong influence over Austria and Hungary.

Vienna follows eleven of the Berlin adjustments and Budapest follows

ten. Even Prague, which followed only four London adjustments, fol-

lowed six Berlin rate changes. Warsaw also followed six Berlin adjust-

ments, and London followed six of the Berlin adjustments. All this

indicates that there was some feedback between London and Berlin, but

the bilateral relationship was dominated by London. This preliminary

analysis of the bank rates already provides some support for Hypothesis I

Table 13.5. Reaction functions (OLS estimates)

Variable Austria Czechoslovakia Hungary Poland

Local bank rate 0.5320*** 0.8248*** 0.6464*** 0.7190***

(lagged) (0.1124) (0.0569) (0.0724) (0.1762)

London Bank �0.0533 0.2300** �0.4040*** �0.1477

(0.2337) (0.0942) (0.0853) (0.1954)

Berlin Bank 0.3696*** 0.0620 0.1256** 0.4934*

(0.1144) (0.0430) (0.0620) (0.2588)

Vienna Bank – 0.0576 0.1802*** �0.0463

– (0.380) (0.0568) (0.0754)

London Market 0.1799 �0.2084*** 0.2989*** 0.1127

(0.1585) (0.0770) (0.0702) (0.1606)

Berlin Market �0.0132 �0.0206 0.0003 �0.1906

(0.1011) (0.0369) (0.0480) (0.1549)

Cover Ratio 0.0312*** �0.0064 �0.0057 �0.00001

(lagged) (0.0097) (0.0054) (0.0056) (0.0016)

Gold Inflows 0.0030 �1.87e-06 �0.0044*** �0.0001

(lagged) (0.0064) (0.0001) (0.0006) (0.0001)

Gold Outflows 0.0002 �0.00001 �0.0002 �0.0003

(lagged) (0.0037) (0.0001) (0.0017) (0.0009)

Stock Index �0.0261*** 0.0003 �0.0073*** �0.0026*

(0.0068) (0.0004) (0.0014) (0.0015)

Unemployment �3.00e-06** �7.19e-07 4.08e-06 �1.33e-06

(1.43e-06) (4.50e-07) (4.47e-06) (1.43e-06)

Cost of Living 0.0682** �0.0446*** 0.0327** 0.0045

(0.0301) (0.0158) (0.0129) (0.0037)

Adjusted R-squared 0.9303 0.9765 0.9608 0.9698

Number of

Observations

70 70 66 60

*** indicates significance at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%

Source: author’s own estimates. Standard error in parentheses.

Polish central bank. Another possible direction for future studies is the analysis of the
response after 1931, as Poland remained on the gold standard until 1936.
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insofar as Austria and Hungary follow the London and Berlin rate

adjustments, thus responding to the pressure of international alignment.

X. Modeling reaction functions

The following analysis gives a detailed view of the determinants for bank

rate policies in the countries of Central and East Europe, controlling for

the feedback between countries as well as the domestic economic indi-

cators.

The question of how monetary policy was conducted, and on which

exogenous variables central bankers relied in order to determine a bank

rate change, has frequently been addressed by estimating so-called

reaction functions. Reaction functions serve as an attempt to formalize

central bank behavior and link the instruments of monetary policy,

namely interest rates and money growth, to exogenous variables such as

output, inflation, unemployment, and general market indicators.

Authors often try to replicate the policy making of the central bank by an

econometric model, and though many existing models are based on a

least squares approach, a wide variety of time series techniques has been

used in order to model the existing relationships.

Following Eichengreen et al., and Wheelock, I estimate country by

country least squares regressions for the years 1926 to 1931, focusing

solely on interest rate policies.38 The dependent variables to be

explained by the model are the monthly bank rates for the four coun-

tries, taken in basis points, and collected from The Economist and official

documents of the Austrian National Bank.39 The exogenous variables

can be divided between international and domestic variables. The

international variables are the bank rates and the three month market

rates in London and Berlin. Market interest rates for the four countries

in question are only available for Vienna, and even there only through

May 1931. Therefore, the British and German rates were used as proxies

and included in all regressions. In those regressions for Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, and Poland the Vienna bank rate was included as explanatory

variable, allowing for the possibility that Czechoslovakia and Hungary

still regarded Vienna as the regional financial center, and, to some

38 Eichengreen et al., “Bank Rate Policy” and Wheelock, Strategy. Due to the lack of data
the regression analysis only starts in January 1926 rather than in April 1925 when
Britain returned to gold.

39 For months in which a rate change occurred the monthly value is a weighted value of
the two rates, according to the number of days where the different rates were in effect.
This weighting smoothes the data series and moderates some of the statistical effects
that are introduced by the discrete nature of the bank rates.
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extent, followed the policies of the Austrian National Bank. Country

specific variables that might have influenced the bank rates are the cover

ratios, changes in the gold and foreign currency reserves (measured in

domestic currencies), a stock market index, the number of unemployed,

and a cost of living index.40 To allow for an asymmetric response to gold

flows, positive and negative changes in the reserves are coded as two

separate variables (gold inflows and gold outflows). As a measure for

general market activity, I include the Vienna stock market index for

Austria. For the other three countries, the indices for Hungarian,

Czechoslovak, and Polish stocks that were traded on the Vienna stock

exchange were included.41

The estimation results, based on robust standard errors, are presented

in Table 13.5.

As one can see, the Czechoslovak and Hungarian bank rates were

affected by the British bank rate, whereas Austria, Hungary, and Poland

reacted to changes in the Berlin rate. Moreover, Hungary followed

Vienna’s adjustments. Except for Hungary’s response to the London

bank rate, all coefficients are positive, which indicate that the periphery

countries followed British and German adjustments. These results cor-

respond to those from the previous section and lend support toHypothesis

I. The London market rate moreover affected the Czechoslovak and the

Hungarian bank rates, even if showing an inverse relationship in the case

of Czechoslovakia, strengthening the dominant influence of London.

Looking at the domestic variables, the Austrian central bank res-

ponded more actively to the domestic indicators. The bank rate was

raised in response to an increase in the cover ratio, which indicates that

the Austrian central bank was concerned about the cover and accumu-

lated as many reserves as possible, rather than lowering the rate in

response to increasing cover. A direct response to the gold inflows and

outflows cannot be identified. The Austrian National Bank lowered the

bank rate to fight growing unemployment and in response to increases in

the stock market. This documents that to some extent domestic vari-

ables started to take precedence over the external adjustment. The

Austrian National Bank was moreover concerned with the domestic

price level, showing a positive relationship between price level changes

and rate adjustments.

40 Due to data constraints I use the number of unemployed, rather than the more com-
monly used unemployment rate.

41 These indices were not available for 1926 and show missing values for 1931 when
trading was interrupted due to the Austrian banking crisis. To avoid difficulties with
missing data points I interpolated the series.
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Hungary was the only country in the sample to counter gold inflows

by decreasing rates, in accordance with the rules of the game. The

Hungarian central bank furthermore responded to the stock index and

the cost of living index in the same fashion that Austrian National

Bank did.

For Czechoslovakia and Poland, gold flows appeared not to be sig-

nificant for the bank rate adjustments. With regard to the domestic

variables, Czechoslovakia only responded to the cost of living index,

lowering the bank rate to counter increasing prices. Poland is the country

that shows the least responsiveness to domestic indicators, only reacting

to the stock market.

This analysis documents that Austria and Hungary showed a will-

ingness to adjust the bank rates in response to the cover ratio and gold

flows, thus providing additional support for Hypothesis I. In Austria, the

influence of the League over the policies of the bank was the strongest.

The Austrian National Bank still relied on a foreign adviser to the bank,

beyond the official end of the control of the League in 1926. Through

the foreign adviser to the Austrian National Bank, the League was able

to influence the behavior of the bank, forcing it to comply with the rules

of the gold exchange standard. Here again the different effects of the

League’s policies in Austria and Hungary become apparent. Hungary

ended the function of the foreign adviser to the central bank with the end

of the official League control. The League had no long term effect on

the policies of the bank, as in Austria, and could not force Hungary to

comply with the gold standard adjustment mechanism. Despite the

formal independence of the Hungarian central bank, the authorita-

rian regime quickly took over and influenced the bank’s policies.

Czechoslovakia and Poland apparently also did not commit to adjustment

mechanism of the gold exchange standard. In both cases the central

bank was dependent on the political authorities.

Hypotheses II and III are most strongly confirmed with the con-

trasting examples of Austria and Poland, with Austria being most and

Poland being least influenced by domestic indicators. Overall, the results

provide limited support for all three hypotheses outlined in Section III:

Austria, being a democratic regime and most under the influence of the

League of Nations shows the strongest response, followed by Hungary

and Czechoslovakia, and then Poland.

XI. Conclusion

The four Central and Eastern European countries differed considerably

with respect to their monetary and political institutions. During the gold
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exchange standard period, Austria and Czechoslovakia were parlia-

mentary democracies, whereas Hungary and Poland were authoritarian

regimes. In Austria and Hungary, the League of Nations constructed

statutory independent central banks as part of the financial recon-

struction schemes. In contrast, the central banks were politically con-

trolled in Czechoslovakia and Poland.

The analysis of the bank rate adjustments provides insights into the

behavior of the four banks. Only Austria responded to the cover ratio of

the central bank, and only Hungary showed some willingness to adjust

the bank rate as to offset gold flows. Czechoslovakia and Poland

apparently did not commit to the adjustment mechanism of the gold

exchange standard, confirming that the overall central bank independ-

ence in Czechoslovakia and Poland was very limited and that both

countries were not subject to international control. All four Central and

East European countries were subject to a relatively strong influence

from London and Berlin.

The other important finding of this research is that democratic countries

at the time were more responsive to domestic economic conditions than

autocratic ones. In Austria, for example, bank rate adjustments followed

the cost of living index, the stock market and the number of unemployed.

In Czechoslovakia, the central bank was also responding to domestic

prices. In contrast, Poland showed very little response to domestic indi-

cators. This analysis thus highlights the challenges that new emerging

democracies have to face when creating their monetary institutions.

For the inter-war period, central bank independence and commitment

to the international monetary regime can be seen as complements. But

very few countries of the periphery committed themselves to the inter-

national regime, thereby contributing to the instability of the system at

the time.
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14 When do stock market booms occur?

The macroeconomic and policy

environments of twentieth century booms

Michael D. Bordo and David C. Wheelock*

Since the mid-1990s, many countries have experienced prolonged periods

of rapid price appreciation in equity, housing, and other asset markets

which have drawn the attention of economists and policymakers to the

role of asset prices in the propagation of business cycles. Economists

disagree about the appropriate response of monetary policy to such asset

price booms. Some argue that financial markets are inherently volatile

and that market prices often stray from fundamentals, suggesting that

policymakers could improve welfare by deflating asset price booms,

especially if sudden asset price declines are likely to depress economic

activity. Other economists claim that financial markets process infor-

mation efficiently or that policymakers usually cannot determine when

assets are mispriced and, hence, that they cannot enhance aggregate

welfare by reacting to asset price movements.

Such episodes have also fascinated financial historians, and research

into these phenomena has yielded important information about the

development of financial markets and the effects of financial regulation

and macroeconomic policy on the stability of markets.1 We believe that

history can also inform the debate about the appropriate response, if

any, of monetary policy to asset price booms. Accordingly, this chapter

investigates the macroeconomic and policy environments in which stock

market booms occurred among ten developed countries during the

twentieth century. Our multi-country historical approach enables us to

* The authors thank Jeremy Atack, Hui Guo, Larry Neal, Maria Valderrama, and partici-
pants in conferences held at the University of Illinois and Universitat Pompeu Fabra
(CREI) for their comments on a previous version of this paper, and Daniel McDonald and
Joshua Ulrich for research assistance. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily
official positions of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis or the Federal Reserve System.

1 Among Larry Neal’s important contributions in this area are his work on the South Sea
Bubble, the development of European capital markets from the sixteenth to nineteenth
centuries (Neal, The Rise of Financial Capitalism), and the British financial crisis of 1825
(Neal, “Financial Crisis”).
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explore the association between stock market booms and key macro-

economic and monetary policy variables across a variety of policy regimes

and regulatory environments.

We construct monthly, real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) stock price indexes

for ten countries for which the data are more easily available over most

of the twentieth century. We then identify extended periods of unusu-

ally rapid appreciation in the indexes for each country, which we have

defined as booms. Finally, we use a simple event methodology to study

the behavior of key macroeconomic and monetary policy variables

during these stock market booms.

We find that booms generally occurred during periods of above-

average economic growth and below-average inflation, and that they

typically ended when monetary policy tightened in response to rising

inflation. Most stock market booms were procyclical, arising during

business cycle recoveries and expansions and ending when rising infla-

tion and tighter monetary policy were followed by declining economic

activity. We also find, however, that some twentieth century booms were

not associated with rapid economic growth or low inflation, and that

stock markets were often affected by changes in regulation and other

events such as oil price shocks and political upheaval.

Although we are able to examine stock markets and macroeconomic

conditions in a variety of settings, the limited range and frequency of

historical data for many countries necessarily means that our study is

more impressionistic than formal. For example, whereas the standard

efficient markets model posits that stock prices reflect discounted

expected future dividends, we lack the data to estimate expected divi-

dend growth or changes in the discount factor with confidence. Hence,

we do not address directly the question whether specific stock market

booms degenerated into bubbles. However, policymakers are unlikely

ever to have data that enable them to identify bubbles definitively as they

arise, and a review of historical experiences can provide insights that

help them respond to events in real time.

The next section briefly summarizes prior findings and presents infor-

mation about the stock market booms in our data. Subsequent sections

examine the macroeconomic conditions under which twentieth century

stock market booms occurred among the ten countries. The final section

summarizes our observations and conclusions.

I. Stock market booms and crashes

Most studies of the relationship between asset booms and macro-

economic conditions focus on the consequences of booms and, especially,
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market crashes for macroeconomic activity. Several have drawn policy

lessons from crash experiences.

Michael Bordo finds that many, but not all, US and British stock

market crashes of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were followed

by recessions. A serious decline in economic activity was more likely, he

concludes, if the crash was accompanied or followed by a banking

panic.2 Frederic Mishkin and Eugene White come to a similar conclu-

sion in their review of US stock market crashes in the twentieth century.

They find that a severe economic downturn was more likely to follow

a crash if the crash was accompanied by a widening of interest rate credit

spreads. The key lesson for policy, Mishkin and White argue, is that

policymakers should focus on the financial instability that can arise in

the wake of crashes, rather than on crashes per se.3

Thomas Helbling and Marco Terrones examine median output

growth across major stock market booms and busts of 1970–2001 and

find that busts often preceded sharp slowdowns in economic activity.

Echoing an observation of Bordo’s about US and British crashes of the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Helbling and Terrones find

that busts typically coincided with or followed a tightening of monetary

conditions.4

Relatively few studies examine the conditions under which stock mar-

ket booms arise or persist. In an earlier paper, we examined episodes of

unusually rapid growth of US nominal stock prices during the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries.5 We found that many such episodes

occurred when real output and productivity growth (both labor prod-

uctivity and total factor productivity) were unusually rapid, suggesting

that stock prices were at least partly justified by macroeconomic con-

ditions. By contrast, we found no consistent relationship between the

growth of nominal stock prices and inflation, but noted that inflation was

usually low and stable during periods of rapid growth in real stock prices.

Here we explore in more depth the macroeconomic conditions under

which stock market booms have occurred in the US and nine other

developed countries to gain insights about the macroeconomic condi-

tions and policies that seem to foster booms, and determine whether

experiences differ across countries.

2 Bordo, “Stock Market Crashes.”
3 Mishkin and White, “U.S. Stock Market Crashes.”
4 Helbling and Terrones, “Asset Price Booms,” also examine the effects of housing market
booms and busts, and find that housing cycles have been more closely related to
monetary policy, and that housing busts are associated with larger declines in economic
activity than stock market busts.

5 Bordo and Wheelock, “Monetary Policy.”
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A. Defining booms

There is no precise empirical definition of an asset boom, and researchers

have imposed a variety of filters to identify specific episodes as booms.

We adapt the methodology of Adrian Pagan and Kirill Sossounov to

identify prolonged periods of rapidly rising real stock prices in those

countries for which monthly data on a nominal stock price index and

a consumer price index are available from the early 1920s onward:

Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden,

the UK, and the US.6 We identify the maximum and minimum of the

real stock price within rolling, twenty-five-month windows. We require

that market peaks and troughs alternate, and so eliminate all but the

highest maximum that occurred before a subsequent trough, and all but

the lowest minimum that occurred before a subsequent peak. We clas-

sify as booms all periods of at least three years from trough to peak with

an average annual rate of increase in the real stock price index of at least

10 percent. We also classify as booms a few episodes of exceptional real

stock price appreciation shorter than three years.7

Table 14.1 lists the episodes that we have defined as booms for each

country in our sample. For each boom, we include information about

the average annual percentage increase in the market index from the

market trough to its peak. Because several booms began as recoveries

from market declines, we also note when the real stock price surpassed

its prior twenty-five-month peak, and report the average annual per-

centage increase in the index after that date.

For comparison, Table 14.1 also reports information about long-run

average annual rates of change in the real stock price index for each

country. For example, the US real price index for stocks increased at an

average annual rate of 2.4 percent during 1915–1940, and at an average

annual rate of 4.4 percent during 1947–2004. Thus, the periods we

define as booms were characterized by rates of appreciation that were

substantially higher than long-run averages. Finally, Table 14.1 also

includes information about the extent to which the real stock price index

declined during the twelve months following a market peak, and from

6 Pagan and Sossounov, “Simple Framework.” We selected our sample countries based
on the availability of historical data on a stock market index and key macroeconomic
series, which obviously gives rise to possible sample selection bias. We are unsure of the
extent to which our findings would differ if our sample included recently developed or
emerging market economies. The appendix describes our data and sources.

7 Helbling and Terrones, “Asset Price Booms,” use a similar procedure to identify booms
and busts. Specifically, they identify turning points in the log-level of real equity prices
over five quarter windows, and define booms (busts) as the largest one-fourth of all price
increases (declines).
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the market peak to the next market trough. Almost all booms were

followed by real declines of at least 10 percent within 12 months;

however, not all booms ended with a spectacular crash, and the lengths

and sizes of market declines after booms varied widely.

Comparison of stock price index growth rates is problematic because

of differences in index composition across countries and over time. For

the interwar period, cross-country comparisons are further complicated

by differences in when monthly data on a nominal stock price index and

inflation are first available, and in the nature and the availability of stock

price data for the late 1930s associated with when countries became

involved in World War II. For the post-World War II period, we report

average growth rates for 1947–2004 for all countries in the sample

except Germany, Italy, and Japan, which were still recovering from the

immediate effects of the war and occupation. For these we report growth

rates over 1950–2004. The real stock price indexes for these three

countries exhibit rapid growth during the 1950s compared to average

growth rates for subsequent decades. Among the other sample countries,

we note considerable variation in average real stock price growth rates,

ranging from 2.4 percent for Australia to 5.7 percent for Sweden. Again,

however, such long-run cross-country comparisons are problematic

because the performance of stock markets varied considerably over time

within countries, as well as because of differences in the coverage of

industries and firms in the stock market indexes of individual countries.

We find considerable coincidence in the occurrence of stock market

booms across sample countries between January 1924 and December

2000 (Figure 14.1 – we omit the 1940s when the stock markets of

several countries were closed for extended periods because of World

War II). Several countries experienced a substantial increase in real

stock prices during the 1920s and a market peak in 1929, as well as

booms in the mid-1930s as their economies recovered from the Great

Depression. Most countries in our sample also had booms in the late

1950s, in the mid-1980s and again in the 1990s. In contrast, there were

almost no stock market booms among our sample countries from the

mid-1960s to the early 1980s.

Additional information on the co-movement of stock markets among

our sample countries is illustrated in Figure 14.2, which plots the rolling,

five-year moving average correlation in the monthly percentage changes

in the real stock price indexes of each pair of countries in our sample

between 1920 and 1999. The figure illustrates that the average corre-

lation in the monthly capital returns of the various stock markets varied

widely over time. Periods of relatively high correlation included the late

1920s, late 1960s to early 1970s, the mid-1980s, and late 1990s. Except
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Figure 14.2 Five-year moving average correlation of cross-country
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Figure 14.1 Number of countries with an ongoing stock market boom
in given month, 1924–2000.
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for the late 1960s to early 1970s, each period of high correlation was

marked by booms in several countries.

The pattern of average correlations of cross-country returns among

our ten sample countries is largely consistent with the findings of studies

of international financial integration. William Goetzmann et al., for

example, find that equity market returns were relatively highly correlated

during the late nineteenth century, the interwar period, and in the late

twentieth century.8 And, from evidence on nominal and real interest rate

differentials, Maurice Obstfeld and Alan Taylor conclude that inter-

national financial markets were highly integrated before World War I.9

A brief period of high integration occurred again in the late 1920s (as

our equity market data also suggest), but fell apart during the Great

Depression. Markets gradually re-integrated in the late 1950s and 1960s

before entering a period of disintegration associated with the breakdown

of the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates in the early 1970s.

International financial markets became highly integrated once again

during the 1980s and 1990s, again consistent with the high correlation

among stock returns we find in this period.

II. The macroeconomic environment of twentieth
century booms

Changes in trend productivity growth are perhaps the best macroeco-

nomic indicator of future growth of national output and corporate

profits. However, except for recent years, even annual estimates of

productivity are not available for most countries. We do, however, have

estimates of current output growth (GDP) for several countries and, as a

first step, we investigate whether stock price booms historically have

occurred during periods of rapid output growth. Of course, current

output growth rates are not necessarily good proxies for expected future

growth unless investors simply extrapolate current output growth rates

into the future.

Researchers have identified several channels by which monetary policy

might affect stock prices. Monetary policy is often thought to operate

through the short-term real interest rate and, thus, policy might affect

the real interest rate that investors use to discount future profits, at least

in the short run. Indeed, we find that booms typically have arisen when

interest rates are low and/or falling, and end following increases in policy

rates.

8 Goetzmann et al., “Long-Term.” 9 Obstfeld and Taylor, “Great Depression.”
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Monetary policy might also affect stock prices through inflation and/or

inflation uncertainty. There have been several attempts to explain a

negative correlation between the growth of stock prices and inflation

observed in US data. Inflation uncertainty could increase risk premiums.

By the same token, a policy commitment to a stable price level that

investors view as credible might hasten a boom by reducing risk pre-

miums or raising forecasts of future real growth. This suggests that stock

prices could reflect the monetary policy regime. We investigate the

association between booms, monetary policy actions, and inflation.

Finally, domestic or foreign shocks of various sorts, including political

events, wars, and economic policies of other countries can affect stock

prices. At times, countries have used capital controls and other policies

to wall off their domestic markets from external forces, as well as to

channel capital to specific uses. Various domestic financial regulations,

such as margin requirements and ownership restrictions, may also affect

the observed associations between stock prices and macroeconomic

conditions and monetary policy. A thorough review of the myriad regu-

lations imposed on equity markets over time, across the ten countries in

our sample, is beyond the scope of this chapter. We note, however, several

instances in which stock market booms appear to have been associated

with changes in regulation or other policies.

We begin our study of the macroeconomic environments of stock

market booms by examining annual data on real GDP growth and

inflation across all boom episodes listed in Table 14.1. In the next

section, we focus separately on stock market booms of the interwar, early

post-World War II, and post-1970 periods.

For all stock market booms listed in Table 14.1, we computed real

GDP growth relative to its long-run average for each market peak year

and the eight years before and after each peak.10 Real GDP growth

exceeded its long-run average during a majority of stock market booms.

Figure 14.3 plots the median real GDP growth rate (relative to its long-

run average) in market peak years (year “0”) and in the eight years

before and after market peaks.11 The chart illustrates that across all

booms, median real GDP growth increased sharply relative to its long-

run average during the two years prior to a stock market peak, and

exceeded its long-run average by 1.5 percentage points in both the

10 For the interwar period, we use the average over 1871–1939 as the “long-run” average
GDP growth rate. For the post-World War II period, we use the average over 1960–
2001.

11 For all figures in the paper that show annual data, we define year “0” as the year the
stock market reached a peak unless the peak occurred in the first half of a year, in which
case we define year “0” as the year prior to the year of the peak.
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market peak and prior years. Median growth also fell sharply during the

two years following a peak. Thus, the typical boom arose when output

growth was above average and rising, and ended when output growth

stopped increasing. Median output growth fell sharply in the year fol-

lowing a market peak, and many booms were followed by a period of

economic contraction.

Figure 14.3 also shows the mean absolute deviation of observations

around the median, illustrating the dispersion in GDP growth rates

across boom episodes. Observations of output growth are less dispersed

during booms, which usually lasted for three to five years before a

market peak, than before. Observations are least dispersed from about

two years before a market peak year (year “�2”) to about two years after

a peak year (year “2”).

Figure 14.4 plots median inflation (relative to its long-run average)

during booms and their aftermath.12 Booms tended to arise when

inflation was below its long-run average and also falling. The median

inflation rate was approximately 1 percentage point below its long-run
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Figure 14.3 Real GDP growth (minus long-run average): All twentieth
century booms (median ± mean absolute deviation).

12 For the interwar period, we use the annual average rate of consumer price inflation over
the years for which we have data for individual countries, through 1939, as the long-run
average. For the post-World War II period, we use the average rate for 1947–2004 as
the long-run average.
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average between four and seven years before a market peak, and 2 per-

centage points below its long-run average during the two years prior to a

market peak. Inflation tended to return slowly to its long-run average after

a market peak. Figure 14.4 also illustrates the dispersion of observations

around the median, as shown by the mean absolute deviation of obser-

vations around the median. As with GDP growth, the dispersion of

inflation rates around their long-run averages declines over time toward

the market peak year.13

III. Monetary policy and twentieth century booms

Although a majority of twentieth century stock market booms in our

sample countries occurred during periods of above average real output

growth and below average inflation, many booms occurred when output

growth was near normal, or even below normal, and/or when inflation
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Figure 14.4 Inflation rate (minus long-run average): All twentieth
century booms (median ± mean absolute deviation).

13 Bordo and Wheelock, “Stock Market Booms and Monetary Policy in the Twentieth
Century” compare GDP growth and inflation during US booms with the medians
across the remaining nine sample countries. They find that the behavior of output and
inflation were similar across US and non-US booms, but that, if anything, the associ-
ation of booms with above-average output growth and below-average inflation was
stronger across US booms than across the non-US median.
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exceeded its long-run average. Moreover, booms occurred under a

variety of macroeconomic and regulatory policy regimes. We next

examine the association of macroeconomic and monetary policy con-

ditions and stock market booms during the interwar, early post-World

War II, and recent decades, separately. In so doing, we seek to learn more

about the associations between macroeconomic conditions, monetary

policy, and booms under different environments.

A. The interwar period

World War I was a major shock to the world’s principal economies.

Differences in the pace of postwar recovery in individual countries

reflected both the extent to which countries were involved in the war and

in the economic policies their governments pursued after the war. The

US, for example, experienced high inflation in 1918–1919 followed

by deflation and a sharp, but short-lived recession in 1920–1921. The

abrupt change in macroeconomic conditions reflected a shift from a

highly expansionary monetary policy geared toward financing the govern-

ment’s debt at low interest rates, to a tight policy aimed at quashing

inflation and protecting the Federal Reserve’s gold reserves.14 The Fed

reversed course again in 1922 and the economy recovered quickly. The

US economy enjoyed strong average growth and low, stable inflation

throughout the remainder of the decade.

The US stock market ran a parallel course, with significant losses

during the recession of 1921 followed by a strong recovery. After a brief

relapse in 1923, the market turned upward and posted several years of

rapid real price appreciation until the market peak in September 1929.

Financial historians and other observers have long debated whether the

US market was over-valued at its peak. Some, such as Irving Fisher

(1930) and, more recently, Ellen McGratton and Edward Prescott

(2004) argue that economic fundamentals could justify stock prices even

at the market’s 1929 peak.15 Similar to the “new economy” stories that

appeared to explain the stock market boom of the 1990s, advances in

technology and management practices were often cited in the 1920s as

reasons why US corporations could expect high earnings growth that

justified the large increase in stock prices.16 The 1920s saw rapid dif-

fusion of electric power, the internal combustion engine, and other

“great inventions” of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in

14 See Friedman and Schwartz, Monetary History, and Meltzer, History.
15 Fisher, Stock Market Crash. McGrattan and Prescott, “1929 Stock Market.”
16 See White, “Bubbles.”
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American factories and homes.17 US firms, especially in the manufac-

turing sector, experienced high average growth of labor and total factor

productivity over the decade, though annual estimates suggest that

productivity growth had slowed by the time the stock market boom was

in full swing.18

Despite a highly favorable macroeconomic environment, many eco-

nomists conclude that by 1929 US stock prices far exceeded levels that

could be justified by economic fundamentals. J. Bradford DeLong and

Andrei Schleifer, for example, compare prices and net asset values of

closed-end mutual funds, and conclude that stocks were some 30 per-

cent over-valued in 1929.19 Peter Rappoport and Eugene White reach

a similar conclusion from examining the premium on brokers’ loans.20

Other authors, such as John Kenneth Galbraith, emphasize the rapid

growth of investment trusts and commercial bank securities affiliates in

the 1920s, and their role in enticing unsophisticated investors to the

market.21

The Federal Reserve did not directly address the question whether the

stock market was over-valued, but Fed officials were concerned about

the growth of loans used to purchase stocks, and the possibility that

Federal Reserve credit was being used to support that growth. Federal

Reserve policy tightened abruptly in 1928 through the market crash in

October 1929 in an effort to choke off the flow of credit to the market.

This policy was reflected in both a sharp increase in interest rates and a

slowing of money stock growth, which preceded the business cycle peak,

and it may have hastened the economic contraction of 1929–1933.22

Besides the US, five of the other nine countries in our sample experi-

enced a stock market boom in the 1920s as their economies recovered

from wartime disruption, and as international capital markets were

reintegrated under the gold exchange standard. Several countries experi-

enced a brief period of rapidly rising real stock prices during recovery

17 David, “Dynamo,” and Gordon, “Does the ‘New Economy’?”
18 Productivity change is most appropriatelymeasured between business cycle peaks or other

similar points in the business cycle. However, private domestic labor productivity (output/
hours) and total factor productivity rose at average annual rates of 3.0 and 2.62 percent
during 1920–1924, and at average rates of 1.74 and 1.32 percent during 1925–1929. In
the manufacturing sector, labor productivity rose at an average annual rate of 7 percent
during 1920–1924 and 3.90 percent during 1925–1929 (Private domestic productivity:
Kendrick, Productivity, Table A-XXII; manufacturing sector: ibid., Table D-II).

19 DeLong And Schleifer, “Stock Market Bubble.”
20 Rappoport and White, “Was there a Bubble?” 21 Galbraith, Great Crash.
22 See Friedman and Schwartz, Monetary History, Meltzer, History, and Wheelock,

Strategy, for discussion and evidence on the Fed’s reaction to stock market speculation.
Based on a review of several measures of monetary conditions, Hamilton, “Monetary
Factors,” concludes that monetary policy tightened considerably during 1928–1929.
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in the early 1920s, and a more sustained appreciation when their cur-

rencies were made convertible into gold or other hard currencies.

The experiences of France and the UK, for example, illustrate a close

association between macroeconomic conditions and policies, and stock

market performance. France had a market boom associated with a

business cycle recovery in 1920–1924, though in real terms the stock

market moved little beyond its previous cycle peak. Stock prices then

declined rapidly as monetization of government deficits produced infla-

tion and capital flight. The market decline continued until November

1926, when the government budget was brought under control and

investors became convinced that inflation would not reignite.23

Restored fiscal discipline ended capital flight and brought investors

back to the Paris market. The exchange rate policies subsequently

pursued by the Bank of France further encouraged capital inflows. The

Bank pegged the value of the franc against other currencies in December

1926, and restored full convertibility of the franc into gold in June 1928.

That exchange rate, however, was pegged well below its prewar levels

against the US dollar and British pound. Under the exchange rate pegs

maintained by the Bank of France and the Bank of England, France

tended to attract capital and the UK tended to lose capital. The Paris

stock market boomed in this environment, with the real stock price

index rising at a 40 percent average annual rate between December 1926

and February 1929. The London stock market rose at a much more

modest pace. Between May 1925, when convertibility of the pound was

restored, and August 1929, when the London market reached its peak

in real terms, the real stock price index rose at an average annual rate of

just 7.4 percent. Although above average, this rate of appreciation was

well below the rates that the Paris and New York markets experienced

over comparable periods.

The UK economy also grew at a much slower pace than did either the

US or French economies. The Bank of England maintained a tight

monetary policy throughout the 1920s, aimed first at restoring, and then

maintaining convertibility of the pound into gold at the prewar parity.

Persistent doubts about the viability of the peg discouraged capital

inflows, however, and kept a brake on economic activity and the stock

market. Thus, as in both the US and France, the performance of the UK

stock market during the 1920s reflected underlying economic per-

formance and macroeconomic policies.

The US and many other countries experienced a business cycle peak

mid-1929, and the major stock markets crashed within a few months of

23 On the French economic crisis, see Eichengreen, Golden Fetters, pp. 172–83.
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one another. Several months of tight monetary policy, marked by high

interest rates and slow money stock growth, preceded the US business

cycle peak. Linkages through the international gold standard caused

monetary conditions to tighten throughout the world, precipitating the

Great Depression.24 The Depression was hard on stock markets. For

example, between its peak in September 1929 and low in June 1932, the

Standard and Poor’s index of US stocks declined 80 percent in real

terms.

Economic recovery brought renewed vigor to financial markets in the

mid-1930s, when stock market booms occurred in eight of our ten

sample countries. As in the 1920s, the timing and extent of these booms

were tied to economic recovery and the macroeconomic policies pursued

in individual countries. Currency devaluation and/or the imposition of

restrictions on gold convertibility was a precursor to economic recovery

in many countries.25 Britain abandoned the gold standard in September

1931, and several other countries quickly followed. Stock prices began

to rise in the UK and other countries in mid-1932. Although stock prices

posted gains in some countries that remained on gold, most countries

did not have a sustained boom until they had abandoned the gold

standard or at least devalued. The US, for example, experienced a fin-

ancial crisis and market crash in early 1933, followed by a brief recovery

after the Roosevelt Administration suspended gold convertibility and

restored confidence in the US banking system. A sustained boom did

not begin until the second quarter of 1935, however, when output growth

stabilized and the economy began to grow consistently.26

Figures 14.5 and 14.6 illustrate the association between real economic

growth, inflation, and stock market booms during the interwar period.

Figure 14.5 shows median real GDP growth relative to long-run aver-

ages during interwar boom episodes, and the mean absolute deviation

around the median in each year. Figure 14.6 shows similar data for infla-

tion. The patterns are like those shown for all twentieth century boom

24 Eichengreen, Golden Fetters. 25 Ibid.
26 Eichengreen, Golden Fetters, p. 344 notes that US industrial production and other

measures of economic activity fluctuated widely in 1933–1934, and argues that the
investor optimism created by the Roosevelt Administration’s response to the financial
crises in early 1933 “fell back substantially when it became apparent that America’s
departure from the gold standard had not inaugurated a new era of rapid monetary
expansion.” Among other sample countries, France, Italy, and the Netherlands
remained on the gold standard until 1936, though Italy imposed stringent exchange
controls in 1934. The Netherlands experienced a slow real appreciation of stock prices
from a low point in June 1932, but a significant rise only when it abandoned gold in
September 1936. France experienced a market crash in mid-1936, and recovery upon
abandoning gold, but no sustained stock market boom.
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episodes in Figures 14.3 and 14.4: booms tended to occur during periods

of above average output growth and below average inflation. During

interwar booms, median GDP growth exceeded its long-run average by

about 3 percentage points in market peak years, then fell sharply over
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Figure 14.5 Real GDP growth (minus long-run average): Interwar
booms (median ± mean absolute deviation).
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the two years following market peaks. Median inflation was below its

long-run average until the year before a market peak, but rose sharply

in the months preceding a market peak.

Both US stock market booms in the interwar period ended within

months of a shift in monetary policy. The boom of 1923–1929 ended in

September 1929, some twenty months after the Federal Reserve began

to stem the flow of credit to the booming stock market. Although con-

sumer price inflation was minimal, Fed officials viewed speculation in

stocks or other assets as a form of inflation that called for monetary

restraint.27 The US boom of 1935–1937 also ended when monetary

policy was tightened. After largely staying on the sidelines as gold and

currency inflows caused rapid growth of the money stock in 1933–1936,

the Fed tightened abruptly with a series of increases in bank reserve

requirements in August 1936, January 1937, and May 1937. Although

the consumer price level had risen only modestly since 1933, the Fed

hiked reserve requirements because officials viewed the large volume of

reserves that banks held in excess of legal requirements as an inflationary

threat. The stock market peak occurred in February, immediately after

the second reserve requirement increase took effect on January 31, 1937.

B. Early post-World War II era

Stock market booms of the interwar period were closely associated with

economic growth, inflation, and both domestic and international mon-

etary policies. New regulations on securities markets and capital flows

were introduced during the Great Depression, and intensified during

World War II. We next examine stock market booms of the first two

decades after the war, when controls on the allocation of economic

resources were slowly eased and the international monetary system was

re-established, but many markets remained tightly regulated and inter-

national capital flows were restricted.

International capital mobility hit a low point during and immediately

following World War II as a result of exchange controls.28 Capital mobi-

lity gradually improved during the 1950s, as the European Payments

Union and other mechanisms were established to clear international pay-

ments and promote trade and economic recovery. Over time, countries

eased restrictions on foreign exchange transactions and capital move-

ments, and the Treaty of Rome, which created the European Economic

27 See Chandler, American, or Meltzer, History, for discussion of the policy views of Fed
officials at this time.

28 Obstfeld and Taylor, “Great Depression,” pp. 381–91.
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Community in 1958, called for dismantling of all restrictions on the

free movement of capital among EEC members.

In addition to restricting international payments and capital flows,

many countries also tightly regulated domestic capital markets during

the war and for several years afterward. In the UK, for example, all

capital market issues were regulated by a Capital Issues Committee until

1959, when controls on domestic issues were relaxed.29 Many other

countries imposed similar restrictions on new capital issues in an effort

to allocate the flow of national savings.

The US imposed comparatively few restrictions on either inter-

national payments or domestic capital markets. Still, both were more

heavily regulated in the postwar period than they had been during the

1920s. The 1929 stock market crash and subsequent allegations of

fraud, insider trading, conflicts of interest, and other financial impro-

prieties led to new regulations and government oversight of US securities

markets. Among the important laws enacted to regulate the issuance and

trading of securities were the Securities Act of 1933, which required that

investors receive material information about securities being offered

for sale, and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which established

the Securities Exchange Commission as the principal federal agency

responsible for oversight and enforcement of federal securities laws. The

latter act also authorized the Federal Reserve to set margin requirements

on stock purchases. Finally, the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 prohibited

the commingling of commercial and investment banking activities.30

The financial regulatory regime that was established in the 1930s remained

largely in place throughout the remainder of the twentieth century.

Two waves of stock market booms occurred among our ten sample

countries during the 1950s, one centered around 1952–1953, and the

other around 1958–1960. Several countries, including France, Italy,

Japan, and the Netherlands, had booms that began between 1950 and

1952, as postwar economic chaos gave way to recovery, and US aid, most

notably the Marshall Plan, poured in. By 1951, the per capita incomes

of the UK, France and (West) Germany exceeded their prewar levels by

more than 10 percent.31 DeLong and Eichengreen contend that the

Marshall Plan was particularly important for European economic recov-

ery. Although the $13 billion in aid transferred from the US to Western

Europe was small relative to the size of European economies, this aid

29 Dow, Management, pp. 235–6.
30 The Glass–Steagall Act is the portion of the Banking Act of 1933 that concerns the

activities of commercial and investment banks.
31 DeLong and Eichengreen, “Marshall Plan.”
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was sufficient to give European countries breathing room tomeet recovery

needs without having to undertake contractionary policies to balance

their international payments. Furthermore, DeLong and Eichengreen

argue that the Marshall Plan promoted long-term growth by encour-

aging the establishment of mixed, market-oriented economies, and

enabling the unwinding of controls over product and factor markets.32

Thus, while the Marshall Plan contributed to economic recovery in the

short run, it also helped lay the foundation for long-term economic growth

by promoting a market-orientation and favorable investment climate.

Although many restrictions on capital flows and investment remained,

the combination of rapid economic growth and a foundation for future

growth was an environment that proved conducive for booming stock

markets.

A second wave of European stock market booms began in 1957–1958

as economic growth enabled European countries to gradually relax

exchange controls and trade barriers during the 1950s. The signing of

the Treaty of Rome in March 1957, which created the European Eco-

nomic Community, and the re-establishment of currency convertibility

by several countries in late 1958 were particularly noteworthy events.

The timing of stock market booms among European countries suggests

that investors viewed these steps as likely to produce rapid growth of

corporate profits and national income.33

Figures 14.7 and 14.8 plot median real GDP growth and inflation

(relative to their long-run averages) during stock market booms of the

1950s and 1960s among our ten sample countries. Similar to the pat-

terns observed for the interwar period, median output growth was above

average and inflation below average during the booms of the 1950s

and 1960s. In market peak years, median real GDP growth exceeded

its postwar average by approximately 3 percentage points before falling

back after booms ended.34

As shown in Figure 14.8, median inflation rose toward the end of

the booms in the 1950s and 1960s, as it had toward the end of interwar

32 Ibid.
33 See Neal and Barbezat, Economics, Chapters 2–3, for information about European

economic recovery, integration and policies during 1945–1958, and for analysis of the
economic effects of the formation of the European Economic Community on its
members.

34 Here we define long-run average GDP growth as the annual average rate during 1960–
2001, and long-run average inflation as the annual average rate during 1947–2001. In
Japan and many countries of Europe, real GDP growth was higher on average during
the “Golden Age” of 1950–1973, and especially during 1947–1960 than in subsequent
decades. See Crafts and Toniolo, Economic Growth, and the papers therein for analysis
of European economic growth after World War II.
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booms. Interest rates also tended to rise toward the end of booms.

Although the Fisher effect can explain why nominal interest rates rise

when inflation increases, real (ex post) interest rates also rose and money

stock growth fell during the last two years of most booms, indicating that
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Figure 14.7 Real GDP growth (minus long-run average): Booms of the
1950s–1960s (median ± mean absolute deviation).
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monetary conditions tightened. Monetary policy tightening might snuff

out a stock market boom by raising the rate at which investors discount

expected dividend growth and/or by reducing the path of expected

dividends. The Federal Reserve responded aggressively to inflation,

especially during the 1950s, and both US stock market booms of the

1950s and early 1960s ended as the Fed tightened in response to rising

inflation.35 The behavior of median interest rate levels and money stock

growth rates across all booms of this era indicates that the ends of many

booms coincided with monetary policy tightening.

C. Stock market booms of the 1970s–1990s

We have examined the stock market booms of the 1970s–1990s separ-

ately from those of the 1950s–1960s because the macroeconomic and

regulatory environments of the two periods differ markedly, and because

high frequency observations on a greater variety of macroeconomic

series are available only for the period since 1970. The 1970s witnessed

the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, two

major energy market shocks, high inflation, and a worldwide slowdown

in productivity growth. Only two of our ten countries experienced a

stock market boom in the 1970s – Australia and Canada. In both

countries, rising commodity prices brought improved terms of trade and

a rising stock market. Energy and mining stocks have relatively heavy

weight in the market indexes of both countries.

The 1980s and 1990s, by contrast, saw declining energy prices and

inflation, higher average output growth, and buoyant financial markets

in many countries. Several countries eliminated capital controls and dere-

gulated financial markets and institutions in these years, and financial

markets became more integrated across countries. All ten countries

experienced a stock market boom during the 1980s, and all but Japan

had a boom in the 1990s.

Advances in information-processing technologies that facilitated

global financial transactions and innovations also encouraged financial

deregulation. Countries adopted reforms to increase the efficiency of their

domestic financial markets, tap foreign capital, and respond to various

financial innovations, such as electronic trading and trading in stock

market futures and options.

35 Calomiris and Wheelock, “Was the Great Depression?” show that the Fed reacted to
rising (falling) inflation by draining (adding) reserves from the banking system, and
Romer and Romer, “Rehabilitation,” find that during the 1950s the Fed’s actions
satisfied the so-called Taylor Principle in that policy resulted in changes in the real
interest rate that exceeded changes in the rate of inflation.
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The world’s first electronic stock exchange, the Nasdaq market, was

created in the US in 1971. The US deregulated brokerage commissions

in the mid-1970s. Other countries followed suit in the 1980s and 1990s,

abolishing minimum brokerage commissions and controls on the own-

ership of brokers and dealers, and establishing electronic trading and

derivative securities markets.36

The UK removed exchange controls in 1979; Japan and Germany

followed suit in 1980 and 1984.37 Other European countries eliminated

controls on capital in the late 1980s and early 1990s under the terms of

the European Economic and Monetary Union.

In several countries, the removal of capital controls and deregulation

of financial markets occurred as part of a sea change in economic policy.

Tax cuts, especially on capital income, widespread deregulation of

industry, and monetary policies that brought inflation under control

produced a more favorable business climate in many countries than

had prevailed in the 1970s. In the US, these policies were augmented by

less aggressive anti-trust enforcement, which encouraged mergers and

acquisitions and a booming stock market.38

Next, we identify the macroeconomic conditions under which stock

market booms occurred during the 1970s–1990s. Figure 14.9 plots

quarterly observations on median real GDP growth (relative to its long-

run average) during boom episodes.39 In contrast to earlier periods,

when output growth typically exceeded its long-run average during

booms, median output growth hovered near its long-run average across

the stock market booms of the 1970s–1990s. The median, however,

belies considerable variation in output growth rates across stock market

booms. Several countries had a stock market boom in the mid-to-late

1990s. During these booms, output growth exceeded its long-run average

in Australia, Canada, Sweden, the UK, and the US, but was near or

below average in France, Germany, and Italy.

Figure 14.9 plots US real GDP growth (relative to its long-run

average) during the twenty quarters before and after the third quarter

of 2000, when the US boom of April 1994–August 2000 ended. US real

36 For example, Japan permitted foreign firms to become members of the Tokyo Stock
Exchange in 1982, and introduced domestic stock index futures trading in 1988. See
Kato, “Japanese Securities.” The UK abolished minimum brokerage commissions,
permitted ownership of exchange member firms by outside corporations, and instituted
electronic trading in 1986. France abolished fixed brokerage commissions and broke-
up the brokerage and market-making cartels, and introduced futures and options
trading on the Paris exchange in 1987.

37 Yamada, “Japanese Banking.” 38 Wigmore, Securities Markets.
39 Here we again define the long-run average as the average annual real GDP growth rate

for 1960–2001.
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GDP growth exceeded its long-run average by about 1 percentage point

over the eighteen quarters before the stock market peak. This boom was

frequently attributed to an increase in productivity growth associated

with advances in information technology. Although internet and other

information-processing technology stocks experienced the largest price

gains, the US stock market boom of 1994–2000 was broadly based as

optimists expressed confidence in the prospects of accelerated earnings

growth in the “new economy.” Figure 14.10 shows that US labor

productivity growth exceeded its long-run average by at least 1 per-

centage point in three of four years between 1996 and 1999. The figure

also shows that across all booms of the 1970s–1990s median product-

ivity growth was near its long-run average.40 Thus, by occurring when

productivity growth was above average, the US boom of 1994–2000 was

unusual among booms of the 1980s–1990s.

Figure 14.11 plots monthly observations on US inflation (relative to

its long-run average) during the boom of 1994–2000 alongside median

inflation across all booms of the 1970s–1990s.41 As in earlier periods,
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Figure 14.9 Real GDP growth (minus long-run average): Booms of the
1970s–1990s (median ± mean absolute deviation).

40 We define the long-run average as the average annual labor productivity growth rate for
1970–2004.

41 Here we again define the long-run average as the average year-over-year rate of inflation
for 1947–2004.
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inflation was typically below average during stock market booms of the

1970s–1990s, and rising as booms ended. The pattern held true during

the US boom of 1994–2000. The increase in the rate of inflation before

the August 2000 stock market peak occurred somewhat earlier, however,

than the increase in median inflation across all booms.

As with earlier stock market booms, the ends of most booms of the

1970s–1990s were preceded by several months of monetary policy tight-

ening. For example, the US stock market boom of 1994–2000 ended

after just over a year of Federal Reserve tightening. Citing “a signifi-

cant risk of rising inflation,” the Federal Reserve began to tighten in

June 1999, and then increased its federal funds rate target by a total of

175 basis points to 6.5 percent over the next 12 months.42 As a result,

the real funds rate, measured as the current month’s funds rate minus

the trailing year-over-year inflation rate, increased by about forty basis

points, while spreads between short- and long-term Treasury security

yields narrowed until the yield curve inverted in early 2000. The

behavior of both nominal and real interest rates during other booms of

the 1970s–1990s show a similar pattern, with median nominal and real

rates increasing about 1 percentage point, and about 0.6 percentage

points, respectively, within the last eight months of booms. Thus, we

again find that booms typically ended following a period of monetary

policy tightening associated with rising inflation.

IV. Observations and conclusions

Our study of twentieth century stock market booms among ten

developed countries finds that markets reflect both underlying macro-

economic conditions and specific economic policy actions. We find that

stock market booms were an element of the business cycle, with booms

typically arising during cyclical recoveries and other periods of rapid

economic growth and ending when GDP growth slowed. Many stock

market booms were followed by large declines in real stock prices, if not

outright market crashes, and a slowing of economic activity. We also

find an association between stock market booms and monetary policy.

Booms typically arose when inflation was low and declining, and ended

within a few months of an increase in the rate of inflation. Rising

inflation tended to bring tighter monetary conditions, reflected in higher

42 The target had been reduced from 5 percent to 4.75 percent on November 17, 1998.
The target was raised to 5 percent on June 30, 1999, and elevated in five more steps to
6.5 percent on May 16, 2000. The quotation in the text is from the unpublished
transcripts of the Federal Open Market Committee meeting of June 29–30, 1999.
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real interest rates, declining term spreads, and reduced money stock

growth.

During the interwar period, the timing and extent of stock market

booms in several countries bore a close relationship to exchange rate

policies. France, for example, experienced a stock market boom in

1926–1929, after its exchange rate was pegged at a level that encouraged

capital inflows and fiscal and monetary policies were adopted that

brought inflation under control. The UK, by contrast, pursued an over-

valued exchange rate during the 1920s that resulted in capital outflows,

slow economic growth, and only modest real stock price appreciation.

Similarly, in many countries the timing of economic recovery and stock

market booms during the 1930s was closely associated with devaluation

or outright abandonment of the gold standard.

Stock market booms of the 1950s and 1960s reflected economic

recovery and rapid growth after World War II. In Europe, actions to

reopen markets to trade and capital flows also buoyed financial markets

and contributed to two waves of stock market booms. We note in par-

ticular an apparent association between stock market booms in several

European countries and the dismantling of trade barriers and exchange

controls in the late 1950s. Finally, stock market booms of the 1970s–

1990s were somewhat less commonly associated with rapid economic

growth, though the US boom of 1994–2000 did occur during a period

of rapid output and productivity growth, as well as low inflation. We

speculate that financial deregulation and globalization weakened the

links between domestic economic growth and stock markets in the 1980s–

1990s.

Stock market booms tended to be roughly in sync across countries

throughout the twentieth century. Several countries had booms in the

1920s, mid-1930s, 1950s, mid-1980s, and late 1990s, whereas few

countries had booms between 1965 and 1980. Stock market returns

were more highly correlated across countries during boom periods than

at other times. The average correlation was especially high during the

late 1920s and 1980s–1990s, when financial markets and capital flows

were comparatively unregulated. In these decades, international finan-

cial markets were relatively highly integrated. Average correlation was

relatively low, and booms were less in sync during the 1950s and 1960s

when many of the financial regulations and capital controls imposed

during the Great Depression, and strengthened during World War II,

remained in force and interfered with international market integration.

By studying the behavior of financial markets under a variety macro-

economic and policy environments, financial historians can provide
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much needed insights that help in devising policies that promote the

efficient and stable operation of financial markets. We find that stock

market booms have been closely related to monetary policies, as

reflected both by the level of inflation and actions to control inflation.

Furthermore, we find that international economic policies, such as

capital controls, exchange rate pegs, and financial regulation, affect the

linkages between domestic economic performance and stock markets.

A key lesson for policy, therefore, is that the effects of macroeconomic

policies on asset markets are likely to be influenced by both the domestic

regulation and the international integration of those markets. Thus, the

efficient operation of financial markets would seem to hinge on both

macroeconomic and regulatory policies, and how well those policies

interact with one another.

Appendix
Data sources

Stock price index (nominal, monthly data): stock price data for

all countries except the US are from Global Financial Data (www.glo

balfinancialdata.com). The following lists the Global Financial Data

series identifier and description for each country:

Australia: AORDM, Australia ASX All-Ordinaries

Canada: GSPTSEM, Canada S&P/TSX 300 Composite

France: SBF250M, France SBF-250 Index

Germany: FWBXXM, Germany CDAX Composite Index

Italy: BCIIM, Banca Commerciale Italiana Index

Japan: N225M, Japan Nikkei 225 Stock Average

Netherlands: AAXM, Netherlands All-Share Price Index

Sweden: SWAVM, Sweden Affarsvarlden General Index

UK: FTASM, UK FT-Actuaries All-Share Index

US: NBER Macro History Database, series m11025a (1871:

01–1920:12); Standard and Poor’s 500 Composite Index

(1941–1943¼ 10), Monthly Average of daily data

obtained from Haver Analytics (1921:01–2004:12)

Real Stock price (monthly): we used consumer price index data to

deflate nominal stock prices to obtain a real stock price. Consumer price

index data for all countries except the US are from Global Financial

Data. The following lists the Global Financial Data consumer price

index series identifier for each country. Monthly observations are

available beginning from the month listed in parentheses.
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Australia: CPAUSM (1912:01)

Canada: CPCANM (1914:01)

France: CPFRAM (1915:01)

Germany: CPDEUM (1923:12)

Italy: CPITAM (1920:01)

Japan: CPJPNM (1922:01)

Netherlands: CPNLDM (1919:01)

Sweden: CPSWEM (1916:01)

UK: CPGBRM (1914:01)

US: BLS, Series ID: CUUR0000SA0, CPI – All Urban

Consumers, US City Average, All Items, not seasonally

adjusted, 1982–84¼ 100 (1913:01–2004:12)

General notes about the figures presented in the paper

We computed all growth rates using log first differencing, unless other-

wise noted. For all figures displaying annual data we attributed the stock

market peak to the prior calendar year if the peak month of a boom

occurred in the first six months of a year. Otherwise, we attributed the

peak to the calendar year that it occurred. For figures displaying monthly

or quarterly data, we attributed the peak to the actual month or quarter

that it occurred.

Real GDP: data are from Maddison, World Economy, Tables 1b, 2b

and 5b for 1871–2001 and the OECD for 2001–2004. For booms

ending prior to 1940, we defined the long-run average growth rate as the

average growth rate for 1871–1939. For booms ending after 1940, we

defined the long-run average growth rate as the average growth rate for

1960–2001.

Inflation: the sources for consumer price index data are listed above.

We computed annual inflation rates by averaging annualized monthly

growth rates. For booms ending prior to 1940, we defined the long-run

average growth rate as the average growth rate from the first available

observation through 1939 (first available observations: Australia, 1902;

Canada, 1911; France, 1872; Germany, 1924; Italy, 1871; Japan, 1871;

Netherlands, 1882; Sweden, 1871; UK, 1871; US, 1870). For booms

ending after 1940, we defined the long-run average growth rate as the

average growth rate for 1947–2004.

Real GDP: quarterly data downloaded from the OECDNEQ data-

base of Haver Analytics. Data are available beginning in the quarter

listed in parentheses: Australia (1960: 1); Canada (1961: 1); France

(1978: 1); Germany (1991: 1); Italy (1980: 1); Japan (1980: 1); Nether-

lands (1977: 1); Sweden (1980: 1); UK (1960: 1); US (1960: 1). We
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computed growth rates as year-over-year growth rates for each quarter.

We defined the long-run average growth rate as the average growth

rate for 1960–2001, calculated using the annual data from Maddison,

World Economy, listed above.

Labor productivity: annual data on GDP per hour worked obtained

from the OECD productivity database (July 2005). The data for all

countries span the years 1970–2004. We defined the long-run average

growth rate as the average growth rate for 1970–2004.

Inflation: monthly consumer price index data from Global Financial

Data, listed above. We computed the inflation rate as year-over-year

growth in the consumer price index. We defined the long-run average

growth rate as the average growth rate for 1947–2004.
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15 Lessons from history for the twenty-first

century

Larry Neal

Just before the sub-prime crisis broke in August 2007, an op-ed piece by

David Hale in the Wall Street Journal boldly asserted that never in the

history of the world has the human race enjoyed such material pros-

perity.1 The facts back him up. With a record population of 6.6 billion

and an average per capita income of $10,200 in 2006, the world’s gross

domestic product was still growing at over 5 percent annually in real

terms and thus at 2–4 percent per capita.2 Never has there been so many

people living and never has their per capita income been so high.

Moreover, never before have there been such bright prospects for the

future. Driving this phenomenal achievement, most economists agree,

is the rise of trade, starting with the industrialized West after World War

II, including the oil producing countries in the 1970s, and finally

encompassing the centrally-planned economies of China, India, and the

former Soviet Union in the 1990s. Despite occasional tremors in the

stock markets of the world, the global economy is awash in liquidity as

a result of the unprecedented breadth and depth of prosperity, which

has generated high profits in all the countries participating in increased

trade.

The resulting savings, Hale argued, as have others,3 are directed by

the increasingly efficient financial markets of the world toward their

most efficient investment opportunities. Global finance, in short, pro-

vides the basis for continued prosperity. The stock markets in New

York, London, and Tokyo, and the international banks there allocate

the world’s savings toward their highest returns. Ironically, their favored

destination turns out to be the US, far and away the largest capital

importer in the world since the beginning of the 1980s, and still the

1 “The Best Economy Ever,” Wall Street Journal. July 31, 2007, p. A15.
2 CIA, World Factbook, 2007.
3 Mishkin, The Next Great Globalization, the Bank for International Settlements in its
Annual Reports 2003–2007, and the International Monetary Fund in its semi-annual
World Economic Outlook (July 2007).
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richest country in the history of the world. Therein lies the potential

pitfall for the future of global finance, not just in the rant of radical Islam

or in the populist rhetoric of anti-globalization demonstrators, but also

in the historical analysis of economists.4 These distinguished economists

draw upon the work of financial historians of the first age of financial

globalization (1880–1913) to note that political forces reacting to the

structural changes created by globalization in the nineteenth century led

to “great reversals” in the twentieth century.5 This same political dynamic

could again thwart the new globalization of the twenty-first century, as

even David Hale warned at the end of his op-ed piece.

As the US election campaigns for 2008 heated up, candidates in both

parties called for further restrictions upon globalization, starting with

restrictions on trade that benefit the usual constituencies: the steel pro-

ducers, auto manufacturers, and textile mills. Complaints about immi-

gration also escalated to new levels, not seen since post-World War I,

even while more seasonal work in the US became dependent upon

migrant workers whose legal status was at best indeterminate. No less

important, albeit less well-publicized, were political initiatives to thwart

further progress in the operation of financial markets. In the US, the

Patriot Act of October 2001, which was renewed virtually unchanged in

2005, strengthened the regulatory powers and investigative authority of

the US Treasury over the payments system to an unprecedented extent.

The European Union quickly followed suit to enhance the cooperation

among its member states for monitoring payments in order to prevent

terrorist organizations and other enterprises from carrying out money

laundering operations. The European Union even got the secretive

banks of Switzerland to inform European governments of the taxes owed

by their nationals on their Swiss earnings. The ultimate effect was,

predictably, to increase the transactions costs of international payments

in general.

With all these political forces at work in the twenty-first century to

constrain the market forces driving globalization, especially financial

globalization, readers will surely wonder whether the lessons of history

presented above are pertinent to the present policy issues. Financial

historians know that they are but, just as decision-makers in the past

were convinced that their history was irrelevant in light of new innova-

tions, so too are decision-makers today likely to spurn the insights

4 For examples, Aghion and Williamson, Growth, Inequality and Rajan and Zingales,
Saving Capitalism.

5 Rajan and Zingales, “Great Reversals.”
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developed by historians, feeling that they are irrelevant in the context of

modern technology and institutions.6

Indeed, if we review the recent history of developments in banking,

capital markets, and government regulations, it appears that the initial

mistakes have been recognized and rectified more quickly than earlier.

At least by 2007, even financial historians can be cautiously optimistic

about the future of global finance. In contrast, few people writing in

1907 were optimistic about the future of the gold standard or of British

primacy in the world economy of the time. Events, as it happened,

proved them right, but in terms much more draconian than imagined

by the most dismal pessimist. To justify optimism now in light of the

missteps of the past, we need to take a closer look at what mistakes were

made then and those made more recently so as to compare the responses

then and now. Our comparisons will touch first on international bank-

ing, then capital markets, and finally government interventions.

I. Financial crises: then and now

The prevalence of financial crises in both the 1890s and the 1990s

provoked financial historians to compare the sources of crises and their

respective consequences. In work done with Marc Weidenmier, I found

little evidence of contagion from the financial crises of the 1890s.7 For

the crises of the 1990s, the academic consensus appears to be that, at a

minimum, the Asian crisis of 1997 and the Russian default in 1998 did

provoke contagion.8 A detailed analysis of the consequences of the fin-

ancial crises in the respective three decades at the end of the nineteenth

and the twentieth centuries was done by Bordo and Eichengreen.9 They

found that while the output losses were roughly the same in each epoch,

there were many more crises in the 1990s.

The reason that crises in the 1990s were more frequent than in the

1890s, Bordo et al. concluded, was because peripheral countries trying

to tap into global financial markets attempted at first to peg their cur-

rencies to one of the key currencies in the financial capitals (dollars, yen,

or deutschemarks). While this was beneficial for attracting foreign sav-

ings into these countries, the currency pegs created excessive foreign

6 A notable exception is Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System of the US, whose latest book, Essays on the Great Depression summarized
his decades of research into the banking crises of the 1930s, which were exacerbated by
actions of the US Federal Reserve and the Banque de France in the 1930s.

7 Neal and Weidenmier, “From Tulips to Today.”
8 Mishkin, Next Great Globalizations and Taylor, Global Financial Warriors.
9 Bordo and Eichengreen, “Crises Now and Then.”
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currency exposures for their domestic banks. Lessons were learned,

however, especially by IMF staff who shifted to recommending their

client states to adopt flexible exchange rates rather than pegged, adjust-

able rates. These had been the standard under the Bretton Woods sys-

tem until that system was finally abandoned in 1973, after collapsing in

1971. It took the IMF staff longer, however, to abandon their mindset.

Furthermore, countries attempting to borrow in the international mar-

kets were encouraged to make explicit arrangements in case of default:

the so-called “collective action clauses.”10 Finally, as reported in the

IMF’s July 2007 update to theWorld Economic Outlook, emerging market

countries have been able to offer bonds in their own currencies to an

increasing extent.

During the 1990s, these countries could not find an acceptable market

for their bonds unless they were denominated in a major currency, a

problem that economists labeled the “original sin” problem.11 By 2007,

however, this problem appeared on course for solution as well. The

Central and Eastern European countries recently joining the European

Union, or attempting to meet the requirements for admission, have

adopted enough of the institutions of the European Union to make their

own-currency debt marketable. This is happening even before they

adopt the EU’s euro as their own currency. Some Latin American

countries have begun to find a market for their debt in their own cur-

rencies as well, provided they include the collective action clauses.12

By contrast, lessons from the crises of the 1890s had not really been

learned even as the twentieth century began. Several major European

countries simply abandoned the gold standard or delayed further joining

it until the world supply of gold began to increase after 1897. The new

supplies of gold from South Africa and the Yukon initiated a period

labeled “gold inflation.”13 Thus, for example, after the easing of supply

constraints on the world’s monetary gold supply, Italy and Austria

rejoined the gold standard club and Spain and Portugal managed to

shadow it successfully.14

The one crisis that did occur in the ensuing period of monetary ease,

the panic of 1907 that originated in New York, was severe and appar-

ently did create contagion. This was in stark contrast to the previous

crises in the 1890s according to the findings of Neal and Weidenmier.15

10 Taylor, Global Warriors, p. 119.
11 Eichengreen and Hausman, Other People’s Money.
12 IMF Research Paper, “Reaping the Benefits.”
13 By Friedman and Schwartz, A Monetary History.
14 Bordo and Rockoff, “Good Housekeeping Seal.”
15 Neal and Weidenmier, “From Tulips to Today.”
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A key difference may have been that in this case the Bank of England

abandoned Bagehot’s rule for central banks in times of scrambles for

liquidity (“lend freely at a penalty rate”). In response to an unusual

outflow of gold from London in October 1906, primarily insurance

payouts to the US for losses sustained in the San Francisco earthquake

of April 1906, the Bank of England raised its discount rate sharply to

6 percent. But when that unusually high rate created financial distress in

the London money market, the Bank lowered it and refused instead to

discount any bills of exchange drawn from the US.16 The Bank’s novel

action pushed the US demand for gold over to Paris and Berlin, with

adverse consequences in turn for the reserves of the public banks in Italy

and Austria-Hungary. Evidently, the easing of gold supplies at the

beginning of the twentieth century reduced pressures as well for policy-

makers to learn their lessons from history!

Even before the missteps of the Bank of England in 1906, however,

there were signs that the first wave of financial globalization was ebbing

away. The Inland Revenue service of the UK, in a confidential report

on the eve of World War I to assess the possibilities for financing an

increased armaments program, noted that the returns from the finance

companies and stockbrokers had fallen off sharply in recent years,

although profits in the banking and insurance companies remained

healthy.17 Membership in the London Stock Exchange fell continuously

after 1907 as did dividends to the proprietors of the exchange.18 Ranald

Michie argues that the change in rules and regulations by the London

exchange after 1907 decreased not only its membership, but also

decreased its effectiveness as a capital market, the result of enforcing

minimum commissions and restricting arbitrage operations with other

exchanges, both domestic and foreign.19 He also argues persuasively

that similar restrictions imposed by the governments of France and

Germany on the Paris and Berlin exchanges, restrictions designed to

protect investors from the risks of defaults on forward contracts,

decreased their effectiveness as well.20 Even the Irish Stock Exchange

lost its allure after 1897, reflecting in part the malaise of the London

market as well as the increasing political frictions between the Irish and

the British.21 Consequently, even before World War I destroyed the

global securities market its effectiveness was increasingly undermined

even as domestic banking sectors expanded in all industrial nations.

16 Odell and Weidenmier, “Real Shock, Monetary Aftershock.”
17 Inland Revenue, Finance Bill, 1914, p. 59. 18 Davis and Neal.
19 Michie, London and New York. 20 Michie, Global Securities Market.
21 Hickson and Turner, “Rise and Decline.”
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II. “Overbanking” then and now

The monumental work of Lance Davis and Robert Gallman (2001),

reviewed in Chapter 8, blames the various shortcomings of the capital

markets in the UK, the US, Canada, Australia, and Argentina, on

“overbanking.” By this they meant the tendency of banks, especially in

the frontier economies, to invest heavily in long-term, illiquid securities

issued by agricultural and mining enterprises on the basis of deposits by

distant investors, whether domestic or foreign. Given that returns from

such enterprises were volatile, and that distant depositors could be

fickle, crises had to occur from time to time. When they did, a country’s

capital markets either responded constructively (for example, Morga-

nization of American railroads at the end of the 1890s in the US, bond

houses in Canada) or not (Australia’s governments creating land banks

to send good money after bad, Argentina substituting regional banks for

British banks). “Overbanking” in this sense was also a looming problem

in the UK. The number of joint-stock banks with nationwide branches

fell low enough (five) that an effective cartel could be formed.

Davis and Gallman argue that their analysis of the difficulties enco-

untered by the emerging markets of the nineteenth century applies as

well to more recent difficulties encountered by Japan during its lost

decade of the 1990s.22 Their masterly survey of the development of

Japan’s financial sector from the Meiji reforms to 1970 elicits a number

of striking parallels with the various missteps in financial development

that the authors uncovered particularly for Argentina and Australia. The

imitation of the Japanese financial strategies by the Asian tigers in the

1990s also presaged the Asian crises in 1997 and the Latin American

crises starting with the Mexican meltdown in 1995. Time and again,

“overbanking” turned out to be the culprit. In each case, a country relied

more on banks as their financial intermediaries for long-term capital

investments rather than on capital markets. Capital markets can over-

come the problem of mismatched maturities by providing outside sources

of liquidity to companies, and they mitigate the asymmetric information

problem by providing transparent prices to the public. For long-term

intermediation, in short, capital markets have proven their superiority

time and again. Excessive reliance on banks in Japan (and subsequently

in South Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia) led to progressive mismatch-

ing between the maturities of banks’ assets and liabilities by the begin-

ning of the 1990s. The heavy investments of Japanese banks in the

equity shares of their keiretsu manufacturing affiliates shrank in value as

22 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Capital Markets, Chap. 9.
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Korean, Chinese, and Malaysian exporters gained market shares at the

expense of Japanese exporters to the US and European markets. Their

depositors put their savings in the national Postal Savings Banks. Major

Japanese multinationals began outsourcing their production to sites

in Asia, central and east Europe, and even the US. The Bank of Japan,

by reducing its interest rates to near zero, facilitated a “carry trade”

in which investment banks borrowed at low rates in yen to invest in

much higher rates in dollars, euros, or other Asian currencies, wherever

Japanese overseas investment occurred. Japanese government debt,

mostly issued to the Postal Savings banks, soared to record levels relative

to Gross National Product.

“Overbanking” was not a term used to describe the Japanese dilemma

since the end of the 1980s, but economists recognized that a major dif-

ficulty for Japanese banks in dealing with their backlog of non-performing

loans was the lack of well-developed securities markets that could

securitize their bad loans in some marketable fashion. Davis and Gallman

concluded that the financial system of Japan that emerged after the Meiji

Restoration of 1868, thanks to the guiding genius of the Finance Min-

ister, Masayoshi Matsukata, eventually came to bear a striking resem-

blance to the Australian system of state-supported land banks and

government-guided investment strategies that emerged after the 1890s

crises. In both cases, governments tried to protect their citizens from the

financial impact of a prior collapse in land values.23

The Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s was unfolding as Davis and

Gallman were finishing their manuscript, leading them to conclude

“that, although the past has provided valuable lessons, it does not appear

that, even a century later, those lessons have been learned.”24 Since

then, however, more by trial and error than by close reading of financial

history, the basic problem of “overbanking” in financial globalization is

well on course to being solved by the re-emergence of a global securities

market.

III. The global securities market then and now

Ranald Michie extols the virtues of a global securities market for the

access it allows international banks to a much larger reservoir of savings

in cases when they might confront a liquidity squeeze.25 He argues

that access to a wide range of pools of liquid assets enables financial

23 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Capital Markets, pp. 900–2.
24 Davis and Gallman, Evolving Capital Markets, p. 925.
25 Michie, Global Securities Market.
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institutions to find lenders of short-term funds rather than be forced

to declare bankruptcy when they face a run on deposits and a falling

market for their assets. If effective, such a global securities market could

eliminate the need for an international lender of last resort.26

Forming such an institution, the Bank for International Settlements

notwithstanding, has proven politically impossible. The US Treasury

essentially played the role of international lender of last resort through

the operation of the Bretton Woods system from 1944 until its demise in

1971, when its monetary gold stocks fell too low to meet the increasing

demands from leading central banks. To financial historians, this was

reminiscent of the US Treasury’s role as domestic lender of last resort

from the onset of the Civil War in 1861 until the establishment of the

Federal Reserve System in 1914. Even when the Federal Reserve

assumed the role of lender of last resort for National Banks in the US, it

failed miserably during the Great Depression. It did not respond to the

successive banking crises at the beginning of the 1930s, and actually

precipitated another banking crisis in 1937 by raising reserve require-

ments for National Banks. This action nearly undid the efforts of the

Treasury through underwriting the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-

tion to recapitalize the majority of the nation’s banks from 1933

onwards.27

The savings and loan crisis of the 1980s in the US similarly required

indirect action by the US Treasury through the Resolution Trust Cor-

poration. Not until the terms of Alan Greenspan as chairman of the

Board of Governors in 1986 did the Federal Reserve System truly act as

a domestic lender of last resort. Greenspan’s resolute actions succeeded

in dampening the financial shocks of the stock market collapse in

October 1987, moderating the widely anticipated shock of computer

failures in banks at the turn of the year 2000, and enabling the New York

money and capital markets to rebound from the terrorist attacks of

September 11, 2001. The IMF, confronted with the unanticipated

consequences of responding as a lender of last resort to the liquidity

scrambles generated by the Asian crisis in 1997 and the Russian default

in 1998, met the Argentine meltdown in 2004 with stolid resistance. It

was backed up this time by the Federal Reserve System, still under

Greenspan’s leadership, and the US Treasury, now under more con-

servative leadership less responsive to the immediate needs of Wall

26 In August 2007, the collapse of the sub-prime mortgage market in the US prompted
(presumably coordinated) intervention by the central banks of the US, the European
Union, and Japan with no mention of the International Monetary Fund.

27 Calomiris and Mason, “How to Restructure”; and Mason, “Political Economy of the
RFC.”
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Street investment banks. Only in nearby Uruguay was there any adverse

effect on other countries, and this was probably due to ill-advised

intervention by the IMF at the time.28 In short, instead of having gov-

ernments move toward forming an international lender of last resort, a

variety of private reforms and innovations in the operation of the global

securities market have managed to reduce the incidence of financial

crises and moderate their influence on other countries.

IV. Financial innovations and government intervention

While the pace of innovation in the global securities markets since 1980

has managed to quell calls for an international lender of last resort since

the resolution of the Asian, Russian, and Argentine crises, government

intervention has occurred elsewhere at the international level. Rather

than intervene directly in credit or foreign exchange markets (at least

until the meltdown of the sub-prime mortgage markets in August 2007),

governments have found it useful and possible to regulate the inter-

national payments system. The events of September 11, 2001, motiv-

ated both the US and the European Union to cooperate in monitoring

international payments to choke off the ultimate source of finance for

terrorist groups. The attackers of September 11 had received regular

payments while training in the US through the operation of various

hawala currency exchanges and wire transfer services. These are infor-

mal currency exchanges created to allow foreigners in Europe or the

US to remit earnings to family and friends in their home countries for

a nominal fee. In effect, they operate much as the four-party bill of

exchange did for making international payments in early modern Europe.

As in the case of the four-party foreign bill of exchange in early modern

Europe, a multitude of small payments made via various hawalas has to
be settled eventually by an occasional large remittance through regular

banking systems.29 In the twenty-first century, these larger remittances

can be picked up when they are recorded by the clearing system for

international payments, SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank

28 Mishkin, Next Great Globalization argues that Uruguay had ample foreign reserves to
maintain its exchange rate with the dollar, but that when the IMF forced it to float,
investors took this as a signal that reserves were deficient and forced a severe devalu-
ation that ruined the capital accounts of Uruguay’s financial institutions with debts
denominated in dollars and assets denominated in Uruguay’s peso uruguayan (which
had replaced the new peso in 1993, which in turn had replaced the peso in 1975 during
the currency turmoil of the mid-1970s.

29 See Chapter 1 of Neal, Rise of Financial Capitalism, and especially Neal and Quinn,
“Networks of Information,” for expositions of the four-party bill of exchange in early
eighteenth century London.
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Financial Telecommunication). While SWIFT is operated by private

international banks for their convenience, it has cooperated with US and

European authorities to monitor payments by particular individuals or

organizations thought to be financing terrorist activities.30 Such moni-

toring could, of course, also be useful to detect money laundering from

illegal activities and tax evasion.

The banks responsible for reporting their international payments to

the respective national authorities saw the new regulations as an oppor-

tunity to raise their service fees in general. This opportunity was espe-

cially welcomed within the euro-zone of the European Union where the

introduction of a single currency in 1999 had eliminated the previously

lucrative business of charging commissions on foreign exchange. The

2 percent fee that banks in the US and Europe imposed on any inter-

national transfer of funds thereafter exceeded by far the earlier recom-

mendations of economists for a “Tobin tax” on speculative capital

movements. The Tobin tax was supposed to throw a little bit of sand

into the gears of currency manipulators such as George Soros, just to

allow time for longer-term credit markets to adjust to changes in eco-

nomic fundamentals. The 2 percent payments fee, by contrast, per-

manently raised transaction costs for international trade across the board

despite citizen complaints and bank competitors. In contrast, the fees

charged for clearing foreign bills of exchange through the payments

system of the Amsterdam Exchange Bank in the eighteenth century, set

by the municipal authorities of Amsterdam were only one-eighth of

1 percent!

In the US market, the Sarbanes–Oxley bill, passed in 2002 by over-

whelming votes in the US Congress, also increased the transactions costs

of publicly-traded firms. The increased reporting requirements of

financial statements, combined with the legal liability of management

and external auditing firms for their accuracy has led to renewed con-

troversy over the role of government regulation. Do the expenses and

uncertainties mean that startup firms will continue to be discouraged

from going public in the future and that foreign companies will delist

from US exchanges? Similar concerns were raised, of course, when the

Securities and Exchange Act was enacted in 1934. The rise of private

equity since 2002 and the corresponding fall in the number of initial

public offerings by new firms may be attributable in part to the unforeseen

consequences of Sarbanes–Oxley. But the increase in the supply of

30 See Taylor, Chapter 1 for an explanation of SWIFT and its use by the US Treasury to
monitor payments by terrorist support groups, at least until the New York Times made
the program public in 2006!
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cheap credit at the disposal of existing corporations and hedge funds has

surely also played an important part. Economic historians remain divi-

ded over the earlier effects of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 as

well. It may have discouraged new firms from going public then as well,

and for much the same reasons. In the longer run, however, increased

public confidence in the solidity of the remaining firms may have con-

tributed to the rise of public participation in stock ownership after World

War II. Perhaps the benefits of the increased transparency of financial

reporting by public firms required by Sarbanes–Oxley will, in the longer

run, outweigh the costs, which are certainly much higher in the immediate

transition to the new set of regulations than they will be in a few years.31

Accounting standards to be followed by the public firms remain an

issue as the European Union in 2005 required all public companies

operating in Europe to adopt Internationally Accepted Standards (IAS).

This was presumably in response to previous US legislation that

required all public companies listing on US stock exchanges to provide

financial accounts based on US Generally Accepted Accounting Prac-

tices (GAAP). These have been characterized as applying “rules” rather

than “principles,” which are the characteristic of IAS, given the diversity

of enforcement agencies that the various European countries have cre-

ated over the years. The US, and to a large extent the UK and other

common law countries such as Canada and Australia, by contrast, have

established specific rules that comprise Generally Accepted Accounting

Practices. Finding mutually acceptable common ground for the two

approaches to standardizing accounting for public companies has proven

to be an arduous and ongoing process.32 Fortunately for the future of

the current global securities market, this task has been relegated to the

private sector, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in

the US, and the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) in

Europe. The difficulties encountered in the US for extending branch

banking among the various states and the similar difficulties that confront

the EU in creating a single financial market demonstrate the dangers of

leaving the resolution of such contentious issues to governments.33 In

31 Indeed, Thomas J. Healey, “Sarbox was the Right Medicine,” former Assistant Sec-
retary of the Treasury in the US, argues that costs of compliance to Sarbanes–Oxley fell
sharply in the first three years, while the Securities and Exchange Commission has
made compliance easier through modification of its enforcement procedures. Zhang,
“Economic Consequences,” however, argues that in those years the costs of compliance
were substantial and stockholder value fell substantially as a result.

32 See the special issue of The International Journal of Accounting, 38:2 (Summer 2003)
devoted to the “rules” versus “principles” for accounting standards for the US and
Europe.

33 See the discussion in Neal, Economics of Europe.
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2002, a Memorandum of Understanding between the two accounting

boards was signed (the Norwalk Agreement) to work toward conver-

gence of the two standards, creating a third set, the International

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). By 2007, a great deal of progress

had been made with cooperative research and decision making between

the two, with the governments of over one hundred countries signing on

to recognize and eventually enforce the IFRS as they emerge from the

research, discussion, and decision-making of the IASB.34

The rise of standard accounting practices in the first wave of financial

globalization created similar conflicts and concerns, both in the UK and

the US. Firms that adopted more transparent accounting and issued

annual reports found that their stock performed better than firms that

did not. 35 American railroad securities found a worldwide market in the

late nineteenth century, partly due to the ingenuity of American man-

agement in tailoring new security issues to the needs of each foreign

market, but partly due to their eventual adoption of standard accounting

practices, as well their payment of regular dividends.36

V. Conclusion

From the perspective of the financial historians who have presented the

case studies above, the specific issues today bear an uncanny resemblance

to the issues confronted in the past whenever innovations occurred in

financial capitalism. Fundamentally, each innovation in the past has

created challenges to the separate institutions of government, banking,

and capital markets to determine how they can incorporate and utilize

the innovations to their mutual advantage. The responses have varied

over time and across countries, but when success becomes apparent in

one context, it must have spillover effects that, eventually, have led to

the current triumph of global finance in the first decade of the twenty-

first century. Even the usual voices of caution from the World Bank and

International Monetary Fund acknowledge in their updates of July 2007

that the global economy has continued to prosper at unprecedented

levels of growth for an unusually long-spell after the terrorist attacks of

September 11, 2001. The possibility of derailing financial globalization

appeared soon afterwards, first with the financial crisis in Turkey at the

end of 2002, and then with the collapse of the Argentine commitment

34 IFRS, Annual Report, 2007.
35 John Turner, “Protecting Outside Investors,” although Turner emphasizes the role of

regular dividend payments in maintaining a firm’s share price over time.
36 Baskin and Miranti, History of Corporate Finance.
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to a fixed exchange rate with the dollar in 2004. Unlike the financial

crises that occurred during the 1990s, however, the loss of real output

within each country at the time of the crisis has been restored within a

few years. Furthermore, the possibility of contagion, spreading the crisis

to neighboring or similar countries, was checked immediately.

Despite these desperate efforts to derail the process of globalization,

dramatized by the destruction of the World Trade Center, the global

economy has continued to prosper with the benefits of increased pro-

duction of goods and services spread widely throughout the world and

even within most countries. All of this, of course, has been driven by the

renewed expansion of international finance. Clearly, some important

lessons have already been learned and put into effect by leading policy-

makers. Nevertheless, as each historian in this volume has indicated for

his particular case study, the possibility of reversals is always present,

usually due to the response of governments trying to protect their per-

ceived constituencies from dealing with foreign, impersonal market

forces that are unleashed by innovations in financial capitalism.
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